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Preface

0.0 Pub. 153, Sailing Directions (Enroute) West Coasts of
Mexico and Central America, Tenth Edition, 2003, is issued
for use in conjunction with Pub. 120, Sailing Directions
(Planning Guide) Pacific Ocean and Southeast Asia. Com-
panion volumes are Pubs. 154, 155, 157, 158, and 159.
0.0 This publication has been corrected to 6 December 2003,
including Notice to Mariners No. 49 of 2003.
0.0 Copyright.—Copyright 2003 by the United States Govern-
ment. No copyright claimed under Title 17 U.S.C.

Explanatory Remarks

0.0 Sailing Directions are published by the National Geospatial-
Intelligence Agency (NGA), under the authority of Department
of Defense Directive 5105.40, dated 12 December 1988, and
pursuant to the authority contained in U. S. Code Title 10,
Sections 2791 and 2792 and Title 44, Section 1336. Sailing
Directions, covering the harbors, coasts, and waters of the
world, provide information that cannot be shown graphically
on nautical charts and is not readily available elsewhere.
0.0 Sailing Directions (Enroute) include detailed coastal and
port approach information which supplements the largest scale
chart produced by the National Geospatial-Intelligence
Agency. This publication is divided into geographic areas
called “Sectors.”
0.0 Bearings.—Bearings are true, and are expressed in degrees
from 000˚ (north) to 360˚, measured clockwise. General
bearings are expressed by initial letters of points of the com-
pass (e.g. N, NNE, NE, etc.). Adjective and adverb endings
have been discarded. Wherever precise bearings are intended
degrees are used.
0.0 Coastal Features.—It is assumed that the majority of ships
have radar. Available coastal descriptions and views, useful for
radar and visual piloting are included in geographic sequence
in each Sector.
0.0 Corrective Information.— Corrective information and other
comments about this publication can be forwarded to NGA, as
follows:
0.0 1. Mailing address:

0.0Maritime Safety Information Division
0.0National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency
0.0ST D 44
0.04600 Sangamore Road
0.0Bethesda MD 20816-5003

0.0 2. E-mail address:
0.0sdpubs@nga.mil

0.0 New editions of Sailing Directions are corrected through the
date of the publication shown above. Important information to
amend material in the publication is available as a Publication
Digital Update (PDU) from the NGA Maritime Safety
Information Division website.

0.0NGA Maritime Safety Information Division Website
(PDUs)

http://164.214.12.145/sdr
0.0

0.0 Courses.—Courses are true, and are expressed in the same
manner as bearings. The directives “steer” and “make good” a
course mean, without exception, to proceed from a point of
origin along a track having the identical meridianal angle as the

designated course. Vessels following the directives must all
for every influence tending to cause deviation from such tra
and navigate so that the designated course is continuou
being made good.
0.0 Currents.—Current directions are the true directions towar
which currents set.
0.0 Dangers.—As a rule outer dangers are fully described, b
inner dangers which are well-charted are, for the most pa
omitted. Numerous offshore dangers, grouped together,
mentioned only in general terms. Dangers adjacent to a coa
passage or fairway are described.
0.0 Distances.—Distances are expressed in nautical miles of
minute of latitude. Distances of less than 1 mile are expres
in meters, or tenths of miles.
0.0 Geographic Names.—Geographic names are generall
those used by the nation having sovereignty. Names in par
theses following another name are alternate names that m
appear on some charts. In general, alternate names are qu
only in the principal description of the place. Diacritical mark
such as accents, cedillas, and circumflexes, which are relate
specific letters in certain foreign languages, are not used in
interest of typographical simplicity. Geographic names or th
spellings do not necessarily reflect recognition of the politic
status of an area by the United States Government.
0.0 Heights.—Heights are referred to the plane of referenc
used for that purpose on the charts and are expressed in me
0.0 Index-Gazetteer.—Navigational features and place-name
are listed alphabetically in the back of the book. The appro
mate position, along with the Sector and paragraph numb
(e.g.1.1), facilitate location in the text.
0.0 Internet Links.— This publication provides internet links to
web sites concerned with maritime navigational safety, inclu
ing but not limited to, Federal government sites, foreign H
drographic Offices, and foreign public/private port facilities
NGA makes no claims, promises, or guarantees concerning
accuracy, completeness, or adequacy of the contents of the
sites and expressly disclaims any liability for errors and om
sions of these web sites.
0.0 Light and Fog Signals.—Lights and fog signals are not de
scribed, and light sectors are not usually defined. The Lig
Lists should be consulted for complete information.
0.0 Ports.—Directions for entering ports are depicted wher
appropriate by means of chartlets, sketches, and photos, w
facilitate positive identification of landmarks and navigation
aids. These chartlets and sketches are not always to scale, h
ever, and should be used only as a general informational gu
in conjunction with the best scale chart. Specific port facilitie
are omitted from the standard format. They are tabulated
Pub. 150, World Port Index.
0.0 Radio Navigational Aids.—Radio navigational aids are no
described in detail. Publication No. 117 Radio Navigation
Aids and NOAA Publication, Selected Worldwide Marin
Broadcasts, should be consulted.
0.0 Sales.—For sale by the Superintendent of Documents, U.
Government Printing Office, Mail Stop: SSOP, Washingto
DC 20402-0001. Phone: toll free (866) 512-1800, DC ar
(202) 512-1800.

0.0GPO Bookstore Website
http://bookstore.gpo.gov
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0.0 Soundings.—Soundings are referred to the datum of the
charts and are expressed in meters.
0.0 Special Warnings.—A Special Warning may be in force for
the geographic area covered by this publication. Special
Warnings are printed in the weekly Notice to Mariners upon
promulgation and are reprinted annually in Notice to Mariners
No. 1. A listing of Special Warnings currently in force is
printed in each weekly Notice to Mariners, Section III, Broad-
cast Warnings, along with the notice number of promulgation.
Special Warnings are also available on the Maritime Safety
Information Division website.

0.0NGA Maritime Safety Information Division Website
(Special Warnings)

http://164.214.12.145warn/warn_j_query.html

0.0 Wind Directions.—Wind directions are the true directions
from which winds blow.

Reference List

0.0 The principal sources examined in the preparation of th
publication were:
0.0 British Hydrographic Department Sailing Directions.
0.0 Various port handbooks.
0.0 Reports from United States Naval and merchant vessels
various shipping companies.
0.0 Other U.S. Government publications, reports, and doc
ments.
0.0 Charts, light lists, tide and current tables, and other doc
ments in possession of the Agency.
0.0 Internet Web sites, as follows:
0.0 1. Baja California Sur, Ports of
0.0 http://www.bajaport.com
0.0 2. Braswell Shipyard, Panama
0.0 http://www.shipping-pages.com/braswell
0.0 3. J. Ray McDermott, S.A.
0.0 http://www.jraymcdermott.com
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Conversion Tables

 Feet to Meters
Feet 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0   0.00   0.30   0.61   0.91   1.22   1.52   1.83   2.13   2.44   2.74
10   3.05   3.35   3.66   3.96   4.27   4.57   4.88   5.18   5.49   5.79
20   6.10   6.40   6.71   7.01   7.32   7.62   7.92   8.23   8.53   8.84
30   9.14   9.45   9.75 10.06 10.36 10.67 10.97 11.28 11.58 11.89
40 12.19 12.50 12.80 13.11 13.41 13.72 14.02 14.33 14.63 14.93
50 15.24 15.54 15.85 16.15 16.46 16.76 17.07 17.37 17.68 17.98
60 18.29 18.59 18.90 19.20 19.51 19.81 20.12 20.42 20.73 21.03
70 21.34 21.64 21.95 22.25 22.55 22.86 23.16 23.47 23.77 24.08
80 24.38 24.69 24.99 25.30 25.60 25.91 26.21 26.52 26.82 27.13
 90 27.43 27.74 28.04 28.35 28.65 28.96 29.26 29.57 29.87 30.17

 Fathoms to Meters
Fathoms 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0     0.00     1.83     3.66     5.49     7.32     9.14   10.97   12.80   14.63   16.46
10   18.29   20.12   21.95   23.77   25.60   27.43   29.26   31.09   32.92   34.75
20   36.58   38.40   40.23   42.06   43.89   45.72   47.55   49.38   51.21   53.03

  30   54.86   56.69   58.52   60.35   62.18   64.01   65.84   67.67   69.49   71.32
40   73.15   74.98   76.81   78.64   80.47   82.30   84.12   85.95   87.78   89.61
 50   91.44   93.27   95.10   96.93   98.75 100.58 102.41 104.24 106.07 107.90
 60 109.73 111.56 113.39 115.21 117.04 118.87 120.70 122.53 124.36 126.19
70 128.02 129.85 131.67 133.50 135.33 137.16 138.99 140.82 142.65 144.47
80 146.30 148.13 149.96 151.79 153.62 155.45 157.28 159.11 160.93 162.76
90 164.59 166.42 168.25 170.08 171.91 173.74 175.56 177.39 179.22 181.05

 Meters to Feet
Meters 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

 0     0.00     3.28     6.56     9.84   13.12   16.40   19.68   22.97   26.25   29.53
10   32.81   36.09   39.37   42.65   45.93   49.21   52.49   55.77   59.06   62.34
20   65.62   68.90   72.18   75.46   78.74   82.02   85.30   88.58   91.86   95.14
30   98.42 101.71 104.99 108.27 111.55 114.83 118.11 121.39 124.67 127.95
40 131.23 134.51 137.80 141.08 144.36 147.64 150.92 154.20 157.48 160.76
50 164.04 167.32 170.60 173.88 177.16 180.45 183.73 187.01 190.29 193.57
60 196.85 200.13 203.41 206.69 209.97 213.25 216.54 219.82 223.10 226.38
 70 229.66 232.94 236.22 239.50 242.78 246.06 249.34 252.62 255.90 259.19
 80 262.47 265.75 269.03 272.31 275.59 278.87 282.15 285.43 288.71 291.99
90 295.28 298.56 301.84 305.12 308.40 311.68 314.96 318.24 321.52 324.80

 Meters to Fathoms
Meters 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0   0.00   0.55   1.09   1.64   2.19   2.73   3.28   3.83   4.37   4.92
10   5.47   6.01   6.56   7.11   7.66   8.20   8.75   9.30   9.84 10.39
20 10.94 11.48 12.03 12.58 13.12 13.67 14.22 14.76 15.31 15.86
30 16.40 16.95 17.50 18.04 18.59 19.14 19.68 20.23 20.78 21.33
40 21.87 22.42 22.97 23.51 24.06 24.61 25.15 25.70 26.25 26.79
50 27.34 27.89 28.43 28.98 29.53 30.07 30.62 31.17 31.71 32.26
60 32.81 33.36 33.90 34.45 35.00 35.54 36.09 36.64 37.18 37.73
70 38.28 38.82 39.37 39.92 40.46 41.01 41.56 42.10 42.65 43.20
80 43.74 44.29 44.84 45.38 45.93 46.48 47.03 47.57 48.12 48.67
90 49.21 49.76 50.31 50.85 51.40 51.95 52.49 53.04 53.59 54.13
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations may be used in the text:

Units
˚C degree(s) Centigrade km kilometer(s)
cm centimeter(s) m meter(s)
cu.m. cubic meter(s) mb millibars
dwt deadweight tons MHz megahertz
FEU forty-foot equivalent units mm millimeter(s)
grt gross registered tons nrt net registered tons
kHz kilohertz TEU twenty-foot equivalent units

Directions
N north S south
NNE northnortheast SSW southsouthwest
NE northeast SW southwest
ENE eastnortheast WSW westsouthwest
E east W west
ESE eastsoutheast WNW westnorthwest
SE southeast NW northwest
SSE southsoutheast NNW northnorthwest

Vessel types
LASH Lighter Aboard Ship ro-ro Roll-on Roll-off
LNG Liquified Natural Gas ULCC Ultra Large Crude Carrier
LPG Liquified Petroleum Gas VLCC Very Large Crude Carrier
OBO Ore/Bulk/Oil

Time
ETA estimated time of arrival GMT Greenwich Mean Time
ETD estimated time of departure UTC Coordinated Universal Time

Water level
MSL mean sea level LWS low water springs
HW high water MHWN mean high water neaps
LW low water MHWS mean high water springs
MHW mean high water MLWN mean low water neaps
MLW mean low water MLWS mean low water springs
HWN high water neaps HAT highest astronomical tide
HWS high water springs LAT lowest astronomical tide
LWN low water neaps

Communications
D/F direction finder MF medium frequency
R/T radiotelephone HF high frequency
GMDSS Global Maritime Distress and Safety System VHF very high frequency
LF low frequency UHF ultra high frequency

Navigation
LANBY Large Automatic Navigation Buoy SPM Single Point Mooring
NAVSAT Navigation Satellite TSS Traffic Separation Scheme
ODAS Ocean Data Acquisition System VTC Vessel Traffic Center
SBM Single Buoy Mooring VTS Vessel Traffic Service

Miscellaneous
COLREGS Collision Regulations
IALA International Association of Lighthouse

Authorities
No./Nos.
PA

Number/Numbers
Position approximate

IHO International Hydrographic Office PD Position doubtful
IMO International Maritime Organization Pub. Publication
loa length overall St./Ste. Saint/Sainte
Pub. 153                    XI
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1.
Off-lying Islands—West Coast of Mexico and Central America

1.0Additional chart coverage may be found in CATP2, Catalog of Nautical Charts.

SECTOR1 — CHART INFORMATION
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SECTOR 1

OFF-LYING ISLANDS—WEST COAST OF MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA

1.0 Plan.—This sector describes the islands and shoals lying off
the W coasts of Mexico and Central America. The descriptive
sequence is SE.

Tanner Bank

1.1 Tanner Bank (32˚42'N., 119˚09'W.), about 13 miles
long and 5.5 miles wide, extends in a NW-SE direction. It has a
least known depth of 16.4m which is marked close N by a
buoy.
1.1 Cortes Bank (32˚30'N., 119˚11'W.), about 24 miles long
and 6.5 miles wide, extends in a NW-SE direction. This bank
lies about 5 miles S of Tanner Bank and parallel to it. The
irregular bottom of the bank is hard and consists of white sand
and broken shells with fine coral in the SE part. An increased
swell is usually noticeable in the vicinity of this bank.
1.1

1.1 Bishop Rock (32˚27'N., 119˚08'W.), awash, lies on the SE
side of Cortes Bank and is marked by a lighted buoy. The sea
usually breaks over this danger even in moderate weather.
Several shallow shoal patches and a wreck, with a depth of 1m,
lie in the vicinity of this rock.
1.1 The current setting in the vicinity of Cortes Bank is variable
in direction and attains a rate of 1 to 2 knots.
1.1 Caution.—A disused chemical munitions dumping area, the
limits of which may best be seen on the chart, lies 60 miles SE
of Cortes Bank.

Isla de Guadalupe

1.2 Isla de Guadalupe(29˚02'N., 118˚17'W.) lies about
140 miles off the coast of Baja California and is under the
sovereignty of Mexico. It is about 20 miles long, 7 miles wide,
and very radar conspicuous.
1.2 The island consists of a chain of high volcanic mountain
ridges which rises to a height of 1,295m near its N end. The
shores are high, bold, and rugged.
1.2 The S part of the island is barren, but there are fertile valleys
and trees in the N part. The mountain peaks are obscured by
clouds for the greater part of the year, but when visible, they
can be seen at distances of up to 60 miles. When viewed from
the E, the S side of the island appears lower than the N side.
The coasts generally consist of rocky bluffs with detached
rocks fronting some of them.
1.2 Two high and prominent islets lie within 2 miles S of the SW
end of the island. Elsewhere, the other islets found fringing the
coasts are very small.
1.2 Punta del Norte, off which discolored water has been ob-
served, is the N extremity of the island.
1.2 Anchorage can be taken by small craft close inshore within a
small cove lying on the E side of Isla de Guadalupe, 1.5 miles
S of Punta del Norte. The bottom consists of gravel with no
weeds. This anchorage is not exposed to the violent winds that
descend from the hills at the other roadsteads. A light is shown

from a metal pyramid, 12m high, standing in the vicinity o
this cove.
1.2 Anchorage can be taken within a cove lying on the W side
the island, 6 miles N of its SW extremity. However, this cove
exposed to the heavy swell from the NW and is not recom
mended. A light is shown from a metal tower, 12m high, stan
ing on the headland at the N side of this cove. Anchorage c
also be taken within a cove lying on the S coast of the island
mile E of its SW extremity. A light is shown from a metal pyra
mid, 12m high, standing in the vicinity of the W side of thi
cove.

Rocas Alijos (Escollos Alijos) (24˚58'N., 115˚46'W.), a
dangerous group of above and below-water rocks, lies ab
190 miles W of Cabo San Lazaro. The group consists of th
principal rocks and numerous smaller ones which, when se
from a distance, give the appearance of a ship under sail. So
Rock, the largest of the group, is 34m high. Vessels should g
this danger a wide berth.
1.2 Rosa Bank (26˚13'N., 115˚00'W.), with a least depth o
502m, lies about 83 miles NNE of Rocas Alijos.

Islas Revillagigedo

1.3 Islas Revillagigedo, a group of four islands, consis
of Isla Socorro, Isla San Benedicto, Isla Clarion, and Isla Ro
Partida. These islands, which are under the sovereignty
Mexico, are all formed by volcanic origin. The current in th
vicinity of the islands usually sets in a S direction and attains
rate of 0.5 to 1 knot.
1.3 Isla Socorro (18˚48'N., 110˚59'W.), the largest island of th
group, rises abruptly from the sea to a summit, 1,130m hig
When viewed from seaward, this island has a barren a
desolate appearance. Its surface is broken by furrows, sm
craters, and numerous ravines. The island is covered by a de
growth of cactus and sage with some grass, but the vegeta
in general is of a low order. There are lava outcrops in plac
and lava lines the walls of many of the ravines.
1.3 Cabo Regla, the S extremity of the island, consists of a roc
bluff which is surmounted by a hill, 76m high. A small cove
with a rocky beach, lies about 0.5 mile E of the point and a vi
age, with a church, stands on its W side. Two beacons form
range which leads to a boat landing at the head of the cove
1.3 Bahia Braithwaite, entered 0.5 mile NE of the small cov
provides sheltered anchorage, from all except S and E win
during December to June. Vessels can anchor, in depths of 1
20m, sand and shell with rock in places, about 0.3 mile offsho
with the highest peak of the island bearing 335˚. This bay can
identified by a rocky beach at its head.
1.3 Bahia Cornwallis, entered NW of Cabo Regla, provides sh
ter from June to December, but vessels must anchor close
shore. The anchorage lies off the first of two white coral beac
es to the W of Cabo Regla. Large vessels can anchor, in a de
of 15m, within Caleta Binner, a cove, which lies in the SE pa
of the bay.
Pub. 153



4 Sector 1. Off-lying Islands—West Coast of Mexico and Central America
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1.3 Ensenada Grayson (Caleta Grayson), an inlet, lies 3 miles
NW of Cabo Regla and is the location of a freshwater spring.
The site is marked by the letter W over an inverted arrow cut
into the face of the cliff. Several shallow rocks lie in the ap-
proach to this inlet.
1.3 Cabo Pearce, the E extremity of Isla Socorro, is dominated
by a tableland which stands about 1 mile inland and is 305m
high. It is reported that volcanic activity has formed new shoals
in this vicinity and towards Bahia Braithwaite, the rock-fringed
E extremity of the island. Vessels should navigate with caution.
1.3 Cabo Middleton, the N extremity of the island, consists of a
low peninsula which is connected to the shore by a neck of
sand. Rock Islets, two detached above-water rocks, lie about 1
mile offshore, 1 mile ENE of this point. It is reported that
breakers have been sighted extending up to about 0.8 mile W
from these rocks.
1.3 Anchorage can be taken by small craft within a deep and
sheltered bight located at the E side of the cape. A bight lo-
cated at the W side should be avoided due to several detached
rocks lying in the entrance.
1.3 Cape Henslow, located 5 miles SW of Cabo Middleton, is
the outer extremity of a small peninsula. This cape consists of
vertical cliffs, 30m high. Oneal Rock (Piedra Oneal), steep-to
and 13m high, lies about 1 mile NNW of the cape and is
marked by breakers on its NW and SE sides.
1.3 Punta Tosca, the W extremity of Isla Socorro, is located 2.3
miles S of Cape Henslow.

1.4 Isla San Benedicto(19˚19'N., 110˚49'W.), a barren
and rocky island, lies 27 miles NNE of Isla Socorro and has
two prominent peaks. The tallest peak is 297m high and rises
near the S part of the island. When seen from a distance, these
two peaks often appear as two distinct islets.
1.4 Good anchorage can be taken off a small shingle beach
located about midway along the E side of the island.
1.4 Three small but high detached rocks lie within 0.2 mile of
the W side of the island. A detached rock, with a least depth of
3m, lies about 0.8 mile W of the N extremity of the island.
1.4 A shoal, with a depth of 28m, was reported (1963) to lie
about 15 miles N of Isla San Benedicto.
1.4 Isla Roca Partida (18˚59'N., 112˚04'W.), a barren and
steep-to rock, is 33m high and lies 62 miles W of Isla Socorro.
It consists of two white pinnacle rocks which connected by a
ridge, 6m high. When viewed from a distance, this rock re-
sembles a jury-rigged vessel.
1.4 Isla Clarion (18˚21'N., 114˚44'W.), the westernmost island
of the group, lies 214 miles W of Isla Socorro and has three
prominent peaks. The westernmost and tallest peak is 335m
high. The coasts are backed by perpendicular cliffs, 24 to 183m
high, with the exception of the middle part of the S coast in the
vicinity of the Bahia Azufre.
1.4 Roca Monumento, 61m high, lies 0.2 mile off the NW
extremity of the island. This prominent rock is formed by a
square base surmounted by a column which consists of alter-
nate layers of red and white conglomerate.
1.4 A rocky shoal, with a least depth of 5.5m, was reported
(1933) to lie about 0.8 mile NE of the rock. A detached rock,
7.6m high, lies about 0.2 mile offshore, 1.3 miles E of the rock.
1.4 Bahia Azufre (Sulphur Bay), indenting the S side of the is-
land, provides shelter during N winds. Vessels should anchor,

in a depth of 22m, about 0.3 mile from the shore of this bay.
strong W set has been experienced at this anchorage. Du
moderate weather, boats can land on the sandy beach at th
side of this bay, but no attempt should be made to land el
where on the island.
1.4 A light is shown from a metal tower, 14m high, standing o
the E entrance point of Bahia Azufre.
1.4 The section of coast between Roca Piramide, lying off t
SE extremity of the island, and Bahia Azufre, is fronted by fo
ground which extends up to 0.3 mile offshore in places a
breaks.
1.4 A rock, with a depth of less than 1.8m, was reported (195
to lie about 0.4 mile E of the NE extremity of Isla Clarion.
1.4 Shamada Seamount(16˚53'N., 117˚30'W.), with a depth of
28m, lies about 190 miles SW of Isla Clarion.

Ile Clipperton

1.5 Ile Clipperton (10˚17'N., 109˚13'W.), which is under
the sovereignty of France, lies about 640 miles SSW of Ca
Corrientes (20˚24'N., 105˚43'W.). This dangerous atoll co
sists of a low coral ring of varying width which encloses
lagoon filled with stagnant water. Two openings that former
led into the lagoon are now closed.
1.5 The atoll is mostly 1.5 to 4.5m high, but Rocher Clipperto
a prominent formation, is 20m high and rises on the SE sid
From a distance, this rock resembles a sail, but on closer
proach it has the appearance of an immense castle. A sh
with a depth of 9m, is reported to lie about 1 mile WSW of th
formation.
1.5 A derelict hut, with a mast, was reported (1976) to stand ne
the middle of the NE side of the atoll. A rock lies close off
shore, about 0.5 mile E of this hut.
1.5 Soundings give little warning when approaching the ato
from any direction. A high, breaking surf pounds the coral re
that encircles the atoll and, at times, completely sweeps acr
it into the lagoon.
1.5 Anchorage can be taken, in depths of 37 to 82m, about 25
from the reef at the NE side of the atoll, with Rocher Clippe
ton bearing between 177˚ and 190˚. The bottom is coral w
good holding ground, but heavy squalls from between N a
ENE are frequent and vessels at such times should be prep
to quickly leave this anchorage.
1.5 In the vicinity of the atoll, the flood current normally sets E
and the ebb current sets W, but the strength and duration
these currents depends largely upon the wind.

1.6 Ville de Toulouse Rock(11˚16'N., 116˚44'W.), the
existence of which is doubtful, was reported (1871) to lie abo
450 miles W of Ile Clipperton. A vessel, with a draft of 4.6m
struck a sunken rock in this locality.
1.6 Oceana Bank(8˚24'N., 115˚25'W.) was reported (1871) t
lie about 385 miles WSW of Ile Clipperton. It has a least dep
of 115m and is marked by discolored water.

1.6 Germaine Bank (5˚00'N., 107˚35'W.), existence doubtful
was reported (1916) to lie 315 miles SSE of Ile Clipperton a
to have a depth of 20m. Depths of 22m, 40m, and 109m, ha
been reported to lie 10 miles SSW, 10 miles NW, and 40 mil
W, respectively, of this bank.
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1.6 A shoal, with a depth of 10m, was reported to lie about 350
miles SSW of Oceana Bank in approximate position 2˚49.0'N,
116˚30.5'W.

Isla del Coco

1.7 Isla del Coco (Cocos Island) (5˚32'N., 87˚04'W.),
which is designated a national park and is administered by
Costa Rica, is about 4 miles long, 2 miles wide, and radar con-
spicuous. Cerro Iglesias, the summit, is 671m high and rises in
the SW part of the island.
1.7 The coasts are fringed by numerous islets and rocks, which
extend up to 0.8 mile offshore in places, and are indented by
many small bays and coves. The shores are mostly formed by
steep cliffs; a heavy surf usually breaks all around the island.

1.7 In the vicinity of the island, the ebb tidal current sets E and
the flood current sets W, with the latter being the weaker. The
currents running off the island are strong and irregular, but
generally set NE and attain rates of up to 2 knots.
1.7 A shoal, with a depth of 30m, was reported (1987) to lie
about 10 miles NE of the island.

1.7 A rock, about 2m high, is reported (1947) to lie about 1 mi
WSW of Cabo Dampier, the S extremity of the island. Isla
Dos Amigas, consisting of two islets, lies at the edge of t
foul ground, 1.8 miles WNW of Cabo Dampier.
1.7 Bahia de Chatham(5˚33'N., 87˚03'W.), located on the NE
side of the island, is surrounded by high cliffs. Foul groun
extends up to about 0.3 mile seaward from the head of the b
Islote Ulloa, 56m high, lies 0.3 mile E of Punta Pacheco, the
entrance point of the bay. Vessels can anchor during go
weather, in a depth of 26m, with this islet bearing 119˚ an
well open of Punta Pacheco. Vessels can also anchor, in a d
of 13m, about 300m off the SE shore of the bay. The bottom
coral and sand with poor holding ground and the anchorage
unsafe with onshore winds.
1.7 Bahia de Wafer, located on the NW side of the island,
mostly foul and does not provide as good an anchorage
Bahia de Chatham. This bay has general depths of less t
5.5m extending almost to the line of the entrance points.
1.7 The N coast extending between Bahia de Chatham and Ba
de Wafer is backed by high, steep cliffs. Isla Manuelita, 104
high, lies close N of Punta Agujas, the N extremity of th
island.
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Mexico—West Coast of Baja California

2.0Additional chart coverage may be found in CATP2, Catalog of Nautical Charts.

SECTOR2 — CHART INFORMATION
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SECTOR 2

MEXICO—WEST COAST OF BAJA CALIFORNIA

2.0 Plan.—This sector describes the W coast of Baja California,
with adjacent islands, from the United States boundary line to
Cabo Falso. The descriptive sequence is SE.

General Remarks

2.1 Winds—Weather.—The prevailing winds along this
coast are NW and may be said to blow steadily from that
direction for about 8 months of the year. During November,
December, January, and February, winds from SE to SW are
frequent, with occasional moderate SE gales. These gales are
often accompanied by considerable rain. During December and
January, heavy winds, which blow from a direction between N
and NE, are likely to occur and usually last for 1 to 3 days.
2.1 The weather during the greater part of the year is clear and
pleasant. Rains are most frequent between May and October.
Fogs may occur in all seasons, but mostly during the summer
months, setting in at night or in the early morning and clearing
by 1000. South of Isla Cedros, there is less fog and the weather
clears earlier than to the N. Between Boca de las Animas and
Bahia Magdalena, fogs are very frequent during the late fall
and winter. These fogs usually form over the lagoons and small
bays. They are blown seaward in the early morning by the land
breeze and shoreward again by the sea breeze, clearing by
about noon.
2.1 Tides—Currents.—The currents in the vicinity of this coast
set in the direction of the prevailing winds and attain rates of
0.5 to 1 knot. Near the land, the influence of the tides is also
felt and an E set should be guarded against at all times. Be-
tween Punta Abreojos and Bahia Magdalena, vessels frequent-
ly experience during the winter a NW current, with a rate of 0.7
to 1 knot, at a distance of 15 to 25 miles from the shore.
2.1 Caution.—Vessels are warned against the effect of the tidal
currents, especially spring floods, setting across the mouths of
the lagoons.

Boundary Monument to Ensenada

2.2 Boundary Monument (32˚32'N., 117˚07'W.), a
white marble obelisk, stands near the shore at the edge of a low
tableland and marks the international boundary between the
United States of America and Mexico. It is 6m high and clearly
visible from seaward. A stone mound, which marks a second
point on the boundary, is situated 1 mile E of the monument. A
conspicuous bull ring stadium stands close ESE of the
monument.
2.2 A light (Tijuana) is shown from a tower, 22m high, standing
in the vicinity of the monument. An aeronautical light is shown
from a structure standing 6 miles ESE of the monument.
2.2 A dangerous wreck is reported to lie about 4.5 miles W of
the Boundary Monument.

Tijuana Light and Bull Ring

Tijuana Light
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2.2 Islas Los Coronados(32˚25'N., 117˚15'W.), a group of four
rocky islets, lies about 10 miles SW of the Boundary
Monument.
2.2 Sur Coronado, the southernmost and largest islet of the
group, rises to a summit, 205m high, at its S end. When viewed
from the N or S, this islet appears to be wedge-shaped. Puerto
Cueva, a small cove, lies near the NE point of the islet and
provides shelter for fishing vessels. A light is shown from a
tower, 10m high, standing in the vicinity of this cove. A racon
is situated at the light.

2.2 Kelp extends up to about 2.5miles SSE from the S end of this
islet. A light is shown from a tower, 6m high, standing on the S
extremity and a shoal, with a depth of 16.5m, has been reported
to lie about 2 miles SSE of it.
2.2 Norte Coronado, the northernmost islet, lies 2.8 miles NW of
the N extremity of Sur Coronado. It is 142m high and barren.
The other two islets of the group lie close W of the N part of
Sur Coronado. A deep passage leads between Norte Coronado
and the other islets, but it is encumbered by patches of kelp and
is not recommended.

2.2 The passage leading between the group and the mainland has
depths of 26 to 37m and is clear and safe.
2.2 Anchorage, well sheltered from the prevailing winds, can be
taken, in a depth of 15m, sand, off the middle of the E side of
Sur Coronado.

2.3 Rosarito Oil Terminal (32˚22'N., 117˚05'W.) (World
Port Index No. 15995), with offshore berths, lies 11 miles S of
the Boundary Monument, in the vicinity of the mouth of the
Rio Rosario.

2.3 Depths—Limitations.—The port consists of two offshore
berths, formed by several mooring buoys, and an SBM. The N
berth is used for discharging ammonia; the S berth for the dis-
charge of oil and gas. Berth limitations are given in the accom-
panying table.

2.3 Aspect.—A conspicuous radio tower stands close N of th
mouth of the Rio Rosario. A conspicuous power station
situated 2.3 miles NNW of the river mouth and four gra
chimneys, each 45m high, stand in its vicinity. A promine
tank farm is situated close N of the power station; a group
radio masts stands 1.5 miles N of it.

2.3 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory. Pilots and mooring ma
ters can be contacted by VHF and board about 1 mile W of t
berths. In bad weather, vessels may be advised to procee
Ensenada where pilots will board at a distance of not less th
3 miles from the breakwater. Vessels are advised to appro
the terminal by steering in a N direction towards Sur Coronad
When about 4 miles from the islet, vessels should steer in
ENE direction toward the offshore berths.
2.3 Anchorage.—Vessels can anchor, in a depth of 21m, abo
1.5 miles NW of the SBM. The bottom is formed of sand
shells, and mud and provides a good holding ground.
2.3 Caution.—During the summer, the berths are exposed to t
prevailing W swell, which may be heavy, and vessels mu
keep their engines available at short notice. Cargo operati
are generally suspended when the swell reaches a height of

2.4 Punta Descano(32˚16'N., 117˚02'W.) is located 16.5
miles SSE of Boundary Monument; the coast between
backed inland by a range of prominent, high mountains. Th
point is formed by a bluff surmounted by a hill, 112m high.
2.4 Bahia Descano(32˚14'N., 116˚58'W.), open and exposed
lies between Punta Descano and Punta Mezquite, 8.5 miles
It is of no commercial importance, but provides anchorage
small coasters. Pilon de Azucar (Sugarloaf Rock), an abo
water rock, is located about 4 miles SE of Punta Descano
lies in the central part of the bay and is the only off-lying dan
ger. A settlement, which may be identified by some sandh
close N of it, is situated 2 miles N of Punta Mezquite. Sma
vessels sometimes anchor, in depths of 15 to 27m, off t
settlement, but local knowledge is advised.
2.4 Punta Salsipuedes(32˚03'N., 116˚54'W.), low and poorly
defined, is located 7 miles S of Punta Mezquite and 11 mi
NW of Punta San Miguel, the N entrance point of Bahia Tod
Santos.

2.5 Bahia Todos Santos(31˚49'N., 116˚42'W.), open to
the W, is entered between Punta San Miguel and Cabo Pu
Banda, 8 miles S.
2.5 Punta San Miquel is bold and 46m high. A light is show
from a tower, 5m high, standing on the point. The N coast
the bay between this point and Punta del Morro, 4.5 miles S
is backed by bold cliffs, 15 to 30m high, and fronted by ke
which extends up to 1.5 miles offshore in places. A light

Islas Los Coronados Light

Rosarito Oil Terminal—Berth Limitations

Berth Depth
alongside

Max.
vessel size

Max.
vessel
length

Max.
draft

No. 1 15.2m 26,500 grt 210m 10.4m

No. 2 15.2m 17,000 grt 171m 8.5m

SBM — 35,000 grt 215m 15.2m
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shown from a tower, 6m high, standing on Punta del Morro. A
shoal, with a depth of 4.6m, lies about 1.2 miles SW of this
light.
2.5 Puerto El Sauzal, protected by breakwaters, is a small harbor
lying 2 miles ESE of Punta San Miquel. Several prominent
ranch buildings stand in the vicinity of this harbor and the
entrance is indicated by a lighted range.
2.5 Punta Ensenada(31˚51'N., 116˚39'W.) is a steep promon-
tory, 113m high, located 1.7 miles ESE of Punta del Morro.
2.5 Islas de Todos Santos(31˚51'N., 116˚39'W.), consisting of
two barren islets, lies in the W entrance of the bay, 3.5 miles
NW of Cabo Punta Banda. The islets are surrounded by kelp
and fringed by rocks, but deep and wide passages lie on either
side of them. The S islet is high; the N islet is low and flat. A
main light is shown from a prominent tower, 30m high, stand-
ing in the N part of the N islet. A racon is located at this light.
Another light is shown from a tower, 7m high, standing on the
S extremity of the S islet.
2.5 Bajo San Miguel, a detached shoal patch, lies about 2.5
miles N of the N islet. It has a least depth of 5.5m and is sur-
rounded by kelp.
2.5 The S side of the bay is formed by a promontory which is
faced by cliffs, 12 to 43m high. From the root of this promon-
tory, the SE shore of the bay extends NNE and is fringed by a
sandy beach. Estero Punta Banda, the mouth of an extensive
lagoon, lies at the SE side of the bay and is obstructed by a
bank on which the sea breaks continuously.

Ensenada (31˚52'N., 116˚38'W.)

World Port Index No. 15990

2.6 Ensenada provides berthing for cargo and cruise ves-
sels. There are also facilities for fishing vessels and yachts. The
harbor is protected from the W by a breakwater, about 1 mile
long, which extends SE from Punta Ensenada. It is protected
from the S by a breakwater, 500m long, which extends WSW
from the shore.
2.6 Winds—Weather.—The prevailing winds are from the NW
and SW. Haze is reported to be common within the bay.
2.6 Tides—Currents.—The tides rise about 1.6m at springs and
1.1m at neaps.
2.6 Depths—Limitations.—The port can be approached via
two channels. The S channel, which leads S of Islas de Todos
Santos, is wide, deep, and clear of dangers, except for the chain
of shoals extending about 1 mile NW from Cabo Punta Banda.
The N channel, which leads between Bajo San Miguel and
Punta San Miguel, is clear, but has lesser depths than the S
channel.
2.6 The approach channel has a depth of 12.2m and a depth of
8.8m in the harbor entrance. Small craft and yachts use the E
part of the harbor and fishing vessels use the S part.
2.6 The main wharf, which lies in the N part of the harbor, pro-
vides 725m of total berthage, with depths of 8 to 10m along-
side. A wharf used by coasters provides 480m of total berth-
age, with depths of 4.2 to 7m alongside. The port has facilities
for general cargo, container, bulk, and cruise vessels.
2.6 Aspect.—A light is shown from a conical tower, 12m high,
standing at the head of the W breakwater. An aeronautical
radiobeacon is situated 1.3 miles E of the head of the W break-

water. An airport is situated about 3 miles S of the harbor. T
harbor fairway is marked by lighted buoys.
2.6 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory. Vessels should send th
ETA 24 hours in advance. The pilots can be contacted on V
channel 9. Pilots board about 1.4 miles SW of the harbor e
trance.
2.6 Anchorage.—Good anchorage can be taken, in depths of
to 18m, sand and mud, within the bight lying about 4 miles
of Cabo Punta Banda, in the S part of Bahia Todos Sant
During S gales, this anchorage is considered to be the b
along the coast. In suitable weather, vessels can anchor
depths of 11 to 18m, to the S of the W breakwater head.

Ensenada to Islas San Benito

2.7 Cabo Punta Banda(31˚44'N., 116˚45'W.), the S en-
trance point of Bahia Todos Santos, is a bold headland loca
at the outer end of a long and narrow promontory. A light
shown from a tower, 6m high, standing on this point. A cha
of rocky shoals extends about 1 mile NW from the point.

Ensenada Harbor

Ensenada Petroleum Terminal
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2.7 Banda Peak, 389m high, rises 1 mile SE of the point and
forms an excellent landmark from the S.
2.7 Punta Santo Tomas (31˚33'N., 116˚42'W.), located 12
miles SSE of Cabo Punta Banda, is the low outer extremity of a
square-shaped headland. This headland rises close inland to
Bluff Peak, which has a prominent summit, 442m high. Vessels
should stay at least 0.5 mile from the point and both sides of
the headland as they are surrounded by kelp.
2.7 Rocas de la Soledad, a group of above-water rocks, lies
about 1.3 miles W of Punta Santo Tomas. This group, which
consists of rocks up to 6m high, is steep-to, surrounded by
kelp, and may safely be passed on either side.
2.7 Anchorage can be taken, in depths of 11 to 18m, within a
small bight lying close SE of Punta Santo Tomas. This bight is
sheltered from the prevailing wind and a river flows into its S
part during the winter.
2.7 Punta San Jose(31˚28'N., 116˚36'W.) is located 7 miles SE
of Punta Santo Thomas. A light is shown from a tower, 10m
high, standing on this point.
2.7 Punta Colnett (30˚58'N., 116˚20'W.) is located 40 miles SE
of Punta Santo Tomas. The coast between is backed by a
succession of broken bluffs and sandy beaches with high
mountain ranges rising inland. Most dangers lie within 1 mile
of the shore. The point consists of a remarkable semicircular
headland with perpendicular sides which rises to a high
plateau. It is visible for a considerable distance from both the N
and S and is very radar conspicuous. A light is shown from a
metal tower, 11m high, standing on the point.
2.7 Anchorage, well sheltered from the prevailing winds, can be
taken, in depths of 11 to 17m, sand, within a bay lying close SE
of the point, abreast a remarkable gorge. However, this anchor-
age is subject to heavy squalls which sweep down from the
cliffs without warning.
2.7 Caution.—A detached shoal, with a depth of 5m, was re-
ported (1991) to lie about 21 miles WSW of Punta Colnett.

2.8 Bahia de San Ramon(30˚46'N., 116˚04'W.) is ex-
posed and lies between Punta Colnett and the coastal cliffs
standing opposite Isla de San Martin, 32 miles SSE. The land
extending along the shore of the bay is lower than that to the N
of Punta Colnett. Between Punta Colnett and the mouth of the
Arroyo Santo Domingo, 19 miles SSE, the coast consists of
sandy hills and bluffs, with fields of kelp extending up to 4
miles offshore in places. A lagoon backs the mouth of the river.
To the S of the mouth of the Arroyo Santo Domingo, the coast
of the bay is low and is backed by a sandy plain which extends
to the high land of the interior.
2.8 La Encantada (Montana Calamajue) (30˚46'N., 115˚21'W.),
the highest mountain of Baja California, is whitish in appear-
ance and rises 37 miles E of Bahia de San Ramon. Its summit
is 3,086m high, has a jagged appearance, and is snow-capped
during the winter and spring. This mountain has been reported
to be visible on a clear day from a distance of over 100 miles
seaward.

2.9 Isla San Martin (30˚29'N., 116˚07'W.), surrounded
by kelp, is almost circular in shape and formed of volcanic
origin. Two prominent high peaks stand near the center of the
island, with the southernmost being the main crater. A light is

shown from a metal tower, 12m high, standing on the
extremity of the island.
2.9 Caleta Hassler, a small and sheltered cove, lies on the E s
of the island and is formed by a sandspit. It provides shelter
small craft with local knowledge. The passage lying betwe
the island and the mainland coast is deep and clear of dang
Large vessels can anchor off the SE side of the island.
2.9 Roca Ben(30˚26'N., 116˚07'W.), a dangerous and steep
rock, lies 2.5 miles S of Isla San Martin and occasional
breaks. A small shoal patch, with a depth of 11.9m, was repo
ed (1929) to lie about 2 miles SW of this rock.
2.9 A dangerous rock was reported (1964) to lie, position a
proximate, about 6.5 miles S of Roca Ben. Breakers and d
colored water were reported (1914) to occur in the vicinity
this rock.

2.10 Cabo San Quintin(30˚21'N., 115˚52'W.), the outer
extremity of a long and narrow peninsula, forms the N entran
point of Bahia de San Quintin.
2.10 Bahia de San Quintin (30˚18'N., 115˚52'W.), entered S o
Cabo San Quintin, is fringed by a low, sandy beach and bac
by hills, up to 90m high. It is spacious and provides goo
shelter from the prevailing winds, but a long swell usually rol
in and makes the bay an uncomfortable anchorage. Vessel
moderate draft can anchor in the N part of this bay, outside
the bar at the entrance to Puerto San Quintin.
2.10 Puerto San Quintin, a large and shallow inlet, is enter
between Punta Entrada, located 0.5 mile NNE of Cabo S
Quintin, and Punta Azufre, 2 miles N. Punta Entrada is a lo
rocky point; a light is shown from a pyramid, 6m high, stand
ing in its vicinity. Punta Azufre is a low, sandy point and a ligh
is shown from a framework tower, 10m high, standing on
The entrance is encumbered by a bar and several shoals, w
dry in places. A narrow and tortuous channel, which is mark
by buoys and beacons, leads into the inlet, but local knowled
is required. The bar is reported to have a depth of 3m at H
The city of San Quintin is situated along the E side of the inle
2.10 Five prominent peaks rise along the W side of the inle
Cerro Kenton, the tallest, is 267m high. These peaks are
ported to appear as islands from seaward.

2.11 Punta Baja (29˚57'N., 115˚49'W.), consisting of a
sandy cliff, is located 27 miles SSE of Cabo San Quintin. It
9m high, fronted by a kelp-covered reef, and forms the N e
trance point of Bahia del Rosario. A light is shown from
metal pyramid, 8m high, standing on this point.
2.11 Bahia del Rosario, entered SE of the point, is backed
sandy bluffs and hills of moderate height. It is much encum
bered by kelp and shallow water extends up to about 0.5 m
offshore. However, good anchorage can be taken by ves
with local knowledge, in a depth of 9m, sand, within the bay
2.11 Picacho San Vincente rises 3 miles inland, E of the cent
part of this bay. This isolated peak is 461m high and ve
prom-inent. A conspicuous white spot has been observed
the hills, 4.5 miles ENE of Punta Baja.
2.11 A large field of kelp extends S from Bahia del Rosari
toward Isla de San Jeronimo; numerous shallow patches
within it. One such patch, with a depth of 5.5m, lies 4 mile
SSE of Punta Baja and the sea occasionally breaks over i
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lane of open water, about 1 mile wide, lies between the S end
of the field and Isla San Jeronimo.
2.11 Isla San Jeronimo (Isla San Geronimo) (29˚48'N.,
115˚48'W.), marked by a light and a racon, lies 9 miles SSE of
Punta Baja. This island is 40m high, barren, and fringed by de-
tached rocks. An above-water rock lies at the outer extremity
of a reef, which extends about 0.4 mile SW from the island,
and the sea breaks heavily over it.
2.11 Anchorage can be taken by vessels with local knowledge, in
a depth of 13m, sand, off the E side of the island. The road-
stead is sheltered from the prevailing wind, but an uncom-
fortable swell may be experienced at times. It is recommended
that vessels approach the anchorage from the S of the island
and depart to the N of it.
2.11 Arrecife Sacramento, an extensive steep-to reef, lies between
2.5 and 4.5 miles SSE of Isla San Jeronimo. Several awash and
above-water rocks, on which the sea constantly breaks, lie on
this reef.
2.11 A depth of 45m was reported (1981) to lie about 38 miles
WSW of Isla San Jeronimo.
2.11 Punta San Antonio (29˚45'N., 115˚42'W.), a low and cliffy
point, is located 13 miles SE of Punta Baja. Shoals, marked by
kelp, extend up to about 0.8 mile W of this point.

2.12 Punta Canoas(29˚26'N., 115˚12'W.), formed by a
sharp and perpendicular cliff, is located 33 miles SE of Punta
San Antonio. The coast between consists of sand bluffs, 15 to
20m high. The point is 68m high and is backed by high hills. A
rock, with a depth of 1.5m, was reported (1930) to lie about 0.3
mile SW of this point.
2.12 Punta San Carlos is located 20 miles NW of Punta Canoas.
This point is fronted by a shoal area, with depths of 11 to 16m,
which extends up to about 5 miles offshore and is marked by
kelp.
2.12 Puerto de Santa Catarina (29˚31'N., 115˚16'W.), lying 7
miles NW of Punta Canoas, is an open roadstead from which
locally mined ore is sometimes loaded from lighters. Vessels
can anchor, in a depth of 9m, with good holding ground. The
bottom consists of mud, sand, and boulders.
2.12 Pico Sombrero rises 2 miles inland, 6 miles NW of the
roadstead. This peak is 560m high and forms an excellent
landmark.
2.12 San Jose(29˚16'N., 114˚53'W.), near the mouth of a river, is
situated 18 miles SE of Punta Canoas. A light is shown from a
tower, 10m high, standing on the S side of the river entrance.
Roca Acme, a rocky islet, lies about 0.3 mile off the river
mouth. It is 6m high and surrounded by kelp. Sheltered anchor-
age can be found, in a depth of 11m, close S of this islet.
2.12 Between Punta Canoas and Punta Maria, 46 miles SE, the
coast is backed by three distinctive ranges of mountains, with
peaks up to 900m high.
2.12 Punta Blanca, a sandy bluff, is located 14 miles SE of San
Jose and is fronted by several detached rocks which lie up to
0.5 mile offshore. A light is shown from a metal pyramid, 6m
high, standing on this point.
2.12 Punta Maria (28˚56'N., 114˚33'W.), a low and rocky point,
may be identified by a sand mound, 20m high, standing 0.5
mile N of it.

2.12 Punta Cono, a steep and double pointed headland, is loca
4 miles NW of Punta Maria. A prominent red-colored hill, 51m
high, rises close N of this point.

2.13 Bahia Sebastian Vizcaino(28˚15'N., 114˚38'W.), an
extensive body of water with depths of over 90m in its centr
part, is entered between Punta Maria and the N end of I
Cedros, 48 miles SW. With the exception of the fringin
shoals, which lie within 5 miles of the shore, there are no o
lying dangers. The E shore of the bay is generally low, san
and marshy with high mountain ranges rising in the interio
Between Punta Maria and Morro Santo Domingo, 46 mil
SSE, the shore is indented by several small, open inlets wh
are of little importance. Anchorage can be taken within som
of these inlets, but a heavy swell is usually experienced.
2.13 Punta Negra, located 9.5 miles SE of Punta Maria, is a da
rocky point from which the land rises steeply. A light is show
from a tower, 10m high, standing on this point.
2.13 Punta Santa Rosario, located 11 miles SE of Punta Negra
the sharp outer extremity of a tableland that extends seve
miles inland. An islet lies 0.3 mile offshore, about 0.8 mile N
of this point. A sandy spit, on which the sea breaks, conne
the islet to the shore. A prominent building is reported to sta
on the E side of this islet.
2.13 Morro Santo Domingo (Morro Laguna) (28˚15'N.,
114˚07'W.), located 15 miles SSE of Punta Santa Rosario,
dark-colored headland of volcanic origin. It is conspicuous a
appears as an island when first seen from any distance. A l
is shown from a tower, 10m high, standing on the point.
2.13 Puerto de Santo Domingo, a small bay, lies close SE
Morro Santo Domingo. Anchorage may be obtained, shelte
from the prevailing winds, in depths of 6 to 15m, sand, with
the outer part of this bay.
2.13 The coast to the S and E of Morro Santo Domingo is inden
ed by three large lagoons, Manuela Laguna, Estero de San
(Laguna del Guerrero Negro), and Laguna Ojo de Lieb
(Scammon Lagoon). Only the latter lagoon has any comm
cial importance. Salt was previously shipped from a facili
within Estero de San Jose, but the operation has been tra
ferred to a terminal situated on the SE side of Isla Cedros.
2.13 Laguna Ojo de Liebre (Scammon Lagoon) (27˚54'N.,
114˚18'W.), the southernmost and by far the largest lagoon
studded with low islets and numerous sandy bars. The ou
most bar, over which the sea sometimes breaks heavily, lies
miles N of the entrance and is reported to have a depth of 7.3
but is subject to continuous change. The channel leading o
this bar is about 0.5 mile long, 0.3 mile wide, and marked by
buoy. Within the bar, depths of 6 to 16m lie within the mai
channel. It is reported that vessels with drafts of 5.5m ha
crossed the bar and entered the lagoon, but no attempt sh
be made to transit this area without local knowledge.
2.13 A detached shoal patch, with a depth of 3.6m lies about 5
miles offshore, 19 miles SW of Morro Santa Domingo.

2.14 Punta Eugenia(27˚51'N., 115˚05'W.), a dark and
rocky projection, is fronted by reefs. A light is shown from
tower, 7m high, standing on this point. Monte Eugenio, a co
spicuous hill, rises 6 miles SSE of the point and is 210m hig
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2.14 Punta Falsa, a steep and rocky point, is located 1.5 miles NE
of Punta Eugenia and a dangerous reef lies about 0.5 mile N of
it. A rock, awash, lies near the center of this reef and the sea
breaks heavily over it.
2.14 Isla Natividad (27˚52'N., 115˚10'W.), fringed by rocks and
kelp, lies 4 miles W of Punta Eugenia and is separated from it
by Canal de Dewey. This island is barren and hilly with a peak,
150m high, rising near its center. A light is shown from a
prominent tower, with a dwelling, standing in the N part. A
group of buildings and a tall steel mast are situated at the SE
end of the island, but are reported to be visible only from the S.

2.14 Roca Lowry, a rocky shoal, has a least depth of 2.3m and lies
about 1.8 miles ESE of the S end of Isla Natividad. A shoal
patch, with a depth of 10m, lies about 1.3 miles S of this rocky
shoal. Another rocky shoal, with a depth of 7.6m, lies about 1.5
miles SW of the S end of the island. A dangerous wreck is
reported to lie 0.8 mile offshore, about 1.8 miles NW of the S
end of the island. A rock, with a depth of less than 1.8m, lies
about 0.9 mile seaward of the middle of the W side of the
island. Roca Maria, above-water, lies on a reef which extends
0.5 mile W from the NW end of the island.
2.14 Canal de Dewey(27˚52'N., 115˚07'W.), lying between Isla
Natividad and Punta Eugenia, is 4 miles wide and can be safely
navigated with caution. The W side of this passage should be
avoided because of patches of foul ground and irregular depths.
A clear passage, about 1 mile wide, lies at the E side of the
passage, 1.5 miles offshore. This passage is mostly used by
coasters and its sides are usually marked by kelp. A strong
current is reported to set through this channel during springs.

2.15 Canal de Keller (Canal Kellett) (27˚58'N.,
115˚13'W.) leads between the N end of Isla Natividad and Isla
Cedros. This passage is 8 miles wide and deep. It is clear of
dangers, but a bank, with depths of less than 18.3m, extends up
to about 2.5 miles S from the S end of Isla Cedros. A shoal
patch, with a depth of 9.1m, lies near the S edge of this kelp-
covered bank, about 5.3 miles N of the N end of Isla Natividad.
Vessels using this passage are advised to favor the S side.
2.15 Isla Cedros(28˚11'N., 115˚13'W.) is formed of volcanic ori-
gin and consists of a series of high and irregular peaks. This is-
land is mostly barren in its S part, but is wooded in its N part.
Cerro de Cedros, the summit of the island, is 1,204m high and
rises in its S part. In clear weather, the island has been reported
visible from a distance of 60 miles
2.15 The crests and W slopes of the peaks rising in the N part of
the island are covered with cedar and pine trees, some of which
attain heights of 18 to 21m.

2.15 Punta Morro Redondo (28˚03'N., 115˚11'W.), the SE
extremity of the island, is formed by a rocky cliff, 9m high, an
fronted by rocks, which extend up to 0.6 mile S from it. A ligh
is shown from a metal tower, 8m high, standing on a hill th
surmounts the point.
2.15 Between Puerto Morro Redondo and the N end of the isla
the E coast is generally steep-to, free of kelp, and rises abru
inland to high peaks. A light is shown from a tower, 6m high
standing on Punta Norte, the NE extremity of the island. Go
and sheltered anchorage can be taken by vessels with lo
knowledge close SE of a point lying 3 miles SSE of the ligh
2.15 Anchorage, sheltered from the prevailing winds, can
taken by vessels with local knowledge, in a depth of 13m
within Bahia del Sudeste, which lies close W of Punta Mor
Redondo.
2.15 Caution.—A local magnetic anomaly, which increased th
variation by 24˚, was reported to exist along the E side of t
island, about 2.7 miles N of Puerto Morro Redondo.

2.16 Puerto Morro Redondo (28˚03'N., 115˚08'W.)
(World Port Index No. 15975), a salt loading terminal, lies
mile N of Punta Morro Redondo.
2.16 Depths—Limitations.—The main loading facility consists
of a T-head pier and several mooring buoys. The berth at
head of the pier is formed by several steel dolphins and wo
facings. It is 216m long and has a depth of 18.3m alongside
fixed loader stands at the center of the pier and vessels mus
shifted along the berth in order to fill the various hatche
Vessels of up to 160,000 dwt, 304m in length, and 17.3m dr
can be accommodated.
2.16 The terminal also provides three inshore berths, with dep
of 6 to 12.2m alongside, which can handle vessels of up
6,500 dwt.
2.16 Aspect.—The terminal is well illuminated at night. A
conspicuous salt stock pile stands near the root of the pier.
2.16 The E coast of Isla Cedros is steep-to and free from kelp.
the N end of the island, the detached rocks are not as nume
or as far offshore as on the W side of the island.
2.16 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory. Pilots can be contacte
by VHF and board at the anchorage or about 1 mile E of t
terminal.
2.16 Anchorage.—Anchorage can be taken by vessels awaiting
berth, in a depth of 36m, mud, about 0.8 mile NE of the pi
head.
2.16 Caution.—Deep-draft vessels should avoid using Canal
Keller and approach the terminal from the N.

2.17 Cabo San Augustin(28˚05'N., 115˚22'W.), the SW
extremity of Isla Cedros, rises abruptly inland to Cerro S
Augustin, a prominent peak, 241m high. A reef, on which th
sea breaks in heavy weather, extends 1 mile SW from the c
and kelp usually extends up to 1 mile SW from it. A
conspicuous reddish-colored above-water rock lies in t
vicinity of a reef about 1 mile offshore, 3 miles N of the cape

2.17 Bahia del Sur (South Bay), entered close SE of the ca
provides good anchorage, in depths of 11 to 27m, to vess
with local knowledge. However, numerous rocks and ke
fields lie off the NW and SE shores of the bay and must
avoided.

Isla Natividad Light
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2.17 The W coast of Isla Cedros is mostly formed by lines of
steep cliffs. A heavy surf usually breaks along this side of the
island and numerous kelp fields front the shore.

2.18 Islas San Benito(28˚19'N., 115˚34'W.), consisting of
three barren islands, lies 15 miles NW of Isla Cedros and is
surrounded by rocks and patches of kelp.
2.18 Benito del Oeste is the westernmost and largest island of the
group. It is 202m high and appears as a plateau with a mound
rising near the center. A light is shown from a tower, 4m high,
standing in the S part of this island. A main light is shown from
a prominent tower with a dwelling, 17m high, standing near the
NW extremity of the island. A racon is situated at this light.
2.18 Rocas Pinaculo, two steep-to rocks, lie 1 mile W of Benito
del Oeste. Benito del Centro and Benito del Este, the other two
islands, lie close E of Benito del Oeste and are separated by
Canal de Peck. This latter passage is narrow and deep, but
should be used only by vessels with local knowledge. Benito
del Este can be distinguished by four well-defined hills. Benito
del Centro is low and flat with a hill, 25m high, rising near its E
end.
2.18 Caution.—Depths considerably less than charted are re-
ported to exist in an area lying 1 mile E of Benito del Este.
2.18 Breakers and depths of 16 to 31m, which may best be seen
on the chart, have been reported to exist within 11 miles of
Islas San Benito.

Islas San Benito to Cabo San Lazero

2.19 Punta Rompiente(27˚44'N., 115˚00'W.), a steep and
rocky headland, is located 8.8 miles SSE of Punta San
Eugenio. A conspicuous mountain, 303m high, rises 3.8 miles
NE of this point. This mountain shows two distinct peaks when
viewed from the S and three distinct peaks when viewed from
the W or N.
2.19 A shoal, with a depth of 7.3m, lies about 1.5 miles WNW of
this point.
2.19 Anchorage, sheltered from the prevailing wind, can be ob-
tained in the bay E of Punta Rompiente.
2.19 Bahia Tortugas (27˚40'N., 114˚53'W.), a nearly circular and
well-sheltered bay, forms an excellent harbor of refuge. It is
entered between Punta Kelp, located 6 miles SE of Punta
Rompiente, and Cabo Tortolo, 1.8 miles SE. The entrance
channel, which is about 0.8 mile wide, leads between several
dangers extending from the entrance points. It is encumbered
by numerous shoals and should not be transited without local
knowledge.
2.19 Monte Bartolome, 265m high, is prominent and rises close N
of Punta Kelp, the N entrance point. A light is shown from a
framework tower, 10m high, standing on the E side of this
latter point.
2.19 Foul ground, with numerous rocky patches, exists NW of the
N entrance. Mariners should use caution when transiting this
area.
2.19 Cabo Tortolo, the S entrance point, is the low, rocky NW
extremity of a high and narrow promontory. Several rocks,
some above-water, lie on a reef, over which the sea breaks
heavily, that extends 1 mile NNW from the cape. Roca Azufre,
the outermost prominent rock, lies 0.6 mile NNW of the cape.
This rock has two dark projecting horns that contrast markedly

with its overall light color. A light is shown from a tower, 10m
high, standing on Roca Atano which lies close SSE of Ro
Azufre.
2.19 Anchorage can be taken anywhere within the entrance,
the N part of the bay is somewhat exposed to the ocean sw
The best anchorage lies, in a depth of 11m, on the E side of
reef extending from Cabo Tortolo, which acts as a natu
breakwater.
2.19 A pier, 45m long, fronts a settlement at the NW side of th
bay and has depths of 3 to 3.7m alongside its outer end. Sev
factory buildings and a conspicuous chimney stand in t
vicinity of this pier.

2.20 Punta San Pablo(27˚13'N., 114˚29'W.), a dark and
slate-colored bluff, is located 34 miles SE of Cabo Tortolo. Th
intervening coast is indented by Bahia de Thurloe and Bahia
San Cristobal. Both of these bays are exposed and have
commercial importance. Punta San Pablo is closely backed
a prominent hill and fronted by a reef, which extends up
about 0.5 mile S. A detached shoal, with a depth of 18.3m, l
about 12 miles NW of this point.
2.20 Caution.—It was reported (1986) that an obstruction, with
depth of 16.4m, lies about 16.5 miles NW of Punta San Pab
Air bubbles have also been reported in this vicinity.
2.20 It was reported (1953) that a shoal, with a depth of 16.4
lies about 23 miles WNW of Punta San Pablo.
2.20 Depths, which are considerably less than those charted,
areas of discolored water have been reported to lie up to
miles seaward of Bahia de San Cristobal.

2.21 Punta San Roque(27˚09'N., 114˚22'W.), 15m high,
is located 3.7 miles SE of Punta San Pablo. This point
formed by a light-colored bluff which is fronted by foul ground
and backed by a hill.
2.21 Vessels with local knowledge can anchor, in depths of 18
27m, within Bahia San Pablo which is free of dangers and
entered between Punta San Pablo and Punta San Roque.
2.21 Isla San Roque(27˚09'N., 114˚22'W.), a rugged island, lie
1.8 miles offshore, 3 miles SE of Punta San Roque. The pa
age leading between this island and the coast is foul and sho
not be attempted. A light is shown from a framework towe
11m high, standing on the W side of this island.
2.21 A current, which sets E and attains a rate of 4 to 5 knots, h
been reported to occur off Isla San Roque.

Punta Asuncion (27˚08'N., 114˚18'W.), located 7.5 miles
SE of Punta San Roque, is a low, narrow, and sandy point w
a conical mound, 20m high, rising at its outer end.
2.21 Isla Asuncion, a barren island, is located 1 mile S of th
point and is connected to it by a shallow bank on which seve
above-water rocks lie. The island is surrounded by detach
rocks and kelp. The sea breaks heavily over the shallow ba
and the rocks lying in the vicinity of the point.
2.21 A detached shoal, with a depth of 10.9m, lies about 3 mil
SE of Isla Asuncion.

2.22 Punta San Hipolito (26˚58'N., 114˚00'W.), located
13 miles ESE of Punta Asuncion, is a low rocky point backe
by barren hills, 15 to 30m high. The sea breaks over a re
which extends up to about 0.5 mile S from this point. A light
shown from a tower, 10m high, standing on the point.
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2.22 Table Mountain, 410m high, rises 6 miles N of the point. It
has a distinctive flat top and is very conspicuous.
2.22 Anchorage can be taken, in a depth of 9m, about 0.5 mile
from the shore of Bahia San Hipolito which is entered close E
of Punta San Hipolito.
2.22 A rocky shoal, with a depth of 6.4m, lies about 1.5 miles
offshore, 4 miles NW of Punta San Hipolito.
2.22 Punta Abreojos (26˚42'N., 113˚34'W.), low and sandy, lies
28 miles ESE of Punta San Hipolito. A detached hill, 95m
high, rises 3 miles N of the point and is very conspicuous from
seaward. A main light is shown from a conspicuous pyramidal
tower with a dwelling, 20m high, standing 2.5 miles N of the
point. Another light is shown from a metal framework tower,
6m high, standing 1.5 miles ENE of the point. A light is also
shown from a metal tower standing on the reef which extends
up to 0.5 mile S from the point.
2.22 Roca Ballen, over which the sea breaks heavily, lies about 2
mile offshore, 4 miles W of the point. Bajos Wright, consisting
of several rocks, lies centered 1 mile SSE of the point.
2.22 Caution.—Due to the numerous rocks and shoals lying
within 1.5 miles S and 5.5 miles WSW of Punta Abreojos, ves-
sels should give this point a wide berth.

2.23 Bahia de Ballenas(26˚44'N., 113˚24'W.), an open
bay with regular depths shoaling gradually to its head, is en-
tered between Punta Abreojos and Punta Malcomb (Punta Hol-
combe), 16 miles E. The shores of the bay are extremely low
and sandy, except for a few bluffs at the W side. In winter, this
bay is frequented by whales.
2.23 Laguna La Escondido, which is accessible only by small
craft, lies near the head of the bay and its entrance is fronted by
a shallow bank.
2.23 Laguna San Ignacio, a large and shallow body of water, is
entered at the E side of the bay and extends 16 miles N. Exten-
sive shoals, which partly dry, extend from the entrance points
and form a bar about 1.8 miles SW of Punta Malcomb. This
bar, which is about 0.4 mile wide, has a depth of 5.7m and the
channel leading through it is plainly marked by breakers. Close
within the bar, the depths increase, but the channel narrows.
Above the entrance, only a tortuous and shallow channel leads
to the head of the lagoon.
2.23 In good weather, anchorage can be taken, in a depth of 9m,
outside the entrance of the lagoon, about 2.5 miles W of Punta
Malcomb, but local knowledge is advised.
2.23 Caution.—Vessels should not attempt to cross the bar,
which is subject to frequent and sudden changes, without local
knowledge. It was reported (1982) that depths within the
channel were less than charted.

2.24 Punta Santo Domingo (26˚19'N., 112˚40'W.),
located 40 miles SE of Punta Malcomb, consists of a conspic-
uous dark cliff. This cliff is 52m high, vertical, and is backed
by a tableland, 120m high. Monte Thetis, a very conspicuous
peak, is 1,776m high and rises 35 miles NNE of the point. Its S
slope is very abrupt and forms a gap in the mountain range.
2.24 Punta San Juanico (26˚02'N., 112˚17'W.), 15m high, is
located 26 miles SE of Punta Santo Domingo. The coast be-
tween is characterized by steep-to, bold cliffs rising inland to
high mountain ranges.

2.24 Bahia San Juanito, a small indentation, lies about midw
between these points and provides very good anchorage, s
tered from the prevailing winds. Punta Pequena, the W e
trance point, is rocky, 8m high, and rises close inland to a h
18m high. A light is shown from a framework tower, 8m high
standing on this point. Vessels with local knowledge ca
anchor, in depths up to 9m, to the NE of the light. A settleme
stands along the N side of the indentation.
2.24 Laguna San Juanico lies close E of Punta San Juanico an
entrance is fronted by a narrow and very shallow bar.
2.24 Uncle Sam Bank(25˚37'N., 113˚23'W.), with a least depth
of 66m, lies about 64 miles SW of Punta San Juanico.
2.24 Caution.—When approaching from the S, vessels shou
not confuse Punta Pequena with Punta San Juanico, which
very similar in appearance.
2.24 Several shoals, with depths of 14.9 to 29m, have be
reported (1939 to 1985) to lie within about 15 miles NE o
Uncle Sam Bank and may best be seen on the chart.

2.25 The coast extending between Punta San Juanico
Cabo San Lazaro, 77 miles S, is backed inland by hi
mountain ranges in the N part and rolling plains in the S par
2.25 Boca de San Andreceta lies 16.5 miles SSE of Punta S
Juanico; a light is shown from the vicinity of its entrance.
2.25 Boca de las Animas, lying 25 miles SSE of Punta San Ju
ico, is the northernmost of three entrances leading into a se
of interconnected lagoons. A light is shown from a structu
standing 4.5 miles S of this entrance. The lagoons extend S
Bahia Magdalena and lie nearly parallel with the coast. Th
are separated from the sea by narrow strips of sand. T
entrances are fronted by shallow bars and are available onl
small craft with local knowledge.
2.25 Boca de Soledad, the southernmost and deepest of the t
entrances, lies 24 miles S of Boca de las Animas and is mar
on either side by a ridge of sandy hills, 15 to 30m high. A fre
quently changing shoal, over which the sea breaks, exte
about 3 miles seaward from the N side of this entrance.
2.25 Lights are shown from structures standing in the vicinity o
the entrance and about 5 miles S of the entrance.

Winds—Weather.—Between Boca de las Animas and
Bahia Magdalena, a complete change in the weather appea
occur. During the fall and early winter months, fogs are fr
quently formed over the lagoons and the bay. They are blo
seaward by the E wind in the early morning, but are drive
back over the land when the sea breeze arises, generally lif
about noon. Warm weather and light SW and NW wind
which are accompanied by remarkable smooth seas, gene
prevail during these months.

2.26 Cabo San Lazaro(24˚48'N., 112˚19'W.), located 30
miles SSW of Boca de Soledad, is the NW extremity of
conspicuous headland. This cape, which is faced by roc
cliffs, often appears as an island when first sighted. Monte S
Lazaro, the summit of the headland, is 390m high and stan
close SE of the cape. A main light is shown from a tower with
dwelling, 7m high, standing on the cape. A racon is situated
the light.
2.26 A stranded wreck lies 3.8 miles NNE of the cape and h
been reported to be radar conspicuous.
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2.26 The currents off the cape set mainly SE and attain rates of up
to 1.5 knots.
2.26 Caution.—Thetis Bank (24˚56'N., 112˚36'W.), with a
depth of 34m, lies about 18 miles WNW of Cabo San Lazaro.
The bottom in this vicinity is very uneven with many jagged
rocks and less depths than charted may exist. A depth of 11.9m
was reported (1923) to lie on this bank. A depth of 11m was
reported (1992) to lie about
2.26 A shoal, with a depth of 18.3m, was reported (1964) to lie
about 12 miles NW of Thetis Bank.

2.27 Petrel Bank (24˚38'N., 112˚47'W.) lies 21 miles
SSW of Thetis Bank and is composed of fine, gray sand. This
bank has depths of 18 and 73m, but it has not been thoroughly
examined and may extend to the SE.
2.27 Isolated depths of 10.9m were reported to lie (1955) about
15.5 miles W and (1972) about 14.5 miles WSW, respectively,
of Cabo San Lazaro.
2.27 A depth of 55m was reported (1983) to lie about 8.5 miles W
of Cabo San Lazaro.

Cabo San Lazaro to Cabo Falso

2.28 Bahia Santa Maria (24˚44'N., 112˚13'W.), a cres-
cent-shaped indentation, is entered between Punta Hughes,
located 3 miles SE of Cabo San Lazaro, and Cabo Corso (Cabo
Dorso), 8 miles SE. The shores of this indentation are backed
by low, sandy ridges and dunes. Anchorage, protected from the
prevailing wind, can be taken, in depths of 9 to 14m, sand,
between 0.5 and 0.8 mile from the shore, in the NW part. A
stranded wreck was reported (1975) to lie about 1.5 miles NE
of Punta Hughes.
2.28 Bahia Magdalena(24˚32'N., 112˚02'W.), an extensive body
of water, is entered between Punta Entrada, located 9 miles SE
of Cabo Corso, and Punta Redonda, 2.5 miles SE. A navigable
channel connects the SE part of this bay with Bahia Almejas. A
series of lagoons, which can be entered from the NW part of
this bay, extends up to about 60 miles N. The N and E shores of
the bay are low, barren, and fringed by shoals which extend up
to 2 miles seaward in places. The entrances of the lagoons in
the NW part are encumbered by extensive shoals and sand bars
through which several channels, with depths of 4 to 15m, lead.
2.28 The W side of the bay is protected by a high and narrow
peninsula which is connected at its N end by a low neck to the
mainland. The S side of the bay is protected by Isla Santa Mar-
garita, of which Punta Redonda is the NW extremity.
2.28 A deep and clear passage, about 2 miles wide, leads into the
bay and passes between the reefs extending from both entrance
points. A rock, which uncovers at low water, exists S of Punta
Delgada, in the vicinity of position 24˚40'N, 112˚07'W.

2.29 Punta Entrada (24˚32'N., 112˚04'W.), the NW en-
trance point of the bay, is fringed by reefs, on which the sea
breaks, and surmounted by a dome-shaped hill, 61m high.
Roca Vela (Sail Rock), a prominent above-water pinnacle rock,
stands close SE of the point.
2.29 Monte Isabel, 360m high, rises 3.3 miles NW of Punta
Entrada, and is very conspicuous from seaward.
2.29 A dangerous wreck lies in an approximate position about 6.8
miles NE of Punta Entrada.

2.29 Punta Redonda (24˚31'N., 112˚01'W.), the SE entranc
point of the bay, consists of a rocky headland, 30m high, abo
which the land rises steeply to a height of 300m. A reef, o
which the sea breaks heavily, extends about 0.8 mile W fro
this headland and a rock, awash, lies at its outer end. A ligh
shown from a pyramid tower, 5m high, standing on the point.
is reported that this light structure is difficult to identify whe
approaching from the N, but is easily distinguished from the
2.29 White Bluff, a conspicuous white cliff, is located 5 miles SE
of the point and is 60m high.
2.29 Tides—Currents.—The tidal currents in the entrance o
Bahia Magdalena attain rates of 1 to 2 knots and cause t
rips. The general direction of the tidal currents in the W part
the bay is NNW or SSE. In Man of War Cove, the gener
direction of the tidal currents is N and S. In the E part of th
bay, the flood current usually sets more to the W and the e
current more to the S.
2.29 Anchorage.—Anchorage can be taken almost anywhe
within Bahia Magdalena in suitable depths. The best anchor
for all seasons is in a depth of 16m about 0.5 mile E of the p
at Puerto Magdalena. Vessels may also anchor farther offsh
in a depth of 24m.
2.29 During the winter, with a S wind, which is not often the cas
good anchorage can be obtained in the S part of the bay
leeward of Isla Santa Margarita.

2.30 Man of War Cove(Caleta del Acorazado) (24˚38'N.
112˚07'W.), a small indentation, is entered on the W side
Bahia Magdalena and N of Punta Entrada. It has ample dep
in the S and central parts, but is encumbered by shoals, w
depths of less than 5m, in the N and W parts.
2.30 Puerto Magdalena, a small fishing village, is situated at t
head of this indentation and is of no commercial significanc
A pier, 18m long, fronts the village and has a depth of 2.4
alongside. It was reported (1995) that this pier is in poor con
tion.

2.30 Puerto de San Carlos(24˚47'N., 112˚07'W.) (World Port
Index No. 15961), a small grain-loading facility, is situated o
the NW side of Bahia Magdalena. Tides rise about 1.7m
springs and 1.1m at neaps.
2.30 The facility is approached through a narrow and buoy
channel, with a least depth of 8.2m. An L-shaped pier, 102
long, has a depth of 11.4m alongside; with additional dolphi
it provides 204m of total berthage. Vessels of up to 183m
length, 30.5m beam, and 9.1m draft can be accommodated
2.30 Pilotage is compulsory and is available during daylight on
Vessels should send an ETA at least 24 hours in advance. P
can be contacted by VHF and generally board off the S e
trance to the approach channel, about 7 miles NNW of Pu
Entrada, which is marked by a lighted buoy.

2.31 Canal de la Gaviota (Marcy Channel) (24˚30'N.,
111˚49'W.) is the narrow and deep passage which connects
SE part of Bahia Magdalena with the NW part of Bahi
Almejas. The fairway is indicated by lighted ranges and has
depth of 22m. During the ebb current, the shoal banks lyi
along the sides of the passage are clearly marked by he
breakers, even though the sea is smooth and the swell ba
perceptible.
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2.31 Bahia Almejas (24˚28'N., 111˚42'W.) is a large, enclosed
body of water which is protected on its seaward side by Isla
Santa Margarita. The mainland shore is mostly low and barren.
The bay is deep in its central part, but extensive shoals lie in its
N, E, and SE parts.
2.31 Canal de Rehusa (Rehusa Channel), mostly encumbered by
shoals, leads into the bay from the S and is entered close E of
the SE end of Isla Santa Margarita. The currents setting
through this channel are very strong. They cause tide rips and
render navigation unsuitable for anything but small boats.

2.32 Isla Santa Margarita (24˚27'N., 111˚50'W.) is high
at both ends, but low in the middle. From a distance, the low
part of this island appears as an opening which has sometimes
been mistaken for the entrance to Bahia Magdalena.
2.32 Monte Santa Margarita, 566m high, forms the summit of the
island and rises in the SE part. Las Hermanas (The Sisters),
two high and prominent peaks, stand 7 miles NW of the S
extremity of the island.
2.32 Puerto Alcatraz, a fishing village, is situated in the S part of a
small cove lying on the S side of Punta Cisne, the NE extremity
of the island. A pier, 90 to 120m long, fronts a canning factory
at the village and has depths of 3 to 9.4m alongside.
2.32 Puerto Cortes, a small Mexican naval base, is situated 2
miles SE of Puerto Alcatraz. A main pier, 290m long, extends
from the shore and has depths of 5.7 to 9.4m alongside its outer
end. There are also facilities for small craft. Anchorage, with
good protection from SE winds, can be taken off the base in
convenient depths over a bottom of sand with good holding
ground.

2.32 Punta Tosca (Cabo Tosca) (24˚18'N., 111˚43'W.), the SE
extremity of Isla Santa Margarita, is a bold, rocky, and prom-
inent point. A reef, on which the sea breaks with great force,
extends about 0.5 mile S from this point. A main light is shown
from a tower with a dwelling, 12m high, standing on the point.
2.32 Caution.—An obstruction was reported (1941) to lie about
1.5 miles S of Punta Tosca.
2.32 A shoal, with a depth of 14.6m, was reported (1979) to lie
about 23 miles SW of Punta Tosca.
2.32 A shoal, with a depth of 5.8m, was reported (1952) to lie
about 20 miles SE of Punta Tosca.
2.32 Several unconfirmed shoal depths of 10 to 27.5m were re-
ported (1960) to exist in the vicinity of a position lying 30
miles SSE of Punta Tosca.
2.32 Several unconfirmed shoal depths, of which the least was
10m, were reported (1969) to exist in the vicinity of a position
lying 13 miles S of Punta Tosca.

2.33 Punta Marquez (23˚57'N., 110˚52'W.), a low and
rocky point, is located 50 miles ESE of Punta Tosca;sandy
bluffs rise on each side of it. Isolated plateaus, 150 to 180m
high, stand between 7 and 11 miles E of this point. A light is
shown from a metal tower, 12m high, standing on the point.
2.33 The mouth of Arroyo Conejo, marked by a light, lies 10.5
miles NW of Punta Marquez.
2.33 Punta Lobos (23˚25'N., 110˚14'W.) is the NW extremity of
Los Lobos, a high, rocky, and wide promontory. During mod-
erate weather, anchorage can be taken, in depths of 13 to 18m,
sand, about 0.3 mile offshore, 0.5 mile N of the point.

2.33 A main light (Todos Santos) is shown from a tower, 10
high, standing in the vicinity of a town, 2 miles NNW of Punt
Lobos.
2.33 The coast extending between Punta Tosca and Punta Lo
is mostly low, sandy, and barren, with few distinguishin
features. Inland, the terrain rises gradually to moderately-h
hills in the N part, but shifts abruptly to sharp and clear
defined mountain ranges in the S part.
2.33 Cerro el Picacho and Cerro la Aguja, the summits of t
Sierra de la Laguna range, rise 15 miles NE of Punta Lob
and are 1,960 and 1,983m high, respectively. Both of the
peaks are conspicuous and appear as two steep-faced c
from the SW.
2.33 Sierra de San Lazaro, a very conspicuous peak, stands
miles SE of Punta Lobos and is 1,558m high.

2.34 Punta Gasparino(23˚16'N., 110˚09'W.), formed by
a rocky bluff, is located 10 miles SSE of Punta Lobos. Th
point is 23m high and is fronted by numerous rocks. Palmar
small settlement, stands within a large grove of palm tre
close N of the point and 1.5 miles inland.

2.34 Punta de la Tinaja (23˚06'N., 110˚07'W.), located 9 miles S
of Punta Gasparino, is a rocky bluff, 22m high, which
closely backed by a steep hill, 165m high.
2.34 Punta San Cristobal (22˚56'N., 110˚04'W.), a bold bluff, is
located 10.8 miles SSE of Punta de la Tinaja and is 60 to 9
high. The coast between Punta de la Tinaja and this poin
bold and steep-to. To the S of the point, the terrain consists o
sandy beach backed by white bluffs.

2.35 Cabo Falso(22˚52'N., 109˚58'W.), the southernmos
extremity of Baja California, is located 17 miles SE of Pun
de la Tinaja. It is fringed by rocks and consists of a steep
bluff, 15m high. Las Tetas (The Paps), a conical hill with
double summit, rises close N of the cape. This hill is 212
high; a conspicuous sand slide stands close E of it. A m

Cabo Falso
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light is shown from a tower, 6m high, standing on Las Tetas. A
racon is situated at the light.
2.35 A disused light tower stands 0.5 mile from the light.
2.35 Caution.—Banco San Jaime, with a least depth of 9.1m
(reported 1948), lies centered 19 miles W of Cabo Falso.
2.35 Banco Golden Gate, with a least depth of 11m (reported
1992), lies centered 20 miles NW of Cabo Falso.
2.35 Banco Morgan, with a least depth of 8m (reported 1985), lies
centered 48 miles W of Punta Lobos. A shoal area, with a least
depth of 5.5m (reported 1985), lies centered 10 miles E of this
bank.

2.35 Banco Lusitania, with a least depth of 7.3m (reported 196
lies centered 35 miles WNW of Banco Morgan.
2.35 In an area, 20 to 35 miles wide, extending between a posit
lying about 20 miles WSW of Cabo Falso and a position lyin
about 40 miles SW of Punta Tosca, there are many banks
dangerous shoal patches, with depths as shallow as 6m, w
rise steeply from deep water.
2.35 This area must be navigated with extreme caution as ma
other shoals may exist which are not yet charted. The positio
of the various reported banks and shoal patches may bes
seen on the chart.
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3.0Additional chart coverage may be found in CATP2, Catalog of Nautical Charts.

SECTOR3 — CHART INFORMATION
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SECTOR 3

MEXICO—EAST COAST OF BAJA CALIFORNIA

3.0 Plan.—This sector describes the E coast of Baja California
with adjacent islands, from Cabo Falso to the Rio Colorado.
The descriptive sequence is NW.

General Remarks

3.1 Winds—Weather.—During the greater part of the
year, the weather along this coast is fair and pleasant, the heat
of the day in the summer months being made tolerable by the
cool nights. The scarcity of rain is compensated by, in some
degree, frequent heavy dews. During the winter months, the
NW winds pass over the snow-covered peaks and considerably
reduce the temperature in the N part of the gulf.
3.1 The year is divided into a dry and a rainy season, but the
change from one season to the other occurs at varying times.
During the dry season, the weather is always fine, the winds
blowing in the daytime regularly from between NW and W. At
night, these winds are replaced by a light breeze from off the
land or a calm. Although the rainy season is said to last from
May to November, in reality very little rain falls during this
period in Lower California and the land is mostly dry and hot.
The rains, except in the S part of the peninsula, occur mostly in
the winter months. Summer rains are almost unknown to the N
of Isla del Carmen.
3.1 Between November and May, the prevailing winds in the
gulf are NW. The winds during the remainder of the year are
mostly SE. Moderate NW gales, lasting 2 to 3 days, are
frequent in the upper part of the gulf during December,
January, and February. In the lower part of the gulf, SE gales
may be expected during the rainy season, May to November.
3.1 A local hurricane, known as El Cordonazo, blows with great
violence in the gulf, but there is normally an interval of several
years between these storms. The hurricanes occur near the end
of the rainy season and are always from between SE and SW.
They are of short duration, but have tremendous force and are
accompanied by lightning.

3.1 Tides—Currents.—In the middle of the gulf, the current
normally sets SE, but it is weak and is greatly influenced by the
tides. Between Cabo Falso and Isla de la Toruga, the currents
are very erratic and dangerous, especially off Isla de la Carmen
where there is an inshore set of more than 1 knot. Between Isla
de la Toruga and Santa Rosalia, the currents are variable, but
attain rates of up to 3 knots at times.
3.1 Off Cabo San Lucas, a strong W set may be experienced.
Along the shores of the gulf, the rates and directions of the
tidal currents depend greatly on the prevailing winds. Towards
the head of the gulf, the tidal currents increase in strength and
may attain rates of 5 to 6 knots off the mouth of the Rio
Colorado.
3.1 The tidal range, while being practically normal at the en-
trance to the gulf, increases rapidly N of 29˚N. This is espe-
cially true within the channels lying between the islands and
the mainland. At the N end of the gulf, the tidal range, which is
affected by the seasons and the discharge from the Rio Colo-

rado, varies between 3.6 and 9.1m. At times, this tidal ran
causes rocks, reefs, and other dangers to be concealed. U
the ocean, there is no swell and usually no sea which wo
mark these hidden dangers by breakers.
3.1 Bioluminescence within the gulf usually appears as lar
glowing patches. The masses of dinoflagellates causing
curious phenomenon, when viewed in daylight, appear
patches of red-colored water. This bioluminescence mos
occurs during spring and autumn, but can be seen through
the whole year.
3.1 Caution.—The yellow-colored sea snake (Pelamis) has be
reported to exist in the coastal waters, especially the riv
mouths, of the gulf. These snakes can inject extremely pot
venom when they bite.

Cabo Falso to Bahia de La Paz

3.2 Cabo Falso(22˚52'N., 109˚58'W.), the southernmos
extremity of Baja California, is marked by a main light, whic
is equipped with a racon, and is fully described in paragra
2.35.

3.2 Cabo San Lucas(22˚52'N., 109˚53'W.), the outer extremity
of a rocky peninsula, is located 4 miles E of Cabo Falso a
fronted by two prominent detached rocks. The W rock is 89
high, rounded, and pierced at sea level. The E rock is 68m h
and has perpendicular sides. Several other rocks, up to 3
high, fringe the cape.

3.2 Bahia San Lucas(22˚53'N., 109˚53'W.), lying N of Cabo
San Lucas, provides good anchorage during NW winds, bu
unsafe from July to September when strong SE winds a

San Lucas Range and Gloria Hotel
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frequent. The best anchorage is in depths of 11 to 22m, within
the NW part of the bay, but care is necessary as the edge of the
bank is very steep.

3.2 The town of San Lucas, a resort, stands at the head of the bay
and is fronted by a small harbor. This harbor is protected by
breakwaters and the entrance is indicated by a lighted range.
3.2 A quayed basin, which is used by small vessels, has depths
of 0.6 to 7m. It is reported that the front range structure is
partially obscured by a hotel.

3.2 Caution.—Vessels heading N to San Lucas from S of Cab
San Lucas should note that Cerro Las Tetas, previou
described in paragraph 2.35, is no longer visible once t
vessel is abeam of Cabo San Lucas.

3.3 Cabeza Ballena(22˚54'N., 109˚50'W.), a rocky and
dark gray point, is located 3.5 miles ENE of Cabo San Luca
This point rises almost vertically to a height of 57m and imm
diately behind it the land rises to a height of 365m. A consp
cuous cone-shaped rock rises from the shore close W of

San Lucas—Approach

San Lucas—Entrance range
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point. A main light is shown from a concrete tower, 10m high,
standing on the point and a tower, marked by a red light, stands
1 mile NW of it.
3.3 Between Cabeza Ballena and Punta Palmilla, 9.5 miles NE,
the coast remains steep-to with no off-lying dangers. Cerro
Colorado, a red hill, rises close to the shore, 1.5 miles SW of
Punta Palmilla. This hill is 133m high and is an excellent
landmark when viewed from seaward.
3.3 It is reported that a white hotel, with very distinguishable
lights, stands on Punta Palmilla.

3.4 Bahia San Jose del Cabo(23˚03'N., 109˚39'W.) is
entered between Punta Palmilla and Punta Gorda, 9 miles NE.
This open bay is fringed by steep, sandy beaches on which the
sea breaks heavily.
3.4 Sierra de San Lazaro, 1,558m high, rises to a prominent peak
13 miles NW of the central part of the bay.
3.4 San Jose del Cabo(23˚03'N., 109˚41'W.) stands near the
mouth of the Rio San Jose, 3 miles NE of Punta Palmilla. A
conspicuous cathedral, with a factory and a chimney standing
0.5 mile W of it, is situated in this town. A prominent custom
house, with a striped roof, stands near the shore, close W of the
chimney. A main light is shown from a tower with a dwelling,
10m high, standing 1.5 miles E of the cathedral.
3.4 Anchorage can be taken almost anywhere within the bay, in
depths of 11 to 18m, about 0.3 to 0.5 mile from the shore.
However, an area lying close S of the custom house, where a
deep gully approaches the coast, should be avoided. Consider-
able swell sets into the bay, especially from May to October,
and makes anchoring extremely uncomfortable.
3.4 Vessels at anchor can work cargo from lighters, but it was
reported (1983) that such operations were no longer carried
out.
3.4 Punta Gorda (23˚05'N., 109˚36'W.), a round and rocky
bluff, is 15m high and fringed by numerous detached rocks. A
prominent flat-topped hill, 95m high, rises 0.5 mile W of this
point. A shoal, with a depth of 5.5m, lies about 0.3 mile SE of
the point.
3.4 Banco Gorda de Adentro (Inner Gorda Bank), with a least
depth of 14.6m (1949), lies about 5 miles SE of Punta Gorda.
3.4 Banco Gorda de Afuera (Outer Gorda Bank), with a least
depth of 62m, lies about 7 miles SE of Punta Gorda.
3.4 The coast between Punta Gorda and Los Frailes, 21 miles
NNE, is fairly low and rocky without any intermediate prom-
inent points that can be recognized from any distance. Inland,
the land rises gradually to the mountain ranges of the interior.
3.4 A stranded wreck lies 4.5 miles NE of Punta Gorda.
3.4 Boca del Tule lies at the N side of a bold and rocky bluff, 9
miles S of Los Frailes. A light is shown from a framework
tower, 10m high, standing in the vicinity of this river mouth.
3.4 A dangerous rock was reported to lie about 1.2 miles off-
shore, about 5 miles S of Los Frailes.
3.4 Los Frailes (23˚23'N., 109˚25'W.) consists of a bold and
whitish-colored headland, 125m high, closely backed by a hill,
230m high.
3.4 Anchorage, with local knowledge, can be taken, in a depth of
16m, rocky bottom, within Bahia Frailes, which lies close S of
Los Frailes and is protected from N winds.
3.4 Cabo Pulmo (23˚27'N., 109˚25'W.), located 4 miles N of
Los Frailes, is a rocky headland, 15 to 23m high. A hill, 250m

high, rises close inland of this cape and forms the E end o
mountain range which has peaks over 600m high. A small b
harbor lies on the S side of the cape.
3.4 Several rocks have been reported to lie up to about 1 m
seaward of the cape. A shoal, about 1 mile long, lies 0.7 m
offshore, about 2 miles N of the cape. It has a least depth
1.8m and breaks.
3.4 Caution.—The coast in the vicinity of Cabo Pulmo should
be given a berth of at least 2 miles when passing.

3.5 Punta Arena(23˚33'N., 109˚28'W.) is low and sandy
A main light is shown from a tower with a dwelling, 10m high
standing on the point.
3.5 The sea breaks heavily in the vicinity of this point; vesse
should give it a berth of at least 0.5 mile when passing.
3.5 Anchorage, during N winds, can be taken, in depths up
18m, sand, about 1 mile S of the outer end of the point.
3.5 Bahia de las Palmas(23˚41'N., 109˚38'W.) is entered be
tween Punta Colorada, located 3 miles NW of Punta Aren
and Punta Pescadores, 16 miles NW. This bay is exposed
the village of Buena Vista is situated at its head, 10 mil
WNW of Punta Colorada. Anchorage can be taken off th
village, but care should be taken when approaching as
depths decrease very rapidly.
3.5 Punta Pescadero, the N entrance point, is bold, rocky, a
reddish in color. Due to the rocky and irregular bottom in th
vicinity of this point, vessels should not approach within
mile.

3.6 Bahia de los Muertos(23˚56'N., 109˚48'W.), a wide
and exposed indentation, is entered between Punta Pesca
and Punta Perico, 15 miles NNW. The high land backing t
shore of this bay rises to El Palmar, a prominent peak, which
1,097m high and stands 9 miles WNW of Punta Pescadero
3.6 Anchorage can be taken within the S part of the bay,
depths of 11 to 18m, sand, about 0.5 mile offshore.
3.6 Punta Perico, the N entrance point, consists of a steep-to
whitish bluff which rises abruptly inland to a hill, 190m high.
3.6 Ensenada de los Muertos, a small cove, lies at the N end
Bahia de los Muertos and provides good anchorage to ves
with local knowledge, in a depth of 15m. The cove offers com
plete protection from N winds and seas; a small cargo load
facility, with a warehouse, is situated here. This facility lie
within the jurisdiction of the port authorities at La Paz and ca
go vessels are required to give prior notice of arrival.
3.6 Punta Arena de la Ventana(24˚03'N., 109˚49'W.), low and
sandy, is located 2 miles NW of Punta Perico. A main light
shown from a round tower, 10m high, standing on this point
3.6 Bahia la Ventana (24˚05'N., 109˚56'W.), crescent-shape
and deep, is entered between Punta Arena de la Ventana
Punta Gorda, 12 miles NW. The S shore of this bay is lo
whereas the W shore rises inland to a mountain range. North
Mulato, 1,167 high, and South El Mulato, 1,263m high, are t
two tallest peaks of this range and rise about 7 miles SW
Punta Gorda. A light is shown from a metal framework towe
11m high, standing on the W side of the bay, 3.5 miles S
Punta Gorda.
3.6 Anchorage can be taken, in depths of 9 to 15m, in almost a
part, but it is reported that the bay is sometimes frequented
vessels engaged in pearl fishing.
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3.7 Isla Cerralvo (Isla Cerralbo) (24˚15'N., 109˚52'W.),
barren and rocky, is separated from the mainland by Canal de
Cerralvo, a wide and deep passage. Both sides of this island,
which rises to several high peaks, consist of bold, rocky bluffs
with gravel beaches between them. The island is of volcanic
origin and has a summit, 771m high.
3.7 Piedras Gordas(24˚09'N., 109˚51'W.), fronted by a reef, is
the SW extremity of the island. A light is shown from a metal
tower, 11m high, standing on this point.
3.7 A light is shown from a metal tower, 7m high, standing on
the SE extremity of the island, 3.2 miles ESE of Piedras
Gordas. Roca Montana, a shoal patch, has a depth of only 1.2m
and lies about 0.8 mile S of the light.
3.7 Arrecife de la Foca (Islote Reina), consisting of a group of
rocks, lies 4 miles NW of the N extremity of the island. A light
is shown from a metal tower, 7m high, standing on this group.
The passage separating the group from the N end of Isla
Cerralvo is believed to be clear of dangers, but the rocks should
be passed at a safe distance. Tidal currents in this passage have
been reported to sometimes attain rates of 2.5 knots.
3.7 Punta Santa Cruz (24˚19'N., 110˚05'W.) projects slightly
from the coast 5 miles NW of Punta Gorda. A shoal, with a
depth of 29m, was reported (1983) to lie about 2 miles ENE of
this point. A large, white rock, 15m high, lies at the outer end
of a sandy spit which extends 0.5 mile from the shore, 4.5
miles NW of the point.
3.7 Punta Coyote, a low point, is located 12 miles NW of Punta
Santa Cruz. The coast between is generally bold and rocky
with occasional sandy beaches. Inland, the terrain is mountain-
ous and hilly.
3.7 Punta San Lorenzo (24˚20'N., 110˚20'W.), located 5.5
miles W of Punta Coyote, is the NW extremity of the peninsula
which forms the E shore of Bahia de La Paz and the S side of
Canal de San Lorenzo. A pinnacle rock, with a depth of 13m,
lies about 0.8 mile WNW of this point.
3.7 Canal de San Lorenzo(24˚23'N., 110˚18'W.) is the passage
separating the N side of the mainland peninsula from the S side
of Isla del Espiritu Santo. It is restricted to a width of about 0.5
mile, as defined by the 11m curve, and has mid-channel depths
of 11.8 to 19.5m.
3.7 Scout Shoal, which is rocky and composed chiefly of loose
stones, has a least depth of 2.7m and lies 2 miles NE of Punta
San Lorenzo.
3.7 Arrecife de San Lorenzo, lying 1 mile NNW of Scout Shoal,
is a rocky ledge with a least depth of 2.7m. A wreck, with a
depth of 9.8m, lies 1 mile E of this ledge. Swanee Rocks, with
a least depth of 1.2m, lie 0.5 mile NE of the ledge.
3.7 The tidal currents in Canal de San Lorenzo are strong, some-
times attaining rates of up to 2.5 knots, and, from October to
February, even as much as 3 knots.
3.7 Caution.—Passage between the shoals and the adjacent
shores of Canal de San Lorenzo is possible for small vessels,
but is not recommended.
3.7 The dangers fringing the fairway of Canal de San Lorenzo
are marked by lighted beacons and buoys, but the latter are fre-
quently missing.

3.8 Isla del Espiritu Santo (24˚28'N., 110˚20'W.) is of
volcanic origin and has several prominent peaks. The summit
of this large island is 595m high and rises in the N part. With

the exception of the shoals extending S into Canal de S
Lorenzo and several small islets lying close off its W side, th
island is steep-to within 1 mile of the shore. Punta Lobos,
rocky and high point, forms the E extremity of the island.
light is shown from a metal tower, 9m high, standing close S
of this point.
3.8 Isla la Partida, 335m high, lies close N of Isla del Espirit
Santo from which it is now separated by a narrow, shallo
channel.
3.8 Isla Ballena, barren and rocky, lies close W of the NW pa
of Isla del Espiritu Santo. A light is shown from a metal frame
work tower, 7m high, standing at the SE end of this islet.
3.8 Punta Dispensa, a rocky bluff, forms the SW extremity
Isla del Espiritu Santo. A prominent red mound, 65m hig
rises 0.3 mile N of this point and consists of lumps of lava.
3.8 Los Islotes (24˚36'N., 110˚24'W.), consisting of three fla
and steep-to islets, lies about 0.5 mile N of the N extremity
Isla la Partida. A light is shown from a framework tower, 11m
high, standing on the largest islet, which is 15m high.
3.8 Caution.—A depth of 13.4m has been reported (2002) to l
about 8 miles NE of Los Islotes.

3.9 Bahia de La Paz(24˚21'N., 110˚30'W.), the larges
bay on the W side of the Gulf of California, is sheltered on i
E side by a peninsula and several islands and on its W side
the mainland coast. It is deep and clear of dangers, excep
the head where depths of less than 5m lie up to 1 mile offsh
in places. The bay can be entered from the E through Cana
San Lorenzo or from the N through the wide passage lyi
between Los Islotes and Cabeza del Mechudo, 19.5 miles N
3.9 Roca Lobos(24˚17'N., 110˚21'W.), 4m high, lies 0.5 mile
offshore, 2.3 miles SSW of Punta San Lorenzo. It is steep-to
the W side and fringed by foul ground on the E side. A light
shown from a framework tower, 9m high, standing on th
rock.
3.9 Isla San Juan Nepomuceno(24˚16'N., 110˚20'W.), a steep
island, lies 2 miles S of Roca Lobos and is connected at its
end to the mainland by a causeway. A road runs along
causeway and an airfield is situated on the island. Two ruin
piers extend from the E side of the island near its S end.
shoal, with a depth of 7.3m, lies 0.3 mile S of the S end of t
island and a lighted buoy marks the 5m curve in this vicinity
3.9 Bahia de Pichilingue (24˚16'N., 110˚19'W.), a small and
sheltered bay, lies on the E side of Isla San Juan Nepomuce
It is entered between the S end of the island and the mainla
Although small in extent, this bay forms one of the best pr
tected harbors on the coast and is used extensively as an
chorage by vessels too large to enter Puerto de La Paz.
fairway leading to the anchorage is clear, with mid-chann
depths of 9.1 to 14.6m.
3.9 A terminal in the bay includes facilities for general cargo
bulk, container, and passenger vessels. It consists of a be
200m long, with a depth of 10m alongside.
3.9 A fishing harbor is situated at the head of the bay and ha
jetty, 100m long, with depths of 5 to 6m alongside.
3.9 A ro-ro ferry terminal, which consists of two ramps and
lifting platform for the loading and unloading of vehicles, i
situated at the E side of the bay and has a depth of 8m alo
side. An L-shaped jetty, 120m long, is situated about 0.3 m
SE of the ferry terminal.
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3.9 Punta Prieta (24˚13'N., 110˚18'W.), a vertical and dark
bluff, is located 2.5 miles SSE of the S end of Isla San Juan
Nepomuceno and fronted by a rocky shoal, which extends up
to about 0.3 mile SW. Monte Santa Maria, a prominent hill, is
473m high and rises 3 miles ENE of the point. A main light is
shown from a framework tower on a dwelling, 9m high, stand-
ing on the point.
3.9 A tank farm and a prominent power station are situated on
Punta Prieta. An outfall pipeline, marked by a lighted buoy, ex-
tends about 0.2 mile seaward from the shore fronting the power
station.
3.9 A T-head pier, used for bunkering, extends from the shore on
the S side of Punta Prieta. It has a berth, 40m long, with a depth
of 8m alongside.

Puerto de La Paz (24˚10'N., 110˚19'W.)

World Port Index No. 15920

3.10 Puerto de La Paz, the largest and most important har-
bor on the E side of Baja California, lies 3.5 miles S of Punta
Prieta.
3.10 Winds—Weather.—Winds from the SE and SW are fairly
regular within Bahia de La Paz for the greater part of the year,
but NW winds predominate from November to May. These
winds, which blow from about 0900 to 1600, are succeeded
toward evening by S winds that last all night. Calms are fre-
quent during the spring and summer months.
3.10 The climate is hot and dry and hurricanes sometimes occur
between September and November.
3.10 Tides—Currents.—Tides rise about 0.9m at springs and
0.6m at neaps, but are influenced by the wind.
3.10 The tidal currents within the harbor usually attain rates of 2
knots, but are greatly influenced by the wind. A current with a
rate of 6 knots has been experienced off the pier which fronts
the city.
3.10 Depths—Limitations.—Canal de La Paz, the entrance
channel, is entered 0.4 mile ESE of Punta Prieta. It is 3.5 miles
long and extends close inshore between the mainland and the E
side of a large, shallow spit. The port area lies in the entrance
to Ensenada de La Paz, a large and shallow lagoon. Vessels not
exceeding 100m in length and 3.9m draft can enter at any stage
of the tide.
3.10 Muelle Fiscal, a T-headed pier, fronts the city. Its main berth
is 67m long and has a depth of 5m alongside.
3.10 There is a T- headed bunker pier at Punta Prieta with a length
of 40m and an alongside depth of 8.3m. A mooring buoy lies S
of the jetty to assist in berthing.
3.10 A cement pier, with an alongside depth of 6.7m, is situated E
of the Permex Pier.
3.10 Vessels too large to enter the harbor usually anchor within
Bahia de Pichilinque and work cargo using lighters.
3.10 Aspect.—The city is situated on flat land, but the cathedral
and several other buildings, which are prominent from sea-
ward, stand on a low tableland behind it.
3.10 Canal de La Paz, the entrance channel, is marked by lighted
buoys and lighted ranges, which may best be seen on the chart.
3.10 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory for all foreign merchant
vessels. Pilots can be contacted by VHF and board about 0.3
mile S of Punta Prieta. Pilotage at night is available with prior

arrangements, but it is not advisable to attempt to enter the h
bor after dark.
3.10 Anchorage.—Vessels awaiting a pilot can anchor, in depth
of 12 to 18m, to the S of Punta Prieta. The anchorage fart
SW is exposed and subject to swells. Anchorage is availa
within the harbor, in depths of 5 to 6m, mud, about 0.5 mi
SW of Muelle Fiscal.
3.10 Caution.—The alignment of the lighted ranges does n
accurately indicate the centerline of the fairway and cauti
must be used.
3.10 A dangerous wreck, which may best be seen on the ch
lies in the S part of the port area and is marked by a light
buoy.

3.11 El Mogote (24˚11'N., 110˚19'W.), a low and sandy
peninsula, fronts the N side of Ensenada de La Paz, the sha
lagoon, which forms the inner part of Puerto de La Paz.
3.11 The coast between El Mogote and Punta Coyote, 27 mi
NW, is low and sandy for the first 12 miles. The remaining pa
is backed by a long tableland, 150 to 300m high, and fac
with cliffs, 15 to 30m high.
3.11 Punta Coyote (Punta de los Reyes) (24˚28'N., 110˚42'W.
46m high, is a perpendicular, white, and rocky bluff. A prom
inent dark peak, 436m high, rises 5.5 miles S of this point.
3.11 San Juan de la Costa(24˚23'N., 110˚42'W.) (World Port
Index No. 15915), a small port complex, lies 2.8 miles S
Punta Coyote. It is used exclusively for the export of pho
phates and is administered from Puerto de La Paz.
3.11 Depths—Limitations.—A T-head jetty, which is exposed to
E winds, extends 0.2 mile from the shore. It has a berthi
face, 184m long, with a depth of 10.1m alongside. Vessels
up to 40,000 dwt and 9.7m draft can be accommodated.
3.11 Aspect.—A main light is shown from a metal truncated
tower, 7m high, standing near the complex.
3.11 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory. Pilots can be contacte
by VHF through La Paz and board between 1 and 2 miles E
the pier. Berthing can only be carried out in calm weather.
3.11 Anchorage.—Anchorage can be taken, over a bottom o
sand, SE of a lighted buoy, which is moored about 1 mile SE
the berth.

3.11 Cabeza del Mechudo(24˚47'N., 110˚40'W.), the W en-
trance point of Bahia de La Paz, is located 20 miles N of Pun
Coyote. It is formed by a bold, perpendicular cliff, 91m high
and surmounted by a dome-shaped hill, 229m high. Cerro
Mechudo, the only prominent peak in this vicinity, is 1,119m
high and rises 3.5 miles W of this point.

Bahia de La Paz to Bahia Concepcion

3.12 Punta San Everisto (24˚55'N., 110˚42'W.), 40m
high, is a rocky headland which projects 1 mile from the coa
7 miles NNW of Cabeza del Mechudo. A light is shown from
framework tower, 9m high, standing on this point.
3.12 Vessels with local knowledge can anchor, in depths of 9
11m, within a cove which is entered close S of the point.
3.12 Punta Nopolo (25˚01'N., 110˚46'W.), a rocky cliff, is lo-
cated 7 miles NNW of Punta San Everisto and has a pe
481m high, rising close behind it. The coast between is hi
and precipitous.
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3.12 Canal de San Jose(25˚00'N., 110˚43'W.), a deep channel,
separates Isla San Francisco and Isla San Jose from the coast. It
can be used to avoid the heavy seas found outside the islands,
but at night or in thick weather, vessels should favor the W
side, which is free of off-lying dangers. The currents setting
through this channel attain rates of 1 to 3 knots.

3.13 Isla San Jose(24˚58'N., 110˚38'W.), an island of vol-
canic origin, rises to a conspicuous summit, 633m high, near
the center. A prominent and sharp peak, 426m high, rises 1.8
miles S of the N extremity of the island.

3.13 Punta Colorada is located 2.5 miles NW of Punta Roja, the
prominent E extremity of the island. A light is shown from a
framework tower, 11m high, standing on this point. Punta de
los Ostiones is located on the W coast of the island, 4 miles S
of its N extremity. A light is shown from a framework tower,
9m high, standing on this point.

3.13 The S coast of the island consists mostly of a sandy beach
which extends W to form a low and sandy spit. Bahia Amorta-
jada is entered between this sandy spit, which forms the SW
extremity of the island, and Punta Salinas, 4 miles NW. A large
lagoon lies on the S side of this bay. Well protected anchorage
can be taken, in a depth of 13m, within the S part of the bay or,
in depths of 11 to 22m, within the N part of the bay and S of
Punta Salinas.
3.13 With the exception of the N extremity, which is fringed by a
reef extending up to 0.3 mile offshore, the remaining coast of
the island is mostly steep-to.

3.14 Isla San Francisco(24˚49'N., 110˚35'W.) lies 1.5
miles S of the SW extremity of Isla de San Jose and several
above-water rocks front its W and NW sides. The SE extremity
of the island is formed by a headland, 90m high, which is con-
nected to the shore by a low and sandy neck. Anchorage with
local knowledge can be taken, in depths of 9 to 18m, off a
sandy beach lying close W of this point. A light is shown from

a truncated tower, 9m high, standing on the N part of the
land; a second light stands about 1 mile NW.
3.14 Las Animas (25˚07'N., 110˚31'W.), a group of islets an
rocks, lies about 10 miles E of the N extremity of Isla San Jos
The tallest islet is 27m high. A light is shown from a meta
framework tower, 9m high, standing on the group.
3.14 Isla de San Diego(25˚11'N., 110˚42'W.) lies about 5.5 miles
N of the N extremity of Isla San Jose. A light is shown from
framework tower, 9m high, standing on this island. A reef, o
which the sea usually breaks, extends up to about 0.8 m
seaward from the SW extremity of the island and a roc
awash, lies at its outer end. A shoal, with a depth of 5.5m, is
ported to lie about 0.5 mile SW of the outer end of the reef.
3.14 Isla Santa Cruz (25˚16'N., 110˚43'W.), lying 3.5 miles N of
Isla San Diego, is barren and 457m high. A light is shown fro
a metal framework tower, 9m high, standing on the S side
the island.
3.14 Caution.—The channel lying between Isla San Diego an
Isla Santa Cruz has not been fully examined and should
used only with great care.

3.15 The coast between Punta Nopolo and Punta S
Telmo, 19 miles NNW, is backed by a range of mountains.
prominent broken, rocky cliff, 91 to 150m high, projects from
the general line of the coast 2 miles N of Punta Nopolo and
known as Los Burros.
3.15 Punta Dolores, a similar projection, is located 3 miles N
Los Burros. Bahia de Dolores lies N of this point and is mark
on its N side by a prominent red-colored bluff.
3.15 Isla Habana (25˚08'N., 110˚52'W.), 27m high and whitene
by guano, lies about 1.5 miles offshore in the vicinity of Bah
de Dolores. The channel leading between this islet and
mainland has depths of 18 to 31m.
3.15 Punta San Telmo(25˚17'N., 110˚57'W.), a sharp point, is
9m high and fronted by detached rocks. It is marked by re
dish-colored bluffs on either side. A prominent table mounta
875m high, rises 6.5 miles W of this point.
3.15 Punta San Marcial (25˚30'N., 111˚01'W.), located 14.5
miles NNW of Punta San Telmo, is formed by a rocky cliff an
closely backed SW by a peak, 345m high. It is fronted b
above and below-water dangers and should be given a bert
at least 2.5 miles.
3.15 San Marcial Rock (25˚33'N., 111˚01'W.) lies about 1.5
miles NNE of Punta San Marcial. A light is shown from
metal tower, 9m high, standing on this rock.

3.16 Isla Santa Catalina (25˚39'N., 110˚47'W.), 470m
high, lies 13.5 miles ENE of Punta San Marcial and has
prominent summit. No close examination has been made
this island, but its coast is reported to be mostly steep-to.
light is shown from a metal framework tower, 11m high, stan
ing on the S extremity of the island.
3.16 An isolated shoal, with a depth of 33m, is reported to l
about 6 miles S of Isla Santa Catalina.
3.16 Isla Monserrate (25˚40'N., 111˚42'W.), high and steep, lie
12 miles W of Isla Santa Catalina and 8 miles N of Punta S
Marcial. Its shores are generally steep-to, but several above
below-water dangers extend up to 0.2 mile offshore in plac
A light is shown from a framework tower, 10m high, standin
on the SW side of the island.

Punta San Jose Light
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3.16 Las Galeras, consisting of two rocky islets about 0.3 mile
apart, lies 1.7 miles N of Isla Monserrate and is marked by a
light.
3.16 A dangerous rock, 0.3m high, lies about 1.3 miles N of Las
Galeras and is surrounded by foul ground.

3.17 Bahia Agua Verde (25˚31'N., 111˚05'W.), entered
2.5 miles W of Punta San Marcial, provides anchorage in fine
weather to vessels with local knowledge. Punta San Pasquel,
the W entrance point of the bay, is a rocky bluff, 103m high.
Solitaria, 35m high, is a large, white, and prominent rock
which lies about 0.3 mile NE of the point.
3.17 Punta San Cosme, located 4 miles NW of Bahia Agua Verde,
is formed by a rocky cliff which rises abruptly to a hill, 69m
high. A rocky shoal, with a depth of 1.8m, lies about 0.3 mile
off the E side of this point. Two sharp and prominent twin
peaks, 1,161m high, stand 4 miles SW of the point.
3.17 A group of above-water rocks lies about 1.3 miles N of
Punta San Cosme. Roca San Cosme, the westernmost and
largest, is 23m high; Roca San Damien, the easternmost, is
14m high. The passage leading between this group and the
mainland should not be attempted without local knowledge.
3.17 Punta Candeleros (25˚43'N., 111˚14'W.), 15m high, is
located 11 miles NW of Punta San Cosme and consists of a
prominent, steep-to bluff with the land rising abruptly close be-
hind it. The point is marked by a light.
3.17 White Rock (Roca Blanca), a high rock surrounded by sev-
eral smaller rocks, lies about 4 miles SE of this point. The
passage lying between this rock and the mainland is clear.
3.17 Isla Danzante Primero (25˚46'N., 111˚14'W.), lying 2.5
miles NNW of Punta Candeleros, is high and barren. This
island is divided into two parts, 0.5 mile from its N end, by a
foul and shallow channel. Lights are shown from the N part of
the island and from the NE and S extremities of the S part.
3.17 The channel leading between Punta Candeleros, on the
mainland, and Isla Danzante Primero is encumbered by several
above and below-water dangers and should be avoided by
vessels without local knowledge.
3.17 Punta Coyote(25˚49'N., 111˚18'W.), located 7 miles NW of
Punta Candeleros, is a bluff headland, 23m high, fronting the
outer end of a peninsula, which is joined to the mainland by a
narrow and sandy isthmus. A light is shown from a framework
tower, 7m high, standing on the point.
3.17 Puerto Escondido(25˚48'N., 111˚18'W.), a landlocked har-
bor, lies at the NW side of a small bay, which is entered close
W of Punta Coyote, and protected on its E side by the penin-
sula. A bar fronts the narrow entrance of the bay and has a
depth of 2.7m at HW.
3.17 A T-head jetty extends E from the W side of the bay and has
a berthing face, 91m long, with depths of 7.3 to 11m alongside.
3.17 Secure anchorage can be taken by small vessels with local
knowledge, in depths of 7 to 11m, within the bay. There are
facilities for yachts, including a marina.

3.18 Isla Carmen(25˚58'N., 111˚10'W.), a large island of
volcanic origin, is marked by a range of prominent peaks along
its entire length. The tallest peak is 479m high and rises 6.5
miles SW of the NE end of the island. The E and W coasts of
the island, with the exception of Bahia Salinas, consist mostly
of steep bluffs. The numerous other small indentations found

along the coast are exposed and have no commercial
portance.
3.18 A light is shown from a truncated tower, 10m high, standin
on Punta Arena, the SW extremity of the island.
3.18 Punta Baja, the S extremity of the island, is fronted by
shallow, gravel spit which extends up to about 0.3 mile se
ward.
3.18 The channel leading between the S end of Isla Carmen a
Isla Danzante Primero is free from dangers and vessels bo
for Loreto from the S frequently use this passage.
3.18 Bahia Salinas lies at the NE side of the island and is ente
6 miles SSW of the NE extremity. It provides good anchorag
in a depth of 10m, sand over heavy mud, with excellent holdi
ground and is protected from all winds except those from b
tween SE and SSW. Occasional squalls may be experience
August and September. Local knowledge is recommended.
3.18 A large salt pond lies close N of the head of the bay and
separated from it by a shingle beach. An abandoned settlem
is situated on the beach. A disused pier, formerly used for loa
ing salt into lighters, fronts the settlement and has a depth
5.5m alongside its head. A bank extends W from the E e
trance point of the bay and should be given a wide berth.
3.18 Punta Lobos, the NE extremity of the island, is fronted b
detached rocks. The point is formed by a rocky headland, 3
high, which is connected to the island by a low and narro
stretch of land. A light is shown from a round tower, 12m hig
standing near this point.
3.18 Caution.—A dangerous rock, with a depth of 1.3m, lie
about 2.8 miles SE of Punta Baja. An extensive shoal, with
depth of 11m, was reported (1965) to lie centered 1.4 mi
WSW of this rock.
3.18 It has been reported (1995) that Isla Carmen lies 1 mile E
its charted position.

3.19 Punta Nopolo(25˚55'N., 111˚21'W.), located 7 miles
NNW of Punta Coyote, is a bold and rocky bluff, 23m high
Inland from this point, the land rises to several high mountai
which form the S section of the Sierra de la Giganta. Cer
Giganta, the tallest peak of this range, is 1,766m high a
stands 17 miles NW of the point. Pilon de Parras (Sugarloa
another conspicuous peak of this range, rises 8.8 miles NW
the point and is 1,120m high.
3.19 Loreto (26˚01'N., 111˚21'W.) (World Port Index No.
15900), a small loading port, lies 5.5 miles N of Punta Nopol
The small town, which includes a mission built in 1697, stan
on the banks of a river and is a tourist center. A promine
tower, formerly a lighthouse, stands close E of the town. Ve
sels work cargo from lighters at the anchorage. Good a
chorage can be taken, by vessels with local knowledge,
depths of up to 15m, about 0.5 mile offshore, but a heavy se
raised when NE winds blow with any force. Good anchora
can also be taken, in depths of 6 to 13m, within 0.5 mile of t
beach extending 4 miles N of the town.

3.20 Isla Coronado (26˚07'N., 111˚17'W.), 282m high,
lies 2.5 miles offshore, 7 miles NNE of Loreto. A low spit
composed of sand and stone, extends about 0.8 mile seaw
from the SW extremity of the island. The remaining coas
consist of steep, rocky bluffs. During SE winds, excelle
anchorage can be taken by vessels with local knowledge on
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N side of the spit. A light is shown from a metal tower, 12m
high, standing on the SE extremity of the island.
3.20 A low islet lies midway between the W side of the island and
the mainland. The passages leading W and E of this islet have
depths of 5.5m and 8m, respectively, but should only be used
by small vessels.
3.20 Caution.—It has been reported (1995) that Isla Coronado
lies 1 mile E of its charted position.

3.21 Punta Mangles (26˚17'N., 111˚23'W.), located 11
miles NW of Isla Coronado, is surmounted by a hill, 30m high,
and is the S extremity of a series of cliffs, which are 60 to 90m
high and composed of various colors. A mountain, 721m high,
rises 3 miles W of the point and has a conspicuous double
peak. Good anchorage, sheltered from NW winds, can be
taken, in depths of 9 to 16m, about 0.5 mile offshore to the S of
the point.
3.21 A group of rocks, awash, lies about 1 mile offshore, 2.3
miles SSE of Punta Mangles.
3.21 The coast between Punta Mangles and Punta Pulpito, 14.5
miles N, is mostly steep-to and backed by rocky bluffs. The
shore is fronted by several detached rocks and islets which lie
up to 0.5 mile seaward in places. The small coves indenting
this section of the coast are exposed and are of little commer-
cial importance.
3.21 Punta Mercenarios, located 4.5 miles N of Punta Mangles,
consists of a rocky cliff, composed of dark sandstone, which is
surmounted by a red conical hill, 158m high.

3.21 Punta Pulpito (26˚31'N., 111˚27'W.), a bold headland, is
140m high and forms the extremity of a peninsula which is
connected to the mainland by a low, narrow neck. A triple
peak, 500m high, stands 3.7 miles SW of this point and is con-
spicuous from seaward.
3.21 Excellent shelter from NW winds can be taken by vessels
with local knowledge within Fondeadero del Pulpito, a small
bay lying S of Punta Pulpito. However, the tidal currents have
been reported to be strong in this vicinity. Anchorage should be
obtained, in depths of 9 to 18m, about 0.3 mile offshore.
3.21 Bahia de San Nicolas is entered between Punta Pulpito and
Punta Santa Teresa, 10 miles NNW, and several streams flow
into its S part. A light is shown from a truncated tower, 7m
high, standing on Punta Santa Teresa and a prominent peak,
291m high, rises 1 mile SW of it.
3.21 Caution.—It has been reported (1995) that Punta Santa
Teresa lies 1 mile E of its charted position.

3.21 Isla Ildefonso (26˚38'N., 111˚26'W.), 118m high, is a steep-
to and barren island which lies 6 miles N of Punta Pulpito. A
light is shown from a truncated tower, 10m high, standing on
the N extremity of the island and a reef extends up to about 0.2
mile N of it.
3.21 Caution.—It has been reported (1995) that Isla Ildefonso
lies 1 mile E of its charted position.

3.22 Punta Colorado (26˚44'N., 111˚38'W.), a high and
reddish-colored bluff, is located 4.5 miles NW of Punta Santa
Teresa. Pico Colorado, a prominent peak, is 490m high and
rises 4 miles W of the point. Another prominent whitish-
colored peak, 742m high, rises 5.5 miles NW of the point.

3.22 Punta Concepcion (26˚54'N., 111˚51'W.), 9m high, is a
poorly-defined point located 15 miles NW of Punta Colorad
It is the outer extremity of a peninsula which forms the E sid
of Bahia Concepcion. Between Punta Colorado and this po
reefs and shoals extend up to 0.5 mile offshore and off-lyi
patches of red-colored water are frequently observed.
3.22 Bahia Concepcion (26˚40'N., 111˚50'W.) is entered be
tween Punta Aguja, located 2 miles SW of Punta Concepci
and Punta Gallito, 3.2 miles W. It is narrow, fairly dee
throughout, and extends about 22 miles SSE. This bay provi
good shelter for vessels with local knowledge.
3.22 A light is shown from a truncated tower, 15m high, standin
in the vicinity of Punta Aguja and a prominent radio tower
situated 2.7 miles SSW of Punta Gallito.
3.22 Depths of only 5.2m have been reported to exist in t
entrance to the bay and a rock, with a depth of 5.5m, w
reported to lie about 1 mile NE of Punta Gallito, but a caref
search for this latter danger proved unsuccessful.
3.22 The E shore of the bay consists of sandy beaches backed
gradually rising land in the interior. It is mostly fronted by
bank which extends 0.2 to 0.7 mile seaward. The shore at
head of the bay, which is known as La Pasajera, is low, san
and fronted by a bank extending up to 0.5 mile seaward. The
shore of the bay is very irregular, being marked by several h
bluffs with intervening bights and sandy beaches.
3.22 Ensenada de Coyote (Coyote Bay) lies on the W side of
bay, 9 miles S of the entrance, and is encumbered by sev
small islets, reefs, and rocks. This inlet has not been thorou
ly surveyed.
3.22 During good weather, anchorage can be taken in suita
depths almost anywhere within the bay, but local knowledge
required. With NW gales, a heavy sea sets into the bay a
anchorage may be taken in the lee of one of the islets lyi
within Ensenada de Coyote.

Bahia Concepcion to Punta San Francisquito

3.23 Punta Sombrerito (26˚54'N., 111˚58'W.) is located
2.5 miles NW of Punta Gallito and at the N side of the mou
of the Rio Santa Rosalia. It consists of a high rock, shaped l
a pyramid, standing on a round base. A main light is show
from a square tower with a signal station, 12m high, standi
near the point.
3.23 Pico Colorado, 255m high, rises 1.2 miles W of the point a
its reddish-colored peak is conspicuous. Mulege, a tow
stands on the banks of the river, 2 miles above the mouth.
3.23 Fondeadero de Mulege, an anchorage roadstead, lies
tween Punta Sombrerito and Punta Prieta, 0.8 mile N. Vess
with local knowledge can anchor, in depths of 9 to 11m, abo
0.5 mile offshore. However, this anchorage is very dangero
with strong NW winds.
3.23 Caution.—A rock, with a depth of 0.9m, was reported
(1972) to lie in the roadstead anchorage about 0.5 mile ENE
Punta Sombrerito.

3.24 Bahia de Santa Ines(27˚00'N., 111˚59'W.), an ex-
posed and crescent-shaped indentation, lies between P
Prieta and Punta Santa Ines, 9 miles N, and is backed by l
sandy shores. The S part of the bay has depths of 9m cl
inshore, but the N part is shallow.
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3.24 A prominent monument stands close to the shore in the
central part of the bay and marks the S boundary of the Santa
Magdalena Plains. These plains, which extend inland from the
N part of the bay, are dry, barren, covered with rocks, and sev-
eral miles wide. The remains of an extensive irrigation aque-
duct can still be seen on the N edge of the plains.
3.24 Punta Santa Ines, the N entrance point, is a low and rocky
point, which is surmounted by a small hill. A light is shown
from a truncated tower, 15m high, standing near this point. Las
Barracas, consisting of several conspicuous table-topped hills,
rises in the vicinity of the point.
3.24 Anchorage can be taken by vessels with local knowledge, in
depths of 7 to 8m, about 0.5 mile offshore, in the lee of Punta
Santa Ines.

3.25 Islas de Santa Ines(27˚02'N., 111˚55'W.), consisting
of three small islets surrounded by shoals and rocks, lies cen-

tered 3 miles SE of Punta Santa Ines. The passages lea
between the islets and the point should not be attemp
without local knowledge. Lights are shown from structure
15m high, standing on the two southernmost islets.
3.25 The coast between Punta Santa Ines and Punta S
Agueda, 22.5 miles NW, is low and steep-to. Dangers fringi
this section of the coast lie within 0.5 mile of the shore.
3.25 Punta Chivato, a low point, is located 1.8 miles NNW o
Punta Santa Ines and fronted by several detached rocks u
8m high. A light is shown from a structure, 15m high, standin
on the point.

3.25 Isla Tortuga (27˚26'N., 111˚53'W.), 310m high, lies abou
22 miles ENE of Punta Santa Agueda. It is hilly, barren, a
steep-to. A light is shown from a metal tower, 9m high, stan
ing on the S side of the island and a light is shown from a tru
cated tower, 9m high, standing on the N side.

3.26 Isla San Marcos(27˚11'N., 112˚06'W.) (World Port
Index No. 15880), high and barren, is located with its S pa
lying 2.5 miles offshore. The currents in the vicinity of the is
land are variable, setting principally in accordance with th
tides, and attain rates of up to 2 knots.
3.26 Shoal banks, with several above-water rocks, extend up
about 1.3 miles seaward from the S extremity of the island a
up to 0.5 mile seaward from the N extremity. Lights are show
from structures standing near the N and NW extremities of t
island.
3.26 A T-headed pier, 366 long, extends seaward from the W s
of the island, 1.3 miles N of the S extremity, and is used to lo
gypsum. It provides a berthing face, 137m long, with a dep
of 12.8m alongside.
3.26 Vessels of up to 45,200 dwt, 207m in length, and 9.7m dr
can be accommodated.
3.26 Pilotage is compulsory. Pilots can be contacted by VHF a
usually board from a launch off the pier.
3.26 Anchorage can be taken, in depths of 15 to 18m, sand, ab
0.5 mile W of the pier.
3.26 Caution.—It has been reported (1995) that Isla San Marc
lies 1 mile E of its charted position.

Punta Sombrerito Light

San Marcos Pier
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3.27 Puerto de Santa Rosalia(27˚20'N., 112˚17'W.)
(World Port Index No. 15870), a small ore port, lies 1.4 miles
NW of Punta Santa Agueda, and consists of a harbor enclosed
by breakwaters.
3.27 Winds—Weather.—During the summer, the heat is report-
ed to be excessive.
3.27 Tides—Currents.—Tides rise about 1.6m at springs and
1.5m at neaps.
3.27 Depths—Limitations.—The entrance between the break-
waters is 128m wide, but the navigable fairway is narrowed to
a width of only about 65m by shoals. There are depths of 4.6 to
7.9m in the E part of the harbor, but the W part is very shallow.
The main wharf provides 750m of berthage with depths of 5.7
to 6.4m alongside.
3.27 Vessels of up to 7.3m draft can be accommodated, but those
with a length of over 90m are reported to have difficulty man-
euvering within the harbor.
3.27 Aspect.—Lights are shown from structures standing at the
heads of each breakwater. Two prominent chimneys are situ-
ated at the smelting works close N of the town. At night, the
glare of the furnaces and the lights of the town are conspic-
uous.
3.27 Range lights lead to the harbor entrance.
3.27 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory. Pilots can be contacted
by VHF and board off the harbor entrance.
3.27 Anchorage.—Vessels can anchor outside the harbor, in
depths of 13 to 24m, good holding ground, close inshore. A sea
is usually raised at the anchorage by the prevailing NW wind,
but it is not considered dangerous.

3.27 Directions.—Vessels bound for this port are recommende
to first make for Isla de la Tortuga and then steer towards
harbor entrance.
3.27 Caution.—The wharves within the harbor were reporte
(1994) to be in poor condition.

3.28 Caleta Santa Maria(27˚26'N., 112˚20'W.), a small
cove, lies 6 miles NNW of Puerto de Santa Rosalia and
exposed to SE winds. The middle of this cove provid
anchorage for vessels with local knowledge, in depths of 9
11m, about 0.3 mile offshore.

A bulk gypsum terminal is situated in the N part of the cov
The berth consists of dolphins located at the head of a p
extending SE from the shore. There are depths of 10 to 1
alongside. Vessels up to 70,000 dwt, with a maximum length
205m, can be accommodated. Range lights, in line bear
about 280˚, stand on the shore about 1 mile SSW of the roo
the pier. Pilots come from Puerto de Santa Rosalia and bo
about 1 mile E of the pier.

3.28 A prominent monument stands on the coast, 5 miles N of t
cove. Las Tres Virgenes, three prominent mountain pea
stand 14 miles inland from the monument. The southernm
and tallest peak is 1,995m high.
3.28 Cabo Virgenes, 61m high, is located 8 miles NNW of Cale
Santa Maria. It consists of a rocky cliff backed by high land.
light is shown from a tower, 10m high, standing on this cape
3.28 Punta Santa Ana, located 11 miles NW of Cabo Virgenes
steep and closely backed by hills, up to 120m high.

Santa Rosalia Harbor
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3.28 Bahia Santa Ana(27˚39'N., 112˚34'W.), a very deep inden-
tation, is entered close W of Punta Santa Ana and provides
sheltered anchorage to vessels, with local knowledge, from SE
winds.
3.28 Punta Trinidad (27˚48'N., 112˚43'W.), 76m high, is a
prominent headland located 13.5 miles NW of Punta Santa
Ana. The coast between is steep-to, within 0.5 mile of the
shore, and is backed by high bluffs.
3.28 Cerro Pico Doble, with conspicuous twin peaks, is 716m
high and rises 8.5 miles SW of Punta Trinidad.
3.28 Punta San Carlos is located 12 miles N of Punta Trinidad.
This low point may be identified by a sharp peak, 1,367m high,
standing 12 miles WSW of it. Between Punta Trinidad and this
point, numerous patches of reddish-colored water have been
observed off the coast.
3.28 Between Punta San Carlos and Punta Santa Teresa, 26 miles
N, the coast consists of alternating bluffs and sandy beaches.
Several small, detached above-water rocks front the shore and
lie up to 0.7 mile seaward in places.

3.29 Cabo San Miguel(28˚12'N., 112˚48'W.), located 24
miles NW of Punta Trinidad, is a bold bluff, 46m high. A con-
spicuous group of mountains, up to 1,068m high, stands 5
miles W of this cape.
3.29 Punta Santa Teresa, 12m high, is located 13 miles NNW of
Cabo San Miguel. This rocky bluff is surmounted by a hill,
173m high.
3.29 A prominent sharp peak, 1,907m high, stands 32 miles W of
Punta Santa Teresa and is clearly visible from seaward.
3.29 Bahia de Santa Teresa, which is entered close S of Punta
Santa Teresa, provides shelter from NW winds. Vessels can
anchor, in depths of up to 18m, within the N part of the bay.

3.29 Punta San Gabriel, located 1.3 miles N of Punta Santa
Teresa, is a bluff, 14m high, which stands at the NE extremity
of a prominent headland. The ebb current is reported to attain a
rate of 4 knots at times off this point.
3.29 Bahia San Francisquito is entered between Punta San
Gabriel and a point, 1.5 miles WNW, and provides shelter from
the prevailing NW and SE winds. Protected anchorage can be
taken within the SW part of the bay, in depths of 9 to 10m,
about 0.3 mile from a sandy beach.
3.29 Punta San Francisquito (28˚28'N., 112˚55'W.), a low and
rocky bluff, is located 3 miles NW of Punta San Gabriel.

Punta San Francisquito to Punta Bluff

3.30 Bahia de San Rafael(28˚29'N., 113˚02'W.) is en-
tered between Punta San Francisquito and a point, 16 miles
NW. This large and open bay provides good shelter from S
winds, but the depths increase rapidly offshore.
3.30 Punta de las Animas (28˚49'N., 113˚14'W.), 23 to 40m
high, is located 28 miles NW of Punta San Francisquito and
fronted by several detached rocks. Several steep and reddish-
colored hills, 90 to 150m high, rise abruptly behind this point
and some mountains, over 600m high, stand close inland of
them.
3.30 Bahia de las Animas is entered between Punta de las Animas
and a rocky bluff, 6.5 miles WNW. An islet, 6m high, lies 0.5
mile N of the latter bluff and is connected to it by a rocky

shoal. The mouth of a lagoon and several small islets lie in
SW part of the bay. Good anchorage can be taken by ves
with local knowledge, in depths of 11 to 22m, within the S pa
of the bay. However, vessels should not approach within 0
mile of the mouth of the lagoon.

3.31 Bahia de los Angeles(28˚55'N., 113˚31'W.), lying 11
miles NW of Bahia de las Animas, is almost complete
landlocked. It is protected from the N and NE by sever
islands and islets which are intersected by three deep, s
passages. Vessels without local knowledge should not atte
to enter this bay.
3.31 The shores of the bay mostly consist of sandy beaches w
one or two rocky bluffs. Montana de Cumbre Redonda (Rou
Top), 1,048m high, rises on the SW side of the bay, 8 miles
of the E entrance point, and is conspicuous.
3.31 The S passage, which is believed to be deep and safe,
between Punta La Harradura (Roja), a reddish-colored bl
located at the E side of the bay, and Islas Los Gemelitos, t
small islets, lying 0.3 mile N. Another deep and safe passa
about 0.5 mile wide, lies between Islas Los Gemelitos and I
Cabeza de Caballo, a larger islet, which is 69m high a
surmounted by a stone monument. A group of islets, 27 to 3
high, lies 2 miles NW of Isla Cabeza de Caballo, but the i
tervening passage is encumbered by rocks and is not rec
mended.
3.31 The N passage, about 1 mile wide, is deep and safe, but
tricate to navigate. It is entered between Isla Smith, the nor
ernmost islet fronting the bay, and a narrow neck of lan
projecting SE from the mainland at the W side. Isla Smith
474m high at its NW end and is flat-topped.
3.31 Anchorage can be taken, in a depth of 15m, off the entran
to a small cove which lies on the W side of the bay, 3.5 mil
NE of Montana de Cumbre Redonda.
3.31 Caution.—Strong local winds are reported to prevail out o
the canyons on the W side of the bay. These winds may be
up to a distance of 6 miles offshore. At times, the winds a
preceded by a rolling cloud, known as Elephantes, which
sembles the trunk of an elephant.

3.32 Punta Remedios(29˚15'N., 113˚38'W.), located 13
miles NW of the N entrance point of Bahia de las Animas,
low, sandy, and closely backed by hills that rise towards t
coastal range. Anchorage can be taken by vessels with lo
knowledge, in a depth of 18m, within Bahia de los Remedio
which is entered close S of the point.
3.32 Punta Bluff (29˚33'N., 113˚59'W.), a bold point, is 30m
high and located 26 miles NW of Punta Remedios. The co
between consists of an almost unbroken succession of ro
bluffs, 15 to 35m high, which rises to the coastal range clo
inland.
3.32 Sharp Peak, 972m high, rises 6.5 miles WSW of Punta Bl
and is conspicuous. Double Peak, 1,658m high, stands 9 m
S of Sharp Peak and is also conspicuous.

Off-lying Islands

3.33 A chain of islands, consisting of several small and on
large island, lies off the coast between Punta San Francisq
and Punta Bluff. This chain is separated from the mainland
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Canal de Salsipuedes, in the S part, and by Canal de Ballenas,
in the N part.
3.33 Isla de San Lorenzo(28˚38'N., 112˚51'W.), a barren island
of volcanic origin, rises to a height of 485m near its S end. A
light is shown from a tower, 9m high, standing near the S ex-
tremity.
3.33 Isla las Animas lies close NW of the N end of Isla de San
Lorenzo and is separated from it by a narrow boat passage. A
white rock, 6m high, lies close offshore, 1.2 miles E of the NW
extremity of this island.
3.33 Isla de Salsipuedes, 114m high, lies close NW of Isla las
Animas and is separated from it by a channel that has not been
examined. A rock, awash, is reported to lie in the middle of the
channel.
3.33 Isla Raza, a small island, lies 4 miles N of Isla de Salsi-
puedes. It has been whitened by the deposits of sea birds and is
fringed by rocks. A reef fronts the SE end of the island and
should be given a wide berth. Anchorage can be taken by
vessels with local knowledge, in depths of 9 to 15m, about 0.3
mile S of the island. Roca Raza, 22m high, is a small white
rock lying about 1 mile NW of Isla Raza. A steep-to rock,
awash, lies off its SW side.

3.34 Isla Partida (28˚52'N., 113˚02'W.) lies 4.5 miles NW
of Isla Raza. This island rises to two peaks, each about 120m
high, which are separated by a narrow strip of land. An islet,
23m high, lies 0.3 mile off the E side of the island. Anchorage,
sheltered from NW winds, can be taken about midway between
the island and the islet.
3.34 Roca Blanca, 53m high, lies 0.6 mile N of Isla Partida. A
reef extends about 0.3 mile N from Roca Blanca and a rock,
0.6m high, lies at its outer end.
3.34 Canal de Salsipuedes, the passage lying between the above
islands and the mainland to the W, is wide and clear with great
depths, but a very strong current is usually encountered,
especially with an ebb tide and NW winds.
3.34 Caution.—The currents in the vicinity of Isla San Lorenzo
and Roca Blanca are very strong and sometimes cause heavy
tide rips.

3.35 Isla Angel de la Guarda(29˚17'N., 113˚25'W.), 41
miles long, is a high, rocky, barren, and uninhabited island
located with its S extremity lying 9 miles NW of Isla Partida. A
range of mountains, 900 to 1,300m high, spans the entire
length of the island and has a comparatively low ridge in its
central part.
3.35 Punta Acantilado (29˚34'N., 113˚33'W.), the E end of a
rocky headland, is 220m high and forms the N extremity of the
island. A light is shown from a metal tower, 14m high, stand-
ing on this point. Another light is shown from a structure, 14m
high, standing on the S extremity of the island.
3.35 Isla Estanque, 122m high, lies close off a sharp point located
on the S side of the island, 4.5 miles NNE of the S extremity.
The narrow passage lying between this islet and the mainland
is encumbered by a reef which dries in places. Isla Estanque is
fringed by above and below-water rocks.
3.35 Punta Rocosa is a bold headland, 159m high, located 12
miles N of Isla Estanque. It lies at the NE end of a spur of the
central mountain range. Anchorage can be taken in the S part
of the open bay lying between Isla Estanque and this headland.

Anchorage, with some protection from NW winds, can also
taken, in depths of 9 to 15m, close S of the headland.
3.35 Puerto Refugio, a sheltered roadstead, indents the N par
the island and lies between Punta Acantilado and several a
cent islets. It consists of two harbors, which are connected b
narrow channel. Both harbors are easily accessible and prov
good, well-sheltered anchorage to vessels with local kno
ledge. The channel leading between the harbors has a dep
7.3m, but should be used only by small craft.

3.35 Isla Granito, 86m high, fronts the E harbor and lies 2 mile
NW of Punta Acantilado. A light is shown from the SE end o
this islet. Isla Mejia, 261m high and barren, lies 0.5 mile N o
the NW extremity of Isla Angel de la Guarda and forms the
side of the W harbor. Another islet, 76m high, lies between t
E end of Isla Mejia and the main island to which it is connecte
by a reef. This islet separates the two harbors, except for a n
row channel. Piedra Blanca, a steep-to and jagged white ro
is 12m high and lies near the center of the E harbor. Anchora
can be taken in the E harbor, in a depth of 10m, about 0.7 m
S of Piedra Blanca. Anchorage can also be taken, in depth
14 to 22m, S of Isla Granito, but the bottom is mostly rock
The best anchorage lies in a depth of 11m, sand and shel
the middle of the W harbor and SW of the SE extremity of Is
Mejia.
3.35 Caution.—The strong ebb tidal current is reported to attain
rate of 5 knots in the vicinity of Isla Estanque.

3.36 Canal de Ballenas(29˚00'N., 113˚23'W.), a deep and
clear channel, lies between the W side of Isla Angel de
Guarda and the mainland. Winds from the NW sometim
blow through this passage with great force, raising a heavy
against which small vessels may have difficulty in makin
headway. The currents within the channel are also strong, w
rates of up to 3 knots having been experienced.

Punta Bluff to the Rio Colorado

3.37 Punta Final (29˚46'N., 114˚16'W.), located 20 miles
NW of Punta Bluff, is a rocky headland with low land extend
ing SW from it. The intervening coast is generally high, stee
to, and rocky. Good anchorage can be taken by vessels w
local knowledge, in a depth of 16m, within Bahia de Cala
majue, which lies 14 miles NW of Punta Bluff. A conspicuou
red-colored hill rises behind the sandy beach at the head of
bay.

Bahia San Luis Gonzaga(29˚47'N., 114˚20'W.), an open
bay, lies close W of Punta Final and provides shelter to vess
with local knowledge. Vessels should anchor, in a depth
14m, about 0.5 mile offshore.

3.38 Punta Willard (29˚50'N., 114˚24'W.), 56m high, is
located 8 miles WNW of Punta Final. A small island lies clos
SE of this point and a light is shown from a structure, 7m hig
standing on its E side. Another light is shown from a structur
12m high, standing about 1.5 miles NW of the point.
3.38 Willard Bay, lying close SW of the small island, has depth
of 9 to 18m and provides sheltered anchorage to vessels w
local knowledge. A lagoon lying near the head is separa
from the bay by a narrow strip of sand.
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3.38 A chain, which consists of three fairly high islets, several
above and below-water rocks, and a number of reefs, extends
up to 8 miles NNW from Isla de San Luis. A light is shown
from a round tower, 10m high, standing on Isla Miramar, the
northernmost islet, which rises to a height of 191m.
3.38 Isla San Luis (29˚58'N., 114˚25'W.), a high island of vol-
canic origin, lies 3 miles offshore, 12 miles NW of Punta Final.
A light is shown from a tower, 10m high, standing on this
island. A low, sandy spit, with shallow water lying up to 0.5
mile off both its sides, extends about 1.2 miles seaward from
the SW end of the island. Good anchorage can be taken on
either side of this spit, but care should be taken to avoid the
shallow water. A clear channel, about 1.2 miles wide, leads
between the W side of this island and the mainland.
3.38 A large rock, 23m high, lies about 1 mile offshore, 5 miles
NW of Isla Miramar.

3.39 Punta San Fermin(30˚25'N., 114˚38'W.), low and
sandy, is located 37 miles NNW of Punta Willard. This point is
poorly defined, but Rugged Peak, 1,040m high and prominent,
rises 11 miles W of it. A light is shown from a metal tower,
12m high, standing near the point.
3.39 The coast between Punta San Fermin and Punta Diggs, 27
miles N, is low and sandy. The coastal range, with peaks up to
305m high, stands a few miles inland.
3.39 A shoal, with a least depth of 0.3m, was reported (1971) to
lie about 6.5 miles SE of Punta Diggs.
3.39 Punta Estrella is located 3.5 miles N of Punta Diggs. A light
is shown from a round tower, 10m high, standing near this
point.A light is also shown from a structure standing about 10
miles S of Punta Diggs.
3.39 Punta San Felipe(31˚03'N., 114˚49'W.), a rocky headland,
is located 13 miles N of Punta Diggs and a dark hill, 286m
high, rises close behind it. A light is shown from a prominent
round tower with a dwelling, 22m high, standing near this
point.
3.39 Bahia San Felipe, lying close S of the point, provides shelter
from NW winds, but the depths are shallow, being less than
5.5m up to 1 mile offshore. A quay, protected by breakwaters,
is situated in the bay and a lighted range indicates the approach
to it.

3.40 La Encantada (Montana Calamajue) (31˚00'N.,
115˚22'W.), the tallest mountain in Baja California, is 3,086m
high and rises 28 miles W of Punta San Felipe. This mountain
has a whitish appearance with a jagged summit and is very
conspicuous.

Roca Consag(31˚07'N., 114˚29'W.), a small and high islet,
lies 18.5 miles E of Punta San Felipe. It has been whitened by
the deposits of sea birds and resembles a sailing ship. A light is
shown from a round tower, 6m high, standing on this islet.
Several detached rocks, up to 8m high, lie up to 0.5 mile W of
this islet.
3.40 Caution.—The tidal currents cause heavy tide rips to occur
in the vicinity of Roca Consag.

The Rio Colorado

3.41 Punta Sargento(31˚38'N., 114˚46'W.), located 37
miles N of Punta San Felipe, is a low point backed by gradu-

ally rising plains. A light is shown from a structure, 9m high
close N of the point. Extensive drying flats and banks exte
up to 6 miles seaward from the shore in the vicinity of th
point.

3.41 The entrance of the Rio Colorado, which extends up to 1,7
miles inland, may be considered to lie between Punta Sarge
on the W side, and Punta Bajo, 27 miles ESE. The inner par
this entrance is fronted by Isla Montague, Isla Pelicano, Is
Gore, and several drying mud flats. The islands are all subj
to flooding at HWS or during freshets. A light is shown from
metal tower, 11m high, standing on Isla Montague.
3.41 The main entrance channel of the river leads close E of
islands and has a depth of 4.6m as far NW as Philips Point,

San Felipe Harbor

San Felipe Light
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miles above the mouth. Above this point, the channel becomes
narrow and tortuous, and navigation is more difficult.
3.41 The mud flats lying in the mouth of the river are constantly
shifting and under no circumstances should vessels attempt to
use the passages separating them without local knowledge. The
river should be entered on the first of the flood tide and de-

parture should be taken on the last of the ebb. The tidal curre
run very strongly and attain rates of up to 6 knots at spring
There is no slack water and tidal bores are known to occur a
near the time of springs in the vicinity of Philips Point. The in
fluence of the tides is felt as far as La Bomba, the head of na
gation, about 22 miles above Philips Point.
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4.0Additional chart coverage may be found in CATP2, Catalog of Nautical Charts.

SECTOR4 — CHART INFORMATION
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SECTOR 4

WEST COAST OF MEXICO—GULF OF CALIFORNIA

4.0 Plan.—This sector describes the W coast of Mexico and
adjacent islands on the E side of the Gulf of California, from
the Rio Colorada to Cabo Corrientes. The descriptive sequence
is SE.

The Rio Colorada to Guaymas

4.1 Punta Bajo (Punta Baja) (31˚33'N., 114˚19'W.), the
E entrance point of the Rio Colorada, is low, sandy, and fronted
by shoal ground extending up to 0.5 mile offshore. A bare sand
hill, 91m high, rises immediately behind this point.
4.1 Colina de la Direccion(31˚47'N., 114˚30'W.) rises behind a
slight projection of the beach, 9 miles NW of Punta Bajo. This
hill is 170m high and may be easily identified by a growth of
bushes at its foot.
4.1 Bahia de Adair (31˚29'N., 113˚50'W.), a wide and deep
indentation, is filled with dangerous shifting shoals and should
not be entered even by the smallest coaster. A lagoon, fronted
by drying sand spits, opens into the NW part and a low plain
stretches far into the interior from the shore.
4.1 A light is shown from Punta Borrascosa, the NW entrance
point of Bahia de Adair. Cerro Pinacate, the northernmost
summit of a mountain range standing in the interior, is 1,291m
high and rises 25 miles NE of the central part of the bay.
4.1 Punta Choya, the E entrance point of the bay, is bold and
rocky. Cerro Plano (Flat Hill), a conspicuous dark and isolated
hill, is 130m high and stands 4.5 miles NNE of the point.
4.1 Bahia de Punta Penasco(31˚18'N., 113˚37'W.) is entered
between Roca del Toro (Punta Choya) and Punta Penasco, 5.5
miles ESE. It is small, open, fringed by foul ground extending
up to 0.5 mile offshore, and backed by a sandy beach.

4.2 Puerto Penasco(31˚19'N., 113˚35'W.) (World Port
Index No. 15860), a small loading port with limited facilities,
lies at the head of the bay. A small finger pier, with a depth of
4.9m alongside, extends from the shore abreast the town and is
served by a spur of the Southern Pacific Railway. A lighted
range, bearing 116˚, is shown from two pyramidal metal towers
standing at the port.
4.2 Anchorage can be taken, sheltered from NW winds, in
depths of 9 to 11m, on a line joining the entrance points of the
bay.
4.2 Bahia de San Jorge(31˚08'N., 113˚08'W.) lies between Punta
Penasco and a low, sandy peninsula, 27 miles SE. Behind the low
and sandy shores of the bay are plains that extend inland to the
foot of the mountains. A dangerous bank, with depths of 0.9 to
1.8m, extends 3 miles W from the peninsula and the passage
leading between its outer edge and Isla San Jorge has depths of 7.3
to 12.8m. Shoal ground extends 1 to 3 miles seaward near the head
of the bay. At HW, small vessels may enter a lagoon, which lies 6
miles E of Punta Penasco.

4.3 Isla San Jorge(31˚01'N., 113˚16'W.), a barren and
rocky islet, lies 7 miles WSW of the S entrance point of Bahia

de San Jorge and is marked by a light. Foul ground extends
to 1 mile NW from this islet. Anchorage can be taken, in
depth of 6m, to the N of the islet.
4.3 The coast between Bahia de San Jorge and Cabo Tepoca
miles SSE, is low, sandy, and backed by sand hills. Depths
less than 5.5m lie between 0.5 and 1 mile from the shore.
4.3 The Rio de la Concepcion(30˚30'N., 113˚00'W.) is a river
that is noticeable by a gap in the sand hills, through which
breaks in the wet season. A light is shown at the river mou
which is fronted by an extensive bank. The N extremity of th
coastal range of mountains in this vicinity can be viewed fro
close S of the river.
4.3 The coast between the mouth of the Rio de la Concepc
and Cabo Tepoca, 17 miles SSE, consists of low sand dune
4.3 Cabo Tepoca(30˚16'N., 125˚53'W.), 91m high and reddis
in color, is backed by a group of hills. This cape is fringed b
sunken rocks and marked by a light. Pico Tienda de Campa
746m high, and Monte Plano, 480m high, rise 9 miles ESE a
6 miles ENE, respectively, of the cape. These hills a
prominent and very similar in appearance when viewed fro
the S, both being square-shouldered with a sharp peak in
center.
4.3 Bahia Tepoca, lying close E of Cabo Tepoca, provides go
anchorage, sheltered from NW winds, in a depth of 9m, abo
0.5 mile offshore.
4.3 Monte Obscuro, another prominent landmark, rises 9 mi
NNW of the cape. This mountain first appears as a dark, r
and flat-topped island, then later as a bluff rising to the W.
4.3 Cabo Lobos (29˚54'N., 112˚45'W.), 214m high, is located
23 miles SSE of Cabo Tepoca and marked by a light. Th
rocky headland is backed by a group of hills and fringed b
sunken rocks. Cerro Lobos, 361m high, stands close to
coast 3 miles N of this cape and a prominent peak, 501m hi
stands 6 miles N of it.
4.3 Anchorage, sheltered from NW winds, can be taken,
depths of 14 to 15m, about 0.5 mile offshore within the big
lying E of Cabo Lobos.

4.4 Puerto Libertad (29˚54'N., 112˚40'W.) (World Port
Index No. 15976), fronting a power station, consists of a pi
formed by dolphins. It is connected to the shore by a catwa
900m long, and provides a berth which can accommodate ta
ers of up to 60,000 dwt and 12.8m draft.
4.4 Pilots are available and board at Guaymas. It is reported t
a racon is situated at the pier.
4.4 It is reported that good anchorage can be taken, in a depth
50m, about 0.8 mile SW or NW of the pier.
4.4 Cabo Tepopa(29˚23'N., 112˚25'W.), located 36 miles SS
of Cabo Lobos, is a bold, rocky headland backed by a group
hills. Cerro Tepopa, the tallest hill is 566m high and rises clo
inland. The intervening coast between the two points cons
of sandy beaches, with occasional rocky bluffs, which a
backed by a coastal range. A light is shown from the mouth
the Rio San Ignacio, 9 miles N of Cabo Tepopa.
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4.4 Punta Sargento(29˚38'N., 112˚46'W.), located 7 miles SE
of Cabo Tepopa, is formed by a barren, rocky hill. It is
connected to the mainland, on the N side, by a narrow isthmus
which covers at HWS.
4.4 Anchorage can be taken, in a depth of 13m, about 0.5 mile
offshore within the small bight lying close W of the point. The
small bay lying close E of the point is shoal and should be
avoided.

4.5 Isla Patos(29˚16'N., 112˚27'W.), small and steep-to,
rises to a height of 84m on its NW side. This island is marked
by a light and has been whitened by the deposits of sea birds.
During NW winds, anchorage can be taken, in a depth of 9m,
sand, off the S side of the island. Shoals front a low point
located at the SW side of the island and vessels should not
approach within 0.3 mile of the coast in this vicinity.
4.5 Isla Tiburon (29˚00'N., 112˚21'W.), the largest island in the
Gulf of California, is bold and rugged with peaks 328 to
1,218m high. The summit of the island stands in the central
part. Canal del Infiernillo, which lies between the E side of the
island and the mainland, is obstructed by numerous shoals in
its N part and should be avoided, even by very small vessels.
4.5 The E coast of the island is generally low and sandy up to
within 5.5 miles of its SE extremity. The coast extending S of
this point is backed by steep, rocky bluffs.
4.5 The SE extremity consists of a high headland located at the
outer end of a narrow peninsula on which there are two hills
separated by a strip of low land. Anchorage can be taken by
vessels with local knowledge, in a depth of 9m, within the
bight lying N of the peninsula.
4.5 A sandy beach extends 3 miles WSW and fringes the shore
between the SE extremity of the island and Punta Monumento,
the S extremity.
4.5 Punta Risco Colorada, a sharp and rocky point of reddish-
color, is located 2.5 miles WNW of Punta Monumento. Good
anchorage can be taken, in a depth of 9m, about 0.3 mile off-
shore within the bay lying between the two points.

4.5 Punta Willard (28˚53'N., 112˚35'W.), the W extremity of
the island, is 105m high and marked by a light. White Rock
(La Predra Blanca), 9m high, lies close offshore, 3.8 miles ESE
of this point.
4.5 The coast extending N between Punta Willard and the NW
extremity of the island is generally steep and is backed by
mountains which rise abruptly from it.
4.5 Bahia Agua Dulce (29˚12'N., 112˚24'W.), entered close E
of the NW extremity of the island, provides anchorage, in
depths of 9 to 11m, about 0.7 mile offshore.

4.6 Isla Turners, a small and barren island, lies 1.2 miles
SE of Punta Monumento. It is marked by a light and is 167m
high. Roca de la Foca, 46m high, lies about midway between
this island and the point. The passage leading N of the rock has
a depth of 9m, but should not be attempted without local know-
ledge.
4.6 Isla San Esteban(28˚42'N., 112˚35'W.), 540m high in the
center, lies 9 miles S of Punta Willard. It is barren, rocky, and
fronted by shoals and rocks, which extend up to 0.8 mile
seaward in places. The channels leading E and W of this island
are deep and clear of dangers.

4.6 Isla San Pedro Martir (28˚22'N., 112˚20'W.), 321m high,
lies 22 miles S of Punta Monumento. This island is hig
barren, and mostly steep-to.
4.6 Punta Granito (28˚59'N., 112˚10'W.), located 21 miles SS
of Punta Sargento, is low, sandy, and fringed by shoals wh
extend up to 0.8 mile seaward on its S side. This point ma
the E side of the S entrance to Canal del Infiernillo.
4.6 Punta Kino (28˚45'N., 111˚58'W.), a conspicuous point, i
located 17.5 miles SE of Punta Chueca (Punta San Miguel)
backed by a group of hills, up to 406m high.
4.6 Bahia Kino, which is mostly shallow, lies between this poin
and a dark bluff, 53m high, 7.5 miles NNW. Anchorage withi
this bay can only be taken by small vessels. Isla Pelica
165m high, lies at the outer edge of a shoal bank which exte
1 mile seaward from the N side of the bay.
4.6 The coast between Punta Kino and Estero de Tastiola,
miles SE, is low, sandy, and known locally as San Juan Ba
tista Flats (Llanuras de San Juan Batista). The Rio de la P
divides into several branches in the vicinity of this stretch
coast and disappears into the flats during the dry season. D
ing the rainy season, the flats are covered and the overflow
sand is carried out into the gulf, creating extensive shoals.

4.7 Punta Baja (28˚28'N., 111˚42'W.), which is marked
by a light, is a low, sandy point extending 1 mile from the ge
eral line of the coast, 22 miles SE of Punta Kino. A sand sp
with depths of less than 5.5m, extends up to about 4 miles S
from the point. This spit is reported (1994) to be extending fu
ther to the W and SW. A detached shoal patch, with a depth
9.1m, lies about 10.5 miles WNW of the outer end of the sa
spit and it is reported that less depths than charted probably
between this patch and the spit.
4.7 Anchorage can be taken by vessels with local knowledge
depths up to 11m, off the outer end of the shoal ground, wh
extends about 1 mile seaward from the entrance of Estero
Tastiola.
4.7 Cerro Bocana (Morro Colorada), located 5 miles SE of E
tero de Tastiola, is a conspicuous and reddish-colored he
land, 231m high.
4.7 Las Piedras Blancas, a group of three white rocks loca
about 1.5 miles apart, lies 0.8 mile offshore, between Pu
Lesna (28˚13'N., 111˚24'W.), which is marked by a light, an
Punta Blanca, 5.5 miles SE. The largest rock of the group
18m high; the others are 4m high.

4.8 Punta San Pedro(28˚03'N., 111˚16'W.), 160m high,
is a bold and rocky headland located 22 miles SW of Estero
Tastiota. This headland forms the NW entrance point of Bah
de San Pedro, a small and sheltered bay. Anchorage, shelt
from NW winds, can be taken by vessels with local knowledg
in a depth of 9m, about midway between the entrance points
this bay.
4.8 Isla de San Pedro Nolasco, a barren and steep-to island,
8 miles SW of Punta San Pedro. It is 326m high and marked
a light.
4.8 Punta San Antonio (27˚57'N., 111˚07'W.), a low and rocky
point, lying 10 miles SW of Punta San Pedro, is backed by hi
of moderate elevation. Las Tetas de Cabra, two remarka
peaks, rise to an elevation of 498m about 0.5 mile E of t
point and are excellent landmarks.
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4.8 Isleta Venado, a steep and rocky islet about 46m high, is the
largest and outermost of three islets, known as Los Algodones,
which lie within 1.5 miles of the coast about the same distance
NW of Punta San Antonio.
4.8 Punta Doble (27˚55'N., 111˚06'W.), located l.5 miles SE of
Punta San Antonio, is the S extremity of a headland, 75 to
100m high, which projects about 1 mile S from the general line
of the coast. Isla de Santa Catalina, a rock, is 45m high and lies
close to the coast, about 0.2 mile N of this point. Punta San
Guillermo, which is marked by a light, is a rocky point that
projects from the E side of the headland.
4.8 Bahia de San Carlos(27˚56'N., 111˚04'W.) forms a small,
landlocked harbor which is entered 2 miles E of Punta Doble.
This harbor, which is a resort area, provides shelter for small
vessels with local knowledge. Care should be taken as several
islets lie off the entrance and two dangerous wrecks lie in the
inner part. There are depths of 6 to 13m in the approaches, but
only depths of 1 to 3m in the harbor. A light is shown from the
vicinity of the entrance.

4.9 Ensenada San Francisco(27˚55'N., 111˚01'W.), a
large and open bay, is of little importance. Ensenada be
Bocochibampo, a small bay, is entered at the E side of En-
senada San Francisco and provides anchorage, in depths of 15
to 18m, within its entrance. Care should be taken as the depths
decrease rapidly toward the head of this bay. Anchorage can
also be taken, in depths of 7 to 8m, about 0.5 mile offshore
within the NE corner of the bay.
4.9 Cerro de Bocochibampo, with two prominent peaks, is 500m
high and rises on the N side of the Ensenada de Bocochi-
bampo.
4.9 Between Ensenada de Bocochibampo and Cabo Arco, 3
miles S, the coast is fronted by several above-water rocks and
islets which lie up to 0.3 mile offshore.
4.9 Cabo Arco (27˚52'N., 110˚57'W.) is a high and rocky bluff
with a hill, 250m high, rising close behind it.
4.9 Cabo Haro (27˚50'N., 110˚53'W.), a prominent rocky and
steep-to headland, is located 3.8 miles ESE of Cabo Arco. A
hill, joined to the mainland by a narrow isthmus, rises on the W
side of this cape and is 111m high. A light is shown from the
cape.
4.9 Punta Narizon (27˚52'N., 110˚53'W.), a prominent point, is
located 1 mile NNE of Cabo Haro. It is composed of high,
rocky bluffs which rise inland to Cerro Narizon, a peak, 274m
high. Bahia Catalina, entered 0.5 mile N of the point, is a small
and well-protected cove which provides shelter for small craft
in depths of 6 to 15m.
4.9 Isla San Vicente(27˚53'N., 110˚52'W.), lying 0.8 mile NE
of Bahia Catalina, is separated from the mainland by a narrow,
shallow channel. A shoal, with a depth of 6.4m, was reported
(1980) to lie about 0.2 mile E of the NE extremity of this islet.
4.9 Isla Pitahaya, a high and rocky island, lies 0.3 mile NW of
Isla San Vicente.
4.9 Caution.—Less water than charted was reported (1985) to
lie in the vicinity of Cabo Haro.

4.10 Isla de Pajaros(27˚53'N., 110˚50'W.), a long and
rocky island, lies 0.8 mile NE of Isla San Vicente and rises to a
height of 90m near its SE side. This island forms the E side of
the entrance to Bahia de Guaymas and is connected to the S

side of Playa de las Dolores, a long and narrow peninsula, b
shallow bank. Isla Morrito, a small and rocky island, i
connected to the W end of the peninsula. A light is shown fro
a structure standing on the SW extremity of Isla de Pajaros.

4.10 Bahia de Guaymas(27˚55'N., 110˚52'W.), within which
lies the port of Guaymas, is entered between Isla San Vice
and Isla de Pajaros.

Guaymas (27˚55'N., 110˚55'W.)

World Port Index No. 15850

4.11 Guaymas, the largest and most important port with
the Gulf of California, consists of an outer, a middle, and a
inner harbor. The outer harbor, which provides anchorage
protected by Isla de Pajaros. The inner harbor lies in the S
part of an extensive inlet, which is entered between Is
Morrito and Punta Baja and extends N for about 5 miles.

The E part of this inlet is occupied by a large and shallo
area known as La Laguna, which is separated from Estero
Rancho to the N by a railroad embankment. The port faciliti
are sheltered by the high hills to the N and W and by th
islands to the S.

4.11 Winds—Weather.—The prevailing winds are from the W in
the spring, from the S in the summer, and from the NW durin
the rest of the year. Violent storms of relatively short duratio
known locally as Chubascos, occur during the months of Ju

Isla de Pajaros Light

Guaymas Harbor
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August, and September. Storms of similar character occur in
October and usually last for several days.
4.11 Generally, the prevailing winds and weather found along the
E side of the Gulf of California are very similar to those en-
countered along the W side. Information regarding the currents
along this coast is rather meager and somewhat contradictory.
The currents probably depend almost entirely upon the winds.
The currents setting between Guaymas and Cabo Corrientes
are strong and irregular during the rainy season, between May
and November. Currents setting N are frequently encountered
during this season, but currents setting S normally pre-
dominate. Tide rips are often observed along the edges of the
shoals that lie off the coast.
4.11 Fog is occasionally encountered in the vicinity of the port,
but it is usually of a short duration, seldom lasting for more
than 8 hours. Mirages are quite common and instances of pecu-
liar refraction have been reported.
4.11 Depths—Limitations.—The least depth in the approach to
the outer harbor, via the channel leading W of Isla de Pajaros,
is 9.1m. However, recent surveys indicate gradual shoaling in
some areas. There are depths of 5.5 to 11m in the W part of the
outer harbor and 5.5 to 8.8m in the middle harbor. There are
depths of 5.4 to 11.8m in the inner harbor between Muelle Sur
and Isla Almagre Grande, but depths of less than 5.5m lie in
the W part.
4.11 The outer harbor is the deepest part of the port and allows
vessels with drafts of up to 11m to enter. A channel, dredged to
a depth of 10m, leads over the bar.
4.11 The middle harbor can be entered, by vessels with drafts up
to 8.8m, from the S between Isla Morrito and Punta Baja. Isla
Almagre Grande separates the middle harbor from the inner
harbor. The inner harbor can be entered by only small craft.
Most of the inner harbor is encumbered by shoal patches with
depths of less than 3.5m.
4.11 There are four deep water wharves in the port. Petroleos
Mexicanos Wharf is 864m long and has a depth alongside of
10m.
4.11 Muelle Sur Wharf provides 350m of berthage, with a depth
of 11.8m alongside. The E side of this wharf has a length of
325m and an alongside depth of 10m.
4.11 Muelle de la Ardilla is situated within the inner harbor. It is
109m long and has a depth of 6.7m alongside.
4.11 Additionally, there are appoximately 30 berths having
lengths of up to 95m and alongside depths of 3 to 5m.
4.11 Aspect.—Upon close approach to the port, the cathedral
standing in the town, with two yellow steeples, is conspicuous.
Numerous towers, several tanks, and a water tower are all
prominent. A large grain silo standing next to a tower on
Muelle Sur Wharf is reported to be very conspicuous. An outer
lighted fairway buoy marks the approach channel. The fairway
is marked by buoys and indicated by lighted ranges which may
best be seen on the chart.
4.11 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory for merchant vessels.
Pilots can be contacted by VHF and board about 1 mile S of
Isla de Pajaros Light. Pilotage is available at night, but it is
generally advised to anchor within the outer harbor until
daylight.
4.11 Anchorage.—Good anchorage can be taken, in a depth of
14.5m, mud, in the vicinity of the outer fairway lighted buoy.
Vessels of moderate draft can anchor, in depths of 6 to 7m,

good holding ground, about 0.5 mile W of Isla Morrito. Sma
vessels can anchor, in depths of 4 to 5m, within parts of t
inner harbor.
4.11 Caution.—The coast between Cabo Haro and Punta Ba
should be given a wide berth.
4.11 It has been reported that the color of the buoys marking t
fairway may be affected by bird droppings and the shapes d
torted by sunbathing seals.
4.11 It is also reported that deposits of silt accumulate betwe
the mouth of Viejo Yaqui and the entrance to Bahia de Gua
mas, 11 miles W. Vessels navigating inshore should appro
this part of the coast with caution.

Guaymas to Topolobampo

4.12 The coast between Isla de Pajaros and Ce
Yacicoris, 12 miles E, is composed of a low and sandy bea
known as El Cochore.
4.12 Cerro Yacicoris (27˚50'N., 110˚37'W.), a conical hill, is
115m high and stands on the W side of the entrance to the
Viejo Yaqui, a large and shallow inlet, which is navigable on
by boats. Cerro Cochis (Cerro Tordillo), a prominent hill,
166m high and rises 4 miles WNW of Cerro Yacicoris.
4.12 Bacatete (28˚00'N., 110˚22'W.), a prominent peak, i
1,019m high and stands 16 miles ENE of the mouth of the R
Viejo Yaqui.
4.12 The Rio Yaqui (27˚37'N., 110˚37'W.) flows into the sea
through three outlets, which from a short distance look lik
lagoons. A sand bank, which breaks, fronts these outlets
extends up to 2 miles offshore. A light is shown from a tow
standing 3 mile S of the entrance to the Rio Yaqui.
4.12 Baroyeca, a prominent mountain, is 1,005m high and ris
48 miles E of the Rio Yaqui.
4.12 Punta Lobos (27˚20'N., 110˚38'W.), located 17 miles S o
the Rio Yaqui, is a low and sandy island, which is separat
from the mainland by a lagoon. A light, equipped with a raco
is shown from the point. Monte Verdi, a conspicuous gre
mound, is 23m high and rises 2 miles from the W end of t
island.
4.12 Vessels are advised to pass at least 10 miles seaward of
point because of reported extensive shoaling to the W and N
of it. Strong variable currents are often encountered in t
vicinity of Isla Lobos and fog is fairly common.
4.12 A light is shown from a structure standing 5 miles NE o
Punta Lobo, at the mouth of Estero Lobos.

4.13 Estero de Huivuilay (Bahia Tovari) (27˚01'N.,
109˚58'W.) is an extensive lagoon which is fronted by seve
low and narrow islands extending up to about 15 miles NW a
S of it. The channel leading into this shallow lagoon is abo
0.5 mile wide, but is available only to small craft with loca
knowledge.
4.13 During fine weather, anchorage can be taken anywh
along the coast between Estero de Huivuilay and Punta Lob
but vessels should stay about 3 miles offshore and keep
depths of over 11m.
4.13 Punta Arboleda (26˚47'N., 109˚52'W.), marked by a light
is located at the S end of an island which is separated from
mainland by the lagoon. The only trees found in this vicini
stand on the island and are an excellent landmark.
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4.13 Estero de Sante Lugarda, which is obstructed by a shallow
bar, lies 4 miles SE of Punta Arboleda and forms an entrance of
the lagoon into which the Rio Mayo discharges.
4.13 Punta Rosa (26˚40'N., 109˚41'W.), a low and reddish-
colored point, is located 11 miles SE of Punta Arboleda and
marked by a light. The intervening coast consists of a low,
sandy beach backed by yellowish sand dunes, 15 to 25m high.
Good shelter can be taken within Bahia de Santa Barbara
which lies close E of Punta Rosa. Anchorage can be obtained,
in a depth of 13m, about 1 mile offshore, but the bay is entirely
exposed to SW winds.
4.13 Puerto de Yavaros(26˚41'N., 109˚30'W.) (World Port Index
No. 15840), a small harbor, lies within an enclosed bay which
is entered between Punta Yavaros and Punta Lobera, the E
extremity of Isla Lobera. A light is shown from the N side of
this bay. The approach channel is protected by a stone
breakwater which extends about 2 miles SSE from a position
0.6 mile WSW of the E extremity of Isla Lobera. The narrow
fairway leading E of this breakwater is reported (1964) to have
a least depth of 2.4m on the bar. Within the bar, the depths
increase and the channel narrows. A berthing facility at Yavar-
os has sufficient depths alongside and can be used by any ves-
sel able to enter. A small wharf for the use of fishing vessels
fronts the town. Pilotage is compulsory. Anchorage can be
taken close outside the bar, in a depth of 18m, good holding
ground.

4.14 Estero de Agiabampo(26˚19'N., 109˚16'W.), the
entrance to an extensive lagoon, lies 27 miles SE of Puerto de
Yavaros. The intervening coast is low, sandy, and covered with
bushes. Pico de Alamos, a sharp and prominent peak, is
1,791m high and rises 31 miles ENE of Puerto de Yavaros.The
entrance is difficult to identify and is obstructed by shoals and
sand bars which extend up to 1 mile offshore. A light is shown
from the S side of the entrance. The lagoon is accessible only
to small craft with local knowledge. Observation Hill, a sand
dune surmounted by a wooden cross, stands opposite the S end
of the sand bar and serves as an aid when entering. A current,
with a rate of 2 to 3 knots, is usually experienced in the vicinity
of the bar and local knowledge is required. Anchorage can be
taken, in a depth of 12m, about 1.8 miles offshore and W of
Observation Hill.
4.14 Punta Ahome (25˚56'N., 109˚27'W.), the N entrance point
of the Rio Fuerte, is located 25 miles SSW of Estero de
Ahome. It is a low, sandy point which projects 1 mile from the
general line of the coast. The river can only be used by small
craft with local knowledge. Cerro del Cocodrilo, a prominent
flat-topped hill, is 126m high and stands 6 miles NE of the
point. Sierra de San Pablo, 617m high, rises 19 miles E of the
point.
4.14 Punta San Ignacio (25˚36'N., 109˚23'W.), a low point, is
located at the S end of a small, sandy island lying 19 miles S of
Punta Ahome. The intervening coast is fronted by Isla de las
Piedras and Isla de la Lechuguilla, which are both backed by
an extensive lagoon with low, marshy land extending along its
E side.
4.14 A dangerous breaking shoal extends up to 3 miles offshore in
the vicinity of Punta San Ignacio. Vessels should give this area
a wide berth as the shoal has been reported to have extended
farther SE.

4.14 Isla de Santa Maria, a low island, lies close E of Punta S
Ignacio. Its shore consists of a steep beach backed by a ra
of sand dunes, 15 to 30m high. Good anchorage, protec
from NW winds, can be taken, in depths of 11 to 13m, with
Bahia de San Ignacio, which indents the S coast of the islan

4.15 Farallon de San Ignacio (25˚27'N., 109˚24'W.),
142m high, lies 10 miles S of Punta San Ignacio. This island
barren, white-colored, and marked by a light. A few detach
rocks lie close off the N side, but elsewhere the island is ste
to.
4.15 Bahia de Topolobampo(25˚33'N., 109˚09'W.), an extensive
inlet, is entered between Punta Santa Maria, located on th
end of Isla de Santa Maria, and Punta Copas, 2.5 miles E. T
town of Topolobampo stands along its N shore.
4.15 It was reported (1994) that Punta Santa Maria shows only
LW and that Punta Copas is receding to the SE.

4.15 Cerro Partido, 78m high, lies 2 miles ESE of Punta Cop
and is marked by a light. A prominent bald-faced cliff stand
close S of the summit of this hill. Monte San Carlos, 249
high, rises 4 miles NE of Cerro Partido and is the tallest pe
on the S side of the bay. Cerro Babiri Chico, 76m high an
round, stands on the N side of the bay, 2.3 miles NNE of Pu
Copas. A white church, with an illuminated cross, stands on
summit. Joroba del Camello, 273m high, is the tallest peak
the N side of the bay. Three conspicuous oil tanks are situa
in the town.
4.15 The greater part of the bay is obstructed by shallow fla
Several narrow, winding channels lead through these flats
the town, 6 miles above the entrance. Above the town, the b
opens out into Bahia de Ohuira (Bahia San Carlos), an ext
sive and shallow lagoon of no commercial importance.

Topolobampo (25˚36'N., 109˚04'W.)

World Port Index No. 15830

4.16 Topolobampo lies on the coast of the Gulf of Califor
nia, at the confluence of the Ohuira Bay and the Topolobam
Bay. The port serves the city of Los Mochis which stands
miles inland. There are facilities for general cargo, contain
bulk, oil, and ferry vessels.

Topolobampo Harbor
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4.16 Winds—Weather.—During March and April, NW winds
prevail and raise a breaking sea over the bar. The climate is
predominantly dry and warm with a mean annual temperature
of 22˚C. The rainy season usually begins at the end of June and
is said to be variable in duration.
4.16 Tides—Currents.—Tides rise about 1.5m at springs and
0.9m at neaps.
4.16 Strong E currents have been experienced in the vicinity of
Bahia de Topolobampo and should be allowed for when mak-
ing the approach. Strong currents also set across the bar and
through the entrance channels.
4.16 Depths—Limitations.—An outer fairway lighted buoy is
moored 3 miles S of Punta Santa Maria and marks the entrance
to the buoyed channel leading over the bar. The entrance chan-
nel leads 2 miles N from the fairway buoy and then turns NE
for 1.8 miles to a position lying 0.5 mile E of Punta Santa
Maria. Within the bar, the depths increase gradually and range
from 18 to 31m in places. The fairway channel varies between
0.3 and 0.5 mile in width and was reported (1997) to have a
least depth of 12.5m.
4.16 The general cargo and bulk quay is 100m long and has a
depth of alongside of 9m. The container quay is 240m long and
has a depth of 12m alongside. Vessels of up to 55,000 dwt,
240m in length, and 11m draft can be accommodated.
4.16 A tanker jetty is situated at Punta Mapan E of the town. It is
250m long and has a depth of 14m alongside the berth on the S
side. Departure from this jetty is dependent on the state of the
tide and is done during daylight hours only.
4.16 Aspect.—A light is shown from a point on the S side of the
bay, 4.5 miles SSW of Topolobampo. Three conspicuous oil
tanks are situated in the town and a prominent white church
stands close SW of them. The entrance fairway is indicated by
lighted ranges.
4.16 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory and is available 24 hours.
The pilot boards in the vicinity of Fairway Lighted Buoy. Ves-
sels approaching the port are advised not to proceed N of
25˚30'N without the aid of a pilot.
4.16 Anchorage.—Outer anchorage may be obtained about 1
mile SW of Fairway Lighted Buoy. Inner anchorage may be
obtained, in depths of about 15 m, mud, SW of Punta Pinto
(25˚34'N., 109˚04'W.), although ships may pass close by and
swinging room is limited.

Topolobampo to Mazatlan

4.17 Isla de San Ignacio(25˚25'N., 108˚55'W.), low and
sandy, is the westernmost of the series of islands that front the
coast between Topolobampo and the Rio Sinaloa, 40 miles
ESE. The W end of this island lies 8.5 miles SE of Punta Copas
and an extensive breaking shoal extends 2.5 miles W from it.
4.17 The peaks of Sierra de Navachista, up to 457m high, rise
behind the lagoon which separates the island from the main-
land. Isla Macapule, a large island lying close E, is separated
from Isla de San Ignacio by a narrow, shoal passage leading
into the lagoon. A light is shown from the W end of this island.
Isla de Vinorama, a small and sandy islet, lies on the E side of
the passage. Vessels should not attempt to use this passage
without local knowledge.
4.17 The Rio Sinaloa, a river of no commercial importance, dis-
charges into the sea through the passage, E of Isla Macapule.

The discolored water discharged from this river can be seen
some distance offshore.

4.18 Estero de Playa Colorada(25˚11'N., 108˚23'W.), a
shallow passage, lies 24 miles ESE of the E end of Isla de S
Ignacio and leads into Estero Altamura, the next lagoon to
SE. It is fronted by shoals extending up to 3 miles offshore
which the sea constantly breaks. A light is shown from
structure standing on Punta Colorada and Yameto Light
shown from a structure standing on Bajos de Santa Maria,
of the point. The depth on the bar, which fronts the passage
subject to change and entry should not be attempted with
local knowledge. Pilots are usually available at Mazatlan. A
chorage can be taken in depths of 9 to 11m, about 4 to 5 m
offshore, seaward of the bar.

4.18 Between Estero de Playa Colorada and Punta Colorada, 2
miles SSE, the coast is fronted by Isla Saliaca and Isla
Altamura, both low and sandy. Punta Colorada, the S extrem
of the latter island, is a steep, rocky point. The passage lead
into the S end of the lagoon lies between this point and Is
Baredito, to the SE. Entry should not be attempted witho
local knowledge. A shoal, on which the sea breaks heav
extends across this entrance. A stranded wreck is reporte
lie close off Punta Colorada. A light is shown from a structu
standing near the N end of Isla Saliaca.
4.18 Pico Aguapepa, the westernmost of three prominent pea
is 457m high and rises 22 miles NE of the N end of Is
Baredito. When bearing NE, this peak forms a good mark f
identifying the entrance.
4.18 Isla Baredito, formerly separated from the mainland by
lagoon, is low and sandy. A breaking shoal extends abou
miles SW from the S end of this island.

4.18 Isla Lucenilla, the next island to the SE, is low, sandy, an
forms the seaward side of Bahia de Altata. The bay forme
served as the port for Culiacan, the capital of the State
Sinaloa, which is situated 32 miles inland. The entrance ch
nel, which crosses a bar at the S end of Isla Lucenilla, is su
ject to frequent change and should not be attempted with
local knowledge. The village of Altata stands at the N end
the bay and has no facilities for working cargo.
4.18 A shoal of considerable extent, with a least known depth
10m, lies about 12 miles SW of Altata.
4.18 Ensenada de Pabellon, the SE extension of Bahia de Alt
is fronted on its seaward side by Peninsula de Lucenilla. T
latter body of water has no commercial significance.
4.18 The coast between the bar at the S end of Isla Lucenilla a
Boca Tavala, 27 miles SE, consists of low, sandy beaches w
no off-lying dangers.

4.19 Boca Tavala(24˚15'N., 107˚28'W.) is the outlet of the
Rio San Lorenzo. It is also the entrance to a large lagoon wh
runs SE for over 30 miles and is enclosed by a narrow strip
land. Sierra de San Sebastian, a high range of mountains, r
inland of the lagoon, 15 to 25 miles from the coast. Pico Ch
chamone, 1,507m high, forms the summit of this conspicuo
range. A prominent chimney stands 2 miles NW of Boc
Tavala and El Dorado Light is shown from a tower standin
close E of it.
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4.19 TheRio Elota (23˚52'N., 106˚58'W.), which becomes a tor-
rent during the rainy season, lies 6 miles NW of Punta San
Miguel. The mouth of the river dries during the dry season.
4.19 Punta San Miguel (23˚48'N., 106˚54'W.) is a rocky point
fronted by several rocks. Cerro de la Vigas, a prominent and
triangular hill, is 280m high and rises 2.5 miles ESE of the
point. A rocky bluff is located 4 miles SE of the point; a prom-
inent mound, 38m high, rises close behind it.

4.19 The Rio Piaxtla, a small stream, flows into the sea about 7.5
miles SE of Punta San Miguel and 3 miles N of Punta Piaxtla.
Punta Piaxtla, marked by a light, is 48m high and the south-
ernmost of two rocky headlands lying about 1 mile apart. An-
chorage can be taken in depths of 9 to 11m, about 1 mile off-
shore, within the bay indenting the coast between the north-
ernmost rocky headland and the mouth of the river.
4.19 Between Punta Piaxtla and the entrance to Mazatlan, 35.5
miles SE, the coast is mostly low, sandy, and free from off-
lying dangers. Several prominent islands and rocks lie close
offshore within 5.5 miles NW of Mazatlan and serve as good
landmarks.Isla Pajaros (23˚15'N., 106˚30'W.), the northwest-
ernmost island of the group, lies about 0.5 mile offshore. It is
rocky, barren, and 122m high. Uneven and foul ground fronts
the NW end of the island. A shoal patch lying about 1 mile N
of the N end of the island was reported to break, but it was
estimated to have a depth of not less than 9m as a heavy swell
was running at the time. Good anchorage can be taken, in a
depth of 11m, close NW of the island, but local knowledge is
required.

4.19 Isla Venados, with Isla Lobos lying close S of it, lies 1 mile
SSE of Isla Pajaros. It is barren, rocky, and connected to the
mainland by a shoal bank. Bush Peak, the summit of Isla
Venados, is 152m high and Cliff Peak, the summit of Isla
Lobos, is 91m high.
4.19 The coast between Punta Codo, located on the mainland
abreast Isla Venados, and Punta Tiburon, 2.5 miles SE, is
fronted by an almost continuous sandy beach backed by
lagoons. Inland, the terrain is low, flat, and treeless. The S part
of this section of coast forms Bahia de Puerto Viejo.
4.19 Between Punta Tiburon and Isla Creston, 2 miles S, the coast
is backed by high, rugged hills which stand on the W side of a
broad peninsula.

4.20 Isla Creston(23˚11'N., 106˚26'W.), which forms the
W side of the outer harbor, is 152m high, marked by a light,
and is connected to the peninsula by a causeway. A racon is
situated at the light structure.
4.20 Hermano del Sur and Hermano del Norte, each 46m high,
are the most prominent of a group of islets lying 0.8 mile NW
of Isla Creston. Roca Tortuga, the outermost danger in this
vicinity, is 1.5m high and steep-to.
4.20 Piedra Negra, the outermost island in the approach, lies 0.8
mile S of the E breakwater head. It is 2m high, steep-to, and
marked by a light. Roca Anegada, a dangerous pinnacle rock,
lies about 0.5 mile N of this island.
4.20 Isla Chivos (23˚11'N., 106˚25'W.), a partly-wooded and
prominent islet, is 68m high and lies on the E side of the en-
trance channel, 0.5 mile E of Isla Creston.

Mazatlan (23˚12'N., 106˚25'W.)

World Port Index No. 15810

4.21 Mazatlan, the most important harbor on the Pacifi
coast between San Diego and Panama, is entered between
short breakwaters, which extend seaward from Isla Creston
Isla Chivos. The port, a large tourist resort, also serves as
largest fishing port on the Pacific coast of Mexico. The harb
area, lying 1 mile above the entrance, has been extensiv
reclaimed to provide ample alongside berthing facilities a
depths for ocean-going vessels. The channel divides to the N
the harbor, forming two shallow estuaries of no commerc
importance.
4.21 Winds—Weather.—During January to April, the presence
of fog is common at the harbor entrance between 0600 a
1000. During July and August, the port is subject to viole
squalls from off the land. These squalls are frequently acco
panied by thunder and lightning.
4.21 Winds known as Chubascos are especially prevalent in M
sometimes reoccurring for several days. Dark clouds form
the mountains soon after midday and at about 1600, the w
from the SW suddenly veers to the ENE. This wind from th
ENE often lasts until about 2000 and reaches force 8, som
time forces 10. These storm winds become less frequ
toward the end of May, but sometimes occur again at t
change of the season in October.
4.21 It is very hot during the rainy season, from June to Se
tember, but the heat is lowered by frequent showers and a c
ing wind at night. During October, the operating of small boa
and berthing of vessels may be difficult due to the swell in t
harbor.
4.21 Tides—Currents.—The current sets W at the entrance, b
the tidal effects predominate inside the harbor.
4.21 The tides rise about 1.1m at springs and 0.8m at neaps.
reported that the current in the entrance channel sets S du
the ebb and N during the flood. Vessels are recommended
enter the harbor at slack water if intending to use the turni
basin. Tidal currents can reach a rate of 2 knots.
4.21 Depths—Limitations.—The least charted depth on the
range line leading through the breakwaters is 11.5m. A turni
basin, lying 1.3 miles within the entrance, has charted dep
of 11.2 to 12.5m. It has been reported (2002) that the entra
has been dredged to 12m.
4.21 An oil berth, with a depth of 10m alongside, is situated o
the W side of the harbor, 0.5 mile inside the entrance. Tank
of up to 180m length and 9.1m draft can be accommodated
4.21 A passenger berth, 140m long, lies close S of the oil berth
has an alongside depth of 11m and is used by cruise liners.
4.21 Commercial Wharf, situated NE of the oil berth, provide
1,332m of berthage, with depths of 10.5 to 11.5m alongside
has facilities for ro-ro and container vessels. Generally, ca
vessels of up to 190m in length and passenger liners of up
240m in length can be handled alongside with drafts of up
9m.
4.21 A Naval Wharf, 131m long, with a depth of 4.5m alongsid
is situated at the head of the harbor, 2 miles from the entran
A fishing vessel pier lies NE of the Naval Wharf and provide
1,400m of berthage, with depths of 4.2 to 5.2m alongside.
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of
4.21 Aspect.—Prominent radio towers stand 0.8 mile NNE and
1.5 miles N of Isla Creston Light. A brewery, with a conspic-

uous tower, stands on the E side of the town, 1.5 miles NNE
the entrance.

Isla Creston                                                                                                                    Isla Chivos
Approach to Mazatlan

Mazatlan--Breakwater entrance

Mazatlan—Passenger berth from S
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4.21 Monte Silla, a conspicuous saddle-shaped hill, forms the
summit of Isla Piedra. It is 72m high and rises 0.8 mile NNE of
Isla Chivos.
4.21 The approach channel and entrance fairway are marked by
buoys and indicated by lighted ranges. However, the range
structures, especially the inner range, are reported (2002) to be
difficult to identify at a distance, especially during the morning
haze. A dangerous rock lies 1 mile S of the E breakwater.
4.21 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory and is available 0800 to
1700. However, special arrangements can be made for night
pilotage if required. Vessels should send an ETA 24 hours in
advance through their agent. Pilots can be contacted by VHF
and usually board just outside the breakwater.
4.21 Anchorage.—Anchorage can be obtained in a designated
area, which may best be seen on the chart.
4.21 Caution.—It has been recommended (2002) that vessels not
enter during periods of low visibility due to the narrowness of
the entrance.

Mazatlan to Puerto de San Blas

4.22 The coast between Mazatlan and the Rio del Baluarte,
22 miles SE, is generally low and sandy with a growth of
bushes and small trees. The Rio Presidio, lying 10 miles SE of
Mazatlan, is navigable only by small boats during the dry
season. A narrow lagoon parallels the coast between the
entrance to this river and the Rio del Baluarte. It is backed, 8
miles inland, by a range of mountains. Cabeza de Caballo, a
conspicuous peak, is 603m high and rises near the middle of
this range. Pico del Metate, the northernmost peak of the range,
is 914m high. It rises 15 miles NNE of the mouth of the Rio
Presidio and is very conspicuous from seaward.
4.22 The Rio del Baluarte (22˚48'N., 106˚02'W.), like the Rio
Presidio, is also navigable only by small boats during the dry
season. A light is shown from a structure standing near the
mouth of the river. Anchorage can be taken, in depths of 11 to
13m, of the mouth of the Rio del Baluarte, about 2 miles off-
shore.
4.22 Boca Teacapan(22˚30'N., 105˚45'W.), lying 22.5 miles SE
of the Rio del Baluarte, is the outlet of two extensive lagoons.
The mouth is marked by a light. A continuously breaking bar
fronts the entrance and extends up to about 2 miles offshore.
The lagoons are accessible only by small craft. Anchorage can

be taken off the entrance, about 0.8 mile seaward of the ou
edge of the bar.
4.22 A low and slightly projecting point extends from the coast 2
miles S of Boca Teacapan. A lagoon lies parallel along most
this stretch of coast. A light is shown from a structure standi
about 3 miles N of this low point. Barra Mexcaltitan lies 1
miles S of the point. The countryside for many miles inland
low and level. Several hills, 275 to 490m high, rise 15 to 2
miles inland from the coast.

4.23 Barra Mexcaltitan (Estero Camichin) (21˚47'N.,
105˚31'W.), the southernmost outlet of a lagoon, can be id
tified by a small settlement situated on its W bank, just abo
the entrance. Anchorage can be taken, in depths of 9 to 1
about 1 mile off this outlet or, in a depth of 11m about 0.5 mi
off Estero del Asadero, 7.5 miles SSE. A small shoal fronts t
latter entrance. A light has been established in the vicinity
position 21˚46'N, 105˚31'W, at the S arm of the lagoon.

4.23 Isla Isabel (21˚53'N., 105˚54'W.) lies 17 miles offshore, 2
miles WNW of Barra Mexcaltitan. This island is 85m high an
two prominent white pinnacle rocks stand near its N end.
4.23 The Rio Grande de Santiago (21˚41'N., 105˚27'W.) is
fronted by a dangerous breaking shoal which extends up t
miles seaward. This river discharges into the sea, about
miles S of Barra Asadero. Piedra Blanca del Mar, a steep
white rock, lies 5.3 miles WSW of the mouth of the river and
44m high. This rock serves as a good landmark when a
proaching from the N or W.

4.24 Islas Tres Marias(21˚33'N., 106˚30'W.), a group of
four islands of volcanic origin, lies within 40 miles SW of Isla
Isabel. The W sides of the islands are high and barren, wher
the E sides are generally low and sandy with some vegetat
Isla Maria Cleofas, the southernmost island, is 402m high a
surrounded by several detached rocks. A breaking reef exte
2.5 miles E and then 2 miles S from the NE extremity of th
island. A yellowish bluff, surmounted by a steep hill, forms th
SE extremity of the island. A well-protected lagoon, with
depth of 8.2m in the entrance, lies at the E side of the island
light is shown from a structure standing on the SE side of t
island.
4.24 Anchorage, protected from N and NE winds, can be o
tained, in a depth of 22m off the SE end of the island.
4.24 Isla Maria Magdalena, the next island to the NW, is sep
rated from Isla Maria Cleofas by a channel, which is 8.5 mil
wide and free from dangers. This island is 457m high and h
considerable vegetation. A constantly breaking reef, with sh
low depths, extends 3 miles SE from a high, yellow-colore
bluff, which forms the E extremity of the island. The island i
fronted by several above-water rocks which lie up to 0.5 m
seaward in places.
4.24 Isla Maria Madre, the largest island of the group, is separa
from Isla Maria Magdalena by a channel, 4 miles wide, b
breakers were reported to extend across its E part. The sum
of the island is 616m high and rises in the central part, bu
peak standing close SW of it is the most prominent.
4.24 A dangerous reef extends about 1 mile N from the NW e
tremity of the island; a detached rock lies 0.3 mile offshore,
miles S of the NW extremity of the island.

Isla Creston
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4.24 A penal settlement is situated about midway along the E side
of the island and is fronted by a small mole.
4.24 Isla San Juanito, the smallest and northernmost island of the
group, is separated from Isla Maria Madre by a channel, which
is encumbered by numerous dangers. A prominent white rock,
45m high, lies 1 mile seaward of the SW side of the island. A
light is shown from a structure standing on Punta Roca Color-
ada, the N extremity of the island.
4.24 Caution.—The Islas Tres Marias group serves as a prison
colony and vessels are advised to keep well clear of the islands
in order to avoid interception and detention by Mexican author-
ities.

4.25 Puerto de San Blas(21˚32'N., 105˚19'W.) (World
Port Index No. 15800) lies along the E bank of a creek which is
fronted at its entrance by a drying bar. There are depths of 3.6
to 5.5m over a small area within the bar, but elsewhere the
harbor is shallow. Vessels anchor in the roadstead and work
cargo from lighters.
4.25 The approach channel is indicated by a lighted range. Vigia
Hill, 32m high, stands on the S side of the narrow peninsula,
which forms the S and W sides of the creek. Castillo de la
Entrada, a fort in ruins, stands on the SW side of this peninsula.
Foul ground fronts the W side of the peninsula and extends up
to 0.3 mile offshore.
4.25 A light is shown from a structure standing close W of Cast-
illo de la Entrada.
4.25 Piedra Blanca de Tierra, a white rock, lies 1 mile SW of
Castillo de la Entrada and is 16m high. It is flanked by two de-
tached rocks, one to the NE and one to the SW. Good an-
chorage can be taken in the roadstead, in depths of 10 to 11m,
about 0.5 mile SSE or in a depth of 8m about 0.5 mile E of this
white rock. The anchorage is safe during the dry season and
less dangerous than Mazatlan during the rainy season. How-
ever, it is advisable to avoid remaining here during the hurric-
ane season, known locally as Cordonazos, which lasts from
June to November.
4.25 A strong S set is usually experienced along the coast in this
vicinity during the greater part of the year.

Puerto de San Blas to Cabo Corrientes

4.26 Punta Camaron(21˚30'N., 105˚17'W.) is a sharp and
bluff point with a ridge of hills terminating close behind it.
Several small islets and rocks lie close W of this point. The
coast to the S of the point is mountainous, contrasting marked-
ly with the low and sandy plains extending along the coast to
the N.
4.26 Ensenada de Matenchen(21˚30'N., 105˚15'W.) is entered
between Punta Camaron and Punta Santa Cruz, 5.5 miles SSE.
This small, open bay is fringed by a shoal, which extends up to
about 0.5 mile offshore in places, and provides excellent an-
chorage for small craft. Punta Santa Cruz, the S entrance point,
consists of high, reddish-colored bluffs and is very prominent.
4.26 Cerro San Juan (21˚27'N., 105˚00'W.), 2,301m high, rises
14 miles E of Punta Santa Cruz. This mountain is seldom
obscured and resembles a saddle when viewed from the W.

4.27 Punta Los Custodios(21˚21'N., 105˚16'W.), 9m
high, is located 5 miles SSW of Punta Santa Cruz. A river lies

close S of this rocky bluff and a rock, 9m high, lies about
miles W of it.
4.27 Punta Raza, a reddish-colored bluff, is 9m high, marked b
light, and located 18.5 miles S of Punta Los Custodios. T
coast between is steep-to with no distinguishing features.
4.27 Cerro Compostela, a prominent peak, is 1,300m high a
rises 13 miles ENE of Punta Raza.
4.27 The coast between Punta Raza and Punta de Mita, 21.5 m
SW, is steep-to and consists of a series of bluffs rising inland
a high range of mountains. Cerro Vallejo, the most promine
peak of this range, is 1,535m high and rises 9 miles SE
Punta Raza.

4.27 Punta de Mita (20˚46'N., 105˚33'W.), marked by a light, is
formed by a low, narrow neck of land, which is surrounded b
foul ground extending up to 0.5 mile offshore. A dangerou
breaking shoal, with a rock awash on it, lies about 1 mile SS
of the point. The passage lying between the point and this sh
has depths of 5 to 7m. A prominent hill, 138m high, rises 1
miles NE of the point.
4.27 Good anchorage can be taken, in depths of 9 to 13m, ab
1.5 miles E of the point, between 0.5 and 0.7 mile offshore.
4.27 A dangerous rock, with a depth of 1m, was reported (197
to lie about 2.5 miles SSW of Punta de Mita.

Las Tres Marietas (20˚41'N., 105˚36'W.) is a group of is-
lets, rocks, and shoals, about 5 miles long, lying with its E e
tremity located 4.2 miles SSW of Punta de Mita. The ea
ernmost and largest islet of this group rises in a series
broken, white cliffs to a flat-topped summit, 55m high. A
steep-to rock, 4m high, forms the westernmost danger of t
group. A light is shown from a structure standing on Isla Mar
eta, which lies 1 mile W of the easternmost islet.
4.27 Caution.—An underwater rock was reported (1978) to lie i
the channel leading between Punta de Mita and Las Tres M
etas.

4.28 Roca Corbetena(20˚44'N., 105˚51'W.), a steep-to
and white-colored rock with a jagged top, lies 17 miles W
Punta de Mita and a rock, awash, lies 0.5 mile W of it. Stron
variable currents have been observed in the vicinity of the
rocks.
4.28 Bahia de Banderas(20˚39'N., 105˚30'W.) is a deep wate
bay with plenty of good water until approximately 1.5 mile
from shore. Berthing is suitable only for frigates or smalle
vessels. The bay is entered between Punta de Mita, on th
side, and Cabo Corrientes, 23 miles SSW. Puerto Vallarta
at the E end of this large and deep bay.

4.28 Punta Montoga (20˚44'N., 105˚25'W.), located 7.5 miles E
of Punta de Mita, is surmounted by a hill, 99m high. The coa
extending between this point and the mouth of Estero
Tomates, 7.5 miles SSE, is low and sandy. During NW wind
excellent anchorage can be taken in the bay lying E of t
point.
4.28 Estero de Tomates(20˚40'N., 105˚18'W.), into which the
Rio Ameca discharges, is fronted by a bar, which breaks a
has depths of less than 1m. A roadstead anchorage, wh
vessels can work cargo from lighters, lies about 0.5 mile SE
the mouth of the estuary. It has a depth of 15m and is mark
by a white drum buoy.
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4.28 The Rio Real (Rio Cuale) flows into the head of the bay, 4.5
miles SSE of Estero de Tomates. Puerto Vallarta lies along the
N bank of this river near its mouth.

4.29 Puerto Vallarta (Las Penas) (20˚39'N., 105˚15'W.)
(World Port Index No. 15790) is a well-known tourist resort
with many luxury hotels. The main harbor facilities are situ-
ated 2.5 miles N of the town.

4.29 Winds—Weather.—Generally, winds from the NE pre-
dominate. They tend to be calm in mornings and pick up in
strength in the late afternoon.
4.29 Depths—Limitations.—The entrance and harbor basin have
been dredged to depths of 12 to 14m. The Municipal Pier,
100m long, lies at the N side of the basin; a ro-ro terminal is
situated at the E side. There are also two passenger berths, each
200m long. Vessels of up to 81,000 dwt, 232m in length, and
10m draft can be accommodated.
4.29 Aspect.—A high, white hotel, a prominent radio mast, and a
conspicuous church, with a spire and golden dome, are situated
in the town. The hills rise abruptly to a height of 305m close E
of the town and are prominent. A hotel, with a prominent green
lighted sign, stands 0.8 mile SE of the E side of the harbor. The
entrance to the inner harbor is marked by lights. The approach

channel is indicated by lighted ranges which may best be s
on the chart. Significant construction has taken place alo
Puerto Vallarta’s coast, making many visual aids unreliable.
4.29 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory. Pilots can be contacte
by VHF and board about 2 miles SW of the harbor entrance
4.29 Anchorage.—During good weather, anchorage can be o
tained, in a depth of 18m, about 0.2 mile NW of the harbor e
trance. Large cruise liners often anchor about 0.6 mile WSW
the harbor with the W entrance light structure in range with
small white house.
4.29 Caution.—The inner harbor is usually congested with larg
cruise liners and yachts; maneuvering can be difficult.
4.29 Charted depths in the outer anchorage areas may be ina
rate due to the constant shifting of the sea bed in this vicinit
4.29 An outfall pipeline, the seaward part of which is marked by
buoy, extends 3.3 miles SSW from the vicinity of the harb
entrance.
4.29 The range structures are reported to be low and difficult
identify during daylight. They may also be obscured at tim
by yachts and small craft.

4.30 Los Arcos(20˚33'N., 105˚19'W.), consisting of three
rocks, lies close offshore, SW of the Rio Cuarte. The large
rock is 89m high.
4.30 Tecomates (Yelapa), a small coastal village, stands 8.3 m
W of these rocks and is marked by a light. Small vessels, w
local knowledge, can obtain anchorage, sheltered from
winds except those from between NW and NE, in a depth
27m, off this village.

4.30 Punta Chimo (20˚28'N., 105˚38'W.), a rocky headland, i
located 9 miles W of Tecomates and a shoal patch, with a de
of 5.4m, lies about 1.5 miles NE of it. La Iglesia, a white rock
is 12m high and lies close SW of the headland.
4.30 The coast between Punta Chimo and Cabo Corrientes
miles SW, is indented by two small, deep bays of no comm
cial importance.
4.30 Cabo Corrientes (20˚24'N., 105˚43'W.), marked by a main
light, is located 6.5 miles S of Bahia de Banderas.

Entrance to Puerto Vallarta
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5.0Additional chart coverage may be found in CATP2, Catalog of Nautical Charts.
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SECTOR 5

WEST COAST OF MEXICO—CABO CORRIENTES TO THE RIO SUCHIATE

5.0 Plan.—This sector describes the W coast of Mexico and
adjacent islands from Cabo Corrientes to the Rio Suchiate. The
descriptive sequence is SE.

Cabo Corrientes to Manzanillo

5.1 Cabo Corrientes (20˚24'N., 105˚43'W.), which de-
rives its name from the currents encountered in the vicinity, is a
rocky headland with a flat top, 154m high. It may be identified
by a white, rocky patch located on the side of the slope and
several reddish-brown rocks lying at the base. The land close
behind this cape rises to a height of 610m. The wooded slopes
of the mountains in this vicinity are green during the rainy
season and dark brown in the dry season. From the S, the cape
appears bold and projecting, but it is not so prominent from the
N and W. It is also reported to be radar prominent. A main light
is shown from a stone tower with a dwelling, 15m high, stand-
ing on the cape.

5.1 Winds—Weather.—During the summer, the current be-
tween Cabo Corrientes and Bahia de Manzanillo has a variable
rate, but always sets NW along the coast, being stronger near
the land than offshore and increasing in strength as the cape is
approached. The tidal currents are superimposed on the current
off the cape causing the velocity at springs to range from nom-
inal to about 2 knots.
5.1 Along the lower Mexican coast, the prevailing direction of
the trade winds is NW, tending to parallel the coast. In the Gulf
of Tehuantepec, strong N winds, known as “Tehuantepec,” are
often encountered during the cooler months. Land and sea
breezes are characteristic of the W coast of Mexico. The sea
breezes during the day are from the SW quarter. At night, the
land breeze blows with less regularity in direction and force.
5.1 There are wet and dry seasons along this section of the coast.
The rainy season extends from May to November and the bal-
ance of the year constitutes the dry season. The yearly rainfall
averages 820mm at Manzanillo, 1,300mm at Acapulco, and
1,780mm in the Gulf of Tehuantepec. Much of the rainfall
along this coast occurs in the form of thunderstorms or heavy

showers which are most frequent in the afternoon. The larg
monthly amount of rainfall is recorded in September and is d
to the increased activity of tropical disturbances as well as
more N position of the low pressure belt.
5.1 Caution.—Between Cabo Corrientes and Puerto Angel,
has been reported that the features along the coast are diffi
to identify.

5.2 Punta Ysatan(20˚20'N., 105˚41'W.), located 3 miles
S of Cabo Corrientes, is a grayish, rocky point with a san
beach on both sides. This point appears to project from
coast and should not be mistaken for Cabo Corrientes.
5.2 Rocas Cucharitas (20˚18'N., 105˚41'W.), a group of low
rocks on a beach, lies about 3.5 miles S of Punta Ysatan. A l
reef extends up to about 0.3 mile seaward from this group
rocks and forms conspicuous breakers.
5.2 Punta Ipala (20˚14'N., 105˚36'W.), marked by a light, is
located 6 miles SE of Rocas Cucharitas and consists of a bo
faced, gray bluff with several above-water rocks lying off its W
side. The intervening coast is formed by a white, sandy bea
5.2 Anchorage can be taken by small vessels, in a depth of 9
within a cove lying on the SE side of the point. This cove pr
vides shelter from all except S and SE winds, but care sho
be taken to avoid several rocks that lie close off a beach on
W side. Large vessels may anchor, in a depth of 18m, go
holding ground, about 0.5 mile offshore and WNW of a whit
house standing 2 miles SE of the point.
5.2 The coast between Punta Ipala and Punta Roca Negra
miles SSE, is steep-to and backed by high, wooded hills in
interior. A pyramid-shaped hill, which is 279m high and eas
to identify, rises 3 miles inland, 12 miles SSE of Punta Ipala

5.3 Punta Roca Negra(19˚45'N., 105˚20'W.), a low
bluff, is located under a peculiar black knob, 200m high, whic
forms the W extremity of a short range of hills. The black kno
is easy to identify and forms a good landmark.
5.3 Roca Negra, 14m high, lies about 1 mile W of Punta Ro
Negra and is marked by a light. It may be safely passed with
0.3 mile.
5.3 The coast between Punta Roca Negra and Punta Rivas,
miles SE, consists mainly of sandy beaches with a wood
background. A hill, 352m high and radar conspicuous, rises
miles NE of Roca Negra. A rocky bluff, which resembles a
island when viewed from the W, is located 4.5 miles NW o
Punta Rivas.
5.3 Bahia Chamela (19˚33'N., 105˚07'W.) is entered betwee
Punta Rivas and Punta Monte Plano, 5.5 miles SE. Seve
islands lie within this bay, which provides protected anchora
from November to June. During the remainder of the year, S
and SW gales send heavy seas rolling into the bay.
5.3 Two prominent peaks, 1,043m and 1,425m high, rise 11
miles and 16 miles ENE, respectively, of Punta Rivas. Gu
guenton, the westernmost peak, has a very peculiar shape
can be identified from a great distance during clear weather

Cabo Corrientes Light
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hill, 386m high with yellow bluffs close under it, stands on the
S side of the bay, 11.5 miles SE of Punta Rivas. It may be used
as a landmark if the mountains are obscured.
5.3 Isla Colorado and Isla Passavera, two conspicuous islands,
lie 1 mile offshore near the middle of the bay. Isla Passavera,
the N island, is 57m high and has prominent perpendicular,
white cliffs. Isla Colorado, named for its reddish appearance, is
slightly lower than Isla Passavera. Isla Novilla, a small islet,
lies close N of Isla Colorado.
5.3 Isla Cocinas, a small and round islet, lies 0.7 mile SE of Isla
Colorado. Several other small islands lie between this islet and
the shore of the bay.
5.3 Anchorage can be taken anywhere between Punta Perula,
located 0.5 mile E of Punta Rivas, and Isla Passavera. The best
anchorage lies, in a depth of 11m, about 0.5 mile offshore in
the NW part of the bay. This anchorage is sheltered from all
except S winds and better protected against the swell. The
village of Chamela is situated at the head of the bay. Small ves-
sels can anchor, in depths of 7 to 9m, close E of Isla Cocinas
and about 0.7 mile from the village.

5.4 Punta Farallon (19˚24'N., 105˚03'W.), marked by a
light, is located 8 miles S of Punta Monte Plano and is low and
rocky. The intervening coast consists of a series of rocky
bluffs. A conspicuous small rocky islet lies close off the point.
Anchorage, sheltered from SE winds, can be taken, in a depth
of 18m, about 0.2 mile offshore, 0.5 mile N of the point.
5.4 The coast between Punta Farallon and Punta Hermanas, 11
miles SE, consists of a sandy beach backed by a lagoon. The
entrance to the lagoon lies 2.5 miles NW of Punta Hermanas.
5.4 Los Frailes (19˚18'N., 104˚57'W.) are two prominent
needle-shaped rocks. They stand close together, 1 mile off-
shore, midway between Punta Farallon and Punta Hermanas.
These rocks are of moderate height and stand out clearly from
the coast. The inner rock has a conspicuous white top and is the
sharper of the two.
5.4 Roca Tonina, low and steep-to, lies about 1.5 miles W of
Punta Hermanas. The passage lying between this rock and the
coast is foul.
5.4 Isla Pajaros, a square and perpendicular island, lies 0.3 mile
SW of Punta Hermanas. It is 46m high, reddish-brown in color,
and has a white top. A large, sharp rock lies close off the S side
of the island and appears to be part of it.
5.4 Punta Hermanas (19˚16'N., 104˚53'W.) is the outer bluff
headland of a peninsula which is connected to the mainland by
a narrow and sandy neck. Two prominent high hills stand on
the peninsula. Foul ground extends up to 0.5 mile E of the
point.

5.5 Bahia de Tenacatita(19˚15'N., 104˚15'W.) is entered
between Punta Hermanas and Cabeza de Navidad, 4.5 miles
SE. It is deep, spacious, and provides sheltered anchorage in
the inner reaches for vessels of any size.
5.5 Roca Centro, 3m high and steep-to, lies about 0.5 mile E of
Punta Chubasco, a projecting point, located midway along the
W shore of the bay. A rock, with a depth of 1.2m, lies in the
middle of the channel leading between Punta Chubasco and
Roca Centro. A shoal, with a depth of 7.3m, lies about 0.3 mile
N of Roca Centro. Except for these rocks and shoals, all of the
other dangers in the bay lie within 0.2 mile of the shore.

5.5 Cerro de Navidad (19˚13'N., 104˚50'W.) is located at the S
end of Isla Iglesias, the central and largest of a chain of isl
and rocks that extend 0.8 mile S from the coast. This headla
122m high, is prominent when seen from any direction, b
appears wedge-shaped from the S.
5.5 During the rainy season, the best anchorage is in a depth
18m about 0.2 mile from the sandy beach at the head of
bay. During the dry season, the best anchorage is in the N
part of the bay, within Punta Chubasco.
5.5 The coast between Cerro de Navidad and Punta Bahia
miles E, is lined by a series of rocky bluffs backed by hig
wooded land.
5.5 Punta Bahia (19˚13'N., 104˚44'W.) is a high, white poin
with a chain of rocks extending about 0.3 mile SE from it.
5.5 Volcan de Colima(19˚35'N., 103˚37'W.) is the W extremity
of the volcanic chain that traverses Mexico from E to W. Th
mountain is 3,847m high and rises 49 miles NE of Manzani
5.5 Nevado de Colima (19˚32'N., 103˚38'W.), an extinct
volcano, is 4,265m high and its summit is usually sno
covered. This peak can be seen from a considerable dista
during clear weather.

5.6 Bahia de Navidad (19˚13'N., 104˚43'W.) lies be-
tween Punta Bahia and Punta Graham. A sandy beach fro
the head of this bay and numerous buildings stand along
shores. Depths decrease from 42m at the entrance to 11m a
0.3 mile offshore.
5.6 Punta Graham (19˚11'N., 104˚42'W.), the S entrance poin
is located 2.5 miles SE of Punta Bahia and marked by a light
is 22m high and, like many other points along this coast, m
appear as an island when first sighted. Roco Cono, a high r
of reddish-color, lies close off the W side of the point, but
not easily identified from any distance. A detached rock, 3
high, lies 0.4 mile SW of the point.
5.6 During the dry season, sheltered anchorage can be taken,
depth of 13m, to the NNE of the rocks fronting Punta Bahi
More exposed anchorage can be taken, in a depth of 18m to
ESE of the same rocks. Anchorage in the SE part of the ba
not recommended.
5.6 The coast between Punta Graham and Piedra Blanca,
miles ESE, is backed by a sandy beach with a lagoon lyi
behind it. Between Piedra Blanca and Punta Carrizal, 2 mi
E, the coast is backed by a series of bluffs fringed by rocks.
5.6 A conspicuous airport is situated near the coast, about
miles WNW of Manzanillo. By day, a prominent group of low
storied white buildings can be seen standing alone. At nig
bright white working lights are shown from the airport area.

5.7 Piedra Blanca(19˚06'N., 104˚30'W.), a steep-to islet
lies 1 mile offshore. This islet is 79m high and the deposits
sea birds give it a very white and conspicuous appearance.
passage lying between the islet and the rocks fronting the co
is deep.
5.7 Punta Carrizal (19˚05'N., 104˚27'W.), a bluff point, is
marked by a light. A conspicuous high rock and several oth
detached rocks lie close off its seaward side.
5.7 Punta de Juluapan (19˚05'N., 104˚24'W.) is located 2.5
miles E of Punta Carrizal and two small bays, separated b
high point, lie between them. A group of seven steep-to a
detached rocks, 1.5 to 6m high, lies centered 0.5 mile SSE
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Punta de Juluapan and is known as Los Frailes. A light is
shown from a structure standing on the southeasternmost rock.
5.7 Bahia de Santiago (19˚06'N., 104˚23'W.) is entered
between Punta de Juluapan and Punta de Santiago, 2.3 miles E.
It provides anchorage, in depths of 14 to 18m, in the W and E
parts, about 0.5 mile offshore. A prominent islet, fronted by
shallow water, lies 0.1 mile W of Punta la Audiencia, a point
located close inside the entrance to the bay. Three detached
shoals, with depths of 5.4 to 5.7m, lie about midway between
the entrance points of the bay and care should be taken to avoid
them.
5.7 Bahia de Manzanillo (19˚04'N., 104˚21'W.) is entered be-
tween Punta de Santiago and Punta Ojo de Agua, 2.5 miles SE.
This bay is fronted by a steep-to and sandy beach at the head,
which separates it from Laguna de San Pedrito. Depths in the
bay decrease from 48m at the entrance to 10m near the head.
The town of Manzanillo stands in the S part of the bay. A small
boat harbor, enclosed by breakwaters, lies near Punta Salagua,
on the NE side of the peninsula that forms Punta de Santiago.

Manzanillo (19˚03'N., 104˚20'W.)

World Port Index No. 15770

5.8 The port of Manzanillo lies in the SE corner of Bahia
de Manzanillo and extends into Laguna de San Pedrito. The
outer part of the harbor is protected on the W side by a break-
water that extends 650m NE from the shore. The breakwater at
the E side of the outer part extends 270m WSW from the shore
and lies on the N side of an access channel which leads to the
inner part (San Pedrito).

5.8 Winds—Weather.—The rainy season begins in June and
ends in November. The dry season usually lasts from Decem-
ber to May.
5.8 The bay is safe from all winds except those from between W
and SW, but these do not occur between November and June.
Gales are infrequent, but severe storms may be encountered
occasionally in the bay. These storms are rarely experienced
during the dry season. The prevailing winds are from the NE
between March and May, from the S and E between July and
October, and from the NW between November and February.

5.8 Tides—Currents.—The tides rise about 0.7m at springs an
0.5m at neaps.
5.8 Depths—Limitations.—Pemex North Pier, a T-headed dol
phin jetty, lies on the SW side of the W breakwater. The ma
berth is 117m long and has depths of 12.8 to 13.4m alongs
Tankers of up to 80,000 dwt can be accommodated.
5.8 Pemex South Pier, a dolphin berth, is 272m long and ha
depth of 15 alongside.
5.8 Muelle de la Armada, a naval wharf, is 150m long and has
depth of 5.2m alongside.
5.8 Muelle de Cabotaje, a coastal quay, fronts the town. It
310m long and has depths of 4.3 to 6.1m alongside.

5.8 Muelle Fiscal Wharf, a general cargo facility, projects N
from the shore and provides three berths. The N berth is 5
long and has a depth of 12m alongside; the E berth is 23
long and has depths of 5.8 to 10.8m alongside; and the W be
is 216m long and has depths of 5 to 10m alongside. Moori
buoys are situated within 120m of the head of this wharf.
5.8 Vessels of up to 200m in length and 13m draft can b
handled in the outer harbor.
5.8 San Pedrito, the inner harbor, can accommodate vessel
up to 30,000 dwt and 12m draft. The access channel ha
controlling depth of 13m, although there is a charted depth
8.1m on the range line in the entrance to San Pedrito. Berth
facilities are described in the accompanying table.

5.8 Aspect.—A high radio tower stands 1.8 miles NNE of the
head of the E breakwater.

Entrance to Manzanillo (San Pedrito)

Manzanillo Harbor (San Pedrito)

San Pedrito Berthing Facilities

Wharf Length Max. draft

San Pedrito A 450m 11.9m

San Pedrito B 600m 11.9m

San Pedrito C 685m 11.9m

Container Terminal 250m 11.om
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Manzanillo—Northwest Breakwater Light

Manzanillo—Muelle Fiscal
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5.8 Cerro de Juluapan (Table Mountain), a prominent flat-topped
peak, is 825m high and rises 7.5 miles NW of the town. Cono
del Buque Perdito, a prominent cone-shaped peak, is 464m
high and stands about midway between Cerro de Juluapan and
the coast to the SW. Vigia Grande, a prominent hill, stands W
of Manzanillo. It is 218m high and surmounted by a large, con-
spicuous white cross.
5.8 A stadium lies on the coast 0.5 mile N of San Pedrito. A
large power plant lies 1.5 miles S of Manzanillo.
5.8 The entrance channel is indicated by a lighted range which
may best be seen on the chart.
5.8 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory. Pilots can be contacted
by VHF and normally board about 1 or 2 miles from the break-
water. Vessels should send an ETA at least 24 hours in advance.
Occasionally, pilots cannot board during periods of bad

weather. If required, pilots, with prior arrangements, will boa
vessels up to about 5 miles seaward of the port.
5.8 Anchorage.—Anchorage can be taken, in depths of up
24m, in the N part of the bay. The recommended anchora
lies, in depths of up to 37m, mud and sand, about 1.2 mi
NW of the breakwater head
5.8 Temporary anchorage can be taken inside the outer harbo
depths of 11 to 16m, mud, S of a line extending between t
breakwater heads.

Manzanillo to Lazaro Cardenas

5.9 Punta Campos(19˚01'N., 104˚21'W.), a bluff head-
land, is located at the S extremity of the hilly land that exten
S from Manzanillo and forms the W shore of Laguna de Cu

Manzanillo—West Breakwater and radio masts on summit of Vigia Chico

Manzanillo—PEMEX Pier
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utlan. A main light is shown from a prominent tower, with ad-
jacent buildings, standing on the point and a conspicuous
chimney stands 1.5 miles E of it.
5.9 Roca Vela lies close S of the point. This rock is 34m high
and appears as a sail from a distance.
5.9 The coast between Punta de Campos and Punta Cabeza
Negra, 45 miles SE, consists of a gray, sandy beach upon
which the sea breaks heavily. A detached and steep-to rock,
1.5m high, lies about 0.5 mile offshore, 18.5 miles NW of
Punta Cabeza Negra. It is the only known off-lying danger
along this part of the coast.

Punta Cabeza Negra(18˚35'N., 103˚43'W.), marked by a
light, is 170m high and formed by a cliffy and densely-wooded
peninsula. When viewed from the SE or the NW, it appears as
an island joined to the mainland by a low isthmus. Roca
Pelicano, a small white rock, lies close off the NW side of this
peninsula and good anchorage can be taken, in a depth of 18m,
about 0.5 mile NE of it.
5.9 Foul ground extends up to 0.8 mile offshore, about 3 miles
ESE of Punta Cabeza Negra.

5.9 Punta Tejupan (18˚21'N., 103˚31'W.) is located 18.5 miles
SE of Punta Cabeza Negra and three small islets extend up to
0.8 mile W of it. Vessels with local knowledge can anchor
close NW of these islets, but there is little shelter. Foul ground,
upon which the sea usually breaks, extends up to about 1.5
miles W from this point.
5.9 A prominent table-topped mountain, 1,220m high, rises 4
miles inland, midway between Punta Cabeza Negra and Punta
Tejupan.
5.9 Punta San Telmo (18˚20'N., 103˚31'W.), a rocky bluff, is
located 2.5 miles SSE of Punta Tejupan. A light is shown from
a square tower, 12m high, standing 1.5 miles ESE of this point.
5.9 The coast extending for about 3 miles SE of Punta San
Telmo consists of a series of rocky bluffs terminating in a
sugaroaf rock, 23m high.
5.9 Caution.—During the day, both Punta Tejupan and Punta
San Telmo can be passed at a distance of 2 miles. However,
these points should be given a wide berth at night because of
their lowliness and the variable currents in this vicinity.

5.10 Piedra Blanca (18˚15'N., 103˚22'W.), a prominent
white rock, is 33m high. It lies close off Punta Piedras Blancas,
a bluff, which is located 8 miles SE of Punta San Telmo. This
rock, together with the white bluff behind it, forms an excellent
landmark.
5.10 Bahia de Maruata (18˚15'N., 103˚21'W.), small and open,
lies 0.8 mile E of Piedra Blanca and is used occasionally by
vessels. A white beach lines the N shore and four islets lie
close off a rocky bluff at the W end of the bay. A prominent
wooded and cone-shaped peak, 652m high, stands 3.5 miles N
of the bay. Anchorage can be taken, in a depth of 12m, mud,
about 0.3 mile offshore.
5.10 Paps de Tejupan, two peaks, are about 1,700m high and rise
14 miles NNE of Bahia de Maruata. The N peak is wooded all
the way to the top, whereas the other is almost bare. Due to the
high mountain ranges rising behind them, these peaks are
difficult to identify from some directions.
5.10 The coast between Bahia de Maruata and Ensenada de
Pichilinquillo, 12 miles ESE, consists of a series of prominent,

bold bluffs intersected by a sandy beach, 3.5 miles long. T
Rio de Coalcoman enters the sea 7 miles W of Bahia
Maruata. A small stream falls over a cliff 2.5 miles W of Ense
nada de Pichilinquillo and leaves a yellowish-white depos
which is visible from a considerable distance to seaward.

5.10 Ensenada de Pichilinquillo(18˚12'N., 103˚07'W.), an open
bay, lies close W of Punta Lizardo and provides anchorage
small coasters. A rocky islet, 30m high, lies 0.8 mile off the W
shore of the bay, but is difficult to identify. Anchorage can b
taken, in depths of up to 18m, near the entrance. Sma
vessels can obtain better shelter, in depths of 9 to 10m, ab
0.3 mile off the sandy beach at the head of the bay.
5.10 Punta Lizardo (Punta Iguana) (18˚11'N., 103˚07'W.), a dar
headland, is about 1 mile wide. This point is thickly woode
30m high, and several detached rocks lie close off its seaw
face.
5.10 The coast between Punta Lizardo and Buffadero Bluff, 22
miles ESE, consists of a series of bluffs with an unbrok
stretch of sandy beach, 13 miles long, in the middle.

5.11 Buffadero Bluff (18˚03'N., 102˚45'W.), marked by a
light, is reddish in color and has a rock lying at its base with
blow hole through which the water spouts. A prominent pea
440m high, stands 4 miles WNW of the bluff. It descends in
gentle saddle-shaped slope to a knob, 293m high, and t
slopes to the shore.
5.11 The coast between Buffadero Bluff and Punta Mangrov
33.5 miles ESE, is backed by several bluffs for the initial 1
miles and then by an unbroken sandy beach for the remain
distance. The Rio Carrizal enters the sea 12 miles E
Buffadero Bluff; the village of Chula is situated 5 miles WNW
of its mouth.

5.11 Punta Mangrove (Punta Cayacal) (17˚55'N., 102˚12'W.),
low and round point, is located 33 miles ESE of Buffade
Bluff. It is covered with mangroves and palms, but is difficu
to identify. The point is marked by a light and a racon.
5.11 The delta of the Rio Balsas extends from Punta Mangrove
Bahia de Petacalco. This river, one of the longest and larges
Mexico, discharges into the sea through three mouths. Dur
the rainy season, the discharge usually discolors the sea sur
for up to 10 miles offshore. This discoloration has bee
observed extending up to 22 miles seaward at times.
5.11 Caution.—The depths lying off the delta of the river are
very irregular and subject to constant change.
5.11 Breakers have been reported to exist about 2.5 miles S
about 2 miles SE of Punta Mangrove.

Lazaro Cardenas (17˚56'N., 102˚10'W.)

World Port Index No. 15765

5.12 Lazaro Cardenas, a new and developing port, li
within the delta of the mouth of the Rio Blasas. It serves a st
mill and an industrial complex, and is connected to the nation
railway system. The harbor is protected by N and S brea
waters.
5.12 Winds—Weather.—During the rainy season (July to Octo
ber), occasional squalls occur.
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5.12 Depths—Limitations.—The entrance channel is 200m wide
and dredged to a depth of 14m. It leads NW into a turning
basin, with a diameter of 700m, which is dredged to a depth of
14m. Several harbor basins may be entered from this turning
basin.
5.12 The Grain Terminal is 250m long and has a depth of 13.7m
alongside.
5.12 The Metal and Minerals Wharf provides 650m of berthage
with depths of 12.8 to 14m alongside.
5.12 The Fertimex (fertilizer) Quay provides 509m of berthage
with depths of 12.2 to 13.7m alongside.
5.12 The Container Terminal is 284m long and has a depth of
13.7m alongside.
5.12 The General Cargo Quay provides 504m of berthage with a
depth of 10m alongside.
5.12 The Pemex Tanker Terminal is 200m long and has a depth of
14m alongside.
5.12 Vessels of up to 80,000 dwt, 267m in length, and 13.2m draft
can be accommodated in the port. The limiting entrance draft
may have to be reduced due to swell during the rainy season.

5.12 Aspect.—A main light is shown from a cylindrical tower,
40m high, standing near the W side of the entrance channel. A
lighted buoy is moored 2 miles S of the light, at the E side of
the anchorage area.
5.12 The entrance channel is marked by lighted beacons and indi-
cated by a lighted range which may best be seen on the chart.
5.12 A large container crane stands in the vicinity of the harbor.
From a distance, the industrial complex and the steel mill can
be seen above the low land of the delta. At night, industrial
flames, smoke, and working lights can be seen from a distance
of 25 miles. Several prominent towers are situated close W of
the harbor entrance.

5.12 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory. Pilots can be contacted
by VHF and board about 2 miles S of the harbor entrance.
Vessels should send an ETA at least 24 hours in advance.
Vessels over 200m in length and 10.6m draft must enter during
daylight only.
5.12 Anchorage.—Vessels may anchor, in depths of 20 to 36m,
good holding ground, within a designated area, which lies S of
the entrance and may best be seen on the chart.
5.12 Caution.—Depths off the delta are irregular due to the shift-
ing of sand and mud from the river.

Lazaro Cardenas to Acapulco

5.13 Bahia Petacalco(17˚59'N., 102˚05'W.), an open bay
entered NE of Punta Mangrove, has a very uneven, lumpy, a
shifting bottom. Vessels should use caution when entering t
bay or approaching the shore.
5.13 The coast between Bahia de Petacalco and Isla Grande
miles SE, consists of a steep-to and sandy beach. Pu
Trancones, the only headland along this stretch, is 165m h
and is located 9 miles NW of Isla Grande.
5.13 Isla Grande (17˚40'N., 101˚40'W.), 51m high, is irregularly
shaped, covered with brush, and marked by a light. Wh
viewed from seaward, it appears more like a headland than
island. A rock, with a least depth of 1.5m, lies about 0.6 mile
of the N extremity of the island.
5.13 Bahia Isla Grande, lying between Isla Grande and the ma
land, is open to the NW. Anchorage can be taken, in depths o
to 11m, anywhere within this bay.
5.13 Punta Ixtapa (17˚40'N., 101˚39'W.) is the W extremity of
Isla de Apies, a small island, which is 66m high and connect
to the mainland by a narrow isthmus at LW. Monte Ixtap
220m high, rises 1.3 miles NE of this point.
5.13 Islas Blancas, a group of rocks and islets, lies across the c
tral part of Bahia de San Juan de Dios, which is entered clos
of Isla de Apies. These dangers, 6 to 46m high, are ve
prominent. They appear white when the sun shines on the
but brown at other times. Vessels can safely pass within
mile of the outer dangers of the group.

5.14 Bahia de Zihuatanejo (17˚37'N., 101˚33'W.),
located 6 miles ESE of Punta Ixtapa, forms a small, b
excellent harbor. It is easy to enter and deep water lies close
the rocks on either side of the entrance. The bay is open to
SW and a heavy swell often rolls in. The land around the b
except at its head and along the E shore, rises abruptly from
beach to high, towering peaks. A village stands at the head,
is not visible until well inside the entrance. Anchorage can
taken as convenient, in depths of 11 to 18m, soft mud, w
good holding ground.
5.14 Roca Negra, 14m high, lies 1 mile S of Punta Garrobo, the
entrance point of the bay. This rock is steep-to on all sides a
marked by a light.
5.14 Morro de Petatlan (17˚32'N., 101˚27'W.), 195m high and
covered with brush, is connected to the mainland by a lo
wooded isthmus.
5.14 Bahia de Petatlan(17˚35'N., 101˚30'W.), lying N of Morro
de Petatlan, is sheltered from all winds except those fro
between SW and NW. Good anchorage can be taken, in dep
of 9 to 18m, hard sand, about 0.6 mile N of Punta Gorda, the
extremity of Morro de Petatlan.
5.14 Rocas Potoci (White Friars), a group of whitened islets a
rocks, lies centered 1.3 miles W of Punta Gorda. A deep pa
age, 1 mile wide, leads between the group and the point.

5.15 Punta Japutica (17˚23'N., 101˚10'W.), located 19
miles SE of Punta Gorda, is low, black, and rocky. Th
intervening coast consists of an unbroken stretch of san
beach. The point is easily recognized, being the only roc
projection along this stretch of shore. A prominent patch
bright and clear sand, surrounded by bushes, lies 1 mile E

Lazaro Cardenas
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the point and a large coconut grove stands close E of it. A light
is shown from a structure standing near the point.
5.15 Breakers have been observed off Punta Japutica during
heavy weather.
5.15 Morro de Papanoa(17˚16'N., 101˚03'W.), located 9.5 miles
SE of Punta Japutica, is the westernmost of four bluffs which
line this stretch of the coast. It is 160m high and densely
covered with brush and small trees. Morro de las Animas, a
large rock, lies about 0.5 mile offshore, 3 miles N of Punta de
Papanoa, the N extremity of Morro de Papanoa.
5.15 Bahia de Tequepa, lying N of Morro de Papanoa, provides
excellent anchorage, in a depth of 20m, about 0.5 mile from the
shore. This bay provides shelter against all winds except those
from between SW and NW.
5.15 A conspicuous radio mast stands on the summit of Monte
Tequepa, 3.5 miles NE of Morro de Papanoa.
5.15 The coast between Morro de Papanoa and the entrance of
Bahia de Acapulco, 70 miles ESE, consists of an almost con-
tinuous stretch of steep-to sandy beach intersected by several
small streams which flow into the sea during the rainy season.
The land behind the coast is low, but farther inland, it rises
progressively higher. A mountain range, with peaks up to
3,660m high, stands 41 miles NNW of Bahia de Acapulco.
5.15 Paps de Coyuca(17˚24'N., 100˚05'W.), formed by two dis-
tinct conical peaks of almost equal height, rises 34 miles NNW
of Bahia de Acapulco. The peaks stand 1 mile apart and the
tallest is 3,229m high.
5.15 The mountain peaks form excellent landmarks when visible,
but are usually obscured by clouds, especially during the rainy
season. At other times, they are clearest in the early morning.
5.15 This section of the coast may be safely approached and
anchorage can be taken, in depths of 18 to 27m, about 0.5 mile
offshore.

5.16 Isla Roqueta(Isla Grifo)(16˚49'N., 99˚55'W.), 107m
high, lies off the W side of the entrance to the bay and is
separated from the mainland by Boca Chica, a narrow and
clear passage. Punta Coyuca, the W extremity of the island, is
fronted by detached rocks on its W side. A tower, 46m high,
surmounts the N extremity of the island, 0.5 mile E of Punta
Coyuca. Punta Siclata, the S extremity of the island, is located
0.8 mile ESE of Punta Coyuca. A light is shown from a struc-
ture standing 0.2 mile NNW of this point. A racon and a signal
station are situated at the light.
5.16 El Morro, an islet, is 15m high and lies close N of the NE
extremity of the island. La Yerbabuena, a rock, lies about 0.3
mile ESE of the islet. It is 2m high and marked by a light. A
reef, which breaks, extends about 200m W from this rock and
is steep-to on its E side. The passage leading between La
Yerbabuena and Isla Roqueta should not be attempted.
5.16 Boca Chica, the passage leading N of Isla Roqueta, is deep
and clear, but its use by large vessels is prohibited because of
the numerous pleasure craft normally encountered in the
vicinity. Punta Lorenz, the N entrance point of this passage, is
marked by a light. A detached shoal, with a depth of 4m, and a
rock, with a depth of 4.9m, lie close SW and about 0.8 mile
NNW, respectively, of the light.

5.17 Bahia de Acapulco (16˚50'N., 99˚53'W.) is con-
sidered to be one of the finest harbors on the W coast of

Mexico. The high, encircling mountains provide considerab
shelter and are visible for a great distance to seaward. T
entrance channel, known locally as Boca Grande, has a wi
of more than 3 miles and provides ample depths for lar
vessels. Alongside berthing facilities are provided within Bah
de Santa Lucia which lies in the NW part of Bahia de Aca
pulco. The former bay is entered NW of Punta Grifo, which
located 1 mile NNE of the NE extremity of Isla Roqueta. La
Dos Piedras, formed by two white rocks, is marked by a lig
and lies off the point which divides the head of Bahia San
Lucia into two parts.

The head of Bahia de Acapulco, to the E of Bahia San
Lucia, is fronted by several above-water dangers which
within 0.3 mile of the shore. Farallon del Obispo, a rocky isle
is 31m high and forms the most prominent danger in th
vicinity. It is light gray in color, with dark patches, and is
prominent. Several groups of rocks lie close offshore, about
mile E of Farallon de Obispo, and may best be seen on
chart.
5.17 Rocas de San Lorenzo, a chain of rocks, extends 0.3 mile
from a point on the shore located 0.8 mile WNW of Farallon d
Obispo. Roca La Seria, a dangerous rock, and a shoal pa
with a depth of 7.6m, lie 0.5 mile SW and about 0.2 mile SS
respectively, of the outer end of the chain.
5.17 The E side of the bay as far S as Punta Guitarron is steep
within 0.3 mile of the shore. A wreck, with a depth of 11m, lie
about 0.5 mile N of Punta Guitarron. An oil pier is situated 0
mile E of Punta Guitarron and has a depth of 4.3m alongside
head. A naval pier, situated close N of the oil pier, is 90m lon
and has depths of 3.7 to 9m alongside.

5.17 Punta Diamante(16˚47'N., 99˚52'W.), the W extremity of a
high promontory, is located 1.5 miles SE of Punta Bruja. It
faced by yellow cliffs and fronted by a reef. The promontory
reported to appear as an island from a distance of about 8 m
to seaward. A rock, with a depth of less than 1.8m, is report
(1952) to lie about 0.4 mile SSW of the point.
5.17 Puerto Marques, a small and sheltered inlet, is entered cl
N of Punta del Diamante. It recedes 1.5 miles E and h

Isla Roqueta Light
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general depths of 7 to 36m. All of the dangers within this inlet
lie less than 0.3 mile offshore and can easily be avoided.

Acapulco (16˚51'N., 99˚54'W.)

World Port Index No. 15760

5.18 Acapulco lies within a small bay in the NW part of
Bahia de Santa Lucia. The city is the most popular resort in
Mexico and the harbor has facilities for cargo and cruise
vessels.
5.18 Winds—Weather.—The sea breeze is well defined during
the dry season. It usually sets in from the SW at about noon,
freshening and becoming more W during the afternoon, but
fading to a calm at dusk. Later, there is a land breeze which is
more irregular both in direction and force.
5.18 The rainy season lasts from June to the end of October.
During December and January, the temperature is usually
pleasant. However, during the latter part of the dry season, the
heat over the land is intense and constant. During the rainy
season, winds from the E and SE prevail.
5.18 Tides—Currents.—The tides rise 0.6m at springs and 0.3m
at neaps.
5.18 Off Acapulco and for some distance to the E, the current sets
ESE and attains a rate of 0.5 knot to 3 knots.

5.18 Depths—Limitations.—The port is entered via Boca
Grande, the channel leading between Isla Roqueta and
mainland.
5.18 The main facilities are situated on the N side of Bahia San
Lucia. The passenger wharf has 206m of berthage, with
depths of 10 to 11m alongside. The Fiscal Wharf has 198m
berthage, with a depth of 8.9m alongside. The Commerc
Wharf has 150m of berthage, with a depth of 4.5m alongsid
The Fishing Wharf has 173m of berthage, with a depth of 4
alongside.
5.18 Vessels of up to 206m in length and 10.7m draft can be a
commodated alongside.
5.18 Aspect.—The rocky headlands located on either side of th
entrance of Bahia de Acapulco are the only projections
break the long stretch of sandy beach that extends from Mo
de Papanoa. Cerro del Corcovado, an excellent landmark w
not obscured, is 1,231m high and stands 21 miles ENE of
bay.
5.18 Two conspicuous hotels stand near the coast, 2.5 miles E
Punta Diamante. A conspicuous illuminated cross stands
the E side of the bay entrance. A prominent illuminated te
vision mast stands on the crest of the hills, 3.5 miles ENE
the city. A conspicuous radio mast stands on a hill, 0.3 mile
of Punta Grifo. Fuerte San Diego, a prominent fort, surmoun
a point located 1 mile NW of Punta Grifo.

Acapulco—Approach to bething facilities from SE
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5.18 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory and available at any time.
Pilots can be contacted by VHF and board about 1 mile SW of
the harbor entrance. Vessels should send an ETA at least 72
hours in advance with a confirmation 24 hours in advance.
5.18 Anchorage.—Large vessels usually anchor, in depths of 26
to 33m, close ESE of Fuerto San Diego. Small vessels usually
anchor, in depths of 18 to 20m, about 0.5 mile SSW of Fuerto
San Diego.
5.18 The quarantine anchorage lies off Punta Grifo, at the en-
trance to Bahia Santa Lucia. All anchorage positions are ad-
vised by the pilot.
5.18 Caution.—Anchorage is prohibited in the vicinity of the
naval facility at Icacos.
5.18 It has been reported (1997) that lighted aids to navigation are
difficult to see and that many visual aids may be obscured by
hills and cliffs.

Acapulco to Bahia de Puerto Angel

5.19 The coast between Punta del Diamante, on the SE
side of the approach to Bahia de Acapulco, and Punta de Aca-

mama, 60 miles E, consists of a continuous sandy bea
backed by several lagoons.
5.19 A low, sandy, and bush covered point, which is marked
heavy breakers, extends from the coast, 16 miles E of Punta
Diamante. The entrance to Laguna Papagayo, into which
Rio Papagayo flows, lies close E of this point. During the rai
season and for some time afterwards, a heavy deposit from
lagoon discolors the water for several miles offshore. Vess
should not approach within 1 mile of the point.
5.19 An aeronautical light is shown from a structure standing 5
miles ESE of Punta del Diamante.

Nexpa (16˚38'N., 99˚13'W.), a village, stands 22 miles E o
the mouth of the Rio Papagayo. It is situated close W of t
mouth of the Rio Nexpa and, although small, is the large
habitation along this stretch of coast. A tall, wooden cro
stands close E of the village and is prominent from seaward
light is shown from a structure standing 1 mile E of the e
trance to Laguna Nexpa.
5.19 Punta Acamama (16˚32'N., 98˚52'W.), located 20 miles E
of the mouth of the Rio Nexpa, is a low, rocky point. It i
fronted by several detached rocks and marked by a light. A l

Acapulco—Approach and Fuerte San Diego (circled)

Acapulco—Lighthouse (circled) on Punta Sirena
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of heavy breakers, with depths of 7 to 11m at its outer edge,
extends up to about 1 mile SE of the point.
5.19 Bahia Dulce (16˚32'N., 98˚50'W.) lies between Punta
Acamama and the mouth of the Rio Dulce (Rio Ometepec), 8
miles ESE. The latter river is usable only by small craft and
lighters. A village stands near the mouth.
5.19 The coast between the Rio Dulce and Morro Maldonado,
14.5 miles SE, consists of an unbroken stretch of sandy beach.

Punta Maldonado (16˚20'N., 98˚35'W.), a headland, is 2
miles wide, but only projects slightly from the general line of
the coast. A light is shown from a prominent structure standing
on Punta El Recodo, the NW extremity of this headland.
Several white cliffs, up to 61m high, stand about 1 mile E of
the headland. They are prominent and are the only such cliffs
along this part of the coast.
5.19 Close inshore of Punta Maldonado, the flood current sets N
and W with the ebb current setting in the opposite directions.
The currents attain rates of 0.5 knot to 2 knots. It is reported
that the current sets WNW during the rainy season.
5.19 Caution.—In the vicinity of Punta Maldonado, forest fires,
which usually occur at the end of the dry season, are liable to
cause so much smoke as to obscure all the land behind the
coastline. This smoke may cause mariners to overestimate their
distance from the land. Also, with the rising sun, the shadow
cast beyond the line of breakers makes the beach appear farther
off than may actually be the case. At this time of the year, it is
recommended that vessels pass Punta Maldonado at a distance
of not less than 8 miles.
5.19 Heavy tide rips have been observed about 6 miles SW of
Punta Maldonado.

5.20 Sierra Fuerte (16˚38'N., 98˚15'W.), a prominent
castle-like mountain, has a cone-shaped peak at each end and
stands 26 miles NE of Punta Maldonado. The E peak is 1,168m
high and the W peak is 1,052m high.
5.20 Tartar Shoals (16˚18'N., 98˚36'W.), a dangerous group of
rocky patches, has depths of 2.7 to 8m and lies centered about
2 miles SW of Punta El Recodo. Seaward of this group, the
depths are irregular for some distance to the W, but increase
rapidly to the S and SW.
5.20 TheRio Verde (15˚58'N., 97˚48'W.), the largest river along
this section of coast, is obstructed at its mouth by a great
quantity of debris and an impassable bar. When seen from the
E or W, the land in the vicinity of the river mouth appears as a
low, sandy point covered with trees and fringed by heavy
breakers. During and after heavy rains, the discharge from the
river discolors the water for a considerable distance to seaward.

Punta Galera (15˚57'N., 97˚41'W.), marked by a light, is
located 6 miles E of the mouth of the Rio Verde. It is a bold,
barren, isolated, and rocky headland which is connected to the
mainland at the W side by a low, narrow strip of land. Laguna
de Chacahua is entered close N of the point. A detached rocky
shoal, with a depth of 1.8m, lies about 0.3 mile SSE of the
point and the sea occasionally breaks on it. A detached reef,
with rocks 3 to 5m high, lies about 0.5 mile E of the point.
5.20 Bahia de Chacahua lies between Punta Galera and Morro
Hermoso, 7 miles E. The shore of the bay rises to a ridge which
is covered with dense undergrowth and stunted trees. Large
amounts of debris are deposited in the bay and form uneven
and shoal ground to the W of the entrance.

5.20 Morro Hermoso is a rounded bluff, 255m high, with a stee
barren, and reddish-colored S face. A light is shown from
structure standing on Cerro Hermoso, which rises behind
bluff. When viewed from the E or W, this bluff appears like a
island. Good anchorage can be taken anywhere in Bahia
Chacahua, in depths of 11 to 18m.

5.21 Alcatraz (Piedra Blanca) (15˚55'N., 97˚21'W.), sma
and rocky, lies about 0.3 mile offshore. This islet is whitish
color and two above-water rocks lie close E of it. A shar
rocky bluff, 27m high, rises 1 mile W of the islet.
5.21 A detached rock lies 0.5 mile offshore, 3.5 miles W o
Alcatraz. It has a depth of 2.7m and the sea occasionally bre
on it.
5.21 Two conspicuous points, which resemble piers, project fro
the coast, 3 miles E of Alcatraz. The Rio Manialtepec flow
into the sea about 6 miles E of Alcatraz. The mouth of th
river can be recognized by a few huts standing on the beac
the E side of the entrance and a small village situated 1 m
inland.

5.21 Acantilados de Escondido(15˚51'N., 97˚05'W.), located 16
miles E of Alcatraz, consists of several perpendicular, roc
bluffs. These bluffs are grayish in color on their seaward sid
and 15 to 30m high. A bright yellow patch located about mi
way along the bluffs is prominent from the W.
5.21 Bahia Escondido (15˚50'N., 97˚04'W.) is entered betwee
Acantilados de Escondido and Punta Escondido, 3 miles SE
is open to the SW, but provides excellent anchorage with go
holding ground. A light is shown from a structure standing o
the W side of the bay. Cerro del Ocote, a conspicuous mou
ain, is 659m high and stands 5 miles NNE of the bay.
5.21 Piedras de la Marina, a group of rocks up to 12m high, li
within the bay, about 1 mile E of Acantilados de Escondido.
rocky shoal, with a depth of 6.4m, lies about 0.2 mile W of th
southernmost rock. An obstruction has been reported to
close SW of this shoal.
5.21 Anchorage can be taken, in depths of 18 to 23m, SSW
Piedras de la Marina.

5.22 Punta Sicatela(15˚48'N., 97˚00'W.), a low and sandy
point, is located 2 miles SE of Punta Escondido. It is cover
with mangroves and fronted by shallow depths which a
usually marked by heavy breakers. The Rio Sicatela flows in
the sea close W of the point.
5.22 Punta de Rocas projects from the coast, 10 miles E of Pu
Sicatela. This point is fronted by shallow depths which a
marked by heavy breakers.
5.22 The coast between Punta de Rocas and Bahia de Pu
Angel, 20 miles E, consists of a sandy beach, which exten
for the first 15 miles. The coast then rises abruptly to a series
high bluffs. The westernmost bluff is 78m high, prominent, an
bold. It is covered with dense foliage except on its seawa
face, which consists of brown and yellowish rocks.

5.22 Roca Blanca (White Rock) (15˚39'N., 96˚33'W.), a white
and rocky islet, lies about 0.4 mile offshore, 2.3 miles W o
Bahia de Puerto Angel. Roca Negra (Black Rock), a sm
rock, lies about 0.3 mile W of Roca Blanca. The small ba
lying N of these rocks is foul and should not be entered.
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5.23 Bahia de Puerto Angel(15˚39'N., 96˚31'W.) (World
Port Index No. 15740), a small harbor, provides shelter from
November to May to small craft with local knowledge, but is
exposed to the S. The bay is entered between a rocky islet, 30m
high, lying on the W side and a bold bluff, 88m high, located
on the E side.
5.23 Bufaderos, a bluff headland, is located 0.2 mile NNW of the
E entrance point and forms the W side of a prominent hill, 61m
high. A pole beacon, 4m high and surmounted by a white
cross, stands on the summit of this hill.
5.23 Another islet, 30m high, lies off the W side of the bay and
reduces the entrance fairway to a width of about 180m. An-
chorage, sheltered from all except S winds, can be taken by
small vessels, in depths of 7 to 13m, in the inner part of the
bay. Large vessels can anchor in the outer part, in depths of up
to 17m. At times, a heavy swell sets into the bay. A large load-
ing platform, with a depth of 4.6m alongside, projects from the
E shore of the bay, to the NE of Bufaderos.
5.23 A light is shown from a structure standing on Punta Izuca,
which is located 0.5 mile W of Bahia de Puerto Angel.

Bahia de Puerto Angel to Puerto de Salina Cruz

5.24 The coast between Bahia de Puerto Angel and Bahia
de Sacrificios, 15 miles E, consists of several rocky bluffs with
strips of sandy beach between them. Inland, the coast is heavily
wooded, but low and flat.
5.24 Gulf of Tehuantepec (15˚00'N., 92˚00'W.) lies S of the
Isthmus of Tehuantepec, the narrowest part of Mexico. This
gulf contains a great expanse of water and indents the coast be-
tween Bahia de Puerto Angel and Barra del Suchiate, 256
miles ESE.
5.24 The shores of the gulf are backed by high mountains. Cerro
de Leon, 3,139m high, is prominent and rises 30 miles NE of
Bahia de Puerto Angel. The mountains decrease from this peak
to heights of less than 900m at the head of the gulf. They then
increase again to Volcan Tacana, which is 4,064m high and
stands 36 miles NNE of Barra del Suchiate.
5.24 Tides—Currents.—During the season of strong N winds,
the currents in the gulf are influenced by the wind. When a N
wind is blowing, the current sets N and E along the W shore
and W along the E shore. At other times, the current sets in the
opposite directions. This is caused by the violence of the strong
N winds which lowers the water at the head of the gulf and
produces a flow along each shore to fill the vacancy. When the
N winds moderate or cease, the reverse action takes place. The
water at the head of the gulf is then forced out along both
shores by the return of the water previously forced out by the
strong wind. These currents have been observed to extend as
far E as Champerico and as far W as the Rio Verde.
5.24 Caution.—A designated dumping area lies along the coast
and is bounded by lines joining the following positions:

a. 13˚24'N, 96˚16'W.
b. 13˚24'N, 95˚22'W.
c. 12˚40'N, 96˚16'W.
d. 12˚40'N, 95˚22'W.

5.24 Authorization to use this area must be granted by the Mex-
ican Authorities.
5.24 Lesser depths than charted, resulting from heavy silting, may
be encountered in the harbors within the gulf.

5.25 Bahia de Sacrificios(15˚41'N., 96˚15'W.), a very
small and confined bay, is sheltered from the E by Isla Sac
ficios and suitable only for small craft. Passage between
island, which is 24m high, and the mainland is not recom
mended. Foul ground extends up to about 0.4 mile offshore
mile W of the bay.
5.25 The coast between Bahia de Sacrificios and Cerro Morro,
miles ENE, is fronted by rocky bluffs, which rise close inlan
to mountain ranges. Detached rocks and reefs front all
points along this stretch and vessels should give them a w
berth.
5.25 Isla Cacaluta (15˚42'N., 96˚10'W.), 67m high, lies 0.2 mile
offshore, 4.5 miles E of Isla Sacrificios. The intervening coa
consists of a series of high bluffs.
5.25 Punta Bufadero (15˚43'N., 96˚08'W.) projects from the
coast 2.3 miles NE of Isla Cacaluta. A light is shown from
prominent framework structure standing on this point. A blow
hole in one of the rocks fronting the point spouts water a
produces a sound like a whale that can be heard for a c
siderable distance in calm weather.

5.26 Puerto Huatulco(Guatulco) (15˚43'N., 96˚08'W.), a
small and confined harbor, is entered between Punta Manza
located 2.5 miles NE of Isla Cacaluta, and Punta Rosas,
mile NNE. The head of this harbor provides small vessels w
good anchorage and is protected from SW winds, which oc
most often between April and October.
5.26 Piedra Blanca, a rock, is 27m high and lies 0.2 mile SE
Punta Rosas. A reef, with several rocks barely above-water
it, extends up to about 0.2 mile ENE from Piedra Blanca. T
passage lying between this reef and the reef extending fr
Punta Rosas should not be attempted.
5.26 Bahia de Santa Cruz(15˚44'N., 96˚07'W.), lying E of Punta
Rosas, provides anchorage as convenient, in depths of 9
18m.

Bahia Tangola-Tangola (15˚46'N., 96˚06'W.), lying E of
Bahia de Santa Cruz, is 0.6 mile wide between the entran
points and contains several small, rocky islets. Good anch
age can be taken, with care, in depths of 9 to 18m, sand
shell, in the bay, but a considerable swell sets in from the S
5.26 Isla Tangola-Tangola, lying close off the E entrance point
the bay, is prominent. The top of this island is covered wi
heavy growth and its outer side consists of a cliff formed b
brownish stone.
5.26 The land along this stretch of the coast is backed by seve
ranges of foothills, which rise to the high mountain ranges
the interior. Cerro de Zadan, a bell-shaped mountain,
prominent and reddish in color. It is 1,727m high and stands
miles N of Bahia Tangola-Tangola. Cerro de Leon, the talle
peak in this vicinity, is 3,139m high and stands 22 miles NNW
of the same bay.
5.26 The coast between Bahia de Santa Cruz and Punta Ayutla
miles ENE, consists of a series of headlands fronted by st
cliffs.

5.27 Punta Ayutla (15˚52'N., 95˚47'W.), a bold and cliffy
point, is 30m high and forms the E extremity of Morro Ayutla
a headland, 82m high. A light is shown from a promine
square tower, 14m high, standing on this headland.
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5.27 Ranger Rock, a detached rocky shoal, has a least depth of
2.7m and lies about 0.5 miles NE of Punta Ayutla.
5.27 Bahia Grande, entered close E of Morro Ayutla, is open to
winds from the E and S, but provides safe anchorage in all
seasons. The best anchorage lies, in a depth of 13m, in the W
part of the bay.
5.27 Islas Estrete (15˚56'N., 95˚36'W.) is a barren, rocky, and
white islet lying 12 miles ENE of Punta Ayutla. It is formed by
two large rocks, of about equal size, and fringed by several
reefs. A deep passage leads between this islet and the main-
land.
5.27 A prominent dome-shaped bluff, with two cone-shaped
rocks fronting its base, is located 8 miles E of Isla Estrete. A
large rock, awash, lies centered 0.7 mile seaward of this bluff,
but the sea seldom breaks on it. Bahia de Bamba, entered close
NE of the bluff, is foul and should not be entered.

5.28 Punta Chipehua(16˚01'N., 95˚22'W.), a prominent
headland, is located 13 miles ENE of Isla Estrete. It consists
almost entirely of an immense sand dune projecting about 1
mile from the general line of the coast. From the W, this point
is conspicuous and appears as a bold, dark cliff with a belt of
sand over the top. A conspicuous knife-edged ridge, up to
450m high, rises close behind the point and extends about 0.5
mile NW. It is almost perpendicular on the E side.
5.28 Bahia Chipehua (16˚03'N., 95˚21'W.) is entered between
Punta Chipehua and Punta de Guelagichi, 5.5 miles NE, and
has a depth of 36m in the entrance. Although this bay is open
to winds from between NE and S, it is considered to be a good
anchorage in all seasons. A heavy swell often sets into the bay
during new and full moons.
5.28 There is good holding ground in all parts of the bay, but the
best anchorage lies, in depths of 9 to 18m, in the W part, about
1 mile N of Punta Chipehua
5.28 Bahia Conejo and Bahia de Salina Marques lie NE of Bahia
Chipehua and are separated by Morro de Salina Marques.
Cono Hermoso, an isolated and conical hill, is 93m high and
stands at the head of Bahia Conejo.

5.28 Morro de Salina Marques (16˚10'N., 95˚12'W.), a round
and rocky projection, has an almost perpendicular cliff rising
its E side. A main light is shown from a conspicuous tow
with a dwelling, 14m high, standing on the summit of thi
projection and a group of tanks is situated close NW of it.
prominent radio mast is also reported to stand on the p
jection.
5.28 Pico Shadani (16˚12'N., 95˚14'W.), 326m high, rises 3
miles N of the head of Bahia de Salina Marques. A promine
rock, 18m high, surmounts the summit of this hill and resem
bles a house. Pico Tecuani, 675m high, rises 1.8 miles W
Pico Shadani and is prominent.

5.29 Salina Cruz Offshore Terminal (16˚10'N.,
95˚12'W.) lies in Bahia de Salina Marques and consists of th
SPM buoys, which are connected to the shore by submar
pipelines.
5.29 No. 1 SPM lies in a depth of 22.9m, 2 miles ENE of Morr
de Salina Marques, and can handle vessels of up to 65,000
5.29 No. 2 SPM lies in a depth of 23.8m, 1 mile ENE of Morro d
Salina Marques, and can handle vessels of up to 65,000 dw
5.29 No. 3 SPM lies in a depth of 28m, 1.7 miles SE of Morro d
Salina Marques, and can handle vessels of up to 250,000 d
350m in length, and 21.3m draft.
5.29 Pilotage is compulsory and available during daylight onl
Pilots can be contacted by VHF and board about 1 mile SE
No. 1 SPM.

5.30 Bahia de Salina Cruz(16˚10'N., 95˚11'W.), a slight
indentation, lies between Morro de Salina and Punta Ventos
miles E. During the hurricane season (May to October), th
bay is exposed to S winds and considerable heavy swells. D
ing November and March, unpredictable and intense N win
known as Tehuantepecers, blow without warning.

5.30 Punta Ventosa(16˚10'N., 95˚09'W.) consists of a bold an
rocky projecting headland, which is surmounted by Cer
Morro, 139m high. Several rocks and small islets front th
headland and the coast to the W. The remaining stretch
coast, as far SE as Barra del Suchiate, consists almost ent
of a low and sandy beach backed by a continuous line of sh
low lagoons. Between these lagoons and the mountains inla
the terrain is generally low and wooded. A few scattered hi
rise from the coastal plain at the head of the gulf, but none
prominent.
5.30 The currents in this vicinity are very irregular, both in direc
tion and force. They sometimes set E at rates of 0.5 knot to
knots, but within 12 hours, they may set as strongly in th
opposite direction.

5.30 Off Bahia de Sacrificios, the current has been observed to
N and E at a rate of 2 knots during strong N winds.

5.30 Cerro Tres Picos(16˚11'N., 93˚38'W.), 2,422m high, stand
70 miles E of the head of the gulf and can easily be seen
clear weather from a distance of about 90 miles. This peak
pears from a distance as a cone towering above the surroun
mountains. However, from Barra de Tonala, 21 miles SW,
appears as three peaks, the middle one being the sharpes
highest.Morro de Salina Marques Light from SW
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Puerto de Salina Cruz (16˚10'N., 95˚12'W.)

World Port Index No. 15730

5.31 Puerto de Salina Cruz lies in the NW part of Bahia de
Salina Cruz. The port has facilities for general cargo, container,
bulk, and tanker vessels. In addition, there is a small naval
base. The outer harbor is protected by two breakwaters and is
approached by a dredged channel.
5.31 Winds—Weather.—In the vicinity of the Gulf of Tehuan-
tepec, which includes Puerto de Salina Cruz, the N winds are
particularly strong. These winds, known locally as Tehuante-
pecers, generally prevail from October through April and at
times blow with a force that exceeds force 8. There is less than
1 day per month of such winds from May to September. These
winds may last several hours or several days, are liable to raise
a high sea, and may be felt up to 100 miles offshore. The onset
of these gale force winds may be indicated by a brief periods of
rain from arched squall clouds followed by quickly clearing or
cloudless skies. The barometer cannot be relied on to give any
prior warning.
5.31 Tides—Currents.—The tides rise about 1.1m at springs and
1m at neaps.
5.31 The currents in the entrance of the outer harbor are usually
weak and variable, but a current has been experienced at times
setting W at rates of up to 3 knots.
5.31 Depths—Limitations.—The entrance channel leading into
the outer harbor is dredged to a depth of 12m. The channel
leading into inner harbor is dredged to a depth of 9.7m.
5.31 The Container Wharf, at the W side of the outer harbor, is
240m long and has a depth of 10.7m alongside. Generally, ves-
sels of up to 200m in length and 9.6m draft can be accommo-
dated in the outer harbor.
5.31 An LPG wharf lies at the E side of the outer harbor and can
handle vessels of up to 30,000 dwt, 197m in length, and 10.4m
draft.
5.31 The SE side of the inner harbor provides 480m of berthage
with depths of 7.3 to 10m alongside. The SW side of the inner
harbor provides 460m of berthage with depths of up to 10m
alongside. Generally, vessels of up to 180m in length and 9.1m
draft can be accommodated in the inner harbor.
5.31 Aspect.—The entrance channel is indicated by a lighted
range, which may best be seen on the chart.
5.31 Two prominent radio towers, situated close together, stand
on the E side of inner harbor.
5.31 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory for all foreign vessels and
Mexican vessels over 500 grt. Pilots can be contacted by VHF
and board about 0.6 mile SSE of the head of the E breakwater.
Normal hours of operations are 0600 to 1800.
5.31 Regulations.—A Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) has been
established in the approaches to the port. Vessels must contact
the VTS 1.5 hours prior to arrival stating ETA, draft, and last
port of call. Any vessels intending to load gas or oil must also
contact PEMEX on VHF channel 9.
5.31 Vessels must contact the VTS when 6 miles off the port;
these vessels are then classified as “arrived vessels.” The VTS
will then provide pilotage instructions, anchorage positions,
and berthing instructions.
5.31 All vessels must maintain a continuous listening watch on
VHF channel 6.

5.31 Anchorage.—Anchorage can be taken outside the brea
waters, clear of the entrance range, and no closer than 0.5 m
from the coast. The holding ground is moderate and the
chorage positions are assigned by the port authorities.
5.31 Directions.—An IMO-adopted Traffic Separation Schem
(TSS) lies in the approaches to the port and may best be see
the chart. This TSS consists of two parts, as follows:

1. A recommended approach route from the S for vess
over 500 grt arriving at, or leaving, the port of Salina Cruz.

2. A recommended approach route from the SW f
tankers proceeding to, or coming from, the offshore termina

5.31 A Precautionary Area has been established at the junction
these S and SW approach routes.
5.31 Caution.—The entrance channel is subject to silting, b
regular dredging is carried out.

Puerto de Salina Cruz to the Rio Suchiate

5.32 Bahia Ventosa(16˚10'N., 95˚08'W.) lies close E of
Punta Ventosa. The Rio Tehuantepec flows into the sea
miles NE of the latter point. Heavy breakers extend up to abo
1 mile offshore in the vicinity of the mouth of this river. The
city of Tehuantepec stands 10 miles above the river entranc
5.32 The coast between Bahia Ventosa and Boca de San F
cisco, 23 miles E, is low, brush covered, and backed by a se
of large lagoons. The white dome of the church situated at S
Mateo del Mar, about midway along this stretch of coast, a
the cupola tower of the church situated at Santa Maria, 7 mi
farther E, are conspicuous.
5.32 Boca de San Francisco, the entrance leading into the la
lagoons, is marked by heavy breakers which extend up to
mile offshore. A prominent white sand dune, 6m high, stan
on a low spit of land, 0.5 mile W of this entrance.
5.32 A stranded wreck lies close W of the W entrance point
Boca de San Francisco and is reported to be radar promine
5.32 The coast between Boca de San Francisco and Barra
Tonala consists of a low, sandy beach backed by a large lago
Lights are shown from structures standing along the shore
miles W, 16 miles E, and 35 miles E of Boca de San Francis

Barra de Tonala (16˚00'N., 93˚57'W.), a bar, lies 49 miles
ESE of Boca de San Francisco and obstructs an entra
leading into the lagoon. It is marked by breakers which exte
up to 0.8 mile offshore. Anchorage can be taken, in a depth
22m, about 0.5 mile seaward of these breakers.

5.33 Puerto Arista (15˚56'N., 93˚50'W.), a small town, is
situated 8 miles ESE of Barra de Tonala and marked by a lig
It was formerly a commercial port for the town of Tonala,
miles inland. Anchorage can be taken, in a depth of 18m, s
ward of a group of houses with red roofs. The holding grou
is good, but vessels often lie broadside to the swell.
5.33 Paredones de Soconusco(15˚51'N., 93˚41'W.), a group of
hills, attains a height of 610m and stands 10 miles SE of Pue
Arista. Cerro San Bernardo, 925m high, rises near the N end
this group, 5 miles inland. This mountain and the hills are co
spicuous, appearing green in the wet season and brown in
dry season.
5.33 The coast between Paredones de Soconusco and Barra de Z
apulco, 61 miles SE, is backed by low, wooded terrain, which ris
close inland to a mountain range. Barra de Zachapulco fronts
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entrance to a lagoon and is marked by breakers extending up to 0.3
mile offshore. From this entrance, the coast extends 20 miles SE to
Barra de San Jose and then 19 miles SE to Puerto Madero.

5.34 Puerto Madero (14˚42'N., 92˚27'W.) (World Port
Index No. 15710) lies on the SE side of the Gulf de Tehuan-
tepec and serves as the port for the city of Tapachula, which
stands 15 miles inland. It also provides extensive fishing facil-
ities.

5.34 Depths—Limitations.—The harbor is entered between tw
parallel rubble breakwaters which lie 340m apart and exte
750m SW from the shore. The entrance fairway is 80m wi
and has a controlling depth of 8.5m. The channel leading to
fishing quay has a dredged depth of 7m.
5.34 The main commercial quay is 150m long and has a depth
8.5m alongside. The fishing quay and naval pier have a de
of 7m alongside. Vessels of up to 165m in length, 25m bea
and 8m draft can be accommodated.

5.34 Aspect.—The entrance fairway is marked by an oute
lighted buoy and indicated by a lighted range.
5.34 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory. Pilots can be contacte
by VHF and board about 0.5 mile off the entrance. Vesse
should send an ETA 48 hours and 24 hours in advance.
5.34 Anchorage.—Anchorage may be obtained, in depths of 1
to 16m, mud with good holding ground, between 0.5 mile a
1.5 miles SSW of the entrance.

The coast between Puerto Madero and the Rio Suchiate
miles SE, is backed by a continuous stretch of lagoon, which
separated from the sea by a narrow strip of land. The Rio S
chiate marks the approximate boundary between Mexico a
Guatemala and separates the towns of Tecun Uman, the te
inus of the Guatemalan railroad, and Suchiate, 3 miles W.

Puerto Arista Light
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6.
Coasts of Guatemala, El Salvador, and Honduras, including Golfo de Fonseca
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6.0Additional chart coverage may be found in CATP2, Catalog of Nautical Charts.
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SECTOR 6

COASTS OF GUATEMALA, EL SALVADOR, AND HONDURAS, INCLUDING GOLFO DE
FONSECA

6.0 Plan.—This sector describes the coasts of Guatemala, El
Salvador, and Honduras, including Golfo de Fonseca. The
descriptive sequence is SE.

General Remarks

6.1 Winds—Weather.—From December to May, the
gentle NE trade system predominates with winds usually
between NE and NW. From May to November, the equatorial
belt of calms lies farther N and winds from the S and W pre-
dominate. During this season, land and sea breezes are com-
mon, with occasional SW squalls. This period coincides with
the rainy season and frequent thunderstorms blow from the W
and SW. The violent, local squalls that occur in connection
with these thunderstorms are known as “Chubascos.”
6.1 Winds from the N are common in the cool season. Along this
coast, the wet and dry seasons are well defined. The rainy sea-
son lasts from May to November and the remainder of the year
constitutes the dry season. In some sections along the middle
of this area, a decrease in rainfall occurs for several weeks
during the summer. This dry spell is known as the “Veranillo.”
Much of the rainfall along this coast occurs in the form of
thundershowers.
6.1 Tides—Currents.—The current along this part of the coast
generally sets W, but its direction is often affected by eddies in
local areas. There is evidence that the position of these eddies
varies from one year to the next and the regularity of the cur-
rents cannot be relied on. Vessels are cautioned to give the
points located along the coast a wide berth.
6.1 Caution.—It has been reported (1998) that as a result of
Hurricane Mitch all marine navigational aids along the Hon-
duran coast have either been destroyed or are unreliable. For
further details, local authorities should be consulted.

The Rio Suchiate to Champerico

6.2 The Rio Suchiate (14˚33'N., 92˚14'W.) marks the
approximate boundary between Mexico and Guatemala and
separates the towns of Tecun Uman, the terminus of the
Guatemalan railroad, and Suchiate, 3 miles W.
6.2 The Rio Ocos (14˚31'N., 92˚12'W.) discharges into the sea
about 10 miles SE of the mouth of the Rio Suchiate. The small
village of Ocos is situated on the W side of the entrance and is
fronted by a derelict pier. Vessels, with cargo to be landed,
usually anchor during the day, in a depth of 9m, close off the
village. At night, vessels anchor about 1 to 2 miles offshore.

6.2 The coast in this vicinity is subject to frequent changes due
to earthquakes and vessels should approach the Rio Ocos with
caution.
6.2 The coast between the the Rio Ocos and Champerico, 19
miles SE, consists of a narrow strip of sandy beach backed by a
series of lagoons.

Champerico (14˚18'N., 91˚56'W.)

World Port Index No. 15680

6.3 The port of Champerico consists of an open roadste
where cargo is loaded and discharged from lighters.
6.3 Tides—Currents.—The tide rises about 2.1m at springs an
2m at neaps.
6.3 During the dry season (November through April), the curre
in this vicinity usually sets ESE at a rate of 0.5 knot. Howeve
the current will occasionally set ESE for 3 or 4 days and th
set in the opposite direction for the same length of time. Fro
July to August, a WNW current, with a rate of over 0.5 kno
predominates.
6.3 Depths—Limitations.—The approach to the roadstead i
deep and clear. A lighter pier, 216m long, fronts the town a
has a depth of 5.6m alongside its outer end. The port c
handle vessels up to 200m in length and a draft of 11m.
6.3 Aspect.—The warehouses and buildings standing in th
town can be seen for a considerable distance. A light is sho
from a tower, surmounting a concrete tank, in the N part of t
town. A conspicuous stranded wreck lies 1 mile E of the light
pier. A spherical water tower is situated about 0.2 mile ENE
the head of the pier and is conspicuous.
6.3 Anchorage.—Anchorage can be taken, in a depth of 12m
about 0.9 mile SSW of the head of the lighter pier. It is advi
able to anchor farther seaward during extreme surf conditio
and during the rainy season when local storms occur witho
warning.
6.3 Caution.—Heavy rollers, which break in a depth of 7m, oc
casionally set in from the S during a flat calm at full or ne
moon.

Champerico to Puerto Quetzel

6.4 San Luis (14˚11'N., 91˚46'W.) is situated at the
mouth of the Rio Samala, 12 miles SE of Champerico. Th
settlement may be recognized by two large sheds with huts
either side. A reef, which breaks, is reported to lie 2 to 4 mil
offshore along the coast for a distance of about 6 miles abe
of the mouth of the river. Shallow depths were reported (191
to lie seaward of this reef and vessels should give the are
wide berth. A dangerous rock was reported (1912) to lie abo
5 miles S of San Luis.
6.4 Vessels with local knowledge may anchor off San Lu
during the dry season, from November to April, but at oth
times the anchorage should be avoided.
6.4 Sesecapa(Nuevo Venecio) (14˚06'N., 91˚37'W.), an ope
roadstead, lies about 10 miles SE of San Luis and is oc
sionally used by vessels for loading cargo.
6.4 San Jeronimo (13˚55'N., 91˚11'W.), a small village, con-
sists of several huts and one large warehouse. Good ancho
can be taken, in depths of 11 to 15m, off this village during th
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dry season. Lighters for working cargo can be obtained from
either Champerico or San Jose.

6.5 San Jose(13˚55'N., 90˚50'W.) (World Port Index No.
15670), an open roadstead, serves by rail the city of Guate-
mala, which stands 72 miles inland. No alongside berthing
facilities are provided and very little cargo is reported to be
handled.
6.5 Depths—Limitations.—A molasses pier, 274m long, fronts
the town and has a depth of 9.1m alongside its outer end.
Several mooring buoys are situated off the head of the of pier.
It was reported (1990) that this pier was in a poor state of
repair.
6.5 Three offshore tanker berths, consisting of several mooring
buoys, lie 1.5 miles W of the pier and are connected to the
shore by a submarine pipeline. Vessels with drafts of up to 9m
can be handled at this offshore facility.

6.5 Aspect.—Volcano Agua and Volcano Fuego, both conspic-
uous peaks, rise about 32 miles N of San Jose. Volcano Agua,
3,759m high, is shaped like a perfect cone. Volcano Fuego,
3,841m high, consists of two summits of nearly equal size and
appearance. Square Rock, 457m high, stands 25 miles NNW of
the town and forms an excellent landmark when the other
peaks are obscured by haze.
6.5 During hazy weather, the town may be identified by the
break in the thick green vegetation. In clear weather, a white
warehouse, situated on the beach, and another warehouse,
situated on the end of the pier, are prominent. Several oil tanks
stand 2 miles W of the pier. A conspicuous water tower is
situated 0.5 mile NNW of the pier.
6.5 A prominent stranded wreck lies 0.4 mile W of the pier. A
light is shown from a structure standing near the outer end of
the pier. Another light is shown from the airport tower situated
1 mile NW of the port. An aero radiobeacon is situated 6 miles
ENE of the light.
6.5 A river mouth lies 5.3 miles W of San Jose and is protected
by breakwaters, which are visible from seaward in all weather.
6.5 Pilotage.—Pilotage is not required for anchoring. Pilots are
required for tankers proceeding to the offshore terminal and are
available by day from Puerto Quetzal.
6.5 Anchorage.—Anchorage can be taken, in a depth of 20m,
about 0.6 mile S of the head of the pier. The bottom is sandy,
but the holding ground is not good. At night, vessels should not
anchor close in as unlit barges normally moor off the pier.
Anchorage farther seaward is advisable during extreme surf
conditions and during the rainy season when “Chubascos” are
liable to occur without warning.
6.5 Three dangerous wrecks lie within 0.2 mile of the head of
the pier.

6.5 Caution.—A foul ground area lies centered 0.4 mile S of the
head of the pier. Numerous anchors and cables are reported to
lie within this area.
6.5 Shoals, with a least depth of 14.6m, lie 1 mile SSW and 2
miles S of the pier.
6.5 During February, March, and April, the port is reported to be
difficult to identify at daybreak due to the smoke caused by the
burning of brush and vegetation.

Puerto Quetzel (13˚55'N., 90˚48'W.)

World Port Index No. 15660

6.6 Puerto Quetzel is the principal port of Guatemala o
the Pacific coast. It is protected by breakwaters and construc
around a natural lagoon. The commercial facilities lie at the
side of the harbor and a basin used by naval and small craft
at the W side.

6.6 Winds—Weather.—Generally, the wind blows from be-
tween SSE and W from 1000 to 2100. After a short calm, t
wind then veers to between NW and N. Winds from the
accompanied by heavy squalls and frequent rains, prevail fr
about the middle of June to October.
6.6 Tides—Currents.—The tides rise about 1.8m at springs an
1.5m at neaps.
6.6 During the dry season, the current mostly sets ESE at a r
of about 0.5 knot at springs. However, the current frequen
alternates between ESE and WNW, running in each direct
for 3 or 4 days at a time. From June to August, a current sett
WNW at a rate of 0.5 knot predominates.
6.6 A strong E to NE set, at a rate of 0.5 to 1.5 knots, caused
winds and sea swell, was reported (1998) in the approa
outside the breakwaters.
6.6 Depths—Limitations.—The W breakwater projects 450m
SSE and then 600m ESE from the shore. The E breakwater
tends 300m S from the shore. The port entrance is 350m wi
An inner breakwater extends 365m W from the root of the
breakwater. A turning basin, 400m in diameter, lies close
side the entrance.
6.6 The entrance channel and turning basin are dredged t
depth of 11m.
6.6 Muelle Principal, the main quay, is 800m long and has
depth of 11m alongside. Muelle Sur is 170m long and has
depth of 5m alongside.
6.6 There are facilities for general cargo, bulk, ro-ro, containe
and cruise vessels. Vessels of up to 210m in length, 32m be
and 10.5m draft can be accommodated.
6.6 Aspect.—The entrance fairway is marked by lighted buoy
and indicated by a lighted range. The N and S breakwaters
lighted. It has been reported (2002) that the rear range mar
is slightly obscured by vegetation and the top of the front ran
marker. Three conspicuous white tanks line the front of t
port.
6.6 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory. The vessel’s ETA shou
be sent, via the agent, 12 hours in advance. The pilots can
contacted on VHF channel 16. Pilots board within 1.5 miles
the harbor entrance.
6.6 Anchorage.—A designated anchorage area, with nin
berths, lies centered 1 mile S of the W breakwater. This a
has depths of 19 to 28m, with moderately good holdin
ground, although exposed to considerable swell.
6.6 Caution.—It has been reported that aids to navigation ma
be obscured by anchored vessels. It has also been repo

Puerto Quetzal Home Page

http://www.puerto-quetzal.com
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(2001) that the range and other aids to navigation are difficult
to distinguish at night.

Puerto Quetzal to Acajutla

6.7 Iztapa(13˚55'N., 90˚38'W.), an open roadstead, lies 6
miles E of San Jose, at the mouth of a river. It is now a resort
and is of little importance. Anchorage can be taken, in depths
of 20 to 24m, mud and sand, about 0.5 mile offshore.
6.7 The coast between Iztapa and Fondeadero Acajutla, 51 miles
ESE, consists of a grayish, sandy beach broken by the en-
trances of several small rivers. Several villages stand near the
shore along this stretch of coast and have been reported to be
useful landmarks.

6.7 The Rio Paz (13˚45'N., 90˚08'W.), one of the larger rivers,
lies 36 miles ESE of Iztapa and marks the approximate bound-
ary between Guatemala and El Salvador. A shoal, with a depth
of 10m, is reported to lie 12 miles SW of the mouth of this
river.

Acajutla (13˚35'N., 89˚50'W.)

World Port Index No. 15640

6.8 The port of Acajutla, a primary export center for
locally-grown coffee, lies 20 miles SE of the Rio Paz and is ex-
posed to W winds. It serves the region of Santa Ana in the W
part of El Salvador. The town, a popular resort, includes an ex-
tensive industrial complex comprised of a cement factory, an
oil refinery, and a grain silo.
6.8 Winds—Weather.—Strong W winds usually raise a heavy
sea at the exposed anchorage and cause surging at the piers.
Mooring lines are frequently parted. Chubascos, violent thun-
dery squalls, are frequent during the wet period, May to Octo-
ber.
6.8 Tides—Currents.—The tides rise about 1.8m at springs and
1.5m at neaps.
6.8 The offshore current in this vicinity usually sets in an E
direction at a rate of 0.5 knot.

6.8 Depths—Limitations.—The port consists of a breakwate
which extends 480m W, then 300m NW, and finally 300
NNW from the shore. A finger pier, 360m long, extends NW
from midway along the first section of the breakwater.
6.8 An offshore tanker berth, consisting of a cluster of moorin
buoys, lies in a depth of 15m, 0.8 mile S of the breakwater, a
is connected to the shore by a submarine pipeline. Tankers
up to 226m in length and 12m draft can be handled.
6.8 The breakwater and finger pier provide eight berths, w
depths of 7.9 to 14.6m alongside, for general cargo, bulk, a
container vessels. Generally, vessels of up to 40,000 dwt, 25
in length, and 12m draft can be accommodated.
6.8 Aspect.—A light is shown from a framework tower, 7m
high, standing at Puerto Viego, the old part of the town, 0
mile ENE of the breakwater head.
6.8 A light is shown from the head of the breakwater.
6.8 An outer lighted buoy is moored about 2 miles SW of th
breakwater head.
6.8 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory and available by day an
at night. Pilots can be contacted by VHF and board betwee
and 2 miles from the harbor entrance. Vessels should send
ETA to their agents 96 hours, 48 hours, 24 hours, and 12 ho
in advance.
6.8 Anchorage.—Vessels can anchor almost anywhere off th
port. Cargo vessels usually anchor about 1 mile NW of t
head of the breakwater. Tankers are advised not to anchor,
to remain underway and within VHF range.
6.8 Caution.—Unlit barges frequently anchor within 0.5 mile o
the breakwater.
6.8 Two shoal patches, with depths of 5.9 to 8m, are reported
lie about 0.8 mile NNW of the breakwater head.
6.8 An underwater obstruction is reported to lie about 0.7 m
SSW of the offshore tanker berth.
6.8 Less depths than charted were reported (1995) to lie alo
side the breakwater.
6.8 Vessels should always have their engines available at sh
notice in order to leave the berth due to heavy swell. Duri
such periods, vessels usually remain underway and wit
VHF range.
6.8 From May to October, vessels should maintain a radar wa
from 2 hours before sunset until sunrise in order to dete
incoming squalls. If there is evidence of a Chubasco within
miles of the port, all operations are ceased. Vessels are
quested to maintain a minimum mean draft of 6m at all time
6.8 It has been reported that navigational aids and small craft
difficult to identify against the background of lights show
from the industrial complex.

Acajutla to Golfo de Fonseca

6.9 Punta Remedios(13˚31'N., 89˚48'W.), marked by a
light, is low, cliffy, and thickly covered with mangroves. A fou
area, with reefs and rocks, extends up to 2.5 miles seaward
the point and may best be seen on the chart.
6.9 A stranded wreck, with its hull visible at all stages of th
tide, lies about 2.3 miles WNW of the point and was reporte
(1985) to be conspicuous.
6.9 Caution.—The waters in the vicinity of Punta Remedio
have not been closely surveyed and vessels are advised to
not less than 4 miles off the point when transiting from the

Puerto Quetzal Lighted Buoy PQ
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When the point bears NE, vessels should keep in a depth of not
less than 18m as they proceed up the coast.

6.10 Sacasa Rock(13˚28'N., 89˚47'W.) lies about 3.5
miles SSE of Punta Remedios, but its position is doubtful. The
sea breaks occasionally over this rock at LW.
6.10 The coast between Punta Remedios and La Libertad, 28
miles E, consists of a gray, sandy beach for the first 12 miles
and also for the last 6 miles. The remaining part of the coast
consists of a succession of projecting headlands and steep
cliffs.

La Libertad (13˚29'N., 89˚19'W.) (World Port Index No.
15630), an open roadstead anchorage, is no longer used for
commercial traffic, but is frequented by fishing vessels. A pier,
270m long, fronts the town, which is a popular resort, and has a
depth of 5m alongside its head. A dangerous wreck lies about 5
miles WSW of La Puntilla.

6.11 La Concordia(13˚21'N., 89˚03'W.), located 17 miles
ESE of La Libertad, stands at the entrance to a lagoon, about
midway between La Libertad and the Rio Lempa. The Rio
Jiboa, flowing from a lake in the interior, discharges into the
sea about 1.5 miles W of this settlement. The entrance to the
lagoon, which cannot be entered, is marked by heavy breakers.
6.11 Volcan San Vicente, shaped like truncated cone, rises 18.5
miles NNE of La Concordia. This peak is 2,173m high and
appears as a double summit when viewed from the E or W. The
lights of a city situated on the S slopes of this peak are conspic-
uous from seaward.
6.11 A conspicuous white house stands on a hill, 196m high,
which rises 9 miles NNW of La Concordia.
6.11 TheRio Lempa (13˚14'N., 88˚49'W.), the largest river in El
Salvador, lies 16 miles E of La Concordia. It is navigable by
river steamers, but has little commercial importance. The river
entrance may be recognized by some large trees, with white
trunks and almost bare tops, standing in the vicinity, and by
discolored water which extends up to 5 miles offshore.
6.11 The coast between the Rio Lempa and Punta San Juan, 20
miles E, is fringed by a belt of white sand backed by an exten-
sive plain.

6.12 Bahia de Jiquilisco(13˚10'N., 88˚28'W.), lying 20
miles E of the Rio Lempa, is entered between Peninsula San
Juan and the SW extremity of Isla San Sebastian. This bay is

fronted by an extensive shoal which is divided into two sep
rate parts by a straight and narrow channel. The bay, within
entrance, is extensive, but most of the area is occupied
several large, low islands. Deep and narrow creeks surrou
almost all of these islands.
6.12 Bajos Lempa, two shallow shoals separated by a narr
channel, extend about 3 miles S from the coast on either sid
the bay entrance. A bar, with a least depth of 4.3m, lies acr
the S part of this channel and joins the outer extremities of t
two shallow shoals. A line of breakers usually forms over th
shoals on either side of the bar at certain stages of the tide, e
in good weather. Within the bar, several shoal patches, w
depths of 4.6 to 5.5m, lie in the channel. About 1.5 miles abo
these shoals, which are centered 0.5 mile inside the bar,
channel narrows and the depths increase to 20m. In this nar
section of the channel, a strong current, accompanied b
choppy sea, is usually encountered.

6.12 The passage leading N and then W to Puerto El Triun
(13˚16'N., 88˚33'W.) from the inner end of the entrance cha
nel has sufficient depths to accommodate any vessel capab
crossing the bar. This town is a shrimping center and the o
place of any importance in the bay. A local craft will meet an
lead a vessel over the bar and into the bay provided prior
rangements have been made with the town authorities.
trance into the bay should not be attempted without loc
knowledge.
6.12 The currents are regular and follow the direction of th
channels. They usually attain rates of 3 to 4 knots in the e
trance channel and set W, with a rate of 1 knot, outside the 
6.12 Good and sheltered anchorage can be taken in any part of
main channel between Isla Pajarito (13˚12'N., 88˚28'W.) a
Isla Tortuga, 6.5 miles NW.
6.12 Caution.—Bajos Lempa, the shoals at the entrance, we
reported to have extended farther seaward than charted.
6.12 The depths in the channel are subject to change.
6.12 A dangerous wreck is reported to lie about 1 mile S of th
entrance.
6.12 An ammunition dumping ground, 10 miles wide, lies be
tween 55 miles S and 60 miles SW of Bahia de Jiquilisco a
may best be seen on the appropriate chart.

6.13 The Rio Grande de San Miguel (13˚10'N.,
88˚23'W.) flows into the sea about 4 miles E of Bahia de Jiq

Acajutla
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lisco. The entrance is obstructed by a bar, which is marked by
breakers.
6.13 The coast between the river mouth and Punta Amapala, 28
miles E, consists of a sandy beach broken in places by cliffs.
The currents off this section of the coast, which attain rates of
1.5 knots, set E for a period and then set in the opposite
direction.
6.13 Caution.—The sandy beaches along this part of the coast
give a very deceptive appearance to the land, especially at sun-
rise and sunset, causing it to appear nearer than it really is, and
the surf to appear to break further from the shore than it actu-
ally does.

Golfo de Fonseca

6.14 Golfo de Fonseca(13˚09'N., 87˚54'W.) is entered
between Punta de Amapala and Punta Cosiguina, 19 miles SE,
and recedes about 30 miles NE to its head. The coasts of El
Salvador and Honduras front the NW and NE shores of the gulf
and contain Puerto La Union, Puerto Amapala, and Bahia San
Lorenzo. The Estero Real, a navigable river, discharges into the
SE side of the gulf and is bordered by Nicaragua.
6.14 Several prominent volcanic peaks rise on both sides of the
gulf entrance and a number of high and conspicuous islands lie
within the inner part. Punta de Amapala, the W entrance point,
is low, flat, and fronted by a reef which extends up to 0.3 mile
offshore. This reef, which is marked by breakers, has been re-
ported (1994) to extend farther offshore than charted.
6.14 Volcan San Miguel (13˚25'N., 88˚18'W.), 2,132m high,
rises 28.5 miles NW of Punta de Amapala and is very conspic-
uous.
6.14 Volcan Conchagua, with a double-peaked summit, rises
close to the coast, 8 miles NE of Punta de Amapala. El Pinal,
the tallest summit, is 1,280m high and partly wooded. The
other summit is grass-covered and more rounded.
6.14 Volcan Consiguina, the tallest peak rising on the SE side of
the entrance, is 872m high and stands 8.5 miles NE of Punta
Cosiguina. On a clear day, this volcano can be seen from up to
70 miles offshore.
6.14 Winds—Weather.—Land and sea breezes blow regularly
from the end of February to the beginning of May. The land
breezes are light, blowing from between NE and NNW. The
sea breezes blow from between S and SW. During the rainy
season (May to October), the weather is often variable with
heavy rain squalls from the E. However, light variable NE or
NNE winds prevail when the weather is settled. Strong N
winds may be expected from October to February, sometimes
lasting for more than one week at a time. When these N winds
are not blowing, light and variable winds prevail.
6.14 Caution.—Numerous fishing vessels may be encountered in
the approaches to the bay.

Golfo de Fonseca—Punta de Amapala to Puerto
La Union

6.15 Isla Conchaguita(13˚14'N., 87˚46'W.), 505m high,
lies on the W side of the gulf, 8 miles NE of Punta de Amapala.
The channel lying W of this island leads to La Union. A
shallow flat extends 2.3 miles NNE from Isla Conchaguita to
Isla Martin Perez (13˚17'N., 87˚44'W.).

6.15 Isla Zacatillo (Isla Punta Sacate) (13˚18'N., 87˚46'W.
irregular in shape, lies NW of Isla Martin Perez and
separated from it by Dyer Strait. Zacate Reef, with rocky hea
awash in places, extends about 0.5 mile S from the SW end
this island. An isolated shoal, with a depth of 2.1m, lies
Dyer Strait, about 0.5 mile S of the reef. The channel lyin
between the reef and Punta Chiquirin forms the main approa
to La Union. Colima Shoal, with a depth of 3.9m, lies on the W
side of this channel, about 0.3 mile NNE of Punta Chiquiri
Several other detached shoals, with depths of 3.9 to 4.3m,
close off the E and SE sides of the same point. Lights a
shown from structures standing on Punta Chiquirin and t
NW side of Isla Zacatillo.

6.15 Bahia de la Union (13˚20'N., 87˚47'W.), large and shel
tered, has shallow depths over most of its area. This bay
entered close E of Punta Chiquirin and extends about 8 mile
a NW direction. The N shore of the bay is fronted by a larg
drying flat and, with the exception of the approach chann
depths of 6m and less prevail over the remaining area.

Puerto La Union (13˚20'N., 87˚50'W.)

World Port Index No. 15600

6.16 Puerto La Union (Cutuco) derives its importance from
having the best sheltered harbor in the country.
6.16 Winds—Weather.—In as much as the harbor is landlocked
the prevailing winds are usually light, but the heat is excessi
During the dry season (December to May), a strong wi
blows from the N. During the rainy season, the Chubasc
blow usually from the E.
6.16 Tides—Currents.—The tides rise about 3m at springs an
2m at neaps.
6.16 The currents are fairly regular except during the rainy seas
when the ebb flows somewhat longer than the flood. Off Pu
Chiquirin, the ebb current sometimes runs at a rate of 3 kn
and causes a heavy race which has the appearance of brea
The current divides N of Isla Conchaguita. One branch sets
into the bay and the other branch sets NE between I
Zacatillo and Isla Martin Perez.
6.16 Depths—Limitations.—The least depth in the approach t
the port was reported (1992) to be 5.9m, but isolated depths
3.7 and 4.9m lie on each side of the fairway.
6.16 Muelle Cutuco, the main cargo pier, is 320m long an
provides 152m of berthage on either side. The N side of t
pier has depths of 7.3 to 9.1m alongside and the S side
depths of 6.7 to 7.2m alongside. Generally, vessels of up
180m in length, 29m beam, and 9.1m draft can be accomm
dated. It is reported that a maximum length of 168m is reco
mended due to the strong tidal currents.
6.16 An L-shaped pier, for the use of naval craft, fronts the E si
of the town and extends about 0.2 mile NE. There is also
terminal facility for fishing vessels.
6.16 Aspect.—A prominent warehouse and a prominent ligh
tower, 9m high, stand near the head of Muelle Cutuco. Volc
Conchagua, a distinctive double-peak summit, lies 3 miles S
the port. El Pinal, 1,225m high, is covered with trees an
slopes gradually. The lower summit is covered in grass and
the true crater of the inactive volcano.
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6.16 Pilotage.—Pilotage is not compulsory but is recommended,
particularly for vessels with drafts over 6.7m. Pilots can be
contacted by VHF and board about 1.5 mile S of Punta Chi-
quirin. Night navigation is not recommended. Vessels should
send an ETA at least 48 hours in advance.
6.16 Signals.—Flags displayed from the signal station at the
outer end of Muelle de Cutuco indicate the allotted berth. A
black ball displayed under the flag indicates slack water. Ves-
sels entering or leaving the port are required to sound three
long blasts on the whistle or siren.

6.16 Anchorage.—Vessels can anchor within a designated area,
which may be best seen on the chart, lying 1.5 miles S of Punta
Chiquirin. The area has depths of 11 to 13m over a bottom of
mud and sand. Vessels are advised to anchor along a N/S line
because a heavy sea is raised when the ebb current is opposed
by a strong sea breeze.
6.16 Anchorage may be taken in convenient depths almost any-
where within the bay clear of the mud flats.
6.16 Caution.—Submarine cables, which may best be seen on
the chart, lie in the vicinity of the N part of the designated
anchorage area and on the E side of the harbor.
6.16 The current setting off the pier usually attains a rate of about
3 knots at springs, but rates of up to 7 knots have been
reported.

Golfo de Fonseca—Puerto La Union to Punta
Consiguina

6.17 Isla Meanguera(13˚11'N., 87˚43'W.) lies near the
middle of the Golfo de Fonseca, 9 miles within the entrance.
This island has irregular cliffy shores and is 494m high in its
central part. Isla Meanquerita, a small islet, lies close off the
SE extremity of this island and may safely be passed on either
side.

6.17 Isla del Tigre (13˚16'N., 87˚38'W.), lying 3.5 miles NE of
Isla Meanguera, is almost circular in shape and 783m high.
The N and E sides of this island are fronted by extensive
shallow flats; a bank, with shallow depths, extends up to about
2 miles seaward from its S side. A narrow channel lies along
the W side of the island and leads to Puerto Amapala. A light is
shown from a structure standing near the summit of the island.

6.17 Caracolita (Isla Paca) (Knob Island), low and heavi
wooded, lies close off the W side of Isla del Tigre and
dangerous pinnacle rock, marked by tide rips, lies close off
W side.
6.17 Isla Zacate Grande, lying N of Isla del Tigre, is the large
island in the gulf and the only one not densely wooded to t
summit.

6.18 Puerto Ampala (13˚18'N., 87˚39'W.), approached
through a narrow channel, lies at the NW end of Isla del Tigr
The port is no longer used by commercial traffic as cargo op
ations were transferred to Puerto de Henecan. The small
fronting the town is reported to be used by naval craft.
6.18 Bahia Chismuyo (13˚25'N., 87˚38'W.), lying 5 miles N of
Puerto Amapala, is entered between Isla Zacate Grande
Isla Exposicion. Vessels may enter this bay through two narr
channels which lie E and W of the latter island and exte
about 7 miles NNE to the head. The bay has no commerc
facilities for large vessels and is frequented only by small cra
Entry should not be attempted without local knowledge. Go
anchorage can be taken off the NW extremity of Isla Zaca
Grande, but the currents are strong.

Bahia San Lorenzo(13˚18'N., 87˚30'W.) is entered betwee
Isla del Tigre and Isla Raton, 6 miles E.

6.19 Puerto de Henecan (Puerto de San Lorenzo)
(13˚24'N., 87˚27'W.) (World Port Index No. 15570) lies nea
the head of the bay, 1.5 miles SE of the town of San Lorenz
6.19 Depths—Limitations.—An approach channel, with a
dredged depth of 8.5m, leads 16 miles NNE to the harbor. D
to silting, this channel has a dredged depth of only 7.3m. T
fairway is narrow, tortuous, and constantly shifting.
6.19 The main pier, which provides four berths, is T-shaped a
296m long. The N inner berth is 134m long and has a depth
6.7m alongside. The S inner berth is 116m long and has
depth of 6.7m alongside. The outer face, which forms tw
berths, has depths of 8.9 to 10m alongside. Vessels of up
176m in length, 32m beam, and 7.1m draft can be acco
modated.
6.19 Aspect.—The approach fairway is marked by lighted buoy
and beacons. An outer fairway lighted buoy marks the seaw
entrance of the channel.
6.19 A conspicuous hill, 170m high, stands on the E side of Is
Zacate Grande.
6.19 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory. Pilots can be contacte
by VHF and board in the vicinity of the outer fairway lighted
buoy, about 6 miles E of Isla Meanguera (13˚11'N., 87˚43'W
Vessels should send an ETA at least 24 hours in advan
Berthing is carried out during daylight hours only.
6.19 Anchorage.—Vessels can anchor, in a depth of 8m, abo
0.9 mile SSW of the main pier.
6.19 Caution.—The tidal currents in the approach channel a
strong and are reported to set across the fairway.
6.19 It was reported (1994) that many of the navigational ai
were out of position or missing.
6.19 Evening fog is prevalent.

6.20 Estero Real(12˚55'N., 87˚23'W.), a broad and navi
gable river, rises near Lago de Managua and flows into
head of the bay, 15 miles SE of Punta El Rosario. It can be

La Union Pier with Volcan Conchagua  in background
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cended by vessels with drafts of up to 3m for a distance of
about 30 miles.

6.20 A bar, which lies about 6 miles SSW of Punta Condega
(13˚06'N., 87˚26'W.), was reported (1992) to have a least depth
of 5m. Above this bar, the depths are sufficient to accom-
modate vessels capable of entering as far as the junction of the
Estero Palomina, about 20 miles above the entrance. Above
this junction, the depths decrease rapidly.
6.20 Entrance to the river should not be attempted without local
knowledge as the currents are very strong at times.

6.21 Punta El Rosario(13˚05'N., 87˚35'W.), located 8.5
miles WSW of Punta Condega, is low and sandy. The an-
chorage lies in the NW part of the bay and E of the point. This
anchorage area, which is 6 miles long and 2.3 miles wide, is
well-sheltered and has depths of 9 to 16m. It is frequently used
by vessels bound for Estero Real.
6.21 At a position about 2 miles E of Punta El Rosario, the ebb
and the flood set NW and SE, respectively, at rates of up to
about 4 knots at springs.

6.21 Farallones de Consiguina (Islas Farallones) (13˚05'N.,
87˚41'W.), a group of light-colored rocks fringed by shoal
lies 6 miles W of Punta El Rosario. The largest rock of th
group has a rounded top, whereas the others are sharp
jagged. When seen from the S, they appear as one large d
with pinnacle rocks on either side. Vessels are advised to g
this group of dangers a berth of at least 1 mile. A shoal, with
depth of 13.1m, is reported to lie about 2.8 miles WSW of th
group.
6.21 Caution.—The swell off this coast causes breakers along t
shore and on Farallones de Consiguina.

6.22 Punta Consiguina(12˚55'N., 87˚41'W.), the SE en-
trance point of Golfo de Fonseca, is located 11.5 miles SW
Punta El Rosario. It consists of a series of cliffs which rise i
land to Volcan Cosiguina.
6.22 Caution.—A dangerous wreck is reported to lie about 1 mil
WSW of Punta Consiguina.
6.22 An obstruction lies about 8 miles SE of Punta Consiguina
shoal patch, with a depth of 4.8m, is reported to lie about
miles N of it.
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7.0Additional chart coverage may be found in CATP2, Catalog of Nautical Charts.
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SECTOR 7

COASTS OF NICARAGUA AND COSTA RICA

7.0 Plan.—This sector describes the W coasts of Nicaragua and
Costa Rica. The descriptive sequence is SE.

Golfo de Fonseca to Puerto Corinto

7.1 The coast between Punta Cosiguina, the E entrance
point of the Golfo de Fonseca, and Puerto Corinto, 40 miles
SE, is fronted by numerous detached shoals and reefs within
the 20m curve which extends up to 4 miles offshore in places.
The shore, up to 6 miles SE of Punta Cosiguina, is backed by
almost perpendicular cliffs, 61m high. Approximately 9 miles
farther SE, an islet lies across the entrance of a river or lagoon.
A breaking shoal extends 0.5 mile seaward from the islet.
7.1 Speck Reef(12˚41'N., 87˚27'W.), consisting of several iso-
lated shoal patches, lies about 5.5 miles SSE of the above islet
and 1.3 miles offshore. The westernmost shoal of the group is
considered to be especially dangerous because it is not marked
by breakers, even with a heavy swell. The other shoals of the
group usually break in a heavy sea.
7.1 Isla de Limon (12˚36'N., 87˚21'W.), lying 7.5 miles SE of
Speck Reef, is low, wooded, and encircled by a white sandy
beach. It is joined to Isla Punta Icaco (Islas de Aserradores) by
a submerged rocky bank which breaks.
7.1 Arrecife Burra Grande, a breaking reef, lies parallel to the
coast about 2 miles W of Isla de Limon and 1.5 miles offshore.
The channel lying between the reef and the coast should not be
attempted. An isolated shoal, with a depth of 6.4m, was
reported to lie 4 miles W of Arrecife Burra Grande.
7.1 Isla Punta Icaco(12˚33'N., 87˚16'W.), long and narrow, ex-
tends from Isla de Limon to Isla Cardon and forms the shore-
line on the W side of the approach to Puerto Corinto.

Puerto Corinto (12˚27'N., 87˚11'W.)

World Port Index No. 15550

7.2 Puerto Corinto is the principal port of entry on the
Pacific coast of Nicaragua and lies at the mouth of Estero del
Realejo. The port is well sheltered, being protected from the W
by Isla El Cardon. There are entrances on either side of this
island, but Barra de Cardon (Canale Cardon), on its N side,
which is marked by buoys and lighted beacons, is the preferred
channel. Boca Falsa (False Bar Channel) leads S of Isla Car-
don, but is not recommended. Puerto Corinto handles imported
manufactured goods and exports coffee, sugar, peanuts, cotton
and seed.
7.2 Winds—Weather.—The year is divided into rainy and dry
seasons, with the rainy season lasting from the latter part of
May until November. The average temperature during the day
is 30˚C and 23˚C at night. Northeast winds prevail from No-
vember to March and SW winds prevail the rest of the year.
7.2 Tides—Currents.—The mean range of the tide is 2.3m at
springs and 1.7m at neaps. The lowest recorded tide was 0.5m
below chart datum and the highest was 2.8m above datum.

7.2 A tide gauge is situated at the S end of the main wharf.
7.2 In Puerto Corinto, the currents are strong and should
guarded against. At the outer anchorage, the flood sets stron
from NE to ENE, and the ebb in the reverse direction, with
mean velocity of about 0.8 knot, but sometimes attains a ve
city of 2 knots. The flood current is reported to set throug
Boca Falsa at a rate of about 3 knots. It has a tendency to s
vessel onto the shoal that extends N from Peninsula Ca
nones. Inside the harbor, the tidal currents set in a direct
parallel with the main axis of the outer part of the pier at a ra
of about 3 knots.
7.2 Occasionally, waves 3 to 4.6m high, enter through Bo
Falsa and then run nearly at right angles in a SE directi
toward the beach, capsizing any boats in their wake. Mo
launches have thus been carried to this beach and broken
During such times, however, the waters to the E and N of t
red channel buoys are preferable for anchorage and sm
boats.
7.2 It is advisable for a large vessel, especially one of the sing
screw type, to select the flood tide for coming alongside t
pier. By doing so, the vessel can proceed to a position off t
upper end of the pier, drop anchor, swing to the tide, and th
go alongside the pier heading out. A vessel of this type mig
experience some difficulty in getting away from the pier
moored heading in.
7.2 Depths—Limitations.—The dredged depth in the approac
channel is 13m. The depth over the bar is 8.5m.
7.2 Vessels are advised to enter only during favorable conditio
and then only with extreme caution. Entry should not b
attempted when a heavy ground swell is running on the b
The pilot should be consulted for the existing state of swell a
depth allowance.
7.2 The W and SW edges of Banco Sawyer, which form the N
side of the channel entrance, are steep-to. The edge of the b
is rarely marked by breakers, and the flood current sets towa
the bank. It has been reported (1998) that Banco Sawyer
extended to the S.
7.2 Depths of less than 9m extend S from Banco Sawyer, w
depths of 7m lying on the N edge of the channel, 0.2 mile S
the drying part of the bank. On the S side of the channel
bank extends E from the NE shore of Isla Cardon and form
bar at the NE end of Boca Falsa, which then connects to
shoal ground at the N extremity of Peninsula Castanones.
7.2 The Banana Pier, close E of Punta Icaco, is 122m long a
has an alongside depth of 9m, but the berth is liable to silt.
7.2 The General Cargo Pier, close NE of the Banana Pier, h
three berths extending 610m NNE and fronting the town, w
alongside depths of 12 to 13m. Containers are handled at th
end of the wharf.
7.2 The Liquid Pier, a T-headed pier with berthing dolphins, lie
close N of the General Cargo Pier and has an alongside de
of 13m.
7.2 The S and E sides of the harbor are fronted by extens
shallow banks, restricting the width of the navigable channel
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about 0.3 mile. The channel is further reduced to a width of
108m at Cardon Island. Three buoys mark the shoal bank
extending W from Isla Encantada.
7.2 The maximum length of a vessel to enter the port is 198m.

Aspect.—The land in the vicinity of Puerto Corinto is low
with but few prominent distinguishing features and stretches
for a considerable distance on either side of the approach.
However, the numerous high volcanic peaks which rise in the
interior are visible for a considerable distance seaward and are
excellent landmarks when not obscured by cloud cover.
7.2 Volcan Viejo, rising to a height of 1,728m about 18 miles NE
of Puerto Corinto, is the highest peak in Nicaragua. A conspic-
uous white chimney, 43m high, stands 10 miles S of Volcan
Viejo.
7.2 Volcan Momotombo, an active volcano, 1,258m high, stands
about 38 miles E of Puerto Corinto. The peak is cone-shaped
and so regular in outline that it resembles a pyramid. When
viewed from the sea at some distance S of the port, this volcano
appears as an immense isolated mountain, but when seen from
Isla El Cardon it appears to be joined to Assoco, a volcano of
lesser height, about 8 miles W. The two mountains then appear
as perfect cones.
7.2 Isla El Cardon, 14m high, is reddish-brown in color during
the dry season and green during the rainy season. The island is
nearly level and almost bare of trees. Morro Cardon Light is
shown from a 13m high round concrete tower situated on the
NE point of the island.
7.2 A conspicuous water tower, marked by a red obstruction
light, stands in the W part of the town.
7.2 Channel Cardon is buoyed and marked by three sets of range
lights. The first set of range lights leads across the bar through
the approach channel to Channel Cardon, bearing 076˚40'. The
second set, bearing 122˚24', leads through Channel Cardon
between Banco Sawyer and Isla El Cardon. The third set,
bearing 074˚32', leads along the channel S of Punta Icaco. It
has been reported that some of the range light structures are
partially obscured by trees and difficult to distinguish.
7.2 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory for all vessels exceeding
500 grt or 2.1m draft. The port is open 24 hours, however,
entry is restricted by the tide and vessel's draft. The vessel's
ETA should be sent 72 hours, 48 hours, and 24 hours in ad-
vance. Vessels should establish VHF contact with the pilot 2
hours before arrival. Pilots board about 2 to 2.5 miles W of
Morro Cardon Light.
7.2 Regulations.—It has been reported (1987) that there are
speed limits of 8 knots in Corinto Bay and 5 knots in the
vicinity of the berths.
7.2 Anchorage.—The anchorage off Isla El Cardon is safe, but
uncomfortable because of the heavy swell that sets in. A vessel
planning to stay for any length of time is advised to enter the
port. Large vessels usually anchor with Morro Cardon Light
bearing 095˚, distant 2 miles, in a depth of about 16m, mud and
black sand. Farther S, a heavier sea is usually experienced.
7.2 Vessels waiting to go alongside usually anchor in mid-
channel abreast the town, in depths of 8 to 12m. Large vessels
can anchor, in a depth of 13m, about 0.5 mile NE of Cabo
Austro, the S end of Isla El Cardon.
7.2 Directions.—The approach channel and Canal Cardon are
marked by sets of numbered buoys. The channel buoys are
moored about 90m outside the charted dredged channel. Keep-

ing midway in the channel, the three sets of range markings
followed into Corinto Harbor. The best time to enter the harb
is during the afternoon, or as the visibility improves.
7.2 Caution.—Vessels may be anchored close to the 074˚3
range line.
7.2 It is advisable to moor rather than anchor as the currents
strong at springs and the swinging room is limited.
7.2 An area lying about 0.3 mile S of the Corinto pier should b
avoided as an anchorage, for in it the full force of the tid
current is effected, and the holding ground is very poor.

Puerto Corinto to Puerto Sandino

7.3 The coast between Puerto Corinto and the mouth
the Rio Tamarindo, 29 miles SE, consists mainly of san
beach broken by an occasional cliff. Seaward of the 20m cur
which lies up to 2.5 miles offshore, the depths are regular w
no off-lying dangers.

7.3 A range of hills with two peaks, 280 and 271m high, run
parallel to the coast about 4 miles inland from a position 1
miles NW of the mouth of the Rio Tamarindo.

Puerto Sandino (12˚11'N., 86˚47'W.)

World Port Index No. 15545

7.4 Puerto Sandino, formerly Puerto Somoza, a sm
cargo and oil discharging facility, is situated on the E bank
the Rio Tamarindo, about 1 mile within the entrance. There a
no alongside berthing facilities for ocean-going vessels. Ca
is discharged into lighters at the anchorage. Large tankers m
to a cluster of mooring buoys at an offshore pipeline berth S
of the river entrance to discharge cargo.
7.4 Winds—Weather.—Northeast winds are prevalent from
November to April and SW winds from June to Septembe
During the dry season, November to April, the prevailin
winds vary along the coast, being at right angles to the coa
line. The seasonal winds are rather irregular and are interrup
by calms and occasional squalls. Strong N winds occur mos
in January and February. These N winds may reach a gale fo
of force 8, but are usually of force 4 to 5.
7.4 Tides—Currents.—The tides rise 2.2m at springs and 1.7m
at neaps.
7.4 The flood current ascends the river as far as the settlemen
a velocity of about 2 knots. After rains, the ebb frequently has
velocity of 5 to 6 knots in the river and a velocity of 4 knot
over the banks at the entrance. A slight N set has been ex
ienced at the anchorage.
7.4 Depths—Limitations.—Depths in the approach appear t
shoal gradually within the 20m curve which lies about 3
miles W and 3 miles SW of Penas del Tiscuco, the S entran
point of the river. Several detached shoal patches, with dep
of less than 10m, lie close to the alignment of the entran
range and within 0.5 mile N and S of it. The entrance of th
river is obstructed by a bar which consists of drying sand ban
and submerged rocks.
7.4 Mariners are advised to exercise extreme caution in mak
the approach because the buoyage is unreliable and less de
than charted may exist.
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7.4 The pier fronting the settlement is 46m long, with depths of
3 to 4.5m alongside. Only tugs and lighters can be accommo-
dated.
7.4 An offshore berth lies nearly 2.3 miles seaward from a posi-
tion on the coast about 1 mile SSE of Penas del Tiscuco. A
depth of about 14.3m exists at this berth and a 38,000 dwt
tanker, with a maximum length of 259m and a maximum draft
of 12.5m, can be accommodated.
7.4 Aspect.—Volcan Momotombo, about 19 miles NE, and Vol-
can Viejo, about 33 miles NNW, respectively, of the mouth of
the river, are useful marks when making the approach.
7.4 A prominent power station stands on Penas del Tiscuco, the
SSE entrance point of the Rio Tamarindo. There is a prominent
house on the hillside ENE of it. Two white oil tanks are situ-
ated about 0.3 mile SE of the house. These conspicuous tanks
are reported to be visible up to 15 miles from seaward. The
three gray warehouses at Puerto Sandino may also be visible
for a considerable distance seaward.
7.4 Range lights, bearing 080˚, are situated 0.7 mile NE of Penas
del Tiscuco and lead toward the anchorage lying 2.5 miles W
of the front light structure.
7.4 Pilotage.—Pilotage is optional. Vessels send their ETA, if
transiting the Panama Canal, through Balboa via the agent.
Pilots board tankers about 0.5 mile W of the sea berth.
7.4 Anchorage.—Anchorage can be taken, in depths of 7 to
13m, coral and sand, about l.3 miles W of the S entrance point
of the river, although it is very dangerous between June and
October.
7.4 Caution.—The positions of the lighted range beacons lead-
ing to the anchorage are approximate. The lights have been re-
ported visible for only 2 miles at night.
7.4 Anchoring and trawling near the pipeline is prohibited.

Puerto Sandino to Puerto San Juan del Sur

7.5 Cabo Desolado(11˚59'N., 86˚41'W.), a conspicuous
headland, lies 12 miles SE of Penas del Tiscuco. It rises to its
highest point, 140m, about 0.5 mile inland.
7.5 The cape appears to project well seaward because of the low
land SE of it, although in reality the change in direction of the
coast is very slight.
7.5 The coast between Penas del Tiscuco and Cabo Desolado is
marked by a heavy surf and appears foul up to 2 miles offshore.
Vessels should approach this section of coast with caution and
keep at least 5 miles offshore when passing.
7.5 Venadillo (11˚55'N., 86˚40'W.), an open roadstead lying 5
miles SE of Cabo Desolado, provides anchorage in depths of
13 to 26m for vessels stopping to load cedar cargo. When a
vessel is expected, a flag inscribed with the name “Venadillo”
is displayed from a mast, but is difficult to distinguish beyond
l.5 miles. The best guide is Volcan Momotombo, which bears
011˚ from the roadstead.
7.5 The anchorage is safe during winter, but during the summer
vessels must anchor well offshore and be prepared to get un-
derway should an onshore wind develop.
7.5 Puerto Masachapa(11˚47'N., 86˚33'W.) (World Port Index
No. 15540), lying 11 miles SE of Venadillo, consists of an
open roadstead obstructed by numerous reefs close inshore. A
pier, 305m long, has a depth of 6m alongside, and extends from
the shore abreast the port.

7.5 Several aluminum tanks at the inshore end of the pier an
white chimney, 1.2 miles N, are conspicuous from seawa
Approaching from W, a hill standing 4 miles E of Masachap
bearing 092˚ leads to the roadstead.

7.6 Punta Pie del Gigante(Punta Gigante) (11˚23'N.,
86˚03'W.), a large and rocky point lying 39 miles SE of Puer
Masachapa, is the N projection of a series of bold prom
ntories. A mountain, 474m high and 4 miles inland of th
point, appears capped by a small circular eminence wh
viewed from the W.
7.6 A deep, crescent-shaped bay, on the N side of Punta Pie
Gigante, is frequented by large vessels loading cattle and lo
Inside the point, a depth of 9m lies 0.2 mile offshore.
7.6 Morro Brito (11˚20'N., 86˚01'W.), 113m high, projects 0.
mile S from the general line of the coast on the W side of t
mouth of the Rio Grande. The depths in Brito Roadstead,
the E side of the point, are regular, shoaling gradually to t
10m curve about 0.2 mile from the beach.
7.6 Puerto Morazan (11˚16'N., 85˚54'W.), little more than a
recess in the cliffs, is frequently used as an anchorage by sm
vessels with local knowledge.

7.7 Puerto San Juan del Sur (11˚15'N., 85˚53'W.)
(World Port Index No. 15530), small in extent with graduall
shoaling depths, is formed by an opening in the cliffs about 0
mile wide, although rocks reduce the width of the bay to le
than 0.4 mile. The village lies along the E shore of the bay a
is clearly visible to a vessel approaching from the W.
7.7 Winds—Weather.—Strong E and NE winds occur from
January to April. Squalls are experienced in May and Octob
7.7 During the season of the Papagayos, the gale winds b
directly out of the bay to the SW. At such times, vessels a
advised to anchor so as to drag clear of the shoals should
anchors fail to hold.
7.7 Tides—Currents.—The currents within the port are no
strong and vessels usually ride to the prevailing winds.
7.7 Depths—Limitations.—The wharf on the N side of the E
entrance point can accommodate only small craft and lighte
Vessels work cargo at the anchorages.
7.7 Aspect.—Range lights, aligned 067˚, are shown from th
head of the bay. A fort stands on the SE entrance point of
port. Monte Papayal, 427m high, rises directly behind the p
and may be distinguished by the mounds along its ridge wh
resemble the knuckles of a left fist. Depths in the approa
range from 18m, about 0.2 mile seaward of a line extendi
between the entrance points, to a depth of 5.5m within 0.1 m
of the shore of the bay.
7.7 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory. Vessels may contact th
pilot, who is also the loading master, by VHF or by soundin
three long blasts on the ship’s whistle at intervals. The pi
boards about 1 mile SW of the harbor.
7.7 Regulations.—Customs and Port Health officers will board
vessels upon anchoring, between sunrise and sunset, to i
clearance unless prior arrangements have been made.
7.7 Anchorage.—The recommended anchorage for vesse
working cargo is on a bearing of 170˚ with San Juan del S
Light. Vessels not working cargo may take anchorage, in
depth of 17m, on the S side of the entrance, about 0.4 m
NNW of San Juan del Sur Light.
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7.7 Directions.—The high volcanoes rising in the interior serve
as excellent landmarks. On approach, Monte Papayal and San
Juan del Sur Light can be readily distinguished.
7.7 When the lighted beacons on the NE side of the bay are in
range, bearing 067˚, steer this course and anchor as convenient.
7.7 Caution.—The shoal water bordering the SE entrance point
is reported to be extending seaward and a detached shoal, with
a depth of 6.4m, lies 0.4 mile NNW of the fort.
7.7 Submarine cables enter the bay off the N entrance point,
close S of the reefs, then circulate the bay to surface at the SE
corner.

Puerto San Juan del Sur to Punta Blanca

7.8 Rocas Frailes(11˚12'N., 85˚51'W.), a group of three
almost circular rocks, each 18m high, steep-to, and flat-topped,
lies offshore about 3 miles SE of San Juan del Sur Light. The
easternmost rock of the group appears as a ship under sail
when seen from the N, but is not easily distinguished from the
W.
7.8 Punta La Flor (Cabo Natan) (11˚06'N., 85˚48'W.), a
projecting promontory lying 9 miles SE of San Juan del Sur,
has a shoal spit with depths of less than 5.5m extending about 1
mile from it. La Flor, a small crescent-shaped bay close N of
the cape, is frequented by small vessels intending to load
lumber.
7.8 Bahia de Salinas (11˚04'N., 85˚44'W.), entered between
Punta Arranca Barba and Punta Zacate, lying 2.5 miles S,
indents the coast 4 miles to the SE.
7.8 The N shore is high and bold, but elsewhere the coastline
consists of sandy beaches and low marshy valleys.
7.8 The soundings decrease from 36m just outside the bay
entrance, to 5.5m about 0.4 mile from its head.
7.8 The approximate boundary between Nicaragua and Costa
Rica, 3.3 miles E of Punta Arranca Barba, is marked by a sil-
ver-colored building. The customhouse and the remains of a
small wharf at Puerto Soley, the Costa Rican Customs port, is
situated at the head of the bay.
7.8 Bahia de Salinas is frequented by vessels sheltering from
gales during the season of the Papagayos.
7.8 Punta Descartes(11˚02'N., 85˚46'W.), lying 2 miles SSW
of Punta Zacate, is the outer extremity of the promontory
which separates Bahia de Salinas to the N from Golfo de Santa
Elena to the S. A rock, awash, surrounded by foul ground, lies
about 1.3 miles WNW of the point. The channel lying between
this rock and the mainland has not been examined.

7.9 Golfo de Santa Elena(10˚58'N., 85˚46'W.), entered
between Punta Descartes and Punta Blanca, 9 miles WSW, is
indented by Bahia Santa Elena along its S shore and Bahia
Tomas and Bahia Juanilla in its SE part. Isla Despensa and Isla
Juanilla, two detached islands, lie about 0.5 mile offshore in
the N section of the gulf. Isla Despensa has two summits, the S
peak being the higher and the N peak the more abrupt. Anchor-
age can be taken as convenient to the SE of Isla Juanilla.
7.9 Bahia Juanilla (10˚57'N., 85˚44'W.), together with Bahia
Tomas close SW of it, provides shelter with good holding
ground over a bottom of mud, but local knowledge is neces-
sary. Vessels approaching from the W should favor the S side
of the channel in order to avoid the dangers which lie within

0.8 mile W of the N entrance point of Bahia Juanilla. Bah
Tomas provides good shelter during W winds and seas.
7.9 Bahia Santa Elena (Port Parker) (10˚56'N., 85˚49'W.), a
fine landlocked harbor, lies about midway between Bahia Ju
illa and Punta Blanca. Cerros de Santa Elena, the ridge beh
the harbor, is crowned by two high conical peaks that can
readily distinguished.
7.9 Islands lie about 0.5 mile offshore of each entrance point
the harbor; Roca Tooth, a small rock, lies 0.2 mile W of th
easternmost island.
7.9 Anchorage can be taken about 0.4 mile SSE of the W e
trance point of the harbor. A vessel planning to enter shou
keep at least 0.5 mile offshore until the entrance is recogniz
and then steer a mid-channel course between Roca Tooth
the W entrance point.
7.9 Punta Blanca (10˚57'N., 85˚54'W.) is a bold striking head
land lying 4.5 miles W of the W entrance to Bahia Santa Elen
It rises 1 mile inland to a 207m high jagged summit. A de
tached 3.6m shoal lies about 1 mile W of the point.

Punta Blanca to Cabo Velas

7.10 Bahia Playa Blanca(10˚56'N., 85˚54'W.), entered
between Punta Blanca and Cabo Santa Elena, 5.5 miles SW
obstructed by two large rocks and an islet in its central pa
Anchorage can be taken with local knowledge, in depths of
to 18m, in the NE part of the bay.
7.10 Cabo Santa Elena(10˚54'N., 85˚58'W.), a narrow rocky
ridge extending about 2 miles from the coast, rises abrup
from the water to a sharp summit, about 137m high. When se
from the W, Cabo Santa Elena looks like a mountainous isla
but from N or S it appears as an oval serrated ridge, the outl
resembling the edge of a half-open fan.
7.10 The Golfo de Papagayo, a deep coastal indentation, lies
tween Cabo Santa Elena and Cabo Velas about 33 miles S
7.10 Bahia Murcialagos (10˚53'N., 85˚56'W.), entered betwee
Cabo Santa Elena and Punta Parker, about 6 miles ESE
encumbered by numerous islets, rocks, and submerged dan
in its central part. Vessels have anchored in the NE part of
bay between Punta Parker and Isla Pedada, 2.2 miles NW,
depth of 22m, but the holding ground is poor and is not co
sidered safe during the season of the Papagayos.

7.11 Bahia Potrero Grande(10˚50'N., 85˚49'W.), located
3 miles E of Punta Parker and entered between high hills
exposed to the W. The bay widens within the entrance, b
provides little additional protection to the anchorage. A num
ber of above-water rocks lie off the entrance points, but the
are no dangers outside of these. Depths range from 37m in
entrance to 9.1m about 0.1 mile from the head of the bay.
7.11 The coast, from a position about 2.7 miles SE of the S e
trance point of Bahia Potrero Grande to Islas Huevos, about
miles SSE, is indented by a large open bay. The shores of
bay consist of high, bold cliffs backed by a wooded plate
about 300m high, gradually descending to lesser heights in
vicinity of Islas Huevos. The water in the bay is deep up
within 1 mile of the shore.
7.11 Roca Blaze, 43m high and the only rock of any size in th
bay, lies about 5 miles E of the N entrance point and seaw
of a broad valley which extends inland through the hig
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plateau mentioned above. Sunken rocks lie off the W side of
the rock, but the depths off its S side are convenient for
anchoring by vessels with local knowledge.
7.11 Bahia Huevos (10˚39'N., 85˚42'W.), a small inlet open to
the SW, is entered close S of Islas Huevos. The two islands
located in the bay lie so close to each other and the shore that
they appear to be high wooded bluffs on the mainland. The
entrance of the bay is obstructed by a detached reef lying
offshore, about 0.1 mile S of these islands.

7.12 Puerto Culebra(10˚36'N., 85˚42'W.), lying 3 miles
S of Bahia Huevos, is entered between Punta Mala, and Punta
Ballena, l.5 miles SE. Spacious and sheltered, the harbor has
sufficient depths for large vessels.
7.12 Norte Viradores, two flat, rocky islets barely showing above
water, lie about 0.3 mile SW of Punta Mala. A rocky column,
18m high, stands on the outer islet and forms an excellent
landmark when seen clear of the land.
7.12 The shores of the harbor are generally steep-to, but foul
ground extends about 0.1 mile offshore at Punta Buena.
7.12 Anchorage can be taken anywhere in Puerto Culebra over a
bottom of mud and sand.
7.12 Bahia del Coco (10˚34'N., 85˚43'W.), entered between
Punta Cacique and Punta Miga, 1.2 miles SW, lies 2.5 miles
SW of the entrance of Puerto Culebra. The entrance points of
the bay are formed by rocky cliffs with hills rising behind
them.
7.12 Sur Viradores, three grass-covered islets, are separated from
Punta Cacique to the SE by a foul passage.
7.12 A line of drying rocks fronts the sandy beach at the head of
the bay.
7.12 Anchorage can be taken within the bay, in a depth of 15m.
When entering, the Punta Cacique side of the entrance should
be favored in order to avoid the dangers extending from the
SW shore.

7.13 Punta Gorda (10˚32'N., 85˚47'W.), backed by hills
which descend abruptly to the sea from a height of 104m, lies 4
miles W of Bahia del Coco. A point lying 2.5 miles farther SW
appears as a rounded hill with an indentation in its summit, but
is less striking in appearance.
7.13 Islas Brumel (10˚30'N., 85˚50'W.), two small 43m high
grass-covered islets, lie close together 0.5 mile SW of the
above point. Reefs extend 0.3 mile N and 0.4 mile SSE from
the W island. The two islets appear as one, except when
viewed from the NW.
7.13 Islas Santa Catalina(10˚29'N., 85˚53'W.) lie close together
3.2 miles SW of Islas Brumel. These islands are an important
landmark and are not easily mistaken. The islands rise to an
elevation of 70m, with 30m high cliffs on all sides. The surface
above these cliffs is grass-covered and the resemblance to a
stone fortification with tufted parapets is striking. The opening
between the two islets is only visible from the SW.
7.13 A shoal bank, with above and below-water dangers, lies
about midway between Islas Santa Catalina and the mainland 5
miles SE. The channel to the E of these dangers is deep and
clear, but vessels passing to the W should give them a wide
berth, not venturing E of a line drawn from Islas Santa Catalina
to Cabo Velas.

7.14 Bahia Potrero (10˚28'N., 85˚48'W.), together with
Bahia Brasilito (Bahia Braxilito) close S of it, are two smal
open bays which indent the coast to the E of Islas Sa
Catalina. A narrow peninsula, with Isla Plata (Isla Eyre) off i
outer end, separates the two bays, which are occasion
frequented by vessels, with local knowledge, loading timb
Both bays are considered to be fairly secure anchorages des
a prevalent sea.
7.14 Depths in Bahia Potrero shoal gradually from 27.4m in th
entrance. Depths in Bahia Brasilito decrease to 9.2m about
mile from its head.
7.14 Anchorage can be taken on the SW side of Bahia Potrero a
as convenient in Bahia Brasilito, in depths of 13 to 18m.
7.14 Cabo Velas (10˚22'N., 85˚53'W.), 4 miles SW of the S
entrance point of Bahia Brasilito, has Monte Hermoso, 234
high, rising immediately behind it and marking this importan
turn in the coast. The sides of the mountain slope gradually a
the short, narrow ridge running E and W has a slight depr
sion which gives it a saddle-shaped appearance. The E sum
is round and the W summit is sharp. When approaching fro
the W, Monte Hermoso will first be sighted as a conical h
seaward of the higher hills inland. When first seen from the
Monte Hermoso has the appearance of an island. Cabo Vela
well wooded; off the coast to the SE of it are several islets a
rocks.
7.14 Caution.—Vessels of deep draft should not approach with
3 miles of the coast between Punta Guiones and Cabo Ve
and should guard against being set to the E.
7.14 Several shoal areas have been reported to lie close W of
200m curve along the Costa Rican coastline.

Cabo Velas to Golfo de Nicoya

7.15 Bahia Tamarindo (Barca Quebrada) (10˚19'N.,
85˚52'W.), entered between Cabo Velas and Punta San F
cisco (Wreck Point), 4 miles S, although exposed, provid
anchorage to vessels with local knowledge. Vessels can anc
about midway between Punta San Francisco and a rocky r
which lies 0.7 mile offshore and 1.5 miles S of Cabo Velas.
7.15 The coast between Bahia Tamarindo and Punta Guiones
miles farther SSE, is fringed by foul ground extending up to
miles offshore in places. A group of red-roofed houses
Punta Filibusteros, 14 miles S of Punta San Francisco, is a u
ful landmark.
7.15 Punta Guiones (9˚54'N., 85˚41'W.), when viewed from
either side, appears as a wooded hill, 110m high, with a gr
ual descent to overhanging cliffs. Numerous sunken dang
extend seaward from the point and it should be given a wi
berth, especially at night, when it is difficult to make ou
Vessels approaching from the NW should allow for a NW s
which attains a velocity of up to 2 knots in the winter. Pun
Guiones has been reported to be radar conspicuous.
7.15 Bahia Carrillo (Bahia Piedra Blanca) (9˚52'N., 85˚30'W.)
small in extent and about 0.8 mile wide between the entran
points, lies 11 miles E of Punta Guiones. The vicinity may b
identified by Piedra Blanca, a large white rock lying close S
of the W entrance point.
7.15 The entrance width is narrowed to about 0.4 mile by a roc
reef which extends 0.5 mile SE from the W side of the e
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trance. Depths decrease from 18m in the entrance to 5.5m
about 0.1 mile from the head of the bay.
7.15 The small bay 2 miles W of Bahia Piedra Blanca, although
fairly deep, is rocky and unsafe.

7.16 Punta Bejuco(9˚54'N., 85˚20'W.), a sharp and rocky
projection, extends from the coast 10 miles E of Bahia Piedra
Blanca.
7.16 Punta Coyote (9˚45'N., 85˚16'W.), 5 miles SE of Punta
Bejuco, is similar in aspect, but more projecting. A small non-
navigable river discharges into the bay close N of the point.
7.16 The coast between Punta Coyote and Cabo Blanco, 5.5 miles
SE, is wooded and intersected by several small rivers. Anchor-
age can be taken anywhere along this section of coast, in
depths of 18 to 37m, sand and mud, but it is not advisable to
venture inside of the 20m curve.
7.16 The coast between Cabo Velas and Cabo Blanco is backed
by Cerros de San Blas and Cerros de la Habana, the summits of
which attain elevations of 1,01m7 and 651m, respectively.
Cerro Marquenco (Mount Boughey), 780m high, is a cone-
shaped summit rising 38 miles NW of Cabo Blanco near the W
end of Cerros de la Habana. Pico Partido (Split Peak), 790m
high, rises 15 miles N of Cabo Blanco and can be identified by
a distinctive cleft visible from the W. Cerro Marquenco and
Pico Partido are the only two summits likely to be identified in
the Cerros de la Habana range.
7.16 Cabo Blanco (9˚33'N., 85˚07'W.), 21 miles SE of Punta
Coyote, is the seaward termination of a fairly high plateau that
forms one of the most striking landmarks along this coast,
especially for vessels approaching from the W. The more ele-
vated part of the terrain extending inland resembles a long
island when viewed from some distance seaward.
7.16 The cape and the land in the vicinity have been reported to
be radar conspicuous.
7.16 A stranded wreck lies 1.5 miles NW of Cabo Blanco, close
SW of Punta Coquitos.
7.16 Isla Cabo Blanco(9˚32'N., 85˚07'W.), oval in shape, barren,
and composed of white rock, rises to an elevation of 69m. The
channel between the islet and the cape is about 1 mile wide, but
is not recommended. A light is shown from the summit of the
island. A high rock lies close off the SE side of the islet and
appears as a white sail from a distance.
7.16 Guardian Bank (9˚22'N., 87˚27'W.) lies 130 miles W of
Cabo Blanco. Soundings over this narrow bank, which extends
about 45 miles in a NNW-SSE direction, have been reported to
be 9 to 31m. In 1981, depths of less than 11m were reported to
exist E of the charted bank.

Golfo de Nicoya

7.17 Golfo de Nicoya(9˚35'N., 84˚49'W.), one of the most
expansive bodies of water on the W coast of Central America,
is about 34 miles wide at the entrance between Cabo Blanco
and Punta Judas. It penetrates inland for about 52 miles in a N
and NW direction, narrowing to a width of 5.5 miles 26 miles
above the entrance and then increasing to an average width of 8
miles to its head. Puntarenas lies at the narrowest part of the
gulf, on the E shore, 26 miles above the entrance.
7.17 A considerable number of islands, rocks, and shoals lie
along the W shore of the gulf, whereas, the E shore is com-

paratively free of dangers. Vessels entering the gulf pass E
these islands and other dangers.

The W side of the Golfo de Nicoya borders an uncultivate
region which is seldom visited by commercial shipping.
7.17 Bahia Ballena (9˚43'N., 85˚00'W.), lying 12 miles NE of
Cabo Blanco and entered between Punta Piedra Amarilla
Punta Tambor, 2.8 miles ENE, is a small, deep coastal ind
tation. Depths range from 42m in the entrance, to a depth
9.1m about 0.5 mile from its head.
7.17 Bahia Murcielago (Bahia Falsa), a small and open bay, l
close N of Bahia Ballena.

7.18 Islas Tortugas(9˚46'N., 84˚54'W.) lies about 3 miles
NE of Bahia Murcielago. These islands lie on a shoal ba
separated from the mainland by a channel about 0.5 mile w
and having depths of 20m.
7.18 Islas Negritos (9˚49'N., 84˚50'W.), two high, narrow, and
heavily wooded islands, lie 4.5 miles NE of Islas Tortugas.
7.18 Sail Rock lies at the outer end of a ledge which exten
about 0.2 mile E of Negritos Afuera, the E island. Strong cu
rents and tide rips are experienced off this large rock and
should be given a wide berth when passing.
7.18 A light is shown from a metal framework tower situated o
the E end of Isla Negritos Afuera.
7.18 The coast to the W of a line drawn from the E tangent
Negritos Afuera to Isla San Lucas, about 8 miles NW, is i
dented by two shallow bays fronted by several small islets a
detached shoals. A drying shoal lies about midway between
two islands.
7.18 Isla San Lucas (9˚56'N., 84˚54'W.), 125m high and of ir-
regular shape, lies 3 miles SW of Puntarenas at the turn of
gulf. A foul channel, about 0.5 mile wide, separates the isla
from Punta Gigante to the SW. A penal colony is situated
the NW side of the island and landing is strictly forbidden.
7.18 Between Isla San Lucas and Isla Chira, 15 miles NW, t
navigable waters of the gulf, as defined by the 10m curve, d
crease to a width of 2 miles N of the E extremity of the latte
island. The best water is found along the E shore of the gu
Above Isla Chira, the depths shoal rapidly and numerous d
ing flats are encountered. Small native coasters regularly na
gate the upper reaches of the gulf and the Rio Tempisq
which discharges into its head.
7.18 A ferry operates close N of Isla San Lucas, calling at th
ports situated at Playa Naranjo and La Punta.

7.19 Isla Chira (10˚06'N., 85˚09'W.), 14 miles NW of Isla
San Lucas and the largest island in the upper part of the g
rises to an elevation of 173m in its W part. This island is su
rounded by shoals on all except its NE side, where anchor
can be taken, in depths of 9 to 11m, about 0.5 mile offshore

The E side of the gulf between Punta Judas and Pu
Herradura, 12 miles NW, and then to Punta Caldera, 15 mi
farther NNW, is bordered by deep water within l.3 miles of th
shore and backed by heavily wooded slopes. Between Pu
Caldera and Puntarenas, 8 miles NW, the coast trends N
then W to form a fairly deep bay where anchorage can be ta
by vessels awaiting a berth at Puntarenas.
7.19 Punta Judas(9˚31'N., 84˚32'W.), the E entrance point of th
Golfo de Nicoya, lying 34 miles E of Cabo Blanco, may b
identified by Monte Judas, a heavily-wooded peak which ris
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to an elevation of 98m about 0.3 mile inland. Vessels are adv-
ised to give this point a berth of at least 2 miles in order to
avoid the drying reef extending about 1 mile SW from it. The
sea breaks heavily on this reef.
7.19 Cerro Herradura, the NW spur of the mountain range inland,
rises abruptly from the coast to an elevation of 782m about 11
miles N of Punta Judas. Cerro Turabales, 17 miles NNE of the
same point, can be seen rising over Cerro Herradura when
viewed from the entrance. This prominent peak rises to a small
conical summit, 1,682m high.
7.19 Bahia del Jaco (9˚36'N., 84˚38'W.), entered close N of
Punta Guapinol, 7.5 miles NW of Punta Judas, provides a fair
anchorage, in depths of 11 to 20m, between November and
March for vessels with local knowledge.
7.19 Bahia Herradura (Puerto Herradura) (9˚39'N., 84˚40'W.),
entered between Isla Herradura (Isla Cano) to the S and Punta
Herradura to the N, is a small, crescent-shaped bay obstructed
in its central part by Roca Havannah, a patch with a least depth
of 0.6m, lying 0.5 mile N of the E end of Isla Herradura. Care
should be taken when entering to avoid this sunken danger as it
seldom breaks, even at LW. The bay provides anchorage,
protected from all except W winds, but it is seldom used.
7.19 Isla Herradura, whose sides rise abruptly and terminate
sharply at its crest, is 125m high and is connected to the main-
land by a reef which almost dries. The island is a prominent
landmark for vessels approaching from the SE. A light is
shown from a metal tower at an elevation of 99m.
7.19 Punta Sucia (9˚41'N., 84˚40'W.) is located 2.8 miles N of
Punta Herradura, and Punta Leona lies 0.8 mile farther NE.

7.20 Bahia Rio Grande(9˚46'N., 84˚39'W.), entered be-
tween Punta Leona and Punta Torres, 12 miles NNW, has the
Rio Grande de Tarcoles at its head. The bay is generally deep,
but the bank extends about 1 mile offshore in the vicinity of the
mouth of the river. There are four villages scattered at intervals
of about 1 mile along the shore of the bay to the NE of Punta
Leona. The village of Tivives stands on the shore 4.5 miles SE
of Punta Caldera. This latter point is high, wooded, and prom-
inent when viewed from the S.
7.20 Bahia Caldera (9˚55'N., 84˚44'W.) is entered between
Punta Corralillo and Roca Carballo, located 2.5 miles N. In the
bay, a restricted area, having a radius of 250m, surrounds a
wave recorder buoy moored 0.5 mile NW of Punta Corralillo.
A submarine cable connects the buoy to the shore E of it. The
bay is clear and unobstructed, with a least depth of 10m within
0.5 mile offshore.

Puerto Caldera (9˚55'N., 84˚44'W.)

World Port Index No. 15500

7.21 Puerto Caldera lies l.3 miles S of the village of
Caldera at the S side of Bahia Caldera. It is a major container
port and the principal port terminal for the railway from San
Jose.
7.21 The port consists of a concrete 490m long wharf aligned in
an ENE direction, which is protected by a breakwater; it was
reported (2002) that this breakwater was being extended W.
This wharf is used to handle break-bulk and containerized
cargo and has three berths. The port is designed to replace the

facilities at Puntarenas. It is the site of an offshore submar
oil facility. The port is also equipped to handle ro-ro and sol
bulk cargo.
7.21 Winds—Weather.—Strong S winds cause seas to brea
over the breakwater, making the port untenable.
7.21 Tides—Currents.—It has been reported (2003) that lon
period swells, with currents up to 1.5 knots, accompany t
flood tide.
7.21 Depths—Limitations.—Berth No. 1 is 210m long, with a
depth alongside of 11m, and can handle vessels of up to 25,
dwt. Berth No. 2 is 150m long, with a depth alongside o
10.1m, and can handle vessels of up to 15,000 dwt. Berth No
is 130m long, with a depth alongside of 7.3m, and can han
vessels of up to 5,000 dwt. Vessels of up to 25,000 dwt, with
maximum length of 205m in length and a draft of 10m, can
accommodated.
7.21 There is a mooring buoy for tankers in Caldera Bay situat
305m offshore. Tankers moor at the offshore berth by using
starboard anchor and running lines to three additional buo
Vessels of up to 175m in length and 9.9m draft can be acco
modated.
7.21 Aspect.—Five buff-colored storage tanks stand along th
shore.
7.21 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory. Vessels should send th
ETA 24 hours and 12 hours in advance. Pilots board abou
miles SW of the breakwater. Tugs are compulsory for berthi
and unberthing.
7.21 It has been reported (2003) that the pilot should be contac
1 hour prior to arrival on VHF channel 14 and that pilots a
available only after 0800.
7.21 Anchorage.—Good, unobstructed anchorage can be taken
Bahia de Caldera, but a rough sea is usually raised at the t
of HW during the month of January. Strong N winds ar
frequent at this time of year.
7.21 Caution.—Depths of as little as 6m have been reporte
(1999) alongside the berths.

7.22 Bahia Barranca (9˚57'N., 84˚46'W.) is the bay into
which the Rio Barranca flows, arriving close N of Punt
Farallon, a point lying 3.5 miles N of Punta Corralillo. The ba
is contained between Punta Farallon and the shore 2.5 m
NW of it.
7.22 Depths—Limitations.—An offshore berth lies 4 miles NW
of Puerto Caldera, in Bahia Barranca. A pipeline is connect
to the berth for the discharging of ammonia to a fertilizer pla
ashore, 2 miles NNE, where a conspicuous chimney stan
Two small buoys mark the end of the submerged pipeline la
NNE to the shore. Vessels secure to four mooring buoys in
depth of 12.2m. There is nearly always a moderate to hea
swell from the S or SW at the berth.
7.22 Pilotage.—The pilot boards at the anchorage.
7.22 Anchorage.—Anchorage for vessels waiting to use thi
berth lies E of the pier head at Puntarenas.

Puntarenas (9˚59'N., 84˚50'W.)

World Port Index No. 15510

7.23 Puntarenas, lying midway along the E shore of th
gulf, is a port of entry. At one time, half of the foreign trade o
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the country passed through this port, however Puerto Caldera,
now considered an extension of Puntarenas, handles most
cargo discharged in the region. Puntarenas remains the primary
off-loading port for bulk cargo. The harbor N of the town is
shallow and is suitable only for small craft with local know-
ledge.
7.23 Winds—Weather.—There are only two seasons, the rainy
and the dry, the former generally lasting from April through
November. During the rainy season, the winds are from the
SSW and in September and October often reach gale force,
accompanied by heavy rain. During the dry season, calms
prevail, but in the evening there are often violent "Chubascos",
which are from a direction between N and E and are
accompanied by heavy rain. These rain storms last close to an
hour. The N winds, which are considered dangerous to
shipping during February and March, do not generally
jeopardize operations underway at the mole, but rather, due to
the protection afforded by the spit, are most hazardous at a
position about 1 mile to the S. Southerly winds are broken by
the Islas Negritos and the peninsula that forms the W shore of
the gulf. During the afternoon, at times, strong W winds set up
a choppy sea, but do not affect large vessels. Easterly winds are
seldom troublesome.
7.23 Tides—Currents.—At Puntarenas, the tides rise 3.2m at
springs and 1.6m at neaps. The flood current sets W and the
ebb current ESE with a strength of 1 to l.5 knots. Currents with
a velocity of as much as 2 knots have been observed.
7.23 The flood current in Golfo de Nicoya sets NE, then N, and
then, off Puntarenas, to the W; the ebb sets in the reverse
directions. The flood current off Punta Herradura has a slightly
NW set, but it is hardly strong enough to be noticeable. Strong
tide rips will be found off Sail Rock.
7.23 The flood current, on entering Golfo de Nicoya, sets directly
toward the mouth of the Rio Barranca, causing the sediment of
the river to deposit most heavily at the mouth and also, to some
extent, along the shore to the W. These currents then set W at a
maximum rate of 2 knots. From a position E of Angostura, the
rate decreases, varying from 1.5 to 1.7 knots, until near the
mole where it again increases and sets away from the shore.
The ebb sets in a contrary direction.
7.23 Depth—Limitations.—Depths in the approach to Golfo de
Nicoya, between the entrance points and as far N as Punta-
renas, are deep and clear and no exceptional difficulty should
be experienced by entering vessels.
7.23 Alongside berthing facilities are provided for ocean-going
vessels at the Commercial Pier, extending 600m S from a posi-
tion 0.5 mile E of the hospital. There is a depth of 9.1m along-
side the inside berth of the pier at HW and a depth of 10.6m
alongside the outside berth of the pier at HW.
7.23 The roadstead lies E of a bank, with depths of less than 11m,
which extends 4.5 miles SSE from Puntarenas and separates it
from the main channel leading through the gulf. There are
several patches having depths of less than 5.5m on this bank;
the shallowest depth of 3.3m lies about 1 mile SW of the pier at
Puntarenas. The entire area between this bank and the mouth of
the Rio Barranca, 4 miles E, is clear of dangers, with suitable
depths for anchoring.
7.23 A dangerous wreck, marked by a buoy, lies 0.8 mile W of the
light situated at the end of the pier.

7.23 Three mooring buoys lie at the seaward end of a submar
pipeline, about 1.3 miles E of the above pier and 0.5 m
offshore. Vessels with a draft of 7.3m can be accommodated
this berth.

7.23 Aspect.—The high mountains which serve to identify th
entrance of the gulf from seaward have been previously d
scribed. On closer approach to Puntarenas, a conspicu
church spire in the town and a red-roofed building near the p
can be readily identified. A light is shown from the head of th
pier.
7.23 Pilotage.—Pilotage is not compulsory for vessels anchorin
in the roadstead, but is compulsory for vessels berthing at
pier. The pilot boards vessels about 2 miles SE of the pier. T
pilot will take vessels alongside at night, but prefers to wa
until daylight.
7.23 Signals.—Vessels berthed alongside the pier must sound
following whistle signals:

7.23 The pilot and mooring party will shift the vessel at any hou
of the day or night.
7.23 Vessels about to sail sound the following signals:

7.23 Anchorage.—Anchorage can be taken during the dry se
son, from November to April, about 0.6 mile SE of the light o
the mole, in depths of 9m, but the depths farther to the E a
also convenient for anchoring. During the summer and autum
heavy rollers set in from the SW and it is necessary to anch
farther out. The holding ground is poor and anchors are lia
to foul in the process of a vessel swinging to the currents a
winds.
7.23 Caution.—Lesser depths than charted have been reported
the roadstead and vessels are advised to use caution.
7.23 A heavy surge is experienced at the Commercial Pier
certain times of the year.

Golfo de Nicoya to Quepos

7.24 The coast between Punta Judas and Punta Quepos
miles ESE, is fronted by deep water within 0.5 mile offsho
and backed by low land rising gradually to the high mounta
ranges in the interior. An extinct volcano, with a crater 2 mile
wide across the top, rises to an elevation of 2,420m about
miles ESE of Cerro Grande de Turabales and 14 miles inla
A number of elevations along the brink give the summit th
appearance of a lofty serrated ridge. A dome-shaped moun

Signal Meaning
One long blast Shore line parted

One long/two short blasts Line to mooring buoy parted

Signal Meaning
Four long blasts 1 hour
before sailing

Request for customs clear-
ance.

One long and two short
blasts

Clearance papers are on
board and a pilot and moor-
ing party is requested.
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rises to an elevation of 2,169m about 4 miles S of the extinct
volcano.
7.24 Punta Quepos (9˚24'N., 84˚10'W.) is a bold prominent
point, 146m high, and the termination of a series of densely-
wooded bluffs. Flat Rock, awash at LW and the outermost
danger, lies about 0.4 mile SW of the point. A 2.1m shoal,
which breaks at half-tide, lies 0.8 mile N of Flat Rock. A light
is shown from Punta Quepos

7.25 Quepos(9˚24'N., 84˚10'W.) (World Port Index No.
15490), a small banana exporting terminal, lies 1.5 miles N of
Punta Quepos.
7.25 Depths—Limitations.—The main wharf extends 140m
from two islets, lying close offshore on the S side of the en-
trance of Boca Vieja Creek, which are connected to the main-
land by a trestle bridge. There is a breakwater to protect vessels
at the main wharf and lighters discharge at the smaller wharf.
Vessels not exceeding 152m in length and a draft of 8.2m can
be accommodated alongside.
7.25 A considerable swell is usually experienced and two moor-
ing buoys are used to breast vessels off the wharf while
working cargo. Heavy springs and wires are provided when
securing.
7.25 Pilotage.—Pilotage is not compulsory, but is advisable if
berthing alongside. The pilot boards about 1 mile off the wharf
and will take a vessel in at night under favorable conditions.
7.25 Anchorage.—Anchorage can be taken SW of the wharf, in a
depth of 29m, about 1.2 miles N of Punta Quepos.

Quepos to Cabo Matapalo

7.26 Islas de los Quepos(9˚22'N., 84˚09'W.), a group of
detached islets and rocks, lie between 1 mile and 4.5 miles SE
of Punta Quepos. Isla Toro Amarillo, 30m high, is the S islet of
the group. During thick weather, this islet is easily recognized
because of its distinctive red color. A sunken rock, awash at
LW, lies almost 0.5 mile S of the islet. Vessels should give this
chain of islets and other dangers a wide berth and not attempt
to pass inshore of them.
7.26 Punta Uvita (9˚09'N., 83˚46'W.), lying 28 miles SE of Punta
Quepos, is the N entrance point of Bahia Uvita. The point is
fronted by two spurs of foul ground, one extending 2 miles to
the W and the other 1 mile to the S. Numerous small, above-
water dangers lie on these spurs. Isla Uvita, small in extent and
circular, lies close SW of the point and Barrel Rock, 6.4m high,
lies 1.3 miles W of the islet. Both of the above spurs are
marked by tide rips.
7.26 Bahia Uvita (9˚08'N., 83˚44'W.), which lies S of Punta
Uvita, is entered between that point and the spur of foul ground
S of it and Round Rock, 1.5 miles SSE. A ridge of foul ground,
marked by above and below-water dangers, breakers, and tide
rips, extends in a general E direction from the rock almost to
the mainland 3 miles distant. Isla Ballena, white in color and
35m high, lies on this foul ground 1 mile ESE of Round Rock.
This islet shows up well from seaward and is the best landmark
for approaching the bay.
7.26 Several huts stand on Isla Uvita in the N part of the bay and
can be seen for several miles.
7.26 Anchorage can be taken as convenient in the N part of the
bay, in a depth of 12m, sand, 0.7 mile ESE of Isla Uvita.

7.26 Cerro Chirripo Grande (Mount Walker) (9˚28'N.,
83˚31'W.) rises to an elevation of 3,783m about 23 miles NE
Bahia Uvita and is one of the loftiest summits in Central Ame
ica.

7.27 Punta Mala(9˚05'N., 83˚41'W.), bold and cliffy, lies
2.5 miles SE of Bahia Uvita and is the seaward spur of the h
mountain range which rises in the interior. South of the poin
the coast is backed by a low plain covered by mangroves as
S as Punta Violin, a distance of about 22 miles. A shoal, coas
bank, with depths of 10m and less, extends up to 2 mi
offshore in places along this section of coast.
7.27 Punta Violin (8˚48'N., 83˚40'W.), lying 18 miles S of Punta
Mala, rises to an elevation of 250m and is fronted by a group
small, wooded islets, known as Islas Violin, which lie 1 mil
offshore. Vessels passing along this section of coast
advised to pass about 1 mile W of these islets and Islas Sac
lying 2.5 miles N.
7.27 Punta San Jose(8˚41'N., 83˚43'W.), a bluff headland with
deep water close offshore, lies 7.5 miles SSW of Punta Viol
and may be recognized by a large green patch on its seaw
slope.
7.27 Punta San Pedro (8˚39'N., 83˚44'W.), a cliffy projection
fringed by submerged rocks, lying about 3 miles S of the abo
point, has been reported as being radar conspicuous. Lowr
Reef, which breaks, lies 1 mile offshore, midway betwee
these two points.
7.27 Punta Llorona (8˚36'N., 84˚45'W.), 3 miles S of Punta Sa
Pedro, is a high, almost perpendicular headland which exte
inland to a well-wooded plain, 150m high. This point ca
easily be distinguished at a distance of 15 miles, and on clo
approach, a number of red patches on the face of the cliff c
be seen. Punta Llorona has been reported to be radar cons
uous.
7.27 Vessels navigating along this coast between Punta San Pe
and Punta Llorona can avoid the fringing coastal dangers
keeping at least 1 mile offshore.

7.28 Isla del Cano(8˚43'N., 83˚53'W.), 10 miles NW of
Punta Llorona and steep-to within 0.5 mile offshore, ris
abruptly to a flat top with an elevation of 123m. Anchorage c
be taken off the NE side of this heavily wooded island in
depth of not less than 27m.
7.28 A light is shown from the W end of the island. Isla del Can
has been reported to be radar conspicuous.
7.28 A depth of 18m was reported to lie about 3 miles SSW
Isla del Cano Light.
7.28 Punta Salsipuedes(8˚27'N., 83˚35'W.) lies 13 miles SE of
Punta Llorona, is high and precipitous, and may easily
recognized from the E or W by the natural terrace behind it.
reef, marked by above and below-water rocks, extends 0.6 m
S and W from the point.
7.28 The coast between Punta Llorona and Punta Salsipue
which is low, sandy, and featureless, is fronted by seve
above-water rocks which lie within 2 miles of the shore lin
Roca Corcovado, 18m high, is the largest rock and dom
shaped. This rock, which lies about midway between the tw
points, should be given a berth of at least 1 mile when passi
A current setting N and W at a rate of 1.5 knots is usua
encountered in the vicinity of Corcovado Rock.
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7.28 A shoal area, with depths of 13 to 18m, lies 17 miles SW of
Punta Salsipuedes.
7.28 Cabo Matapalo (8˚23'N., 83˚18'W.), the W entrance point
of the Golfo Dulce, lies 17 miles E of Punta Salsipuedes. The
intervening coast is backed by mangrove-covered low land
rising abruptly to the mountain range a few miles inland.
Depths of 18m and greater lie within 0.5 mile of the shore.
7.28 Cabo Matapalo is high, steep-to, and covered with trees. A
conical rock, prominent from the W, lies close SE of the cape.
Roca Matapalo, a dark rock lying 0.5 mile SE of the cape, is
prominent from the SW. Cabo Matapalo has been reported to
be radar conspicuous.

Cabo Matapalo to Punta Burica

7.29 Golfo Dulce (8˚23'N., 83˚13'W.), entered between
Cabo Matapalo and Punta Banco, 8 miles E, extends 11 miles
N and then 17 miles NW to its head. The gulf has a commercial
port and the rest of the region is sparsely populated. Puerto
Golfito, a banana exporting port, lies in a small land-locked
bay on the E side of the gulf, 15 miles within the entrance.
7.29 The depths throughout the gulf are deep to within 1 mile of
the shore except in the vicinity of the Rio Coto, located on the
E side of the gulf, 12 miles inside the entrance. The bank
fronting this river extends up to 1.5 miles offshore, but it is
usually marked by breakers and can easily be avoided.

7.29 The position of the gulf is easily recognized by the terrain on
either side of the entrance. The E side rises to a height of 709m
at the summit of Pico Burica, located 9 miles E of Punta
Banco. The W side of the entrance rises gradually from a
height of 404m, about 3 miles NW of Cabo Matapalo, to a
height of 615m about 12 miles farther NW.
7.29 The W shore of the gulf between Cabo Matapalo and Punta
Arenitas, 10 miles to the N, consists of flat, well-wooded
country rising gradually to high terrain about 1 mile inland.
The fringing shoals extend up to 0.5 mile offshore along this
section of coast.
7.29 Golfo Dulce can accommodate vessels with a maximum
length of 195m, beam of 30m, and draft of 13m.

7.30 Punta Arenitas(8˚32'N., 83˚17'W.), lying 9 miles N
of Cabo Matapalo, is a low, sandy point bordered by shoal
depths on its NE side. The village of Puerto Jiminez (San
Domingo) stands on the inshore side of the point. The houses
are partially obscured by trees and difficult to distinguish.
7.30 The coast between Punta Arenitas and Punta Isidora, 15
miles to the NW, remains low and heavily wooded, but is
steep-to within a short distance offshore.
7.30 Bahia Rincon (8˚43'N., 83˚29'W.), a small, deep, crescent-
shaped indentation, lies N and W of Punta Isidora and provides
the only good shelter in the gulf N of Puerto Golfito. A con-
spicuous yellow patch on one of the cliffs to the E of the bay is
visible from the entrance of the gulf. A conspicuous tank
stands near the shore in the SW corner of the bay. Two piers
extend from the shore N of the bank.
7.30 Anchorage can be taken off Punta Arenitas, in a depth of
18m, about 1 mile to the SE. Anchorage can be taken NW of
the point, but the water is deep a short distance offshore.
Vessels are advised not to anchor in depths of less than 27m.

Secure, well-sheltered anchorage can be taken as convenie
Bahia Rincon.
7.30 The shore at the head of the gulf to the E of Bahia Rinc
and then, as far SE as Punta Voladera (8˚38'N., 83˚12'W.)
indented by several small bays. Depths along this section
coast generally are deep within 0.5 mile of the shore.

7.31 Puerto Golfito(8˚38'N., 83˚11'W.) (World Port Index
No. 15480) lies in a land-locked bay on the NE side of the gu
The entrance, which lies between Punta Voladera on the N s
and the peninsula extending N from the Rio Coto, is about 0
mile wide in its outer part, but narrows in its inner reache
Ample depths are available in the fairway leading to the ber
ing facilities in the NE corner of the upper bay, but elsewhe
the depths shoal rapidly. Numerous drying flats encumber th
half of the bay to its head.
7.31 Tides—Currents.—There are fairly strong tidal currents in
the anchorage. The flood current may not run parallel to t
wharf and caution is necessary.
7.31 From January to June, the average tidal range is 2.8
During the remainder of the year, the range is about 3.1
Vessels are usually berthed starboard side-to, but on the
tide, it is reported that vessels have berthed port side-to.
7.31 Depths—Limitations.—Depths in the entrance channel de
crease from 20.1m S of Punta Voladera to a depth of 15.
about 1 mile SW of the main wharf and then decrease to dep
of 8.3 to 12.3m in the pier area. Depths decrease gradually
depth of 9.1m about 1 mile SE of the berthing facilities.
7.31 The main wharf is 317m long, with an alongside depth of 7
at the banana pier and a depth of 7.9m at the general ca
berth. Vessels berth starboard side-to. Two ocean-going ves
can be accommodated simultaneously. The minimum depth
the approaches is 9.1m.
7.31 Aspect.—A wooded hill, 263m high, rises from the low,
sandy peninsula, on the SE side of the entrance. Located ab
2.5 mile SE is another hill, similar in appearance, but slight
higher, which is more prominent to vessels in the gulf, as t
coast S of it is comparatively flat for several miles.
7.31 Adam's Peak, 526m high, with a radio mast marked by o
struction lights standing on the summit, is a conical summit
the NW end of a steep ridge on the NE side of the harbor.
7.31 Two sets of range lights lead through the harbor entran
The first set is in line bearing 047˚; it has been reported (200
that the sensitivity of the range is such that it is difficult t
determine if the vessel is right or left of the range; the forwa
marker is located above a highway and may be obscured.
second set is in line bearing 037˚, although it has been repo
(2002) that the rear structure is obscured by buildings a
vegetation; the rear structure may also be difficult to disce
due to a similar-colored roof in its vicinity. Several lighted aid
mark the outer extremities of the principal shoals found arou
the perimeter of the harbor area.
7.31 It has been reported (2003) that the buoys in the inner har
may not accurately mark the limits of shoal water; the buo
swing excessively and do not remain in reliable positions.
7.31 The lighted beacon S of Punta Voladera and a similar beac
on the S side of the entrance channel have been reported t
radar conspicuous.
7.31 Pilotage.—Pilotage is not compulsory, however, the po
authority will provide pilotage if requested through the agent
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least 24 hours in advance. Vessels should make contact 1 hour
before arrival. Pilots board at the entrance to the channel.
7.31 Berthing and unberthing should not be attempted at night.
7.31 Anchorage.—Anchorage is available in the NW part of the
harbor. The holding ground is good and the anchorage is shel-
tered. Fairly strong currents are usually experienced in this part
of the harbor.

7.31 Anchorage is not permitted off the pier but may be found,
a depth of 13m, about 0.3 mile SSE of the head of the ma
wharf. It has been reported (1998) ocean-going vessels l
woodchips from barges in this position. Vessels anchor w
their stern secured to two mooring buoys, which maintain t
vessel's bow in a SSW direction. Vessels up to 49,000 d
with a maximum draft of 13m, a maximum beam of 30m, and
maximum length of 195m, can be accommodated.
7.31 Caution.—Depths of less than 7.3m have been reported
the range line. Depths in the S part of the bay, which is encu
bered by numerous drying banks, decrease rapidly.
7.31 It has also been reported (2002) that the shoal water cha
on the NW side of the channel has extended into the chann

7.32 The Rio Coto (8˚33'N., 83˚10'W.), which discharges
into the gulf 9 miles SSE of Punta Voldadera, is shallow a
fronted by an extensive drying bank which extends about 1
miles seaward of the entrance. The outer edge of the ban
steep-to and usually breaks.
7.32 Between Punta Coto and Punta Banco, 10 miles S, the co
is indented by Bahia Pavon, a broad expanse of water w
moderate depths. Anchorage, exposed to SW winds, can
taken anywhere within the bay, in depths of 7 to 15m.

Punta Banco (8˚23'N., 83˚09'W.), the E entrance point o
the gulf, is not prominent, but as the entrance is neared, it c
be distinguished at the foot of the NW slope of Punta Platan
Vessels rounding the point should give it a berth of at leas
mile in order to avoid the foul ground extending about 0.5 mi
offshore.

7.32 Punta Platanal (8˚21'N., 83˚07'W.), 3 miles SE of Punta
Banco, rises abruptly to a height of 357m and has a very c
spicuous flat top.
7.32 The coast between Punta Platanal and Punta Burica, ab
23 miles SE, is fronted by deep water within 1 mile of th
shore and backed by high hills.
7.32 Isla Burica, small in extent and high, lies 0.5 mile S of Pun
Burica, to which it is connected by a reef. A black above-wat
rock lies 1.3 miles NW and some sunken rocks lie S of t
islet.
7.32 A strong NW current is experienced off the islet during th
flood. Vessels passing this section of coastline should give
islet a berth of at least 1 mile. A light is shown from the islan

Punta Burica (8˚02'N., 82˚52'W.), the outer end of a long
peninsula that forms the W side of Bahia Charco Azul, ris
abruptly from the sea to an elevation of 357m, and is an exc
lent landmark from any direction. In clear weather it has be
sighted at a distance of 35 miles.
7.32 The point has been reported to be radar conspicuous
identifiable with relationship to charted features at a distan
of 18 miles.

Puerto Golfito Range

Golfito Buoy
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8.
Coast Of Panama—Punta Burica to Punta Mala
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8.0Additional chart coverage may be found in CATP2, Catalog of Nautical Charts.
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SECTOR 8

COAST OF PANAMA—PUNTA BURICA TO PUNTA MALA

8.0 Plan.—This sector describes the S coast of Panama from
Punta Burica to Punta Mala with adjacent islands. The descrip-
tive sequence is E and then SE.

General Remarks

8.1 Winds—Weather.—The predominant wind along
this section of coast from November to April is NE, and from
June to September, is SW. During the dry season, from Novem-
ber to April, there is a tendency for the prevailing wind to vary
locally. Seasonal winds are irregular and are modified by the
alternation of land and sea breezes, interrupted by calms and
occasional squalls. The climate is tropical, hot, and humid,
with a rainy season from May to January and a dry season from
January to May.

8.1 Tides—Currents.—Due to the influence of the Equatorial
Countercurrent, an E set will usually be experienced within 20
miles of the coast in the vicinity of Morro de Puercos. The
current flowing out of the W side of the Gulf of Panama in the
area of Punta Mala will join this current and then set to the SW,
gradually turning to the W, and so passing into that part of the
South Equatorial Current which flows W between the equator
and 4˚N. From June to November, the outflow from the Gulf of
Panama does not extend S of about 6˚N. From June to August,
the emerging water turns W or NW and passes into the NW
flow along the W coast of Central America, reversing the set of
the coastal flow.

Punta Burica to Puerto Armuelles

8.2 Bahia de Charco Azul (8˚10'N., 82˚40'W.), lying
between Punta Burica and Isla Parida, 30 miles E, extends 16
miles N of a line joining these two positions. Depths in the
central and W parts of the bay are deep, but are moderate in the
N and E parts. The W shore of the bay between Punta Burica
and Punta Balsa, 2.5 miles N, has a coastal bank extending 1 to
1.8 miles offshore, with the sea breaking on it at LW. The coast
between Punta Balsa and Puerto Armuelles is high. The N
shore is low and intersected by several rivers.

8.2 Punta de Piedra(8˚13'N., 82˚53'W.), located 8 miles N of
Punta Balsa, projects slightly E into the bay, affording protec-
tion for the crude oil transshipment terminal, Charco Azul,
which lies close N of the point.

8.3 Charco Azul(8˚13'N., 82˚52'W.) is an oil storage and
transshipment terminal for tankers of up to 265,000 tons. It is a
transfer point for Alaskan oil from VLCC's to either transcon-
tinental pipeline or smaller vessels for canal transit. The pipe-
line connects Charco Azul to Chiriqui Grande Terminal on the
Atlantic coast. The terminal consists of three berths numbered
1 to 3, N to S. Additional breasting dolphins are provided at the
head of the jetties, or a pipeline in the case of Berth No. 3.

8.3 Depths—Limitations.—The W side of the bay is very deep
The 30m curve approaches within 0.3 mile of the coast abo
Punta de Piedra.
8.3 Berth No. 1 is designed to accommodate vessels of up
265,000 dwt and has an alongside depth of 24.4m. The je
which conducts both loading and discharging, is connected
the shore by a trestle.
8.3 Berth No. 2 can handle vessels of up to 90,000 dwt and ha
least depth alongside of 16.8m. The jetty, which is equipp
for both loading and discharging, is also connected to the sh
by a trestle.
8.3 Berth No. 3 can handle vessels of up to 60,000 dwt and ha
least depth alongside of 15.2m. The jetty, used for loading p
poses only, is connected to shore by a submarine pipeline.
8.3 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory. Services are available 2
hours and are supplied by the terminal. Pilots for dischargi
tankers board 3.5 miles SE of Berth No. 2; pilots for loadin
vessels board 3 miles E of Berth No. 1.
8.3 The vessel's ETA should be sent 72 hours in advance. Pi
may be contacted on VHF channel 16.
8.3 Anchorage.—The best anchorage may be taken accordi
to depth in the NE section of Bahia de Charco Azul.
8.3 Caution.—A marine farm has been established in the W pa
of the bay, in the vicinity of position 8˚05'N, 82˚51'W. The are
is marked by lighted buoys. Mariners are required to give th
area a wide berth.

Puerto Armuelles (8˚16'N., 82˚52'W.)

World Port Index No. 15460

8.4 Puerto Armuelles, 3 miles NNE of Charco Azul, lie
close S of the mouth of the Rio Rabo del Puerco. The port
owned and operated by United Brands Company and enga
primarily in the export of bananas.
8.4 Winds—Weather.—The port is sheltered from all except E
and SE winds. There are seldom winds of high velocity.
8.4 Dense haze in the early morning can make the landma
difficult to distinguish.
8.4 Tides—Currents.—The mean spring tidal range is 3m; an
mean neaps tidal range is 1.5m.
8.4 A heavy swell is continuous in the port. During May an
June, a SE swell although usually light, may be sufficient
cause a vessel's pounding against the pier unless breasted
8.4 Currents are strong and irregular.
8.4 Depths—Limitations.—Depths in the approach are deep
shoaling gradually as the pier is approached. Access to the
is free of obstructions.
8.4 The pier, about 460m long, extends from shore in a SE dire
tion. There is 137m of berthing space along the E side of t
pier, in a minimum depth of 12.2m. Vessels berth starboa
side-to using the port anchor.
8.4 The W side of the pier is available only to small coaste
with drafts of 2.4 to 2.7m.
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8.4 Aspect.—In the approach to the port, two large silver-
colored tanks stand on the shore 0.7 mile W of the pier end.
Two framework radio towers, each 31m high and 91m apart,
stand 0.9 mile NNE of the pier. A green light is shown from a
church 0.5 mile NW of the pier. A light is shown from the head
of the pier.
8.4 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory for berthing operations.
Vessels should send their ETA 48 hours and 24 hours in ad-
vance through their agent. Pilots board 1 mile E of the pier.
8.4 Anchorage.—Vessels may anchor, in depths of 15 to 30m,
about 1 mile E of the pier.

Puerto Armuelles to Puerto Nuevo

8.5 The coast between the mouth of the Rio Rabo del
Puerco and Punta Boca de Hacha (Punta San Pedro), 20 miles
E, is intersected by numerous small rivers.
8.5 Isla Parida (8˚06'N., 82˚21'W.), which lies 12 miles SE of
Punta Boca de Hacha, is well-wooded, high, and of irregular
shape. Numerous above and below-water dangers surround this
island on all sides. A light is shown from the SW part of the
island.
8.5 La Bandera (8˚03'N., 82˚25'W.), a steep-to rock with a
depth of less than 1.8m, lies about 4 miles SW of Isla Parida.
8.5 Islas Ladrones (7˚52'N., 82˚26'W.), three rocky, barren
islets which occupy an area about 1 mile in extent, lie 14 miles
SSW of Isla Parida. Rocks lie within 1 mile NNE of the
islands, and a bank on which there are least depths of 5.5m
extends 8 miles NNE. A light is shown from the 75m high
summit of the island. The islands have been reported to be
radar conspicuous
8.5 The Rio Chiriqui (8˚15'N., 82˚23'W.), which is fronted by
numerous islets, shoals, and other dangers, lies between Punta
Boca de Hacha to the NW, Isla Parida to the S, and the
mainland to the NE.
8.5 The delta is intersected by three principal channels; Boca de
San Pedro, Boca Brava, and Boca Chica. Boca de San Pedro is
the deepest and most direct approach to the Rio Chiriqui and
Pedregal. The other two channels have silted and are no longer
in use.
8.5 The channel leading through Boca de San Pedro should not
be entered without local knowledge.

8.6 Pedregal(8˚22'N., 82˚26'W.) (World Port Index No.
15445) is a small village, lies at the head of Estero Pedregal.
General cargo, sugar, and fertilizer are handled. Fishing vessels
also utilize the port. There is a pier, 86m long, with depths of
3.4 to 5.2m alongside. Vessels can enter only at HW during
daylight hours. Maximum vessel draft allowed is 4.5m. Pilot-
age is compulsory. An ETA must be given 48 hours in advance.
Pilots may be contacted on VHF channel 16. All vessels
intending to enter the port must anchor in the vicinity of Fair-
way Buoy to await the pilot.
8.6 The numerous islets, rocks, and other dangers, which extend
up to 10 miles E of Isla Parida and then N to the coast, are
intersected by several deep passages leading to Boca Chica, the
E entrance of the delta.
8.6 Islas Viudas(8˚06'N., 82˚10'W.), a group of islets extending
N and NW of a detached rock, 4.6m high, lies on the S side of

the approach to Boca Chica about 9 miles E of Isla Parida. T
rock is usually marked by breakers. A reef, with several abo
and below-water rocks on it, extends 0.5 mile SE
8.6 Islas Monitas (8˚09'N., 82˚10'W.) are two islets on a ree
lying about 3 miles N of Islas Viudas. A light is shown from
the SE point of the NE islet.

Islas Secas(7˚59'N., 82˚02'W.), a group of islands and rock
which cover an area approximately 5 miles in extent, lies
miles SE of Islas Viudas. Isla Cavada, in the center of t
group, is 94m high.
8.6 La Bruja (7˚59'N., 81˚59'W.), a 0.6m high rock, lies 3 mile
E of the N extremity of Isla Cavada and is a formidable dang
especially at night.
8.6 The coast to the E of Boca Chica, as far as the entrance le
ing to Puerto Nuevo, is intersected by several rivers a
streams.
8.6 Isla Silva de Afuera (8˚05'N., 81˚49'W.), 43m high and
wooded, lies 4.5 miles W of the S entrance point leading
Puerto Nuevo.

8.7 Puerto Nuevo(8˚06'N., 81˚42'W.), which lies on the
E bank of an estuary into which several rivers discharge,
entered between Punta Entrada on the S and Punta Aguda
miles ENE, the S extremity of Isla Insolita.
8.7 The position of the entrance may be recognized by Sugarl
Hill (8˚10'N., 81˚46'W.), 165m high, which stands 5 miles N o
Punta Entrada, and by Isla Silva de Afuera and Isla Silva
Tierra, which lie W of the entrance.
8.7 The entrance channel is about 0.2 mile wide between
10m curves until within 0.3 mile of Isla Intrusa, beyond whic
no vessel should attempt to proceed if drawing more th
3.7m. At HW, vessels drawing up to 3.7m can reach the wh
at San Juan Enfrente, but will ground alongside at LW.
8.7 Anchorage can be taken by large vessels, in depths of 9
11m, about 1.3 miles WSW of Punta Entrada. Deep-draft v
sels can anchor in mid-channel, in depths of 14 to 16m, ab
0.5 mile E of Punta Entrada.

Puerto Nuevo to Isla Jicarita

8.8 Morro Negrito (8˚02'N., 81˚43'W.), 91m high, is a
bluff headland joined to the land to the N by a narrow isthmu
and lies 3 miles S of Punta Entrada.
8.8 Between Morro Negrito and Punta Pajaron, 9 miles SE, t
coast is fronted by a shallow bank which extends up to
miles offshore in places. The bank is steep-to and breaks on
edge with a SE swell. Between Punta Pajaron and Punta Ja
13 miles SE, the coast is irregular and indented by a numbe
small bays. The land gradually rises to high hills and pea
close inland as Punta Jabali is approached.
8.8 Bahia Honda (7˚45'N., 81˚32'W.), entered between Pun
Guarida (Punta del Miel) and Punta Jabali, is deep, shelter
and provides excellent shelter. Tidal currents have a velocity
0.5 to 1 knot. Drying flats fringe the E and NE ends of the ba
but elsewhere the shores are generally steep-to.
8.8 Isla Talon, 80m high, lies in the inner reaches of the harb
and divides it into two parts, known as Bahia Chinche to the
and Bahia Legamo to the E. Two small islets lie off the W an
S sides of Isla Talon.
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8.8 Anchorage can be taken anywhere within the harbor, but the
best berth for large vessels is in Bahia Chinche, in a depth of
27m, mud, 0.6 mile W of Isla Calentador.
8.8 Confined anchorage may be taken in Bahia Legamo, in
depths of 9 to 18m.
8.8 Islas Contreras (7˚50'N., 81˚47'W.), lying NW of Bahia
Honda, consists of two groups of uninhabited islands and rocks
separated by a deep channel about 1.5 miles wide.
8.8 Isla Uva (7˚49'N., 81˚46'W.), the largest of the S group, lies
15 miles NW of Punta Jabali and 9.5 miles offshore. A light is
shown from a point on the SW side of the island.
8.8 Roca Prosper, which has the appearance of a black tower, is
2.7m high and lies 1.3 miles S of Isla Uva. The other islets and
rocks of the group lie within 1 mile of the remaining coastline
of Isla Uva.
8.8 Isla Brincanco (7˚52'N., 81˚35'W.), the largest of the N
group, is 196m high and lies 3 miles N of Isla Uva. The other
islets which make up the group lie within 0.8 mile of Isla Brin-
canco.
8.8 Anchorage can be taken, in a depth of 55m, about 0.5 mile N
of Isla Brincanco. Small vessels can anchor close N of the islet,
in a depth of 26m.
8.8 Isla Canal de Afuera (7˚41'N., 81˚38'W.), 201m high, lies 5
miles WSW of Punta Jabali and can be passed on either side. A
small islet lies close N of the W end of the island. A light is
shown from the S side of the ‘island.

8.9 Isla Rancheria(7˚39'N., 81˚42'W.), 130m high, lies
within 1.5 miles of Punta Baltasar, the N end of Isla de Coiba.
Several islets and sunken rocks lie within 1.3 miles NW and
0.8 mile NE of the islet.
8.9 La Viuda (7˚39'N., 81˚41'W.), a dangerous pinnacle rock
with a depth of 8.5m, lies 0.8 mile ENE of Isla Rancheria.
8.9 Isla de Coiba (7˚30'N., 81˚48'W.), the largest island off this
section of coast, is mountainous and heavily wooded, but there
is some swampy land on its W side. The island rises to an ele-
vation of 427m in its central part.
8.9 The W side of the island between Punta Baltasar, its N
extremity, and Punta Hermosa, 10 miles S, is bordered by deep
water and may be approached closely. Punta Hermosa, together
with Punta Adelarda, 2 miles S, form the W extremity of the
island. Punta Hermosa has been reported to be radar conspic-
uous.
8.9 Between Punta Adelarda and Punta Anegada, the SE
extremity of the island, the coast remains steep-to as far SE as
Punta Brigida (7˚22'N., 81˚47'W.), but E of this point several
detached dangers lie within 3 miles of the shore.
8.9 A bank, with a least depth of 6.5m, lies 1.5 miles S of Punta
Anegada. Breakers extend offshore for about 1 mile during the
winter season when SW winds prevail.
8.9 Anchorage can be taken off various parts of the island, but
there are no harbors to provide shelter.
8.9 Caution.—The island has a penal colony on its E side; land-
ing is prohibited without prior permission of the Panamanian
government.
8.9 A local magnetic anomaly was reported to exist off the S
coast of Isla de Coiba between positions 14 miles SE and 12
miles SSW of Punta Anegada.
8.9 Hill Rocks, comprised of two rocks awash, lies 5.5 miles
WSW of Punta Anegada.

8.9 Passage Rocks, a group of rocks awash, lies 7.3 miles W
of the same point and 1.5 miles offshore.
8.9 Between Punta Anegada and Punta Fea, 5 miles NW,
coast is fronted by foul ground which extends up to 1 mile o
shore in places.

8.10 Bahia Damas(7˚27'N., 81˚40'W.), entered betwee
Punta Fea and Punta Clara, 7 miles NNE, is the principal a
chorage of the island. There are depths of more than 50m
tween the entrance points, shoaling to a depth of 18m abou
mile offshore. Anchorage can be taken as convenient. It is
advisable to anchor in depths of less than 27m. The pe
colony lies along the N shore of this bay.
8.10 Ensenada Arenas(7˚34'N., 81˚42'W.), entered N of Punta
Damas, provides anchorage in its central part, in depths of 9
36m.

Isla Montuosa (7˚28'N., 82˚15'W.), a small and heavily
wooded island, lies 21 miles W of Isla de Coiba and rises to
height of 155m. Foul ground extends about 1.5 miles W a
0.5 miles S from this island.
8.10 Isla Montuosa has been reported to be radar conspicuou
light is shown from the highest point on the SW side of th
island. Banco Hannibal (7˚23'N., 82˚03'W.), with a least dep
of 17m, lies 12 miles ESE of Isla Montuosa.

8.10 Isla Jicaron (7˚16'N., 81˚48'W.), heavily wooded and unin
habited, rises to a height of 418m. This island is separated fr
Isla de Coiba to the N by Canal de Jicaron, a passage abo
miles wide. Tidal currents up to a rate of 2 knots have be
observed in the channel. A dangerous group of rocks, w
depths of less than 1.8m, which does not always break,
about 2 miles WNW of the S point of the island. Isla Jicaro
has been reported to be radar conspicuous.
8.10 Isla Jicarita (7˚13'N., 81˚48'W.), close S of Isla Jicaron, i
heavily wooded with bold cliffs at its S end, and rises to
height of 136m. The passage separating this island from I
Jicaron to the N is shoal. Isla Jicarita has been reported to
radar conspicuous. A light marks the S end of the island.
8.10 Caution.—Breakers have been observed 0.5 mile S of t
island.

Isla Jicarita to Punta Mariato

8.11 Islotes de Cativos(7˚41'N., 81˚29'W.), lying 1 mile
offshore, small in extent, and fringed by foul ground on their
side, lie 4 miles ESE of Punta Jabali. Anchorage can be ta
by vessels of any size about 1.5 miles NE of the largest is
and 0.5 mile offshore. Small vessels can anchor about the sa
distance to the NW of the same islet.
8.11 Between Islotes de Cativos and Punta Brava, 16 miles E,
coast remains high and bold. Several small islets lie within
mile offshore along this section of coast. Vessels should n
transit the area at a distance of less than 3 miles offshore.
8.11 Golfo de Montijo (7˚38'N., 81˚07'W.), entered betwee
Punta Brava on the W and Punta Duartes, 16 miles ESE
obstructed by two islands which lie across the entrance. T
channel of approach leads E of these islands and extends
miles N to the mouths of the Rio San Pablo and the Rio S
Pedro. The W side of the gulf is obstructed by extensive sh
low flats intersected by shoal passages.
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8.11 The Rio San Pedro is navigable as far as Puerto Mutis, 11
miles above Isla Leonis (7˚44'N., 81˚07'W.), by vessels with a
length of not more than 30.5m and a draft of not more than
3.3m.
8.11 The Rio San Pablo is more difficult to navigate, but at HW a
vessel with a draft of 3m can proceed upriver as far as Sona, 36
miles above Isla Leones.
8.11 Currents at the entrance of the gulf attain a velocity of up to
2 knots, but elsewhere are of varying strength.
8.11 Isla Cebaco(7˚32'N., 81˚09'W.), a high long narrow island,
lies across the entrance of the gulf about midway between the
entrance points. Several hills rise on the island, the highest
peak attaining an elevation of 355m about 4.5 miles from Punta
Zurron, the SW point of the island. A light is shown from a
square framework tower on Punta Zurron.
8.11 Pilar de Sal, lying 1.3 miles S of Punta Zurron, is a rock
named for its resemblance to a pillar of salt. Other small islets
and rocks lie in this vicinity.
8.11 English Rock, which breaks at half-tide, has a depth of 1.2m,
and lies about 1 mile E of Punta Campana, the NE extremity of
Isla Cebaco.
8.11 Anchorage can be taken in Caleta Cayman, a small bight on
the S side of the island near its W end, between the months of
January and May.
8.11 The preferred channel leading into the gulf leads E and then
N of English Rock.
8.11 The known dangers adjacent to or within the fairway N of
English Rock are charted and some are marked by beacons.

8.12 Isla Gobernadora(7˚34'N., 81˚13'W.), small in ex-
tent, with a 224m high peak, lies 1.5 miles N of the W part of
Isla Cebaco. The peak on the island is an excellent landmark
for vessels approaching from the W.
8.12 A pilot can be obtained at Isla Gobernadora.
8.12 Good, well-sheltered anchorage can be taken as convenient
either N or S of Isla Gobernadora. If using the anchorage S of
this island, care should be taken to avoid the shoal depths lying
in mid-channel, S of the E end of the island.
8.12 The coast between Punta Duartes and Punta Mariato, 19
miles S, is indented by two small bays. Good anchorage is pro-
vided in both bays from January to May, but Bahia Arenas, the
S bay, with depths of 9 to 37m, is preferred as better shelter is
provided and the holding ground is good. Shoaling has been
reported.
8.12 Punta Naranjo (7˚15'N., 80˚57'W.), a bluff headland lying
15 miles S of Punta Duartes and extending 2 miles W of the
general line of the coast, is backed by a range of high hills.
Islote Roncador (Isla Naranjas), a rocky, wooded islet, lies 1
mile off the point and a dangerous rocky shoal, with a depth of

2.1m, lies 1.3 miles farther WNW. This shoal is occasional
marked by breakers.
8.12 A bank, with a depth of 17.7m, lies 8 miles WNW of Punt
Naranjo.

Punta Mariato to Punta Mala

8.13 Punta Mariato (7˚12'N., 80˚53'W.), a bold headland
lying 4.3 miles SE of Punta Naranjo, marks the W extremity
a range of high coastal land that terminates to the E at Mo
de Puercos. Two red patches on the headland are conspic
when viewed from the S. The point is marked by a light.
8.13 Morro de Puercos (7˚15'N., 80˚26'W.), a lofty headland a
the E end of the high coastal range, lies 27 miles E of Pu
Mariato. The intervening coast is high and steep-to within
miles of the shore. Vessels rounding this point are advised
give it a wide berth. A vessel reported (1955) striking a su
merged object, believed to be an uncharted rock, about 4 m
ESE of the point. Less water than charted has been reporte
exist between this obstruction and the coast.

8.13 Shoals, with a depth of 9.5m, lie 4.3 miles ESE and 4.5 mil
NE of Morro de Puercos. Strong tide rips have been observe
miles SSW of the point.
8.13 Morro de Puercos has been reported to be radar conspicu
A light is shown from the point.
8.13 The coast between Morro de Puercos and Punta Mala,
miles ENE, sweeps to the NE to form two exposed bights. Th
section of coast is low and fronted to a considerable distan
by moderate depths. Punta Guanico, 7 miles NE of Morro
Puercos, has been reported to be radar conspicuous.
8.13 The bight to the NE of Punta Guanico is fronted by sho
depths which extend up to 2.5 miles from the W shore, d
creasing to a width of about 1 mile off the N shore to the W
Punta Raya, 9 miles NE of Punta Guanico.

8.14 Frailes del Norte(7˚22'N., 80˚10'W.), a small barren
flat-topped islet surrounded by deep water, lies 5 miles SE
Punta Raya.
8.14 Frailes del Sur (7˚20'N., 80˚09'W.), an islet similar to
Frailes del Norte and steep-to, lies 2.5 miles SSE. Both of
above islets are good landmarks in clear weather for vess
approaching Punta Mala. A light is shown from an 11m hig
pyramidal tower situated on the N end of Frailes del Su
Vessels passing Frailes del Sur are advised to give it a w
berth.
8.14 Punta Mala (Cabo Mala) (7˚28'N., 80˚00'W.), located 14
miles ENE of Punta Raya, is the W entrance point of the G
of Panama and is described in paragraph 9.2.
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9.0Additional chart coverage may be found in CATP2, Catalog of Nautical Charts.
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SECTOR 9

THE GULF OF PANAMA

9.0 Plan.—This sector describes the Gulf of Panama between
Punta Mala and Bahia Ardita, and includes the Archipelago de
Las Perlas. The descriptive sequence is N, E, and then SE.

The Gulf of Panama

9.1 The Gulf of Panama, a broad expanse of water lying
on the Pacific side of the approach to the Isthmus of Panama,
may be considered to lie N of a line extending from Punta
Mala, on the W, to Bahia Ardita, on the E.
9.1 The gulf recedes N of these entrance points to Bahia de
Panama, which forms its head, and serves as the S approach to
the Panama Canal. The entrance to the canal lies 93 miles NNE
of Punta Mala.
9.1 Archipelago de Las Perlas (8˚25'N., 79˚00'W.), which
consists of many islands, islets, and numerous dangers within
its limits, lies in the NE part of the gulf.

Punta Mala to the Panama Canal

9.2 Punta Mala (Cabo Mala) (7˚28'N., 80˚00'W.), the W
entrance point of the Gulf of Panama, is low, but cliffy and
fronted by steep-to rocky ledges. From a considerable distance
NW, the land slopes gradually toward the cape, which is not
easily distinguished unless the breakers are seen. Several
buildings stand on the point. Tide rips were reported to occur
16 miles ENE of the point. Vessels generally experience a
strong S set in this area, especially during the dry season.
Vessels are advised to remain outside the 200m curve in the
vicinity of Punta Mala. Punta Mala has been reported to be
radar conspicuous.

9.2 The point is marked by a light; a racon is situated at the lig
9.2 A wreck, with a depth of 11m, lies 3 miles SW of Punt
Mala.
9.2 Isla Iguana (7˚37'N., 80˚00'W.), lying 9 miles N of Punta
Mala and 2.5 miles offshore, is slightly higher than th
adjacent coast and can readily be identified. The island, mar
by a light situated on its W extremity, has been reported to
radar conspicuous.
9.2 The coast between Punta Mala and Punta Lisa, 39 miles N
is generally low and intersected by the mouths of several riv
and streams.
9.2 Isla Villa (7˚57'N., 80˚18'W.), an islet 12m high and marke
by a light, lies l.5 miles offshore, 5.5 miles SE of Punta Lisa
9.2 Bahia Parita (8˚07'N., 80˚20'W.), entered between Pun
Lisa and Punta Anton, 18 miles N, recedes inland 10 miles
low and swampy, and fronted by drying shoals which exte
up to 3.5 miles offshore in places.
9.2 Boca de Estero Palo Blanco(Estero Aguadulce) (8˚14'N.,
80˚28'W.), the channel leading to Puerto Aguadulce at the h
of an inlet, is entered between the drying flats which lie 1
miles WSW of Punta Anton and 2 miles offshore.

9.3 Puerto Aguadulce(8˚14'N., 80˚30'W.) (World Port
Index No. 15425) is situated in Parita Bay and handles bu
sugar and molasses for export, principally to the United Sta
9.3 Depths—Limitations.—The channel leading to the port is
marked by lighted buoys and beacons. The channel is 7 m
long, has a least navigable width of 75m, and a least depth
1m at LW.
9.3 The port has a 70m long pier, with alongside depths of 2.4
3.3m, used for the export of sugar and molasses. There
50m long dolphin berth, with an alongside depth of 2.7m, o
the W bank of the river farther upstream, also for loading sug
and molasses.
9.3 Vessels of less than 2,500 grt, with a maximum length
100m and a draft not exceeding 6.4m, can be accommodate
HW.
9.3 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory. Vessels may reque
pilotage through the port authority on VHF channel 12 upo
arrival.

9.4 The low coast between Punta Anton and Punta Prie
(8˚32'N., 79˚55'W.), 28 miles NE, is intersected by numero
rivers and fronted by a shore bank which extends up to 2
miles offshore. To the SE of Punta Prieta, the bank extends
miles offshore, but gradually decreases in extent in the vicin
of Punta Chame, 14 miles farther NE.
9.4 Isla Bona (8˚35'N., 79˚36'W.), together with the other is
lands and rocks within 3 miles N of it, lies 8 miles SE of Pun
Chame and is the southernmost group of a chain of islands
rocks which lies within 20 miles S of Flamenco Island. Is
Bona has a single peak which rises to an elevation of 205m a
has been reported to be radar conspicuous. A light is sho
from a small islet close S of Isla Bona.Punta Mala Light
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9.4 Isla Otoque (8˚36'N., 79˚36'W.), the N island, is irregular in
shape and rises to two peaks, both slightly lower than the peak
on Isla Bona. A village is situated on a bay at the NW side of
the island.
9.4 Roca Redonda, an above-water rock, and Isla Estiva, a small
islet, lie about midway between the above islands on the E and
W sides, respectively. From a distance, the islands do not
appear as separate islands until viewed from the E or W.

9.4 Bahia de Chame(8˚40'N., 79˚41'W.), a shallow bay encum-
bered by numerous drying flats, is entered between Punta
Chame and Punta Juanita, 5 miles NW.
9.4 The coast between Punta Juanita and Punta Vacamonte, 10
miles N, is fronted by a shoal bank which extends up to 4.5
miles offshore in places.

9.5 Bahia Chorrera (8˚50'N., 79˚42'W.), which lies 3.5
miles SW of Punta Vacamonte, is encumbered by drying flats
extending 2.5 miles from the head of the bay. Depths of less
than 9m extend up to 4.5 miles offshore. The bay is frequented
primarily by small craft.
9.5 Puerto Pesquero de Vacamonte(8˚52'N., 79˚40'W.)
(World Port Index No. 15415) lies 10 miles SW of the Panama
Canal entrance and provides services to domestic and inter-
national fishing vessels. Tuna and shrimp are the primary
cargo. The port is situated on Punta Vacamonte. A spit that
extends from the shoreline forms the NE end of Chorrera Bay.
A breakwater protects the harbor from the open sea conditions.
9.5 Depths—Limitations.—The access channel to the port is
1.5 miles long, 140m wide, and has a depth of 5.5m. The aver-
age tidal range is 4m and vessels with a draft exceeding 5m can
enter the harbor during HW.
9.5 A pier extends SW from the shore and has a length of 132m
at its head,with an alongside depth of 9m.
9.5 The port can accommodate vessels of up to 7,000 tons, 240m
in length, and 7m draft.
9.5 Aspect.—Range lights lead through the entrance channel,
which is marked by lighted buoys.
9.5 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory for any vessel greater
than 150 grt. The pilot can be contacted on VHF channel 15.

9.6 Cerro Cabra (8˚55'N., 79˚39'W.), a prominent triple-
peaked summit, rises to an elevation of 510m about 3 miles NE
of Punta Vacamonte.
9.6 The coast between Punta Vacamonte and Punta Bruja, 5.3
miles E, is fronted by a shorebank which extends up to 3 miles
offshore. Several small islets and rocks lie within the limits of
this bank, seaward of Punta Bruja.
9.6 Commission Rock(8˚51'N., 79˚34'W.), the outermost dan-
ger, lies on the edge of the shore bank, 3 miles SSE of Punta
Bruja. This rock has a least depth of 1.5m.
9.6 Isleta Melones, 24m high and flat-topped, together with
Roca Melones, a drying rock 0.5 mile N, lie 3.5 miles WSW of
Commission Rock.
9.6 Punta Guinea (8˚55'N., 79˚34'W.), 2.5 miles NE of Punta
Bruja, is backed by a summit, 95m high. A leper colony stands
on the shore about midway between the two points. The mouth
of the Farfan River lies between Punta Guinea and Farfan
Point, 1 mile N.

Panama Canal Approach—South Side

9.7 A chain of islands, rocks, and sunken dangers lies
the S side of the approach to the Panama Canal and ext
from Islote Valladolid, 10 miles S of Punta Bruja to Isla Tabo
guilla, 6 miles SE of the same point.
9.7 Islote Valladolid (8˚43'N., 79˚36'W.), the southernmos
danger of the chain, consists of two white-colored rocks lyin
close together. The highest rock of the two is prominent wh
the sun shines on it. A light is shown from a metal framewo
tower situated on the rock.
9.7 Isla Chame (8˚44'N., 79˚35'W.), 2 miles N of Islote Valla-
dolid, is 96m high, wooded, and prominent. Roca Perique, 1
high, lies close N of the islet and is marked by a light tower.
lighted buoy marks the dangerous rocks lying close off the
end of Isla Chame.
9.7 Isla Taboga (8˚47'N., 79˚33'W.), the largest and highes
island of the chain, rises to an elevation of 307m near its cen
The village of Taboga stands on the NE side of the island.
conspicuous radio tower, equipped with an aeronautical rad
beacon, and another radar tower are situated midway along
S side of the island. Morro de Taboga, a smaller, high islet, l
on the shorebank which extends 0.5 mile NE from the N part
the island.
9.7 Anchorage can be taken off the village of Taboga, in a dep
of 18m, about 0.3 mile offshore.
9.7 A fuel and water barge is stationed off Isla Taboga and
often used by vessels transiting the canal. A recommended p
tected bunkering anchorage lies 1.5 miles E of the church
Taboga, in a depth of 31m. A pilot for this anchorage boards
Balboa, or 2 miles NE of Morro de Taboga for vessels enteri
the canal.
9.7 Isla Taboga has been reported to be a radar conspicuous

9.8 Isla Urava (8˚47'N., 79˚32'W.), 177m high, is sepa
rated from Isla Taboga by a narrow channel with a least de
of 2.1m. Islote Tarapa, a small islet, lies close S of Isla Urav
A light is shown from the SE shore of Isla Tarapa.
9.8 Isla Taboguilla (8˚49'N., 79˚31'W.), l.5 miles NE of Isla
Urava, is the northernmost island of the chain. It is woode
and rises to a height of 213m. Several small islets lie off its
and SW sides. Two rocky patches lie between 2 and 3 mi
WNW of the W side of Isla Taboguilla. A light is shown from a
tower on Punta de Cruz, the N point of the island. Another lig
is shown from the summit of Piedra de Pon, an islet lying clo
SE of Isla Taboguilla.
9.8 Anchorage can be taken about 0.3 mile seaward of the
side of the island.
9.8 Isla Farallon (Roca Farallon), a fairly high rock, lies 0.3 mil
SSE of the S extremity of Isla Taboguilla. It is white and ba
with a well-defined projection on the summit.
9.8 Roca Tabu, with a depth of less than 1.8m, and a 5.8m pa
close NE, lie 0.6 mile SW of Isla Farallon.

Panama Canal Approach—East Side

9.9 A group of small islands and rocks lies on the E sid
of the approach to the entrance channel leading to the Pan
Canal from SE of Ciudad de Panama.
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9.9 Roca San Jose(8˚54'N., 79˚31'W.), the southeasternmost
danger of the group, is 29m high, of a gray color, and an ex-
cellent landmark for approaching vessels to use when an-
choring off the canal entrance. Deep water can be found within
0.3 mile of this rock, but care should be taken to avoid a rocky
patch, marked by a lighted buoy, with a depth of 9.7m, which
lies 1.3 miles ESE.
9.9 Flamenco Island(8˚55'N., 79˚31'W.), 0.5 mile NW of Roca
San Jose, is the southernmost island of four which lie close
together and are joined by causeways.
9.9 Flamenco Island, from a distance, shows a symmetrical, flat-
topped outline. A signal mast stands on the summit of the
island. A light is shown from the SW side of the island; a racon
is situated at the light.

9.9 Isla Culebra, Isla Perico, and Isla Naos lie NW of Flamenco
Island.

Tides—Currents.—A current of variable strength, but fairly
constant in direction, sets W across the head of Bahia de
Panama and then S between Isla Taboga and the mainland.
This current, when combined with the tidal current on the ebb,
has rates of 1 to 2 knots at springs, between and W of Isla
Taboga and Isla Otoque. It effectively reduces the rate of the
current on the flood. Between Isla Taboga and Isla Otoque, the
currents on both the flood and ebb vary greatly in direction at
different stages of the tide and cross currents, setting E or W,
are frequently encountered near the shores of the islands and in
the vicinity of Islote Valladolid.
9.9 Current observations carried out at three stations in Bahia de
Panama, between Isla Taboga and Flamenco Island, indicate
that the general direction of the current is approximately
parallel with the canal axis. Surface currents during the flood
were found to be more from the E, especially at the observation
point nearest Flamenco Island, indicating that the currents here
are affected by winds and the coastal current in Bahia de
Panama. The greatest rate observed in this part of the bay is 0.5
knot.

9.9 Aspect.—Ancon Hill (Mount Ancon) (8˚57'N., 79˚33'W.),
202m high and the most outstanding landmark to be seen w
approaching the entrance of the Panama Canal, is located
miles NW of Flamenco Island. Four radio masts stand on
summit. The old white stone administration building, with
red roof, on the E slope is easily made out. A mason
reservoir, with white coping, is conspicuous from seaward.
9.9 Sosa Hill, 110m high, lies between Ancon Hill and the cana
The city of Balboa stands at the base of the hill.
9.9 The Thatcher Ferry Bridge spans the canal close N of Far
Point and is described in paragraph 9.10.

9.9 Directions.—Vessels entering the Gulf of Panama from
should pass 15 miles E of Punta Mala and those approach
the gulf from N should round the point at a distance of abou
miles. Upon approach to the entrance of the Panama Cana
vessel should pass E of Isla Bona and 2 miles E of Is
Taboguilla, bringing the summit of Ancon Hill to bear 328˚
On this heading, the summit will be roughly in range wit
Flamenco Island. and Perico Island. This course should then
followed to the anchorage.
9.9 As the depths decrease gradually from about 37m to the
of Isla Bona, to 13 to 16m in the vicinity of the entrance of th
canal, soundings are of great assistance when approachin
thick weather. If there is doubt as to position, a vessel sho
anchor, in a depth of 18m, which will be within 2 miles of th
canal entrance.
9.9 At night, after identifying the canal entrance range lights a
lighted channel buoys, it is advisable to keep just N and E
the range and anchor in a depth of not less than 18m.
9.9 Caution.—It has been reported (2003) that backgroun
lighting in the canal may make it difficult to identify lighted
aids to navigation.

The Panama Canal

9.10 The Panama Canal, a lock-type canal, connects
Pacific Ocean with the Atlantic Ocean. The canal crosses the
Isthmus of Panama from Cristobal on the N side to Balboa,
the S side. The canal is maintained to a minimum depth
12.8m at LW over a minimum width of 152m. The most exte
sive part of the canal lies at the level of Gatun Lake, which h
depths of 25 to 26.5m above sea level, varying according to
season of the year. Gatun Lake is reached through three se
locks, which are arranged in duplicate on either side of t
most elevated part of the canal. The average canal transit is
hours.

It has been reported (1999) that fog conditions between S
tember and December may suspend night transits in the ca

Local authorities should always be contacted to confir
conditions of all aids to navigation and other conditions in th
canal. Additional information may be obtained from the we
site of the Panama Canal Authority.

Depths—Limitations.—The maximum length overall, in-
cluding bulbous bow, for commercial or non-commercial ve
sels acceptable for regular transit is 289.56m; passenger

Flamenco Island Light

Panama Canal Authority (ACP) Home Page

http://www.pancanal.com
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container vessels may have an overall length of up to 294.13m.
The maximum length overall for integrated tug and barge
combinations is 274.32m. The maximum aggregate overall
length for non-self-propelled vessels, including accompanying
tugs, is 259.08m, provided that the tugs lock through with the
vessel. The maximum beam for commercial or non-
commercial vessels and integrated tug and barge combinations
is 32.31m, however, a beam of up to 32.61m may be permitted
with prior permission, provided that the deepest point of
immersion does not exceed 11.28m TFW (Tropical Fresh
Water). The maximum beam for non-self-propelled vessels is
30.48m.

9.10 The maximum allowable height for any vessel transiting the
canal or entering the port of Balboa at any state of the tide is
57.91m, measured from the waterline to its highest point. With
prior permission on a case-by-case basis, the maximum
allowable height may be increased to 62.48m.
9.10 The maximum permissible draft for canal transit is 12.04m
TFW when the level at Gatun Lake is 24.84m or higher, how-
ever, maximum draft may be reduced, again, depending on the
level of Gatun Lake. Draft limits on vessels are also subject to
vessel design criteria (i.e., bilge radius information to de-
termine clearance of rubber fenders on lock walls) and vessel
handling criteria.
9.10 If there is any doubt concerning a vessel's suitability, this
should be clarified directly with the Marine Director, Panama
Canal Commission at Balboa.

9.10 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory for all vessels in transit o
berthing at Balboa.
9.10 The Navigation Division of the Panama Canal Commissio
requires that vessels forward their ETA at least 96 hours
advance. Vessels are further required to report their actual t
of passing Punta Mala, or latitude 7˚28'N. The pilot will boar
vessel seaward of Buoy No. 1 and Buoy No. 2 , approximate
1 mile S of Flamenco Island.
9.10 Pilot ladders must be rigged in accordance with Regulati
17, Chapter V, of the International Convention for the Safety
Life at Sea (SOLAS).
9.10 The pilot assigned shall have control of the navigation a
movements of such vessel. The master, or his qualified rep
sentative, must be on the bridge at all times when the vesse
underway, in order to keep the pilot informed of any pecu
arities in shiphandling, so that he may be better able to con
its navigation and movement.
9.10 The pilot boards at the merchant ship anchorage, as best s
on the chart.
9.10 Vessels must report to the signal station at Flamenco Isla
upon arrival. The port radio station at Flamenco Island may
contacted on VHF channel 12.
9.10 The following is a table of minimum drafts required of ves
sels intending to board a pilot:

9.10 Vessels with a length of up to 129.54m must be trimmed
the pilot can see the ranges over the forecastle from the ce
of the navigation bridge.
9.10 Vessels approaching the Panama Canal shall communic
by radio to the Traffic Management not less than 96 hours
advance of arrival at the canal (or earlier if radio communic
tion is practicable at an earlier time), the information require
below, unless this information has been previously commu
cated to the canal authorities by other means. Symbols of
phonetic alphabet shall be used to identify each item. The w
“NEGAT” shall be used after the items that can be answer
“no,” “none,” or “not applicable.” The following items of in-
formation shall be provided as listed in the accompanyi
table.Gatun Light

Panama Canal—Minimum Drafts for Vessels
in Ballast-TSW

Length overall Draft foward Draft aft

> 129.54m 2.44m 4.27m

> 144.78m 5.49m 6.10m

> 160.02m 6.10m 6.71m

> 176.78m 6.71m 7.31m

> 190.50m 7.31m 7.92m

Panama Canal—Advance Reporting Required Information

Designator Information

ALFA The Panama Canal Identification Number of the vessel.

BRAVO Estimated date and time of arrival, port of arrival and request for canal transit if desired.

CHARLIE Estimated draft upon arrival, in feet and inches, fore and aft, in Tropical Fresh Water.
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9.10 Regulations.—All ships should have aboard a copy of the
current regulations contained in Chapter 1 of the Code of
Federal Regulations, Title 35, Panama Canal. Vessels should
consult these regulations prior to transiting. Ships arriving
without such regulations aboard shall obtain them through their
agent as soon as possible after arrival.
9.10 All vessels greater than 300 gross tons or over 20m long
must be equipped with an Automatic Identification System
(AIS) transponder that meets the standards set by the Inter-
national Maritime Organization.
9.10 All vessels are subject to quarantine and until granted free
pratique shall fly a yellow flag from the foremast head, and
shall observe all other requirements of vessels actually quaran-
tined.
9.10 Provisional pratique will be granted those vessels not held in
quarantine, but subject to further procedure or observation. The
termination of provisional pratique places the vessels in quar-
antine. Free or provisional pratique may, under special con-
ditions, be withdrawn by the quarantine officer.

9.10 Masters of all vessels should familiarize themselves with
the quarantine regulations and requirements for both the P
ama Canal and the ports of Colon and Panama in the Repu
of Panama.
9.10 The quarantine officer-in-charge may grant pratique by rad
to a vessel upon the basis of information regarding the ves
its cargo, and persons aboard, received prior to arrival of
vessel, when in his judgment, and in accordance with instru
tions, the entry of the vessel will not result in the introductio
transmission, or spread of communicable diseases.
9.10 The discharge overboard of waste material other than p
able water is prohibited in the canal operating area.
9.10 The Panama Canal authorities may dispatch vessels thro
the canal in any order and at any time they may see fit. Prior
of arrival does not give any vessel the right to pass through
canal ahead of another that may arrive later.
9.10 Regular passenger vessels with accommodations for 50
more passengers and vessels carrying mail or running on fi
published schedules will to the extent consistent with efficie

DELTA Any changes in the vessel's name, country of registry, structure or use of tanks that have
occurred since the vessel last called in the Panama Canal.

ECHO
Will the vessel dock at Balboa or Cristobal? What is the reason for docking? If it is for
cargo operations, fuel or water, give the tonnage involved in each case. Is there any
other reason the vessel will not be ready to transit upon arrival? If so, for what reason?

FOXTROT The nature and tonnage of any deck cargo.

GOLF

If the vessel is carrying any explosives or dangerous cargoes in bulk, state the correct
technical name, quantity (in long tons), United Nations number, and the International
Maritime Organization class for each dangerous cargo carried. If the vessel is a tanker
in ballast condition and not gas free, state the correct technical name, United Nations
number, and International Maritime Organization class of the previously carried cargo.
Tankers reporting GOLF NEGAT shall, in addition, state the technical names of non-
dangerous cargoes carried.

HOTEL
If the vessel is carrying any packaged dangerous goods, as specified in CFR 35, Title
35, Paragraph 113, Subpart C, other than explosives, state the International Maritime
Organization class and division and the total quantity in long tons within each class.

INDIA

Quarantine and immigration information:
Is radio pratique desired?
State the ports at which the vessel has called within 15 days of preceding its arrival

at the canal.
State all cases of communicable disease aboard and the nature of the disease or

diseases, if known.
The number of deaths which have occurred since departure from the last port and

the cause of each death, if known.
The number of passengers disembarking and their port of disembarkation.
The number and ports of origin of any stowaway and a brief description of the

identity of each stowaway.
The number, kind and country of origin of any animals aboard. Are any animals to

be landed?
The country of origin of all meat, whether carried as cargo or as ship's stores.
Has the vessel called at a port in any country infected with foot-and-mouth disease

or rinderpest during its present voyage?
Specify whether the vessel has a valid deratting certificate or a deratting exemption

certificate issued within 180 days prior to arrival.

Panama Canal—Advance Reporting Required Information

Designator Information
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operation of the canal, as determined by the canal authorities,
be given preference over other vessels in transiting.
9.10 Warships and naval auxiliaries of all nations receive priority
scheduling, thus they are scheduled for same day transit in
such a manner as to cause the least disruption in the transit
schedule and overall efficiency of the canal. Operationally, this
means that a ship scheduled for a priority transit will transit the
canal within 24 hours of arrival.

Anchorage.—Vessels planning to transit the canal or berth
in Balboa Harbor, and awaiting boarding, must anchor in the
anchorage areas SE and S of Flamenco Island, which are best
seen on the chart.
9.10 Vessels may bunker by barge in the anchorage, subject to
draft.
9.10 Anchorages, for vessels bunkering by barge, lie 0.7 mile NW
of Morro de Taboga, where vessels are advised to take care in
avoiding the shoal area having a depth of 8.8m; 1 mile NNW
and 0.5 mile SW of the light structure off the SW end of Isla
Taboguilla; and 0.5 mile W of Isla Tarapa.
9.10 Vessels carrying explosives anchor 2 miles ENE of Isla
Tortolita.
9.10 Anchorage is prohibited on either side of the dredged
entrance channel leading to the canal, SW of Flamenco Island.

9.10 Aspect.—The Thatcher Ferry Bridge, also called the Bridge
of the Americas, crosses the entrance channel about 0.2 mile N
of Farfan Point and has an overhead clearance of 59.7m at
MHW. The center of the bridge is marked by two lights dis-
played vertically.
9.10 In general, the lighting and buoyage of the Panama Canal in-
clude the use of range lights, usually green in the longest

reaches, and lighted buoys and beacons along the sides, s
ing red lights on one side and green on the other. Each lo
reach has a double range, a front and a back range, so th
vessel going in either direction will have a range ahead.
9.10 The range towers are cylindrical concrete structures, se
little to the right of the axis of the canal so that if vessels goin
in opposite directions keep on their respective front rang
they will have ample room to pass.
9.10 Lighted buoys and beacons are placed along the sides of
canal and across Gatun Lake at intervals of a little less tha
mile and at all turns. Lights on aids indicating turns a
equipped with flashing lights.
9.10 In Gaillard Cut, the canal prism is lighted by electric light
spaced 152.4m apart on each bank, suspended from the b
so that the lights are 2m above the water level and mark
edge of the prism of the canal. These lights are fixed green
the E bank and red on the W bank.
9.10 The lock at Pedro Miguel is the dividing line between th
Atlantic and Pacific buoyage systems; therefore, having pas
through the lock, red and green buoys will be found on sides
the channel opposite to those on which they were before rea
ing the lock.
9.10 The aids to navigation are numbered in five sections:

1. From the Atlantic entrance to Gatun Locks.
2. Gatun Lake from Gatun Locks to Gaillard Cut.
3. Gaillard Cut.
4. Miraflores Lake.
5. From the Pacific entrance to Miraflores Locks.

9.10 In association with the dredging operations and tempora
obstructions, small wooden buoys may be placed from time
time to mark constricted channels.

Panama Canal—Pedro Miguel Lock (front), Miraflores Locks (rear), and Thacker Ferry Bridge from NW
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9.10 Descriptions of all aids, courses, and distances through the
various reaches of the canal and information on particular
currents which may be expected at various places along this
route are given in the “Pilot Handbook,” issued by the canal
authorities to all pilots.
9.10 It has been reported (2003) that dredging is being done in the
Gatun Lake and Gaillard Cut navigation channels. The 32 mile
long channel from the S end of the Gatun Locks to the N end of
the Pedro Miguel Locks is also being dredged. This project is
expected to be completed by 2009.

Balboa (8˚57'N., 79˚34'W.)

World Port Index No. 15410

9.11 Balboa is situated on the E side of the bay at the
entrance to the Panama Canal, on the Pacific coast. It is the
second largest port terminal in Panama, following the Port of
Cristobal. Balboa Heights consists principally of
administration buildings and it presides as the seat of the
Panama Canal Commission. Balboa also provides residences
for employees, and other installations used in conjunction with
the operation of the canal.
9.11 The canal is the only access into the port of Balboa; the har-
bor approach is unrestricted with a minimum depth of 11.9m at
MLW. The Thatcher Ferry Bridge crosses the entrance channel
close S of the port (see paragraph 9.10).
9.11 Tides—Currents.—Tides are semidiurnal. The average
tidal range reported (2002) is 4.9m to 5.5m. Occasional north-
erlies and strong gusts reduce the tidal range, but are not severe
enough to interfere with navigation.
9.11 Tidal currents of up to 2 knots are reported to set across the
pier heads.
9.11 Favorable weather conditions usually prevail from Decem-
ber through April, which is the dry season.
9.11 Depths—Limitations.—The following table describes the
depths and functions of the berths in Balboa:

9.11 Drafts listed are the maximum allowable drafts at any sta
of the tide and allow for an underkeel clearance of 0.9m.
9.11 Vessels having a draft exceeding 11.7m are not handled fr
2 hours 30 minutes before LW until 2 hours after LW.
9.11 Rodman Harbor, situated across the bay from Balboa, on
W side of the main channel, has three piers. Each pier ha
214m long frontage and provides two berths, one on the N s
and one on the S side.
9.11 The harbor has been dredged to a depth of 12.2m, howe
caution should be exercised, as the piers are reported (20
subject to a maximum allowable draft at any stage of the tid
to include an underkeel allowance of 0.9m, as follows:

9.11 It has been reported (2002) that Pier 1 is used mainly by ta
vessels, Pier 2 is used mainly by U.S. Navy vessels transit
the canal, and Pier 3 is used by the Panamanian Coast Gua
9.11 Any vessel which arrives with a draft in excess of 7.7m
which expects to load to a draft in excess of 7.7m will b
required to execute a release form “undertaking to release
indemnify.”
9.11 Vessels exceeding 7.7m in draft entering or departing Balb
Harbor will proceed at or near HW.
9.11 Braswell Shipyard, containing three graving docks for th
maintenance and repair of all Panamax size vessels, is situ
400m off the range leading through the port of Balboa. Repa
may also be effected at the anchorage or a riding crew
quested.

9.11 Pilotage.—Pilotage is compulsory for all vessels over 1,00
grt. Boarding officials will board ship approximately 1mile
from the sea buoy. A bridge and equipment inspection a
quarantine paperwork are required when using a Panama C

Balboa—Berthing Facilities

Berth No. Max. draft Remarks

6 9.0m Tankers and bunkering

7A 10.1m Chemicals

7B 9.9m Chemicals

8 9.2m Ship repair

13 5.1m General and bulk

14A 10.5m General, bulk, and containers

14B 10.5m General, bulk, and containers

15A 11.0m General, bulk, and containers

15B 10.3m General, bulk, and containers

15C 10.1m General, bulk, and containers

Container
Pier 13.0m

Reported (2001) built on re-
claimed land occupying the
site of former Berth 16 and
Berth 17

18A 10.6m General, breakbulk, and bunk-
ering

18B 9.0m General, breakbulk, and bunk-
ering

18C 12.0m General, breakbulk, and bunk-
ering

18D 10.2m General, breakbulk, and bunk-
ering

18E 8.7m General, breakbulk, and bunk-
ering

Note.—Information regarding Berth 13, Berth 14, Berth 15,
and the new Container Pier were reported in 2001.

Berth No. 1N 8.5m

Berth No. 1S 8.2m

Berth No. 2N 8.8m

Berth No. 2S 7.0m

Berth No. 3N 6.4m

Berth No. 3S 4.8m

Balboa—Berthing Facilities

Berth No. Max. draft Remarks
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Authority Pilot, even when not conducting a canal transit.
Pilots will board shortly after the boarding officials depart.
9.11 Anchorage.—Vessels may anchor is designated areas only,
as best seen on the chart, in depths up to 23m. Vessels are pro-
hibited from anchoring in the fairway. In case of emergencies,
designated beaching areas are established throughout the
channel.
9.11 Caution.—Mariners are advised to use caution when an-
choring due to numerous underwater cables and pipelines.

The Panama Canal to the Golfo de San Miguel

9.12 Puerto de Panama(8˚57'N., 79˚32'W.) (World Port
Index No. 15390) lies between Punta Paitilla and the SE
Bastion of the old fortifications of Ciudad de Panama, 3.3
miles N of Flamenco Rock. The port is shallow with a greatest
depth of 2.7m between the entrance points, shoaling to 2.4m
and less within the harbor. Depths over the coastal bank
fronting the harbor increase gradually to 9.1m about 3 miles
SE of the entrance.
9.12 Rocas Danaide(8˚56'N., 79˚30'W.), the outermost dangers
of many which lie within the limits of the shorebank, have a
least depth of 3.3m and lie 2.5 miles ESE of SE Bastion.
9.12 The flood current sets NW and the ebb sets S. The rate varies
from 0.5 knot to 1.5 knots with the ebb being the stronger current.
9.12 Anchorage can be taken, in a depth of 4.6m, about 1 mile E
of NE Bastion or, in depths of 9 to 11m, NE of Perico Island
(8˚55'N., 79˚32'W.).
9.12 The piers, which lie around the perimeter of the harbor, all
dry at LW and are available only to small craft and lighters.
9.12 The coast between Punta Paitilla and Isla Chepillo, 23 miles
E, consists of mangrove-covered shore fronted by drying flats
which extend up to 1.5 miles offshore in places.
9.12 Isla Chepillo (8˚57'N., 79˚08'W.), which lies off the en-
trance of the Rio Chepo, is low at its N end rising gradually
toward its center. Depths are ample to approach within 1 mile
of the S end of this island. A light is shown from the summit of
the island.

9.13 The Rio Chepo (8˚59'N., 79˚07'W.), with depths of
less than 2.1m, is entered 2.8 miles NNE of Isla Chepillo. Only
small craft with local knowledge can enter the river.
9.13 The coast between the Rio Chepo and the Rio Chiman, 32
miles SE, is low and covered with mangroves. It is interrupted
by many shallow streams and rivers.
9.13 Punta de Manglares (Punta Mangle) (8˚49'N., 78˚51'W.),
19 miles SE of the Rio Chepo, is bordered by drying flats
which extend up to 3 miles offshore. The shore bank in this
vicinity extends up to 10 miles W and 6 miles S of the point.
North and NE of the point, the land rises to considerable ele-
vations. Pico Columna, 1,055m high, rises 12 miles NE of the
point and Thumb Peak, 387m high, rises 11 miles NNW of the
point. Both peaks are conspicuous from seaward.
9.13 TheRio Chiman (8˚41'N., 78˚39'W.), which almost dries, is
marked by wooded bluffs on either side. A small village stands
on the E bank 1 mile within the entrance.
9.13 Isla El Pelado (Islote Pelado) (8˚38'N., 78˚42'W.) lies 5
miles SW of the mouth of the Rio Chiman. The island is
marked by a light.

9.14 Punta Brujas(8˚35'N., 78˚32'W.), lying 22 miles SE
of Punta de Manglares, is the extremity of a low, rock
projection and forms the SW entrance point of the Rio Tri
idad. A small conspicuous rock lies on the edge of the m
flats 3.8 miles NNW of the point. A light is shown from Punt
Brujas.
9.14 Punta Gorda (8˚28'N., 78˚30'W.), bold and wooded, lies 7.
miles S of Punta Brujas. The shorebank, which extends up
2.5 miles SW of the latter point, gradually decreases in wid
to lie within 0.3 mile offshore, abeam of Punta Gorda.
9.14 Punta Pedernales(Otro Lado) (8˚26'N., 78˚29'W.) lies 3
miles SE of Punta Gorda.
9.14 Punta Brava (8˚21'N., 78˚25'W.), located 9 miles SSE o
Punta Gorda, is the N entrance point of Golfo de San Migu
and is fringed by foul ground and off-lying rocks on which th
sea breaks heavily. The shoal bank, as defined by the 1
curve, extends 9 miles SW from Punta Brava. Banco del Bu
a heavily breaking shoal, with a least depth of 0.9m, lies on t
inner half of this shoal.

Golfo de San Miguel

9.15 Golfo de San Miguel(8˚15'N., 78˚23'W.), entered
between Punta Brava and Punta Garachine, 14.5 miles
extends 25 miles NE. The E and W entrance points of the g
are marked by lights shown from Isla Patinito and Islit
Batatilla, respectively. The gulf narrows to a width of 6.5 mile
about 6 miles NE of the entrance points and gradually narro
to a width of 2 miles about 12 miles farther NE. The chann
then turns sharply SE to the head of the gulf which forms t
landlocked harbor of Puerto Darien (8˚23'N., 78˚06'W.), at t
junction of the Rio Sabana and the Rio Tuira.
9.15 The Rio Tuira is navigable during the rainy season by vess
having a draft of 4.6m or less, as far as El Real, 35 miles SE
Punta Sabana.
9.15 The yellow, muddy waters of the gulf are usually marked b
swirls due to the discharge from the rivers and the variable c
rents. During the rainy season, navigation is severely hinde
by floating trees.

Punta Garachine (8˚06'N., 79˚25'W.), the S entrance poin
of Golfo de San Miguel, is the outer extremity of a hig
peninsula which projects 2 miles N from the general trend
the coast. The peninsula is steep-to off its NW side. A light
shown l.3 miles S of Punta Garachine.
9.15 Vessels can take anchorage, well-protected in the summ
0.7 mile E of Punta Garachine, in depths of 11 to 13m.
9.15 Roca Trollope (8˚07'N., 78˚39'W.), with a least depth o
2.7m, lies near the middle of Banco San Jose, 14 miles W
Punta Garachine. Banco San Jose, marked by a lighted buo
about 4.5 miles long in a NW and SE direction, and 2 mile
wide. Two shallow patches, with depths of 6.5m and 8m, lie
the middle of the entrance channel leading into the gulf, 4
miles N of Punta Garachine.

9.16 Ensenada de Garachine (8˚10'N., 78˚21'W.),
entered between Punta Garachine and Punta Patino, 11 m
NE, is mostly shallow and backed by drying flats which exten
up to 3 miles offshore at its head. A breaking shoal, with a lea
depth of 1m, lies 3 to 7 miles NE of Punta Garachine.
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9.16 Punta Patino (8˚15'N., 78˚18'W.), a wooded projection, lies
11 miles NE of Punta Garachine.
9.16 Punta Barro Colorado (8˚27'N., 78˚17'W.), a bold and
rocky point lying 2.5 miles NE of Punta Patino, can be iden-
tified by a conspicuous red cliff on its W side. A shoal depth of
9m lies 2.5 miles W of the point.

9.16 Ensenada Mogul (8˚19'N., 78˚13'W.), a shallow bay with
mangrove-covered shores, lies between Punta Alegre, located
1.5 miles NE of Punta Barro Colorado, and Punta Pinta Jaya
(Punta Momosenega), 4.5 miles farther NE.
9.16 Isla El Cedro (8˚21'N., 78˚13'W.), small and densely
wooded, lies on the outer edge of the shore bank about 1.5
miles W of Punta Pinta Jaya. The NW side of the islet is steep-
to.
9.16 Punta Isla Maria (8˚24'N., 78˚12'W.) lies 4.5 miles N of
Punta Pinta Jaya.

9.17 Isla Corozal (8˚24'N., 78˚11'W.), the northeastern-
most islet of a group of several, lies 1 mile S of Punta Isla
Maria. East of this islet, the navigable channel narrows to a
width of about 1 mile.

9.17 Isla San Carlos (Isla Boca Grande) (8˚26'N., 78˚10'W.),
together with Isla El Encanto off its NE side, divides the
approach to the head of Golfo de San Miguel into two
channels. Boca Grande, the preferred channel, passes W and N
of Isla San Carlos and E of Isla El Encanto.
9.17 Boca Chica, which passes S of Isla San Carlos, although
deep, is narrow and intricate.
9.17 Isla Cartagena(8˚26'N., 78˚08'W.), together with two small
islets lying within 0.5 mile S of it, lies in mid-channel off the E
side of Isla El Encanto. Deep water lies in the passages to the E
and W of these islets. The preferred fairway passes E of these
islets. A bank, with a depth of less than 9m, extends about 1
mile into the fairway from the W side of Punta Sabana, 2.5
miles SE of Isla Cartagena.

9.17 The preferred anchorage for vessels not proceeding to Puerto
Darien, or those awaiting a more favorable current, lies in the
fairway N and NE of Isla El Cedro.
9.17 Roca Vaguila (8˚24'N., 78˚06'W.) dries 2.1m and lies about
0.6 mile SSW of Punta Sabana (8˚25'N., 78˚06'W.).
9.17 Depths of 11 to 26m lie in the anchorage, over a width of 1.5
miles, up to 3 miles SE of Isla Cartagena. The depths decrease
rapidly to the S of this position. The best anchorage, which has
depths of 13 to 18m, lies 0.3 mile offshore abeam of La Palma,
a small village situated 2 miles WSW of Punta Sabana.
9.17 Numerous islets, rocks, and shoals lie within the shorebank
on the N side of the channel between Punta Isla Maria and
Punta Buena Vista, 3 miles WSW.

9.17 Roca Sombrereta(8˚22'N., 78˚14'W.), a prominent grass-
covered rock and the southwesternmost danger, lies 1.5 miles
SSE of Punta Buena Vista.
9.17 Ensenada Pena Hueca (8˚24'N., 78˚19'W.), entered
between Punta Buena Vista and Punta San Lorenzo, 9 miles
WSW, is mostly shallow and obstructed by drying flats at its
head. Several rivers discharge into the bay, but are not gen-
erally navigated.

Archipelago de las Perlas

9.18 Archipelago de las Perlas (8˚25'N., 79˚00'W.)
consists of a large number of islands, islets, and numero
rocks covering an extensive area in the NE part of the Gulf
Panama. The group extends 30 miles in a NW and SE direct
and has a width of about 20 miles. The larger islands are hi
heavily wooded, and fairly steep-to.
9.18 There are no commercial ports, but well-sheltered anchora
can be taken leeward of some of the islands.
9.18 Isla Pacheca(8˚40'N., 79˚03'W.), the N island of the group
although small, rises to an elevation of 61m. A shoal ba
extends 0.5 mile NW and 1.5 miles SE from the island. Is
Pachequilla, and Isla Bartolome, similar islets, lie near t
outer edges of this bank to the NW and SE, respectively.
light is shown from the NE point of Isla Pachecha.
9.18 Isla Saboga (8˚38'N., 79˚04'W.), 1.8 miles S of Isla
Pachecha and 68m high, has a large village with a church on
E side. A shoal bank, with several islets and rocks on
extends 1.5 miles N from the islet. Isla Chitre, a small, hig
islet, lies on the shoal bank which extends 2 miles S from Is
Saboga. Isla Santa Catalina, awash at extreme HW, lies
miles S of Isla Chitre.

9.19 Isla Contadora (8˚38'N., 79˚02'W.), high and of
irregular shape, lies 0.3 mile E of Isla Saboga.
9.19 An anchorage area, centered in position 8˚38'N 79˚03'W, l
in the center of the triangle formed by Isla Saboga and Is
Contadora and the islands and the shoals to the N. T
anchorage is about 1.5 miles long and 0.8 mile wide. Goo
well-protected anchorage can be taken, in depths of 9 to 14
mud, about 0.5 mile N of the village on the E side of Isl
Saboga. A considerable current is usually experienced.
9.19 Two preferred entrance channels lead into the anchora
Canal Pacheca, 0.2 mile wide at its narrowest part with a le
mid-channel depth of 10m, is entered S of Isla Pacheca. Ca
Contadora (Canal Tolome), 0.3 mile wide, is entered close N
Isla Contadora and has a mid-channel depth of 11m. Ti
currents in this channel are strong.
9.19 Canal Saboga, a 0.2 mile wide channel leading into the a
chorage from the S, has a least depth of 5.8m, but is not reco
mended except for small craft with local knowledge.
9.19 Directions.—If entering by Canal Pacheca from the N, pas
about 0.5 mile W of Isla Pachequilla and head S until th
center of Isla Bartolome bears 116˚. Steer on this bearing u
the E extremity of Isla Saboga bears 180˚, then alter course
this bearing which will lead to the anchorage.
9.19 If entering by Canal Contadora, pass about 1.5 miles E
Isla Bartolome on a S heading until the church spire on the
side of Isla Saboga bears 244˚, then alter course to this he
ing, which leads to the anchorage. The currents in this chan
are strong and must be allowed for.

9.20 Isla Chapera(8˚35'N., 79˚02'W.), 2 miles S of Isla
Contadora, lies at the outer end of a shoal bank which exte
4.5 miles NW and then 5.5 miles N from the NW extremity o
Isla del Rey. Numerous islands, islets, and rocks lie within t
limits of this bank, which has a width of about 5 miles in it
central part. The channel between this group of islands and
previously-described group to the N should be attempted o
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by vessels with local knowledge because of the strong currents
and the shallow water on both sides.
9.20 Anchorage, with good holding ground, mud or sand, can be
taken by all classes of vessels, in depths of 11 to 18m, in the
vicinity of Isla Caracoles (8˚30'N., 78˚57'W.). Care should be
taken to avoid the shoal patches which lie within 2.5 miles
NNW of this islet.
9.20 Anchorage, with good holding ground, is also available 3
miles E of Isla Chapera, in a depth of 24m.
9.20 Isla del Rey (8˚23'N., 78˚54'W.), the largest island in the
archipelago, is 15 miles long, 7.5 miles wide, and topped by
several high peaks. Cerro del Chiquero, the highest peak, rises
to an elevation of 223m in the central part of the island.
Numerous islets and shoal patches lie up to 4 miles off the W
coast of the island and should be passed at a prudent distance.
9.20 Punta Cocos (8˚13'N., 78˚54'W.), the S extremity of the
island, is the outer end of a remarkable promontory which
extends 4 miles S from the general line of the coast. A small
islet lies on the shoal bank which extends about 0.5 mile
farther S.
9.20 A number of islands lie off the E coast of Isla del Rey, but
they are fairly steep-to and can safely be approached to within
0.5 mile in most instances.
9.20 Bahia San Telmo(8˚16'N., 78˚53'W.), entered E of Punta
Cocos, is 4 miles wide between the entrance points and recedes
the same distance to the NW. The dangers in the bay lie within
0.5 mile of the shore with the exception of a detached shoal
patch, with a least depth of 1.8m, which lies about 1 mile E of
Punta Cocos and an 8.5m patch lying 2 miles NE of the same
point. Elsewhere, the bay has depths of 11 to 24m.
9.20 Safe anchorage can be taken as convenient anywhere within
the bay. Southerly winds raise a heavy swell at times, but the
sandy bottom provides good holding ground. A strong current
sets across the entrance, but diminishes N of Isla San Telmo,
the E entrance point.

9.21 Isla Galera(8˚12'N., 78˚47'W.), 42m high, lies on a
shoal bank about 1.3 miles in extent, 7.5 miles ESE of Punta
Cocos. A sunken rock, which breaks, lies 0.5 mile W of the S
extremity of the island.
9.21 A reef, with three above-water rocks on its outer part,
extends 1 mile SE from the island. A shoal, with a depth of
15.5m, lies 7.8 miles SW of the island and a shoal, with a depth
of 16m, lies 7 miles WSW of the same island. Vessels should
not transit in depths of less than 20m when passing this islet.
9.21 Isla Pedro Gonzalez(8˚24'N., 79˚06'W.), lying 7 miles W
of Isla del Rey, is high, irregularly shaped, and separated from
the NW side of Isla del Rey by a broad, deep channel. Islas
Senora and Senorita, two small islets, lie on a shoal bank 0.8
mile N of the NW part of Isla Pedro Gonzalez.
9.21 North Passage, which lies between these islets and the islets
to the NE, is deep and clear with no known dangers.
9.21 Ensenada Honda(8˚25'N., 79˚06'W.), a small, irregular bay
which provides well protected anchorage, in depths of 9 to
13m, indents the N coast of Isla Pedro Gonzalez about 1 mile
SE of Isla Senora. The outer half of the bay has depths of 9 to
15m. Depths in the S half of the bay shoal rapidly. Currents
within the bay are negligible, but a considerable set has been
experienced N of the entrance. The flood sets to the N; a strong
ebb sets to the S.

9.21 West Passage, which is about 3 miles wide between
fringing dangers, lies between Isla Pedro Gonzalez and Isla
San Jose. Bajo del Medio, a rock awash at LW, lies 1.8 mi
SSW of the SE point of Isla Pedro Gonzalez. Niagara Roc
with a least depth of 2.7m, lies 2 miles W of Bajo del Medio
The channel S of these dangers is deep and clear, but th
channel should be avoided.

9.22 Isla de San Jose(8˚16'N., 79˚07'W.), a large, irregu-
larly-shaped island, is indented by a deep bay on its SE s
and a small shallow bay on its W side. Ensenada Playa Gran
the E bay, has ample depths for anchoring, but a violent sw
is usually experienced.
9.22 The island is steep-to within 0.5 mile of the shore on a
except its SE side. Several small islets and rocks, on which
sea breaks heavily, lie up to 1 mile offshore along this part
the coast, which should be avoided. A light is shown from th
SW side of the island.
9.22 South Passage, leading to Bahia del Rey to the N, passes
Isla de San Jose. This channel, which is about 3.5 miles w
between the fringing dangers, has depths of 14.5 to 51m in
central part.
9.22 Bahia del Rey(8˚21'N., 79˚08'W.), which lies between Isla
del Rey on the E side and Islas Pedro Gonzalez and San Jo
the W, provides anchorage for all classes of vessels with go
holding ground, mud. A choppy sea develops during S wind
but winds from other quarters have little effect.

Punta Garachine to Bahia Ardita

9.23 The coast between Punta Garachine and Bahia P
36 miles SSE, is bold, high, and wooded.
9.23 Punta Escarpada (8˚05'N., 78˚26'W.) lies 2 miles SW of
Punta Garachine. Islita Gajuala, a 0.9m high rock, lies on t
outer part of a reef which extends 0.6 mile SW from the poi
9.23 Cerro Sapo(7˚59'N., 78˚22'W.), a sharp, conical peak, rise
to a height of 1,409m about 8 miles SE of Punta Escarpado
9.23 Punta Caracoles(7˚41'N., 78˚18'W.), a bold, rocky point
lying 25 miles SSE of Punta Escarpado, has a small bay on
N side. Good anchorage is provided for boats over a bottom
mud and sand.

9.24 Bahia Pina(7˚33'N., 78˚12'W.) is entered E of Punta
Pina, which lies 9 miles SE of Punta Caracoles. The b
extends 2.3 miles N and provides one of the best anchorage
be found in the vicinity. The sides of the bay are high an
rocky, although, its head is low and sandy. Depths range fr
36m in the entrance to a depth of 9.1m lying 0.3 mile from i
head.
9.24 A light is shown from a white metal tower situated on the ti
of Punta Pina.
9.24 Islas Centinelas(7˚34'N., 78˚13'W.), two small islets which
are low and tree-covered, lie 1 mile SW and l.3 miles WNW
Punta Pina.
9.24 Anchorage can be taken as convenient in any part of the b
over a bottom of sand.
9.24 During the wet season, a considerable swell is raised by
heavy squalls. At such times, vessels should anchor more to
W side of the bay, in a depth of 22m.
9.24 A light is shown from the SW extremity of Punta Pina.
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9.24 Isla Mono (7˚13'N., 77˚53'W.), 26 miles SE of Bahia Pina,
lies 0.5 mile offshore in the vicinity of the boundary between
Panama and Colombia.

9.24 The intervening coast between Bahia Pina and Isla Mono
high, rugged, heavily wooded, and steep-to within 0.5 mile
the shore.
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SPANISH English

A

aduana ............................................................. customhouse
agua ............................................................................. water
amarillo ..................................................................... yellow
amarra................................................... anchorage, mooring
arrecife............................................................................ reef
arroyo ............................................................. brook, rivulet
atalaya .......................................lookout station, signal staff

B

bahia ............................................................................... bay
baixo, baxo .........................................................shoal, bank
baja, bajo .............................................................. low, shoal
baliza .........................................................................beacon
banco ............................................................................ bank
barlovento............................................................. windward
barra................................................................................. bar
barranca ......................................................ravine, precipice
blanco .......................................................................... white
boca ............................................................ mouth, entrance

C

cabeza.................................................................. shoal head
cabezo............................................................ summit of hill
cabo ...............................................................................cape
cala ............................................................. creek, small bay
caleta ............................................................small bay, cove
canal .........................................................................channel
casa..............................................................................house
castillo ......................................................................... castle
cayo .................................................................................cay
cerro.................................................................................hill
chico ............................................................................ small
cienaga........................................................................ marsh
colina ...............................................................................hill
cuenca..................................................................... river bed

D

darsena.................................................... dock, harbor basin
desembarcadero........................................................ landing
dique............................................................................. dock
dique de carena........................................................ drydock
dique seco......................................................drydock, basin

E

embocadero .................................................mouth, opening
ensenada ................................................................ bay, cove
escollo ........................................................................... rock
estancia...............................................................ranch, farm
este..................................................................................east
estero ...............................................................lagoon, creek
estrecho ............................................. strait, narrow passage
estuaria ......................................................wide river mouth

F

fanal..................................................................... light tower
faro .......................................................................lighthouse
fondeadero............................................................anchorage
fortaleza, fuerte ...............................................................fort
freo ............................................................................... strait

G

golfo ...............................................................................gulf
gran, grande.................................................................. grea
gris................................................................................. gray

H

hondo, hondura .............................................................deep

I

isla ...............................................................................island
isleta ...............................................................................islet

L

laja..................................................................................lake
lago.......................................................................... flat rock
largo .............................................................................. long
loma............................................................................hilltop

M

medano................................................................. sand bank
meridional ...............................................................southern
mesa .......................................................................tableland
monte..................................................................... mountain
muelle...................................................mole, landing wharf

N
negro.............................................................................black
norte .............................................................................north

O

oeste ..............................................................................wes

P

pardo ............................................................................. gray
paso, passa..................................................................... pas
penon........................................................... rocky mountain
pico................................................................................peak
piedra...................................................................stone, rock
playa, praia .................................................................. beach
pueblo...............................................................town, village
puente................................................................ wharf, dock
puerto ................................................................ port, harbor
punta............................................................................. point

Q

quebrado........................................................................ pas
quebradero................................................................ breake

SPANISH English
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R

rada...............................................................road, roadstead
rama........................................................................... branch
restinga ........................................................................... reef
ribera ............................................................................ bank
rio ..................................................................................river
roca................................................................................ rock
rojo .................................................................................. red

S

saco................................................................................. bay
salina ....................................................................salt works
salto ................................................................................cliff

SPANISH English

seno .................................................................................bay
septentrional ............................................................northern
sierra.............................................................mountain chain
silla ............................................................................. saddle
sotavento .................................................................. leeward
sur.................................................................................south

T

tetas ............................................................................... paps
torre ............................................................................. tower

V

verde............................................................................ green
vigia.......................................................................... lookout

SPANISH English
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How to use the Index—Gazetteer

Geographic names of navigational features are generally those used by the nation having sovereignty and are listed
alphabetically. Diacritical marks, such as accents, cedillas, and circumflexes, which are related to specific letters in certain foreign
languages, are not used in the interest of typographical simplicity.

Geographic names or their spellings do not necessarily reflect recognition of the political status of an area by the United States
Government. Positions are approximate and are intended merely as locators to facilitate reference to the charts.

To use as a Gazetteernote the position and Sector number of the feature and refer to the Chart Information diagram for the
Sector. Plot the approximate position of the feature on this diagram and note the approximate chart number.

To use as an Indexof features described in the text note the paragraph number at the right. To locate this feature on the best
scale chart use the Gazetteer procedure above.

Index—Gazetteer

Position
˚        '              ˚       '

Position
˚        '              ˚       '

Sec.
Para.
A
ACAJUTLA 13 35 N 89 50 W 6.8
ACANTILADOS DE ESCONDIDO 15 51 N 97 05 W 5.21
ACAPULCO 16 51 N 99 54 W 5.18
ALCATRAZ 15 55 N 97 21 W 5.21
ARCHIPELAGO DE LAS PERLAS 8 25 N 79 00 W 9.1,

9.18

B
BACATETE 28 00 N 110 22 W 4.12
BAHIA AGUA DULCE 29 12 N 112 24 W 4.5
BAHIA AGUA VERDE 25 31 N 111 05 W 3.17
BAHIA ALMEJAS 24 28 N 111 42 W 2.31
BAHIA BALLENA 9 43 N 85 00 W 7.17
BAHIA BARRANCA 9 57 N 84 46 W 7.22
BAHIA CALDERA 9 55 N 84 44 W 7.20
BAHIA CARRILLO 9 52 N 85 30 W 7.15
BAHIA CHAMELA 19 33 N 105 07 W 5.3
BAHIA CHIPEHUA 16 03 N 95 21 W 5.28
BAHIA CHISMUYO 13 25 N 87 38 W 6.18
BAHIA CHORRERA 8 50 N 79 42 W 9.5
BAHIA CONCEPCION 26 40 N 111 50 W 3.22
BAHIA DAMAS 7 27 N 81 40 W 8.10
BAHIA DE ACAPULCO 16 50 N 99 53 W 5.17
BAHIA DE ADAIR 31 29 N 113 50 W 4.1
BAHIA DE BALLENAS 26 44 N 113 24 W 2.23
BAHIA DE BANDERAS 20 39 N 105 30 W 4.28
BAHIA DE CHAME 8 40 N 79 41 W 9.4
BAHIA DE CHARCO AZUL 8 10 N 82 40 W 8.2
BAHIA DE CHATHAM 5 33 N 87 03 W 1.7
BAHIA DE GUAYMAS 27 55 N 110 52 W 4.10
BAHIA DE JIQUILISCO 13 10 N 88 28 W 6.12
BAHIA DE LA PAZ 24 21 N 110 30 W 3.9
BAHIA DE LA UNION 13 20 N 87 47 W 6.15
BAHIA DE LAS PALMAS 23 41 N 109 38 W 3.5
BAHIA DE LOS ANGELES 28 55 N 113 31 W 3.31
BAHIA DE LOS MUERTOS 23 56 N 109 48 W 3.6
BAHIA DE MANZANILLO 19 04 N 104 21 W 5.7
BAHIA DE MARUATA 18 15 N 103 21 W 5.10
BAHIA DE NAVIDAD 19 13 N 104 43 W 5.6
BAHIA DE PETATLAN 17 35 N 101 30 W 5.14
BAHIA DE PICHILINGUE 24 16 N 110 19 W 3.9
BAHIA DE PUERTO ANGEL 15 39 N 96 31 W 5.23
BAHIA DE PUNTA PENASCO 31 18 N 113 37 W 4.1
BAHIA DE SACRIFICIOS 15 41 N 96 15 W 5.25
BAHIA DE SALINA CRUZ 16 10 N 95 11 W 5.30
BAHIA DE SALINAS 11 04 N 85 44 W 7.8
BAHIA DE SAN CARLOS 27 56 N 111 04 W 4.8
BAHIA DE SAN JORGE 31 08 N 113 08 W 4.2
BAHIA DE SAN QUINTIN 30 18 N 115 52 W 2.10
BAHIA DE SAN RAFAEL 28 29 N 113 02 W 3.30
BAHIA DE SAN RAMON 30 46 N 116 04 W 2.8
BAHIA DE SANTA CRUZ 15 44 N 96 07 W 5.26
BAHIA DE SANTA INES 27 00 N 111 59 W 3.24
BAHIA DE SANTIAGO 19 06 N 104 23 W 5.7
BAHIA DE TOPOLOBAMPO 25 33 N 109 09 W 4.15

BAHIA DE ZIHUATANEJO 17 37 N 101 33 W 5.14
BAHIA DEL COCO 10 34 N 85 43 W 7.12
BAHIA DEL JACO 9 36 N 84 38 W 7.19
BAHIA DEL REY 8 21 N 79 08 W 9.22
BAHIA DESCANO 32 14 N 116 58 W 2.4
BAHIA DULCE 16 32 N 98 50 W 5.19
BAHIA ESCONDIDO 15 50 N 97 04 W 5.21
BAHIA HERRADURA 9 39 N 84 40 W 7.19
BAHIA HONDA 7 45 N 81 32 W 8.8
BAHIA HUEVOS 10 39 N 85 42 W 7.11
BAHIA JUANILLA 10 57 N 85 44 W 7.9
BAHIA LA VENTANA 24 05 N 109 56 W 3.6
BAHIA MAGDALENA 24 32 N 112 02 W 2.28
BAHIA MURCIALAGO 10 53 N 85 56 W 7.10
BAHIA PARITA 8 07 N 80 20 W 9.2
BAHIA PETACALCO 17 59 N 102 05 W 5.13
BAHIA PIEDRA BLANCA 9 52 N 85 30 W 7.15
BAHIA PINA 7 33 N 78 12 W 9.24
BAHIA PLAYA BLANCA 10 56 N 85 54 W 7.10
BAHIA POTRERO 10 28 N 85 48 W 7.14
BAHIA POTRERO GRANDE 10 50 N 85 49 W 7.11
BAHIA RINCON 8 43 N 83 29 W 7.30
BAHIA RIO GRANDE 9 46 N 84 39 W 7.20
BAHIA SAN JOSE DEL CABO 23 03 N 109 39 W 3.4
BAHIA SAN LORENZO 13 18 N 87 30 W 6.18
BAHIA SAN LUCAS 22 53 N 109 53 W 3.2
BAHIA SAN LUIS GONZAGA 29 47 N 114 20 W 3.37
BAHIA SAN TELMO 8 16 N 78 53 W 9.20
BAHIA SANTA ANA 27 39 N 112 34 W 3.28
BAHIA SANTA ELENA 10 56 N 85 49 W 7.9
BAHIA SANTA MARIA 24 44 N 112 13 W 2.28
BAHIA SEBASTIAN VIZCAINO 28 15 N 114 38 W 2.13
BAHIA TAMARINDO 10 19 N 85 52 W 7.15
BAHIA TANGOLA TANGOLA 15 46 N 96 06 W 5.26
BAHIA TODOS SANTOS 31 49 N 116 42 W 2.5
BAHIA TORTUGAS 27 40 N 114 53 W 2.19
BAHIA TOVARI 27 01 N 109 58 W 4.13
BAHIA UVITA 9 08 N 83 44 W 7.26
BAHIA VENTOSA 16 10 N 95 08 W 5.32
BAHIADE TENACATITA 19 15 N 104 15 W 5.5
BALBOA 8 57 N 79 34 W 9.11
BARCA QUEBRADA 10 19 N 85 52 W 7.15
BARRA DE TONALA 16 00 N 93 57 W 5.32
BARRA MEXCALTITAN 21 47 N 105 31 W 4.23
BISHOP ROCK 32 27 N 119 08 W 1.1
BOCA DE ESTERO PALO BLANCO 8 14 N 80 28 W 9.2
BOCA TAVALA 24 15 N 107 28 W 4.19
BOCA TEACAPAN 22 30 N 105 45 W 4.22
BOUNDARY MONUMENT 32 32 N 117 07 W 2.2
BUFFADERO BLUFF 18 03 N 102 45 W 5.11

C
CABEZA BALLENA 22 54 N 109 50 W 3.3
CABEZA DEL MECHUDO 24 47 N 110 40 W 3.11
CABO ARCO 27 52 N 110 57 W 4.9
CABO BLANCO 9 33 N 85 07 W 7.16
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CABO CORRIENTES 20 24 N 105 43 W 4.30,
5.1

CABO DESOLADO 11 59 N 86 41 W 7.5
CABO FALSO 22 52 N 109 58 W 2.35,

3.2
CABO HARO 27 50 N 110 53 W 4.9
CABO LOBOS 29 54 N 112 45 W 4.3
CABO MALA 7 28 N 80 00 W 8.14,

9.2
CABO MATAPALO 8 23 N 83 18 W 7.28
CABO NATAN 11 06 N 85 48 W 7.8
CABO PULMO 23 27 N 109 25 W 3.4
CABO PUNTA BANDA 31 44 N 116 45 W 2.7
CABO SAN AUGUSTIN 28 05 N 115 22 W 2.17
CABO SAN LAZARO 24 48 N 112 19 W 2.26
CABO SAN LUCAS 22 52 N 109 53 W 3.2
CABO SAN MIGUEL 28 12 N 112 48 W 3.29
CABO SAN QUINTIN 30 21 N 115 52 W 2.10
CABO SANTA ELENA 10 54 N 85 58 W 7.10
CABO TEPOCA 30 16 N 125 53 W 4.3
CABO TEPOPA 29 23 N 112 25 W 4.4
CABO TOSCA 24 18 N 111 43 W 2.32
CABO VELAS 10 22 N 85 53 W 7.14
CALETA DEL ACORAZADO 24 38 N 112 07 W 2.30
CALETA SANTA MARIA 27 26 N 112 20 W 3.28
CANAL DE BALLENAS 29 00 N 113 23 W 3.36
CANAL DE DEWEY 27 52 N 115 07 W 2.14
CANAL DE KELLER 27 58 N 115 13 W 2.15
CANAL DE LA GAVIOTA 24 30 N 111 49 W 2.31
CANAL DE SAN JOSE 25 00 N 110 43 W 3.12
CANAL DE SAN LORENZO 24 23 N 110 18 W 3.7
CANAL KELLETT 27 58 N 115 13 W 2.15
CERRO CABRA 8 55 N 79 39 W 9.6
CERRO CHIRRIPO GRANDE 9 28 N 83 31 W 7.26
CERRO DE NAVIDAD 19 13 N 104 50 W 5.5
CERRO SAN JUAN 21 27 N 105 00 W 4.26
CERRO SAPO 7 59 N 78 22 W 9.23
CERRO TRES PICOS 16 11 N 93 38 W 5.30
CERRO YACICORIS 27 50 N 110 37 W 4.12
CHAMPERICO 14 18 N 91 56 W 6.3
CHARCO AZUL 8 13 N 82 52 W 8.3
COCOS ISLAND 5 32 N 87 04 W 1.7
COLINA DE LA DIRECCION 31 47 N 114 30 W 4.1
COMMISSION ROCK 8 51 N 79 34 W 9.6
CORTES BANK 32 30 N 119 11 W 1.1

E
EL MOGOTE 24 11 N 110 19 W 3.11
EL TRIUNFO 13 16 N 88 33 W 6.12
ENSENADA ARENAS 7 34 N 81 42 W 8.10
ENSENADA DE GARACHINE 8 10 N 78 21 W 9.16
ENSENADA DE MATENCHEN 21 30 N 105 15 W 4.26
ENSENADA DE PICHILINQUILLO 18 12 N 103 07 W 5.10
ENSENADA HONDA 8 25 N 79 06 W 9.21
ENSENADA MOGUL 8 19 N 78 13 W 9.16
ENSENADA PENA HUECA 8 24 N 78 19 W 9.17
ENSENADA SAN FRANCISCO 27 55 N 111 01 W 4.9
ENSENADA 31 52 N 116 38 W 2.6
ESCOLLOS ALIJOS 24 58 N 115 46 W 1.2
ESTERO AGUADULCE 8 14 N 80 28 W 9.2
ESTERO CAMICHIN 21 47 N 105 31 W 4.23
ESTERO DE AGIABAMPO 26 19 N 109 16 W 4.14
ESTERO DE HUIVUILAY 27 01 N 109 58 W 4.13
ESTERO DE PLAYA COLORADO 25 11 N 108 23 W 4.18
ESTERO DE TOMATES 20 40 N 105 18 W 4.28
ESTERO REAL 12 55 N 87 23 W 6.20

F
FARALLON DE SAN IGNACIO 25 27 N 109 24 W 4.15
FARALLONES DE CONSIGUINA 13 05 N 87 41 W 6.21
FLAMENCO ISLAND 8 55 N 79 31 W 9.9
FRAILES DEL NORTE 7 22 N 80 10 W 8.14
FRAILES DEL SUR 7 20 N 80 09 W 8.14

G
GERMAINE BANK 5 00 N 107 35 W 1.6

GOLFO DE FONSECA 13 09 N 87 54 W 6.14
GOLFO DE MONTIJO 7 38 N 81 07 W 8.11
GOLFO DE NICOYA 9 35 N 84 49 W 7.17
GOLFO DE SAN MIGUEL 8 15 N 78 23 W 9.15
GOLFO DE SANTA ELENA 10 58 N 85 46 W 7.9
GOLFO DULCE 8 23 N 83 13 W 7.29
GUARDIAN BANK 9 22 N 87 27 W 7.16
GUATULCO 15 43 N 96 08 W 5.26
GUAYMAS 27 55 N 110 55 W 4.11
GULF OF TEHUANTEPEC 15 00 N 92 00 W 5.24

I
ILE CLIPPERTON 10 17 N 109 13 W 1.5
ISLA ANGEL DE LA GUARDA 29 17 N 113 25 W 3.35
ISLA BOCA GRANDE 8 26 N 78 10 W 9.17
ISLA BONA 8 35 N 79 36 W 9.4
ISLA BRINCANCO 7 52 N 81 35 W 8.8
ISLA CABO BLANCO 9 32 N 85 07 W 7.16
ISLA CACALUTA 15 42 N 96 10 W 5.25
ISLA CANAL DE AFUERA 7 41 N 81 38 W 8.8
ISLA CARACOLES 8 30 N 78 57 W 9.20
ISLA CARMEN 25 58 N 111 10 W 3.18
ISLA CARTAGENA 8 26 N 78 08 W 9.17
ISLA CEBACO 7 32 N 81 09 W 8.11
ISLA CEDROS 28 11 N 115 13 W 2.15
ISLA CERRALBO 24 15 N 109 52 W 3.7
ISLA CERRALVO 24 15 N 109 52 W 3.7
ISLA CHAME 8 44 N 79 35 W 9.7
ISLA CHAPERA 8 35 N 79 02 W 9.20
ISLA CHEPILLO 8 57 N 79 08 W 9.12
ISLA CHIRA 10 06 N 85 09 W 7.19
ISLA CHIVOS 23 11 N 106 25 W 4.20
ISLA CLARION 18 21 N 114 44 W 1.4
ISLA CONCHAGUITA 13 14 N 87 46 W 6.15
ISLA CONTADORA 8 38 N 79 02 W 9.19
ISLA CORONADO 26 07 N 111 17 W 3.20
ISLA COROZAL 8 24 N 78 11 W 9.17
ISLA CRESTON 23 11 N 106 26 W 4.20
ISLA DANZANTE PRIMERO 25 46 N 111 14 W 3.17
ISLA DE COIBA 7 30 N 81 48 W 8.9
ISLA DE GUADALUPE 29 02 N 118 17 W 1.2
ISLA DE LIMON 12 36 N 87 21 W 7.1
ISLA DE PAJAROS 27 53 N 110 50 W 4.10
ISLA DE SAN DIEGO 25 11 N 110 42 W 3.14
ISLA DE SAN IGNACIO 25 25 N 108 55 W 4.17
ISLA DE SAN JOSE 8 16 N 79 07 W 9.22
ISLA DE SAN LORENZO 28 38 N 112 51 W 3.33
ISLA DEL CANO 8 43 N 83 53 W 7.28
ISLA DEL COCO 5 32 N 87 04 W 1.7
ISLA DEL ESPIRITU SANTO 24 28 N 110 20 W 3.8
ISLA DEL REY 8 23 N 78 54 W 9.20
ISLA DEL TIGRE 13 16 N 87 38 W 6.17
ISLA EL CEDRO 8 21 N 78 13 W 9.16
ISLA EL PELADO 8 38 N 78 42 W 9.13
ISLA GALERA 8 12 N 78 47 W 9.21
ISLA GOBERNADORA 7 34 N 81 13 W 8.12
ISLA GRANDE 17 40 N 101 40 W 5.13
ISLA GRIFO 16 49 N 99 55 W 5.16
ISLA HABANA 25 08 N 110 52 W 3.15
ISLA IGUANA 7 37 N 80 00 W 9.2
ISLA ILDEFONSO 26 38 N 111 26 W 3.21
ISLA ISABEL 21 53 N 105 54 W 4.23
ISLA JICARITA 7 13 N 81 48 W 8.10
ISLA JICARON 7 16 N 81 48 W 8.10
ISLA MARTIN PEREZ 13 17 N 87 44 W 6.15
ISLA MEANGUERA 13 11 N 87 43 W 6.17,

6.19
ISLA MONO 7 13 N 77 53 W 9.24
ISLA MONSERRATE 25 40 N 111 42 W 3.16
ISLA MONTUOSA 7 28 N 82 15 W 8.10
ISLA NATIVIDAD 27 52 N 115 10 W 2.14
ISLA OTOQUE 8 36 N 79 36 W 9.4
ISLA PACHECA 8 40 N 79 03 W 9.18
ISLA PAJARITO 13 12 N 88 28 W 6.12
ISLA PAJAROS 23 15 N 106 30 W 4.19
ISLA PARIDA 8 06 N 82 21 W 8.5
ISLA PARTIDA 28 52 N 113 02 W 3.34
ISLA PATOS 29 16 N 112 27 W 4.5
ISLA PEDRO GONZALEZ 8 24 N 79 06 W 9.21
ISLA PUNTA ICACO 12 33 N 87 16 W 7.1
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ISLA PUNTA SACATE 13 18 N 87 46 W 6.15
ISLA RANCHERIA 7 39 N 81 42 W 8.9
ISLA ROCA PARTIDA 18 59 N 112 04 W 1.4
ISLA ROQUETA 16 49 N 99 55 W 5.16
ISLA SABOGA 8 38 N 79 04 W 9.18
ISLA SAN BENEDICTO 19 19 N 110 49 W 1.4
ISLA SAN CARLOS 8 26 N 78 10 W 9.17
ISLA SAN ESTEBAN 28 42 N 112 35 W 4.6
ISLA SAN FRANCISCO 24 49 N 110 35 W 3.14
ISLA SAN GERONIMO 29 48 N 115 48 W 2.11
ISLA SAN JERONIMO 29 48 N 115 48 W 2.11
ISLA SAN JORGE 31 01 N 113 16 W 4.3
ISLA SAN JOSE 24 58 N 110 38 W 3.13
ISLA SAN JUAN NEPOMUCENO 24 16 N 110 20 W 3.9
ISLA SAN LUCAS 9 56 N 84 54 W 7.18
ISLA SAN LUIS 29 58 N 114 25 W 3.38
ISLA SAN MARCOS 27 11 N 112 06 W 3.26
ISLA SAN MARTIN 30 29 N 116 07 W 2.9
ISLA SAN PEDRO MARTIR 28 22 N 112 20 W 4.6
ISLA SAN ROQUE 27 09 N 114 22 W 2.21
ISLA SAN VICENTE 27 53 N 110 52 W 4.9
ISLA SANTA CATALINA 25 39 N 110 47 W 3.16
ISLA SANTA CRUZ 25 16 N 110 43 W 3.14
ISLA SANTA MARGARITA 24 27 N 111 50 W 2.32
ISLA SILVA DE AFUERA 8 05 N 81 49 W 8.6
ISLA SOCORRO 18 48 N 110 59 W 1.3
ISLA TABOGA 8 47 N 79 33 W 9.7
ISLA TABOGUILLA 8 49 N 79 31 W 9.8
ISLA TIBURON 29 00 N 112 21 W 4.5
ISLA TORTUGA 27 26 N 111 53 W 3.25
ISLA URAVA 8 47 N 79 32 W 9.8
ISLA UVA 7 49 N 81 36 W 8.8
ISLA VILLA 7 57 N 80 18 W 9.2
ISLA ZACATILLO 13 18 N 87 46 W 6.15
ISLAS BRUMEL 10 30 N 85 50 W 7.13
ISLAS CENTINELAS 7 34 N 78 13 W 9.24
ISLAS CONTRERAS 7 50 N 81 47 W 8.8
ISLAS DE LOS QUEPOS 9 22 N 84 09 W 7.26
ISLAS DE SANTA INES 27 02 N 111 55 W 3.25
ISLAS DE TODOS SANTOS 31 51 N 116 39 W 2.5
ISLAS ESTRETE 15 56 N 95 36 W 5.27
ISLAS FARALLONES 13 05 N 87 41 W 6.21
ISLAS LADRONES 7 52 N 82 26 W 8.5
ISLAS LOS CORONADOS 32 25 N 117 15 W 2.2
ISLAS MONITAS 8 09 N 82 10 W 8.6
ISLAS NEGRITOS 9 49 N 84 50 W 7.18
ISLAS SAN BENITO 28 19 N 115 34 W 2.18
ISLAS SANTA CATALINA 10 29 N 85 53 W 7.13
ISLAS SECAS 7 59 N 82 02 W 8.6
ISLAS TORTUGAS 9 46 N 84 54 W 7.18
ISLAS TRES MARIAS 21 33 N 106 30 W 4.24
ISLAS VIUDAS 8 06 N 82 10 W 8.6
ISLOTE PELADO 8 38 N 78 42 W 9.13
ISLOTE VALLADOLID 8 43 N 79 36 W 9.7
ISLOTES DE CATIVOS 7 41 N 81 29 W 8.11
IZTAPA 13 55 N 90 38 W 6.7

L
LA BANDERA 8 03 N 82 25 W 8.5
LA BRUJA 7 59 N 81 59 W 8.6
LA CONCORDIA 13 21 N 89 03 W 6.11
LA ENCANTADA 30 46 N 115 21 W 2.8
LA ENCANTADA 31 00 N 115 22 W 3.40
LA LIBERTAD 13 29 N 89 19 W 6.10
LA VIUDA 7 39 N 81 41 W 8.9
LAGUNA OJO DE LIEBRE 27 54 N 114 18 W 2.13
LAS ANIMAS 25 07 N 110 31 W 3.14
LAS PENAS 20 39 N 105 15 W 4.29
LAS TRES MARIETAS 20 41 N 105 36 W 4.27
LAZARO CARDENAS 17 56 N 102 10 W 5.12
LORETO 26 01 N 111 21 W 3.19
LOS ARCOS 20 33 N 105 19 W 4.30
LOS FRAILES 19 18 N 104 57 W 5.4
LOS FRAILES 23 23 N 109 25 W 3.4
LOS ISLOTES 24 36 N 110 24 W 3.8

M
MAN OF WAR COVE 24 38 N 112 07 W 2.30

MANZANILLO 19 03 N 104 20 W 5.8
MARCY CHANNEL 24 30 N 111 49 W 2.31
MAZATLAN 23 12 N 106 25 W 4.21
MONTANA CALAMAJUE 30 46 N 115 21 W 2.8
MONTANA CALAMAJUE 31 00 N 115 22 W 3.40
MORRO BRITO 11 20 N 86 01 W 7.6
MORRO DE PAPANOA 17 16 N 101 03 W 5.15
MORRO DE PETATLAN 17 32 N 101 27 W 5.14
MORRO DE PUERCOS 7 15 N 80 26 W 8.13
MORRO DE SALINA MARQUES 16 10 N 95 12 W 5.28
MORRO LAGUNA 28 15 N 114 07 W 2.13
MORRO NEGRITO 8 02 N 81 43 W 8.8
MORRO SANTO DOMINGO 28 15 N 114 07 W 2.13
MOUNT WALKER 9 28 N 83 31 W 7.26

N
NEVADO DE COLIMA 19 32 N 103 38 W 5.5
NEXPA 16 38 N 99 13 W 5.19
NUEVO VENECIO 14 06 N 91 37 W 6.4

O
OCEANA BANK 8 24 N 115 25 W 1.6
OTRO LADO 8 26 N 78 29 W 9.14

P
PAPS DE COYUCA 17 24 N 100 05 W 5.15
PAREDONES DE SOCONUSCO 15 51 N 93 41 W 5.33
PEDREGAL 8 22 N 82 26 W 8.6
PERICO ISLAND 8 55 N 79 32 W 9.12
PETREL BANK 24 38 N 112 47 W 2.27
PICO SHADANI 16 12 N 95 14 W 5.28
PIEDRA BLANCA 15 55 N 97 21 W 5.21
PIEDRA BLANCA 18 15 N 103 22 W 5.10
PIEDRA BLANCA 19 06 N 104 30 W 5.7
PIEDRAS GORDAS 24 09 N 109 51 W 3.7
PORT PARKER 10 56 N 85 49 W 7.9
PUERTO AGUADULCE 8 14 N 80 30 W 9.3
PUERTO AMPALA 13 18 N 87 39 W 6.18
PUERTO ARISTA 15 56 N 93 50 W 5.33
PUERTO ARMUELLES 8 16 N 82 52 W 8.4
PUERTO CALDERA 9 55 N 84 44 W 7.21
PUERTO CORINTO 12 27 N 87 11 W 7.2
PUERTO CULEBRA 10 36 N 85 42 W 7.12
PUERTO DARIEN 8 23 N 78 06 W 9.15
PUERTO DE HENECAN 13 24 N 87 27 W 6.19
PUERTO DE LA PAZ 24 10 N 110 19 W 3.10
PUERTO DE PANAMA 8 57 N 79 32 W 9.12
PUERTO DE SALINA CRUZ 16 10 N 95 12 W 5.31
PUERTO DE SAN BLAS 21 32 N 105 19 W 4.25
PUERTO DE SAN CARLOS 24 47 N 112 07 W 2.30
PUERTO DE SAN LORENZO 13 24 N 87 27 W 6.19
PUERTO DE SANTA CATARINA 29 31 N 115 16 W 2.12
PUERTO DE SANTA ROSALIA 27 20 N 112 17 W 3.27
PUERTO DE YAVAROS 26 41 N 109 30 W 4.13
PUERTO ESCONDIDO 25 48 N 111 18 W 3.17
PUERTO GOLFITO 8 38 N 83 11 W 7.31
PUERTO HERRADURA 9 39 N 84 40 W 7.19
PUERTO HUATULCO 15 43 N 96 08 W 5.26
PUERTO LA UNION 13 20 N 87 50 W 6.16
PUERTO LIBERTAD 29 54 N 112 40 W 4.4
PUERTO MADERO 14 42 N 92 27 W 5.34
PUERTO MASACHAPA 11 47 N 86 33 W 7.5
PUERTO MORAZAN 11 16 N 85 54 W 7.6
PUERTO MORRO REDONDO 28 03 N 115 08 W 2.16
PUERTO NUEVO 8 06 N 81 42 W 8.7
PUERTO PENASCO 31 19 N 113 35 W 4.2
PUERTO PESQUERO DE VACAMONTE 8 52 N 79 40 W 9.5
PUERTO QUETZEL 13 55 N 90 48 W 6.6
PUERTO SAN JUAN DEL SUR 11 15 N 85 53 W 7.7
PUERTO SANDINO 12 11 N 86 47 W 7.4
PUERTO VALLARTA 20 39 N 105 15 W 4.29
PUNTA ABREOJOS 26 42 N 113 34 W 2.22
PUNTA ACAMAMA 16 32 N 98 52 W 5.19
PUNTA ACANTILADO 29 34 N 113 33 W 3.35
PUNTA AHOME 25 56 N 109 27 W 4.14
PUNTA ARBOLEDA 26 47 N 109 52 W 4.13
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PUNTA ARENA 23 33 N 109 28 W 3.5
PUNTA ARENA DE LA VENTANA 24 03 N 109 49 W 3.6
PUNTA ARENITAS 8 32 N 83 17 W 7.30
PUNTA ASUNCION 27 08 N 114 18 W 2.21
PUNTA AYUTLA 15 52 N 95 47 W 5.27
PUNTA BAHIA 19 13 N 104 44 W 5.5
PUNTA BAJA 28 28 N 111 42 W 4.7
PUNTA BAJA 29 57 N 115 49 W 2.11
PUNTA BAJA 31 33 N 114 19 W 4.1
PUNTA BAJO 31 33 N 114 19 W 4.1
PUNTA BANCO 8 23 N 83 09 W 7.32
PUNTA BARRO COLORADO 8 27 N 78 17 W 9.16
PUNTA BEJUCO 9 54 N 85 20 W 7.16
PUNTA BLANCA 10 57 N 85 54 W 7.9
PUNTA BLUFF 29 33 N 113 59 W 3.32
PUNTA BRAVA 8 21 N 78 25 W 9.14
PUNTA BRUJAS 8 35 N 78 32 W 9.14
PUNTA BUFADERO 15 43 N 96 08 W 5.25
PUNTA BURICA 8 02 N 82 52 W 7.32
PUNTA CABEZA NEGRA 18 35 N 103 43 W 5.9
PUNTA CAMARON 21 30 N 105 17 W 4.26
PUNTA CAMPOS 19 01 N 104 21 W 5.9
PUNTA CANDELEROS 25 43 N 111 14 W 3.17
PUNTA CANOAS 29 26 N 115 12 W 2.12
PUNTA CARACOLES 7 41 N 78 18 W 9.23
PUNTA CARRIZAL 19 05 N 104 27 W 5.7
PUNTA CAYACAL 17 55 N 102 12 W 5.11
PUNTA CHIMO 20 28 N 105 38 W 4.30
PUNTA CHIPEHUA 16 01 N 95 22 W 5.28
PUNTA COCOS 8 13 N 78 54 W 9.20
PUNTA COLNETT 30 58 N 116 20 W 2.7
PUNTA COLORADO 26 44 N 111 38 W 3.22
PUNTA CONCEPCION 26 54 N 111 51 W 3.22
PUNTA CONDEGA 13 06 N 87 26 W 6.20
PUNTA CONSIGUINA 12 55 N 87 41 W 6.22
PUNTA COYOTE 24 28 N 110 42 W 3.11
PUNTA COYOTE 25 49 N 111 18 W 3.17
PUNTA COYOTE 9 45 N 85 16 W 7.16
PUNTA DE JULUAPAN 19 05 N 104 24 W 5.7
PUNTA DE LA TINAJA 23 06 N 110 07 W 2.34
PUNTA DE LAS ANIMAS 28 49 N 113 14 W 3.30
PUNTA DE LOS REYES 24 28 N 110 42 W 3.11
PUNTA DE MANGLARES 8 49 N 78 51 W 9.13
PUNTA DE MITA 20 46 N 105 33 W 4.27
PUNTA DE PIEDRA 8 13 N 82 53 W 8.2
PUNTA DESCANO 32 16 N 117 02 W 2.4
PUNTA DESCARTES 11 02 N 85 46 W 7.8
PUNTA DIAMENTE 16 47 N 99 52 W 5.17
PUNTA DOBLE 27 55 N 111 06 W 4.8
PUNTA EL ROSARIO 13 05 N 87 35 W 6.21
PUNTA ENSENADA 31 51 N 116 39 W 2.5
PUNTA ENTRADA 24 32 N 112 04 W 2.29
PUNTA ESCARPADA 8 05 N 78 26 W 9.23
PUNTA EUGENIA 27 51 N 115 05 W 2.14
PUNTA FARALLON 19 24 N 105 03 W 5.4
PUNTA FINAL 29 46 N 114 16 W 3.37
PUNTA GALERA 15 57 N 97 41 W 5.20
PUNTA GARACHINE 8 06 N 79 25 W 9.15
PUNTA GASPARINO 23 16 N 110 09 W 2.34
PUNTA GIGANTE 11 23 N 86 03 W 7.6
PUNTA GORDA 10 32 N 85 47 W 7.13
PUNTA GORDA 23 05 N 109 36 W 3.4
PUNTA GORDA 8 28 N 78 30 W 9.14
PUNTA GRAHAM 19 11 N 104 42 W 5.6
PUNTA GRANITO 28 59 N 112 10 W 4.6
PUNTA GUINEA 8 55 N 79 34 W 9.6
PUNTA GUIONES 9 54 N 85 41 W 7.15
PUNTA HERMANAS 19 16 N 104 53 W 5.4
PUNTA IGUANA 18 11 N 103 07 W 5.10
PUNTA IPALA 20 14 N 105 36 W 5.2
PUNTA ISLA MARIA 8 24 N 78 12 W 9.16
PUNTA IXTAPA 17 40 N 101 39 W 5.13
PUNTA JAPUTICA 17 23 N 101 10 W 5.15
PUNTA JUDAS 9 31 N 84 32 W 7.19
PUNTA KINO 28 45 N 111 58 W 4.6
PUNTA LA FLOR 11 06 N 85 48 W 7.8
PUNTA LESNA 28 13 N 111 24 W 4.7
PUNTA LIZARDO 18 11 N 103 07 W 5.10
PUNTA LLORONA 8 36 N 84 45 W 7.27
PUNTA LOBOS 23 25 N 110 14 W 2.33

PUNTA LOBOS 27 20 N 110 38 W 4.12
PUNTA LOS CUSTODIOS 21 21 N 105 16 W 4.27
PUNTA MALA 7 28 N 80 00 W 8.14,

9.2
PUNTA MALA 9 05 N 83 41 W 7.27
PUNTA MALDONADO 16 20 N 98 35 W 5.19
PUNTA MANGLE 8 49 N 78 51 W 9.13
PUNTA MANGLES 26 17 N 111 23 W 3.21
PUNTA MANGROVE 17 55 N 102 12 W 5.11
PUNTA MARIA 28 56 N 114 33 W 2.12
PUNTA MARIATO 7 12 N 80 53 W 8.13
PUNTA MARQUEZ 23 57 N 110 52 W 2.33
PUNTA MONTOGA 20 44 N 105 25 W 4.28
PUNTA MORRO REDONDO 28 03 N 115 11 W 2.15
PUNTA NARANJO 7 15 N 80 57 W 8.12
PUNTA NARIZON 27 52 N 110 53 W 4.9
PUNTA NOPOLO 25 01 N 110 46 W 3.12
PUNTA NOPOLO 25 55 N 111 21 W 3.19
PUNTA PATINO 8 15 N 78 18 W 9.16
PUNTA PEDERNALES 8 26 N 78 29 W 9.14
PUNTA PIE DEL GIGANTE 11 23 N 86 03 W 7.6
PUNTA PLATANAL 8 21 N 83 07 W 7.32
PUNTA PRIETA 24 13 N 110 18 W 3.9
PUNTA PRIETA 8 32 N 79 55 W 9.4
PUNTA PULPITO 26 31 N 111 27 W 3.21
PUNTA QUEPOS 9 24 N 84 10 W 7.24
PUNTA REDONDA 24 31 N 112 01 W 2.29
PUNTA REMEDIOS 13 31 N 89 48 W 6.9
PUNTA REMEDIOS 29 15 N 113 38 W 3.32
PUNTA ROCA NEGRA 19 45 N 105 20 W 5.3
PUNTA ROMPIENTE 27 44 N 115 00 W 2.19
PUNTA ROSA 26 40 N 109 41 W 4.13
PUNTA SABANA 8 25 N 78 06 W 9.17
PUNTA SALSIPUEDES 32 03 N 116 54 W 2.4
PUNTA SALSIPUEDES 8 27 N 83 35 W 7.28
PUNTA SAN ANTONIO 27 57 N 111 07 W 4.8
PUNTA SAN ANTONIO 29 45 N 115 42 W 2.11
PUNTA SAN CRISTOBAL 22 56 N 110 04 W 2.34
PUNTA SAN EVERISTO 24 55 N 110 42 W 3.12
PUNTA SAN FELIPE 31 03 N 114 49 W 3.39
PUNTA SAN FERMIN 30 25 N 114 38 W 3.39
PUNTA SAN FRANCISQUITO 28 28 N 112 55 W 3.29
PUNTA SAN HIPOLITO 26 58 N 114 00 W 2.22
PUNTA SAN IGNACIO 25 36 N 109 23 W 4.14
PUNTA SAN JOSE 31 28 N 116 36 W 2.7
PUNTA SAN JOSE 8 41 N 83 43 W 7.27
PUNTA SAN JUANICO 26 02 N 112 17 W 2.24
PUNTA SAN LORENZO 24 20 N 110 20 W 3.7
PUNTA SAN MARCIAL 25 30 N 111 01 W 3.15
PUNTA SAN MIGUEL 23 48 N 106 54 W 4.19
PUNTA SAN PABLO 27 13 N 114 29 W 2.20
PUNTA SAN PEDRO 28 03 N 111 16 W 4.8
PUNTA SAN PEDRO 8 39 N 83 44 W 7.27
PUNTA SAN ROQUE 27 09 N 114 22 W 2.21
PUNTA SAN TELMO 18 20 N 103 31 W 5.9
PUNTA SAN TELMO 25 17 N 110 57 W 3.15
PUNTA SANTA CRUZ 24 19 N 110 05 W 3.7
PUNTA SANTO DOMINGO 26 19 N 112 40 W 2.24
PUNTA SANTO TOMAS 31 33 N 116 42 W 2.7
PUNTA SARGENTO 29 38 N 112 46 W 4.4
PUNTA SARGENTO 31 38 N 114 46 W 3.41
PUNTA SICATELA 15 48 N 97 00 W 5.22
PUNTA SOMBRERITO 26 54 N 111 58 W 3.23
PUNTA SUCIA 9 41 N 84 40 W 7.19
PUNTA TEJUPAN 18 21 N 103 31 W 5.9
PUNTA TOSCA 24 18 N 111 43 W 2.32
PUNTA TRINIDAD 27 48 N 112 43 W 3.28
PUNTA UVITA 9 09 N 83 46 W 7.26
PUNTA VENTOSA 16 10 N 95 09 W 5.30
PUNTA VIOLIN 8 48 N 83 40 W 7.27
PUNTA VOLADERA 8 38 N 83 12 W 7.30
PUNTA WILLARD 28 53 N 112 35 W 4.5
PUNTA WILLARD 29 50 N 114 24 W 3.38
PUNTA YSATAN 20 20 N 105 41 W 5.2
PUNTARENAS 9 59 N 84 50 W 7.23

Q
QUEPOS 9 24 N 84 10 W 7.25
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Position PositionSec. Sec.

˚        '              ˚       ' ˚        '              ˚       'Para Para

R
RIO CHEPO 8 59 N 79 07 W 9.13
RIO CHIMAN 8 41 N 78 39 W 9.13
RIO CHIRIQUI 8 15 N 82 23 W 8.5
RIO COTO 8 33 N 83 10 W 7.32
RIO DE LA CONCEPCION 30 30 N 113 00 W 4.3
RIO DEL BALUARTE 22 48 N 106 02 W 4.22
RIO ELOTA 23 52 N 106 58 W 4.19
RIO GRANDE DE SAN MIGUEL 13 10 N 88 23 W 6.13
RIO GRANDE DE SANTIAGO 21 41 N 105 27 W 4.23
RIO LEMPA 13 14 N 88 49 W 6.11
RIO OCOS 14 31 N 92 12 W 6.2
RIO PAZ 13 45 N 90 08 W 6.7
RIO SUCHIATE 14 33 N 92 14 W 6.2
RIO VERDE 15 58 N 97 48 W 5.20
RIO YAQUI 27 37 N 110 37 W 4.12
ROCA BEN 30 26 N 116 07 W 2.9
ROCA BLANCA 15 39 N 96 33 W 5.22
ROCA CONSAG 31 07 N 114 29 W 3.40
ROCA CORBETENA 20 44 N 105 51 W 4.28
ROCA LOBOS 24 17 N 110 21 W 3.9
ROCA SAN JOSE 8 54 N 79 31 W 9.9
ROCA SOMBRERETA 8 22 N 78 14 W 9.17
ROCA TROLLOPE 8 07 N 78 39 W 9.15
ROCA VAGUILA 8 24 N 78 06 W 9.17
ROCAS ALIJOS 24 58 N 115 46 W 1.2
ROCAS CUCHARITAS 20 18 N 105 41 W 5.2
ROCAS DANAIDE 8 56 N 79 30 W 9.12
ROCAS FRAILES 11 12 N 85 51 W 7.8
ROSA BANK 26 13 N 115 00 W 1.2
ROSARITO OIL TERMINAL 32 22 N 117 05 W 2.3

S
SACASA ROCK 13 28 N 89 47 W 6.10
SALINA CRUZ OFFSHORE TERMINAL 16 10 N 95 12 W 5.29

SAN JERONIMO 13 55 N 91 11 W 6.4
SAN JOSE 13 55 N 90 50 W 6.5
SAN JOSE 29 16 N 114 53 W 2.12
SAN JOSE DEL CABO 23 03 N 109 41 W 3.4
SAN JUAN DE LA COSTA 24 23 N 110 42 W 3.11
SAN LUIS 14 11 N 91 46 W 6.4
SAN MARCIAL ROCK 25 33 N 111 01 W 3.15
SCAMMON LAGOON 27 54 N 114 18 W 2.13
SESECAPA 14 06 N 91 37 W 6.4
SHAMADA SEAMOUNT 16 53 N 117 30 W 1.4
SIERRA FUERTE 16 38 N 98 15 W 5.20
SPECK REEF 12 41 N 87 27 W 7.1

T
TANNER BANK 32 42 N 119 09 W 1.1
TARTAR SHOALS 16 18 N 98 36 W 5.20
THETIS BANK 24 56 N 112 36 W 2.26
TOPOLOBAMPO 25 36 N 109 04 W 4.16

U
UNCLE SAM BANK 25 37 N 113 23 W 2.24

V
VENADILLO 11 55 N 86 40 W 7.5
VILLE DE TOULOUSE ROCK 11 16 N 116 44 W 1.6
VOLCAN DE COLIMA 19 35 N 103 37 W 5.5
VOLCAN SAN MIGUEL 13 25 N 88 18 W 6.14

W
WHITE ROCK 15 39 N 96 33 W 5.22
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